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February 21, 2020
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose
Secretary
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
888 First Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426
Re:

Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER20-____
Submission of Western Energy Imbalance Service Market Tariff, Western Joint
Dispatch Agreements, and the Western Markets Executive Committee Charter (Part
1 of 2)

Dear Secretary Bose:
Pursuant to Section 205 of the Federal Power Act (“FPA”), 16 U.S.C. § 824d, and
Part 35 of the Regulations of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“Commission”
or “FERC”), 18 C.F.R. § 35.12, Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”), as authorized by its
independent Board of Directors, submits its Tariff to implement the Western Energy
Imbalance Service Market (“WEIS Market”) in the Western Interconnection. SPP requests
that the Commission accept the proposed Tariff for filing to become effective on February
1, 2021. SPP respectfully requests that the Commission act on this filing within 90 days,
notwithstanding the later effective date requested, and issue an order by May 21, 2020.
Market trials are scheduled to begin August 3, 2020. In order to conduct
meaningful market trials, SPP and Market Participants need certainty regarding the rules
that will apply. A Commission order by May 21, 2020 will facilitate timely
implementation of the WEIS Market.
SPP also submits the Western Joint Dispatch Agreement (“WJDA”) executed by
seven entities and the Western Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”) Charter for
Commission approval.1 The WJDA includes the provisions for the administration of the
WEIS Market by SPP and the obligations of customers to pay the administrative costs. The

1

Due to the requirements of SPP’s eTariff system, the proposed Rate Schedule Nos. 1
through 8 containing the WMEC Charter and the WJDAs will be submitted in a
corresponding Part 2 filing in another docket as part of the Western Energy Imbalance
Service Rate Schedule Tariff.
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WMEC Charter outlines how stakeholders may engage in a transparent process involving
matters affecting the WEIS Market and how the WMEC will carry out its responsibilities.2
I.

Background

SPP is a Commission-approved Regional Transmission Organization (“RTO”) in
the Eastern Interconnection.3 It is an Arkansas non-profit corporation with its principal
place of business in Little Rock, Arkansas. SPP currently has 98 members, including 16
investor-owned utilities, 14 municipal systems, 19 generation and transmission
cooperatives, 8 state agencies, 15 independent power producers, 12 power marketers, 11
independent transmission companies, 1 federal agency, and 2 large retail customers. As
an RTO in the Eastern Interconnection, SPP: (1) administers, across the facilities of SPP's
Transmission Owners, open access transmission service over approximately 66,900 miles
of transmission lines covering portions of Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Texas, and Wyoming and (2) administers the Integrated Marketplace, a centralized dayahead and real-time Energy and Operating Reserve market with locational marginal pricing
and market-based congestion management.4
The WEIS Market is a narrowly defined service offered by SPP to utilities in the
Western Interconnection under a contract. It is important to note that this service is not
provided under SPP’s role as an RTO but rather as the market administrator. As the market
administrator, SPP will initially implement and administer the WEIS Market to the seven
entities in the Western Interconnection that have signed the WJDA.5 Those parties are:







Western Area Power Administration (“WAPA”) separately and
individually as:
o WAPA Colorado River Storage Project (“WAPA-CRSP”)
o WAPA Rocky Mountain Region (“WAPA-RMR”)
o WAPA Upper Great Plains Region (“WAPA-UGPR”)
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (“Basin”)
Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. (“Tri-State”)
Municipal Energy Agency of Nebraska (“MEAN”)
Wyoming Municipal Power Agency (“WMPA”)

2

The WMEC Charter is discussed further in the Prepared Direct Testimony of David Kelley
attached to this filing as Exhibit No. SPP-0001 (“Kelley Testimony”).

3

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 109 FERC ¶ 61,009 (2004), order on reh’g, 110 FERC ¶ 61,137
(2005).

4

Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 146 FERC ¶ 61,130 (2014) (order approving the start-up and
operation of the Integrated Marketplace effective March 1, 2014).

5

The executed WJDAs are attached to this filing as Exhibit Nos. SPP-0003 through SPP0009.
2
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Over the course of 2019, SPP worked with a number of stakeholders in the Western
Interconnection to develop a stand-alone Tariff. The Tariff includes the rules and
procedures necessary to provide a market-based mechanism to supply energy imbalance
service within the WEIS Market Footprint.6 An energy imbalance service market will
provide a low cost, low risk solution while stakeholders consider a move toward
development of larger, wholesale energy markets. The WEIS Market will provide Market
Participants with valuable experience operating in a market environment with low start-up
and ongoing administrative costs.7
The Tariff is based on common market concepts approved in other organized
markets including security constrained economic dispatch (“SCED”), nodal Locational
Marginal Prices (“LMP”), five-minute dispatch instructions, and five-minute settlement
granularity of energy imbalance. While the WEIS Market incorporates many of the same
principles and design underlying the energy imbalance service market operated by SPP in
the Eastern Interconnection from 2007-2014, the Tariff is not an extension of the SPP Open
Access Transmission Tariff8 under which SPP operates as an RTO in the Eastern
Interconnection today. The Tariff applies only to the WEIS Market and will be
administered independently by SPP under terms of the WJDAs. The WMEC unanimously
approved the Tariff on January 10, 2020,9 and the SPP Board of Directors approved the
Tariff on January 28, 2020.10

6

SPP hosted two in-person meetings in Denver, CO and one webinar in 2019 focused on the
WEIS Market principles and design. All customers of SPP’s western reliability
coordination services were invited to attend and participate.

7

See Board of Directors/Members Committee Special Meeting Minutes No. 186, dated
September 20, 2019, posted at: https://spp.org/documents/60692/bodmc%20special%20mtg%20minutes%20&%20attachments%2020190920.pdf
(“September 2019 Board Minutes”).

8

Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Open Access Transmission Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No.
1 (“SPP OATT”).

9

See WMEC Meeting Minutes No. 5, dated January 10, 2020, at Agenda Item 4 posted at:
https://spp.org/documents/61321/wmec%20meeting%20minutes%2020200110.pdf.

10

See Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting Minutes No. 188, dated January 28,
2020, at Agenda Item 2 posted at: https://spp.org/documents/61442/bodmc%20minutes%20&%20attachments%2020200128.pdf.
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II.

Overview of the WEIS Market
A.

Basic Market Principles

The WEIS Market creates more opportunities for participants to take advantage of
the region’s diverse generating resources and to reduce overall costs to end-use customers.
Additionally, the WEIS Market will:






provide price transparency for wholesale energy;
optimize use of the transmission system;
respect existing resource adequacy requirements and existing requirements
for reserving firm transmission service;
provide participants with information to help identify needed transmission
expansion; and
take advantage of synergies and cost savings available through the use of
existing SPP systems and processes for market implementation and
operations.

Energy imbalance service is provided to transmission customers when the amount
of Energy actually delivered to/from a load or generator differs from the amount of Energy
scheduled to be delivered to/from the load or generator.11 Energy imbalance service is
typically provided by Balancing Authority (“BA”) operators who have the responsibility
to ensure that load and generation remain balanced in real-time.12
BAs generally use static or formulaic rates for energy imbalance service, which are
then applied to all Imbalance Energy that occurs over the course of an hour within the
metered boundary of a BA. The WEIS Market design improves upon the provision of these
services by giving customers within participating BAs a market-based mechanism with
transparent pricing, increased granularity, and access to a more diverse and larger pool of
generation. The WEIS Market design accomplishes this by incorporating the wellestablished and Commission-accepted market principles of SCED, nodal LMPs, the use of
market optimization software that dispatches the lowest cost generation every five minutes,
and five-minute settlement granularity.

11

See Schedule 4 and Schedule 9 of FERC’s pro forma Open Access Transmission Tariff
(“FERC pro forma OATT”) located at: https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indusact/oatt-reform/pro-forma-OATT.pdf

12

The North American Electric Reliability Corporation’s (“NERC”) Reliability Standard
TOP-001-4 (Transmission Operations) at Requirement 11 (R11) states “Each Balancing
Authority shall monitor its Balancing Authority Area, including the status of Remedial
Action Schemes that impact generation or Load, in order to maintain generation-Loadinterchange balance within its Balancing Authority Area and support Interconnection
frequency.”
4
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Without a market-based approach, BAs manage Imbalance Energy obligations
within their metered boundaries using their own resources or by purchasing energy through
bilateral transactions and without automated processes to economically redispatch
generation owned by others or in other BA areas. In the WEIS Market, SCED will make
use of all available resources across the WEIS Market Footprint to help balance load and
generation on a continuous five-minute basis.
B.

Benefits of the WEIS Market

Ultimately, the WEIS Market offers a more reliable and cost effective energy
imbalance management option than the traditional bilateral approach utilized by BAs.
Drivers for the participation in the WEIS Market include mitigating BA resource
limitations, managing the risk of diminishing bilateral trading partners as more utilities
seek centralized market solutions, addressing energy imbalance requirements with a
broader scope of available resources through a stakeholder-involved governance structure
that allows collaboration with stakeholders, and providing new tools for the BAs to better
manage reliable system operations and enable access to lower cost energy in response to
industry and resource mix changes, while maintaining options for potential future dayahead or fully integrated markets in the Western Interconnection.
FERC has historically recognized the broad benefits that energy imbalance markets
bring to the bulk electric system.13 Power systems can be operated more reliably and
efficiently when coordinated over wide geographic areas, and electricity markets can
enhance reliability management.14 In Docket No. ER14-1386, the Commission specifically
recognized the benefits that an energy imbalance market would bring to the west.15 In fact,
in 2013, FERC staff released a qualitative assessment of potential reliability benefits that
a western energy imbalance market would bring.16
FERC staff noted that the Staff Assessment was drafted after consulting a variety
of experts in the areas of reliability, energy markets and the western U.S. power system,
existing papers that address reliability and energy markets and researching reliability
13

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 114 FERC ¶ 61,289 (2006) (“SPP EIS Order”). See also
California Independent System Operator Corporation, 147 FERC ¶ 61,231 (2014)
(“CAISO EIM Order”).

14

See Exhibit No. SPP-0010 at 5 (“Qualitative Assessment of Potential Reliability Benefits
from a Western Energy Imbalance Market” dated February 26, 2013) (“Staff Assessment”).
FERC staff authorized the attached paper in 2013. While the paper, given the standard
disclaimer attached thereto, is not authoritative, it is certainly persuasive and is referenced
as such herein.

15

See CAISO EIM Order.

16

See Exhibit No. SPP-0010.
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events to identify instances where an energy imbalance market may have mitigated
problems.17 In the Staff Assessment, the term “reliability benefits” was used in a general
sense to “indicate areas in which an energy imbalance market could enhance the ability of
the system to respond to energy imbalances, effectively manage flows within transmission
limits during dispatch and potentially reduce the number of issues that will need to be
resolved by other entities such as reliability coordinators.”18
FERC staff concluded that an energy imbalance market could provide reliability
benefits through SCED across a market footprint. SCED provides better management of
imbalances and enhanced ability to manage flows within system operating limits. It also
provides enhanced opportunities to deliver energy from a more diverse set of conventional
and emerging technologies, such as demand response resources, for balancing; enhanced
situational awareness; potentially fewer Energy Emergency Alerts; 19 faster identification,
dispatch and delivery of replacement generation after contingency reserve sharing
assistance ends and for contingencies beyond reserve obligations; and assisting with the
integration of variable energy resources.20 These benefits identified by FERC staff align
directly with the benefits that SPP and the WEIS Market Participants identified and which
are discussed throughout.
FERC staff’s assumptions in the Staff Assessment are directly aligned with the
design of SPP’s WEIS Market. Staff assumed that an energy imbalance market would be a
single service, real-time (five-minute) market for imbalance energy that employs a SCED
to allow market participants to use the lowest cost resource available to balance loads and
resources while respecting transmission and reliability constraints during both normal
operation and postulated contingency events.21 Consistent with WEIS Market design,
FERC staff “assume[d] that the [energy imbalance market] would not include centralized
unit commitment, day-ahead energy and ancillary service markets or capacity markets.”22
FERC staff determined that “[t]he automation of the [energy imbalance market]
would allow for a more efficient use of the system by providing access to balancing
services from resources located throughout the region.”23

17

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 5.

18

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 3.

19

See NERC Reliability Standard EOP-011-1 (Emergency Operations).

20

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 4.

21

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 5-6.

22

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 6.

23

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 6.
6
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These benefits, along with SPP’s proven history of successfully implementing and
operating organized markets, contributed to WAPA’s decision to participate in the WEIS
Market. In a memorandum to WAPA’s administrator, senior management of the
participating WAPA regions cited numerous additional reasons for participating:


Addresses BA limitations;



Addresses the risk of diminishing bilateral trading partners in favor of a
robust market solution;



Maintains a stakeholder-involved governance structure that allows
collaboration with customers;



Responds to the changing generation industry;



Addresses energy imbalance requirements with a broader scope of available
resources;



Improves reliability for the BAs; and



Creates and maintains competitive options for potential future Day-2 or
fully integrated markets in the Western Interconnection. 24

The benefits described in FERC staff’s qualitative assessment have been proven
through operational experience in markets throughout the country. SPP’s prior energy
imbalance market optimized the dispatch of a diverse set of generating resources across as
many as sixteen different BAs and saw renewable wind generation increase 375%.25 The
EIS market delivered substantial economic and reliability benefits to SPP’s members and
customers and provided a bridge to SPP’s successful Integrated Marketplace.
C.

Scope of the WEIS Market

The WEIS Market is an intra-hour, centralized dispatch of Energy from
participating resources. This centralized dispatch uses SCED market optimization
software within and across the boundaries of participating BAs utilizing both their own
resources and the resources of other participating entities to make more efficient use of the
transmission system and reduce the production costs of satisfying load and resource
Imbalance Energy obligations. SCED optimizes the use of all available resources across
the WEIS Market Footprint to help balance load and generation on a five-minute basis
24

See Memorandum, dated August 27, 2019, posted at:
https://www.wapa.gov/About/keytopics/Documents/spp-weis-recommendationmemo.pdf.

25

At the end of 2007, SPP’s footprint had approximately 2,000 MW of wind and by the end
of 2013 nearly 7,500 MW of wind. See “SPP 101 An Introduction to Southwest Power
Pool” (Introduction to SPP Slideshow) at slide 117 posted at: https://spp.org/sppdocuments-filings/?id=18171.
7
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while respecting constraints and limitations on the transmission system and the operating
capabilities of generation in the market.
In administering the WEIS Market, SPP coordinates projected and real-time market
data and actions closely with the reliability coordinator (“RC”) and BAs. This coordination
supports the responsibilities of RCs and BAs delineated in NERC’s functional model.26
This coordination between market operations and the balancing and reliability functions
enhances reliability within the region by providing RCs and BAs both additional tools and
information at a more granular and useful level. By way of example, SPP will utilize load
forecasts, renewable energy forecasts, transmission information, and Resource offers to
provide projections of energy imbalance to be transferred between participating BAs in
advance of each Operating Hour.
To help participating BAs better anticipate their Energy and generator imbalance
obligations, the WEIS Market also includes both day-ahead and hour-ahead supply
adequacy analyses. Market Participants are required to submit Resource Plans that
demonstrate they have sufficient generation to meet their expected load and ancillary
service obligations. SPP will assess these Resource Plans, identify any supply
inadequacies, and will notify supply inadequate Market Participants and the associated BA
of the supply inadequacy situation existing in their area. The day-ahead supply adequacy
analysis is performed to support BA’s next-day planning and unit commitment
responsibilities. For the hour-ahead analysis, Market Participants must make appropriate
modifications to their Resource Plans no later than thirty minutes prior to the Operating
Hour for any inadequacy identified by SPP’s supply adequacy analysis. The supply
adequacy analysis performed by SPP is not intended to replace any existing authority or
responsibility for participating BAs; rather it provides an additional tool and transparency
into projected operating conditions.
SPP will calculate each Market Participant’s quantity of Imbalance Energy within
the Settlement Area every five minutes and will settle using the LMP for the appropriate
Settlement Location. Settlement statements will be produced for each Operating Day, and
settlement invoices will be issued to Market Participants on a weekly basis. LMP
calculated every five minutes represents a more transparent and accurate price signal based
on participating Resource’s Energy Offer Curves as compared to tariff-based, deviation
band-restricted hourly rates for energy imbalance service.
Equally as important as understanding what is included in the scope of the WEIS
Market is understanding what is not included. In contrast to the Integrated Marketplace,
the WEIS Market does not include consolidation of BA operations, nor markets for dayahead unit commitment and energy deployment, operating reserves or transmission
congestion rights. SPP, as the market administrator, does not provide consolidation or
administration of transmission tariffs for the WJDA signatories. Participating utilities are
26

NERC’s Reliability Functional Model defines the set of functions that must be performed
to ensure the reliability of the Bulk Electric System and explains the relationship among
the entities responsible for performing the tasks within each function. The Functional
Model is posted at: https://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Pages/FunctionalModel.aspx.
8
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not transferring functional control of their generation or transmission assets to SPP. While
not provided under the WJDA, it is worth noting that SPP already serves as the SPP West
RC for the footprint of the participating utilities, which provides additional benefits further
explained in Section E below.
In addition, the WEIS Market does not contain provisions for unit commitment
decisions by SPP, as the market administrator, or the clearing of any operating reserve
products (i.e. regulation up, regulation down, spinning reserve, and supplemental reserve).
BAs participating in the WEIS Market will continue to be responsible for ensuring their
compliance with applicable reliability standards for balancing load and generation within
their BA boundaries.27
While the WEIS Market’s scope is intentionally limited to maximize value and
minimize risk, SPP is committed to working with Market Participants through the WMEC
to identify future market enhancements using SPP’s proven open and transparent
stakeholder process.
D.

Scale of the WEIS Market

All Imbalance Energy within participating BAs will be settled in the WEIS Market,
therefore the WEIS Market’s design requires that all load and generation (with limited
exceptions) be registered with SPP. Entities with generation and/or load within a
participating BA may choose to execute the WJDA and directly register with SPP. Entities
directly registered with SPP as Market Participants will have their Imbalance Energy
settled by SPP and will not need to be represented by their host BA. This design is
beneficial for entities representing load or generation across multiple BAs as they will only
be subject to settlement of Imbalance Energy with SPP rather than being subject to different
accounting and market participation protocols of those multiple BAs. This design also
benefits participating BAs by reducing their administrative costs for performing
accounting, settlement, and market registration functions for energy imbalance service.
Entities who elect not to execute the WJDA will be represented by their host BA.
The host BA will act as the Market Participant on behalf of these assets, and SPP will settle
any associated Imbalance Energy with the Market Participant. Resources within a
participating BA that are not directly registered in the WEIS Market and will not be
available for economic dispatch by the WEIS Market will be classified as Partial
Participation Resources (“PPR”)28.
At the time of this filing, two BAs consisting of Western Area Colorado Missouri
Balancing Authority Area, known as WACM, and Western Area Power Administration
Upper Great Plains West, known as WAUW, have agreed to participate in the WEIS
27

See supra at n. 12.

28

Part I, Section 1 of the Tariff defines PPR as “[a] non-participating entity resource that is
not available for WEIS economic dispatch registered by a Market Participant under their
obligation as the host Balancing Authority.”
9
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Market. Collectively, these two BAs contain approximately 8,000 MW of generation and
approximately 3,600 MW of load. Figure 1 illustrates the fuel mix in MW of the combined
generation of the two BAs.
FIGURE 1

WACM and WAUW Combined Fuel Mix
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There are 24 entities that have generation and/or load within the two participating
BAs. At present, seven of these entities have chosen to execute the WJDA and directly
participate in the WEIS Market. These seven entities represent approximately 7,100 MW
of generation or approximately 89.2% of the total generation in the two BAs.29 The load
and generation assets of the remaining entities will be registered by the Market Participant
representing the host BA.30 SPP continues to have good faith discussions with additional
entities regarding future participation in the WEIS Market. After go-live, SPP will onboard
additional Market Participants as part of regular onboarding cycles that generally occur
three times per year.

29

This is the information available at the time of filing.

30

The host BA will act as the Market Participant on behalf of entities with load and/or
generation that choose not to execute the WJDA.
10
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E.

Coordinated Operations

SPP’s role as administrator for the WEIS Market provides an additional tool and
increased transparency into projected operating conditions by giving participating BAs and
SPP West RC information regarding expected operating plans both day-ahead and in
advance of each operating hour.31 While not replacing any existing authority or
responsibility for participating BAs, SPP as the market administrator, SPP West RC, and
the participating BAs will collaborate to ensure reliable and efficient operation of the
transmission system. The sharing of the supply adequacy analysis with participating BAs,
the incorporation of relevant data from RCs, and the increased visibility available to the
SPP West RC through projected market operations will have a synergistic effect on
reliability and efficiency throughout the WEIS Market Footprint.32
SPP will administer the WEIS Market from the same control room utilized by SPP
West RC providing efficiency and standardization in communication and data exchange.33
As illustrated in Figure 2, SPP West RC has responsibility to oversee reliable operations
across the area encompassing both the WACM and WAUW BAs, in addition to many of
the surrounding BAs.

31

References to “SPP West RC” reflect SPP’s role as a Reliability Coordinator for certain
utilities in the Western Interconnection under the terms of a separate contract service. See
https://spp.org/newsroom/western-energy-services/western-rc-services/.

32

See Exhibit No. 0010 at 15. “The automated SCED process creates market signals that
elicit available resources to respond to system imbalances and potentially to correct issues
on the system before they would need to be resolved by another entity such as the reliability
coordinator. Potentially, this would leave the reliability coordinator with fewer issues to
resolve. An EIM could also be a source of additional information to the reliability
coordinator, such as information associated with SCED.”

33

Any data exchange will be in accordance with the Western Interconnection Data Sharing
Agreement. See Western Interconnection Data Sharing Agreement and Western
Interconnection Data Sharing Agreement – List of Signatories posted at:
http://www.caiso.com/informed/Pages/RCWest/Default.aspx.

11
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FIGURE 2

SPP West RC administers a comprehensive congestion management methodology
across its entire RC footprint.34 This congestion management methodology is maintained
by the Western Reliability Working Group (“WRWG”), a stakeholder group comprised of
a representative from each of SPP West RC’s customers.35 The WRWG has begun
preliminary discussions about the WEIS Market and any potential implications to the SPP
West RC congestion management methodology; however, no specific changes have been
recommended as of the date of this filing.36 Should the WRWG later adopt changes to the
SPP West RC congestion management methodology, the WEIS Market will incorporate
the modified methodology in accordance with the Tariff.
The WEIS Market is also flexible enough to operate across multiple RC footprints.
The overlapping nature of the SPP West RC and WEIS Market footprints significantly
minimizes any concerns about the impact of WEIS Market operations across seams. To
34

See Congestion Management Methodology Reliability Coordinator Area Western
Interconnection posted at:
https://www.spp.org/documents/60289/spp%20west%20congestion%20management%20
methodology%20v1.0.pdf.

35

See Western Reliability Working Group Charter posted at:
https://spp.org/documents/60291/wrwg_charter_20190621.pdf.

36

See WRWG Meeting Minutes, dated November 19-20, 2019, at Agenda Item 11 located
at: https://spp.org/documents/61063/wrwg%20minutes%2020191119-20.pdf.

12
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the extent SPP West RC identifies any reliability issues impacting neighboring RCs, those
issues will be addressed pursuant to applicable coordination agreements.37
The WEIS Market is designed with the flexibility to accommodate changes to
processes and procedures used to address grid congestion and reliability issues. Ongoing
Western Interconnection discussions around congestion management practices may change
how RCs manage grid congestion and reliability issues between them. SPP, in its role as
SPP West RC, facilitates the Enhanced Curtailment Calculator Working Group, a diverse
technical advisory group established as a means to ensure that western RCs have input and
oversight with respect to the shared tools used to perform RC functions within the Western
Electricity Coordinating Council footprint.38 As these tools and practices evolve over time,
the WEIS Market will evolve with them.
SPP has extensive experience managing complex seams issues in its role as an RTO
and has developed comprehensive seams agreements with its neighbors in the Eastern
Interconnection to minimize coordination issues associated with the many functions of an
RTO.39 As mentioned previously, in the context of this filing SPP is acting only in the
capacity of administrator for the WEIS Market. SPP is not taking on responsibilities for
administering open access transmission service, BA operations, transmission planning, or
any other function that might normally require comprehensive agreements with
neighboring entities performing similar functions. As such, SPP has not identified any
other seams issues of concern related to the WEIS Market.
F.

Market Power Study and Market Mitigation

SPP’s internal, independent Market Monitor will perform market monitoring
services for the WEIS Market and is currently performing analysis to determine whether
market power may exist based on potential supply and demand conditions and potential
transmission congestion. This analysis will assess the structural competiveness of the
WEIS Market based on available supply and demand information, such as the historical
hourly demand for imbalance energy from other entities within the participating BAs
relative to the potential supply of imbalance energy from entities within the Balancing
Authority Area. In addition to market share and supplier concentration information, this
study will also provide an assessment of the frequency and degree to which entities may

37

SPP and the California Independent System Operator Corporation (“CAISO”) have
executed a Reliability Coordinator Coordination Agreement, which is posted at:
https://www.spp.org/documents/60263/caisospp%20rc%20coordination%20agreement_20190715.pdf.

38

See the webpage for the Enhanced Curtailment Calculator Working Group at:
https://www.spp.org/organizational-groups/enhanced-curtailment-calculator-workinggroup/.

39

See seams agreements posted at: https://www.spp.org/spp-documents-filings/?id=18378.
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be individually pivotal with respect to the supply of imbalance energy needed to meet other
entities’ imbalance energy needs.
The Market Monitor’s assessment will also verify whether the proposed market
power mitigation procedures will be effective in mitigating actual exercise of local market
power should it occur. These mitigation procedures would be triggered when congestion
is projected to occur on transfer limits into or within a Balancing Authority Area. The
WEIS Market will include functionality that allows the application of local market power
mitigation rules.
The Market Monitor’s market power analysis is expected to be completed prior to
the start of market trials, scheduled to begin in August 2020. SPP requests the Commission
issue an order on this filing with the understanding that the results of the Market Monitor’s
analysis will be available prior to WEIS Market go-live.
The Tariff includes a Market Power Mitigation Plan to provide for mitigation of
horizontal and vertical market power by Market Participants. SPP will automatically apply
mitigation measures to submitted Resource Energy Offer Curves if the submitted Energy
Offer Curve exceeds the applicable conduct threshold, the Resource is determined to have
local market power, and the Resource fails the Market Impact Test. This market mitigation
is applied in-line with the SCED, that is, when a Resource’s Energy Offer Curve is replaced
with its mitigated Energy Offer Curve, the LMP is impacted and that impacted LMP is
systematically passed to all downstream systems. This Market Power Mitigation Plan is
further discussed in Section III.E below.
G.

Stakeholder Participation in the WEIS Market

Market Participants have significant input and authority over the WEIS Market’s
administration. SPP established the WMEC, comprised of representatives from each nonaffiliated signatory to the WJDA. Initially, the WMEC provided a collaborative and
transparent forum in which SPP and Market Participants worked to finalize market rules
for the WEIS Market implementation. The WMEC has authority under its Charter to:
•
•
40

Approve or reject proposed amendments to the Tariff;
Establish detailed WEIS Market Protocols to support the filed Tariff;40
The WEIS Market Protocols provide background information, guidelines, business rules,
and processes for the operation and administration of the WEIS Market including market
settlements, billing, and accounting requirements in accordance with the Tariff. At the
time of this filing, the WEIS Market Protocols have not been finalized. The WMEC
established the WEIS Protocol Review Task Force to provide input into the WEIS Market
Protocols. The status and latest draft of the WEIS Market Protocols can be found in the
meeting materials of the WEIS Protocol Review Task force located at:
https://www.spp.org/organizational-groups/western-markets-executive-committee/weisprotocol-review-task-force/.
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•
•

Provide consultation to SPP in determining the administrative rate charged to
participants of the WEIS Market pursuant to the WJDA; and
Recommend proposed amendments to the WJDA.

WMEC meetings are open to all interested stakeholders. Additionally, the WMEC may
receive input from state regulatory commission liaisons in an advisory capacity. The
WMEC may establish working groups and task forces as needed to facilitate its authorities
under its Charter. SPP’s Board of Directors provides independent oversight of SPP’s
administration of the WEIS Market under the WJDA. The WMEC Charter is addressed
and further explained in the Kelley Testimony.41
H.

Western Joint Dispatch Agreement

To participate in the WEIS Market, entities must execute the WJDA, which
establishes the legal relationship between SPP and the WEIS Participant. 42 After
consideration, seven entities voluntarily executed the WJDA, thereby illustrating that the
WEIS Market provides benefits to them sufficient to justify the costs they have agreed to
pay to SPP to implement and administer the WEIS Market. The executed WJDAs are
included in this filing as Exhibit Nos. SPP-0002 through SPP-0009.43 Rules pertaining to
WAPA’s participation in the WEIS Market are found in Section 12 of the WJDA.
The Western Energy Imbalance Service Market Administration Rate (“WEIS
Rate”) recovers initial implementation costs and ongoing administrative costs incurred
such as SPP staff, system implementation and maintenance, debt service for financing
capital expenditures, and other costs associated with administering the WEIS Market. The
initial implementation costs will be recovered over the Initial Cost Recovery Period
(“ICRP”).44 The initial WEIS Participants determined it was preferable to finance the
implementation costs over the first eight years of the WEIS Market. This approach
prevents SPP’s RTO members from “floating” the implementation costs, reduces rate
shock for WEIS Participants by spreading the costs over multiple years rather than
requiring a lump sum up-front payment, and minimizes free riders by ensuring that any
future WEIS Participants who join within the ICRP will pay their proportionate share of
any outstanding implementation costs.

41

Kelley Testimony at 10-12.

42

WEIS Participant is defined in the WJDA.

43

The WJDAs are also submitted as Rate Schedule Nos. 2 through 8 under the Western
Energy Imbalance Service Rate Schedule Tariff contained in part 2 to this filing.

44

The ICRP is the first eight rate years after the WEIS Commencement Date. A rate year is
February 1 to January 31.
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The implementation and ongoing costs will be allocated to WEIS Participants based
on their proportional share of the total Net Energy for Load (“NEL”) in the WEIS Market
Footprint. Allocating costs on the basis of NEL correlates costs to the size of entities
participating in the WEIS Market. NEL for a given entity remains relatively consistent
from year to year. This consistency provides rate stability relative to other methods, such
as those based on transactional volumes which may vary greatly due to system or market
conditions.45 SPP’s costs to administer the WEIS Market are impacted more by the overall
size of the market rather than the volume of transactions settled.46 Details of the calculation
of the WEIS Administration Rate are included in Exhibit A of the WJDA.
The WEIS Rate for the first year following the February 1, 2021 WEIS
Commencement Date is $0.22 per MWh of NEL. The $0.22 rate was calculated based on
an estimated $5 million per year operating cost, which includes the annualized payback of
the initial implementation costs, divided by the submitted NEL values for each
participating BA.47 Each subsequent year, the rate may be modified in accordance with
Exhibit A of the WJDA.
WEIS Participants that join after the WEIS Commencement Date, but prior to the
end of the ICRP, are also subject to the WEIS Rate as well as a New WEIS Participant
Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”) charge, if applicable. The NWPICR charge
includes incremental costs, if any, required to accommodate the new WEIS Participant and
is directly assigned to that WEIS Participant.
New WEIS Participants that join after the end of the ICRP will not be charged any
initial implementation costs. These WEIS Participants may be charged a NWPICR charge,
if applicable.
WEIS Participants that withdraw prior to the end of the ICRP are obligated to pay
their share of the remaining initial implementation costs as a Withdrawal Payment. As the
cost-causer, the withdrawing WEIS Participant is solely responsible for paying the
remaining initial implementation costs that were incurred on that withdrawing WEIS

45

SPP determined that a transactional-based allocation of administrative costs would result
in decreased market efficiency as the transactional administrative rate would represent an
additional “hurdle” that would need to be overcome before a transaction would be
“economic.” Allocating administrative costs to WEIS Participants on the basis of the most
recently ended calendar year NEL results in a “sunk cost” that does not impact market
efficiency.

46

Some examples of cost categories that correlate to market size include market software
licensing (a function of MW of generation and number of busses modeled), hardware and
data storage requirements, renewable generation forecasting services, staff time spent
registering market assets.

47

See September 2019 Board Minutes.
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Participant’s behalf. WEIS Participants that withdraw after the ICRP will not be charged
for withdrawal because there will be no remaining initial implementation costs to be paid.
Federal law places requirements on how governmental agencies operate and do
business with private entities and government contractors. Such limitations include, but
are not limited to, requirements of the Federal Torts Claims Act, which limits the liability
of Federal agencies, and other laws that establish requirements for dispute resolution and
choice of law. WAPA is also required to comply with all acts of Congress in areas of
employment practices, safely standards, and all regulations promulgated by the Department
of Energy.48
Recognizing WAPA is a federal agency required to comply with the AntiDeficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1341, in Section 12 of the WJDA, WAPA included the
maximum financial obligation each WAPA entity was committing to when agreeing to the
withdrawal obligations under the WJDA.
III.

Tariff

In order to implement the WEIS Market in the Western Interconnection, SPP
submits the proposed Tariff attached hereto. The Tariff is summarized and described
below.
A.

Common Service Provisions

Part I of the Tariff contains defined terms to be used throughout the Tariff, as well
as pro forma language that is applicable to the WEIS Market. This includes the
acknowledgment that SPP maintains the Ancillary Services schedule, which provides
Western Energy Imbalance Service.49 Also included is pro forma language for regulatory

48

Sections 12.3, 12.5, and 12.8 through 12.11 of the WJDA include the addition of language
that would make such Federal law applicable to all transactions under the WJDA,
including, but not limited to all acts of Congress and regulations of the Secretary of Energy,
equal employment practices, contract work hours, and safety standards, and use of convict
labor. Section 12.13 of the WJDA sets forth WAPA’s position that the WAPA entities are
not subject to financial penalties or fines for violations of reliability standards that may be
assessed by an enforcement entity. The language of these provisions has already been
approved by the Commission in earlier dockets. See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order,
Docket No. ER14-1204-000 (March 14, 2014); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 140 FERC ¶ 61,199
(2012).

49

Proposed Tariff at Part I, Section 2.
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filings,50 force majeure and indemnification,51 creditworthiness,52 and the dispute
resolution procedures.53 This language from the FERC pro forma OATT is included in the
Tariff language for clarity and conformity.54
B.

Special Rules

Part II of the Tariff includes additional pro forma language establishing that the
users of the Tariff are subject to state laws and regulations and public power rate schedules
if they are not public utilities under the Federal Power Act. 55 There is also pro forma
language establishing the conditions for electric cooperatives that receive financing under
the Rural Electrification Act of 1936.56 Section 8.3 establishes the conditions and rules for
participation by WAPA.57
C.

Schedules

There are two schedules in the Tariff. Schedule 1 contains the Energy Imbalance
Service (“EIS”) provisions.58 The details of the provision of EIS in the WEIS Market are
found in Attachment A of the Tariff and are discussed in the Kelley Testimony.59
Schedule 2 of the Tariff provides Joint Dispatch Transmission Service in real-time
on an intra-hour, non-firm, as available basis having the lowest curtailment priority. For
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customers under the Tariff, the rate for receipt or
delivery of energy dispatched under this schedule will be $0.00/MWh of reserved capacity
50

Proposed Tariff at Part I, Section 4.

51

Proposed Tariff at Part I, Section 5.

52

Proposed Tariff at Part I, Section 6.

53

Proposed Tariff at Part I, Section 7.

54

Section 3 of Part I of the Tariff is “Reserved for Future Use” in this filing. This section is
typically entitled “Reciprocity” and the applicable language from the FERC pro forma
OATT is incorporated into Attachment D, Conditions Precedent for Receiving Service.

55

Proposed Tariff at Part II, Section 8.1.

56

Proposed Tariff at Part II, Section 8.2.

57

Proposed Tariff at Part II, Section 8.3.

58

Proposed Tariff at Schedule 1.

59

Kelley Testimony at Sections II and III.
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for on-peak and off-peak hours.60 Additional details for the provision of this service can
be found in discussion of Attachment D of the Tariff in Section III.G of this letter. Further
discussion is included in the Kelley Testimony.61
D.

Western Energy Imbalance Service Market
1. Introduction

Attachment A of the Tariff sets forth the scheduling and dispatch responsibilities
of SPP and Market Participants relating to the provision of the WEIS Market and sets forth
the operation, pricing and settlement of the market. Attachment A addresses the four
periods that are pertinent to the administration of the WEIS Market: Day-Ahead Period,
Hour-Ahead Period and Real-Time Period for market operations, and post-Operating Day
period for settlement.62
2. Market Participant Obligations
Section 1.2 of Attachment A contains the obligations for which Market Participants
are responsible under the Tariff.63 These obligations include the execution of service
agreements; applications and registration; a statement that Market Participants will not
engage in market manipulation; a requirement that Market Participants submit Resource
Plans and Energy schedules; a requirement that Market Participants submit Ancillary
Service Plans; requirements that Market Participants follow dispatch instructions,
incorporate SPP’s Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange, report Resource and Ancillary
Service Plan changes; and a requirement that Market Participants submit meter data
representing actual generation output and actual load consumption for settlement purposes.
These are straightforward and reasonable obligations consistent with other
organized market implementations, as these provisions require Market Participants to
undertake certain basic responsibilities necessary for the operation of the WEIS Market.
These obligations are addressed in more detail below.
Market Participants must execute the Market Participant service agreement
contained in Attachment E. If a Market Participant fails or refuses to execute the service
agreement, SPP will file an unexecuted service agreement with the Commission in
accordance with Section 1.2.2(e) of Attachment A.64
60

Proposed Tariff at Schedule 2.

61

Kelley Testimony at 9-10.

62

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.

63

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.

64

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.1.
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Market Participants must comply with the application and asset registration
requirements in Section 1.2.2 of Attachment A.65 Under these requirements, Market
Participants must submit applications to provide services in the WEIS Market prior to the
expected date of participation.66
Market Participants must register all load and Resources, excluding Behind-TheMeter Generation less than 10 megawatts.67
In the event an entity within a participating BA chooses not to register its load or
Resources in the WEIS Market, the responsibility for registering those assets will be with
the participating host BA.68 Resources within a participating BA that are not directly
registered in the WEIS Market and will not be available for economic dispatch by the WEIS
Market will be classified as PPRs. A PPR is not obligated to submit Energy Offer Curves.
SPP will not be a party to any agreement between the host BA and the non-participating
entity. Failure or refusal to register a load or Resource will result in SPP filing an
unexecuted version of the service agreement as specified in Attachment E for that Resource
with the Commission under the name of the Market Participant representing the
participating host BA.69
A Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under the Public Utility Regulatory
Policy Act (“PURPA”) to deliver all of its net output to its host utility will not be required
to directly participate in the WEIS Market and will not be subject to any charges or
payments related to the WEIS Market. Any WEIS Market charges or payments associated
with the output of such a Qualifying Facility will be allocated to the Market Participant
representing the host utility purchasing the output of the Qualifying Facility under PURPA,
and the Market Participant will be provided the settlement data required to verify the
settlement charges and payments.70 These provisions are consistent with other exemptions
the Commission has approved for Qualifying Facilities in organized markets.71

65

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2.

66

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2(a).

67

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2(b).

68

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2(e).

69

Id.

70

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2(f).

71

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 125 FERC ¶ 61,314, P 40 (2008).
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A Market Participant offering an External Resource in the WEIS Market will utilize
an External Resource Pseudo-Tie to transfer the balancing responsibilities for the resource
to a BA participating in the WEIS Market. The Market Participant registering the External
Resource will be responsible for performing all responsibilities that are required in the
WEIS Market.72
In accordance with FERC Order Nos. 719 and 719-A, the WEIS Market includes
provisions for demand response.73 A Market Participant planning to offer Demand
Response Load in the form of a demand response Resource in the WEIS Market must
include in its application and registration a certification that participation in the WEIS
Market by its demand response Resource is not precluded under the laws or regulations of
the relevant electric retail regulatory authority.74
The demand response provided by the Demand Response Load associated with a
demand response Resource is sent directly to SPP. This value will represent the actual net
generation.75
Consistent with Section 1.2.10 of Attachment A, an aggregator of retail customers
(“ARC”) wishing to offer Demand Response Load in the form of a demand response
Resource on behalf of one or more retail customers must also include in its application and
registration a certification that participation of each retail customer is either: (1) not
precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority if
the customer is served by a utility that distributed more than 4 million MWh in the previous
fiscal year; or (2) affirmatively permitted by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric
retail regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that distributed 4 million
MWh or less in the previous fiscal year. Demand response Resources must meet all
application, registration and technical requirements applicable to other Resources offering
Imbalance Energy in the WEIS Market.76
An ARC offering the Demand Response Load of one or more end-use retail
customers as a demand response Resource in the WEIS Market must be a Market
Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements applicable to Market
Participants as well as certification consistent with Section 1.2.10 of Attachment A.
An ARC may aggregate the Demand Response Load of: (1) end-use retail
customers of utilities that distributed more than 4 million MWh in the previous fiscal year,
72

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2(g).

73

See Wholesale Competition in Regions with Organized Markets, Order No. 719, 125 FERC
¶ 61,071 (2008), order on reh’g, Order No. 719-A, 128 FERC ¶ 61,059 (2009).

74

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.2(h).

75

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.9.

76

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.10.
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unless precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory
authority including state-approved retail tariff(s); and (2) end-use retail customers of
utilities that distributed 4 million MWh or less in the previous fiscal year, where the
relevant electric retail regulatory authority, including any state-approved retail tariff(s),
affirmatively permits such customer’s demand response to be bid into the WEIS Market
by an ARC. An ARC wishing to offer Demand Response Load in the WEIS Market must
execute all agreements necessary to become a Market Participant. ARCs shall be treated
comparably to other Market Participants offering Resources in the WEIS Market.
End-use customers aggregated into a single Resource must be located at the same
electrically equivalent withdrawal point from the transmission system and must be served
by the same retail provider,77 and all end-use customers in an aggregation must be
specifically identified.78
Market Participants are prohibited from engaging in any market manipulation
activities. Actions or transactions that are without a legitimate business purpose and that
are intended to, or foreseeably could, manipulate market prices, market conditions, or
market rules for Energy or electric products are prohibited. These activities include the
activities specified in Section 4.2 of Attachment C.79
Market Participants with assets in the WEIS Market Footprint that have been
registered pursuant to Section 1.2.2 of Attachment A must submit Resource Plans to meet
all of their Energy obligations in accordance with the timelines and data requirements
specified in Section 2.2 of Attachment A.80
Market Participants with obligations to supply regulation service and contingency
reserve service to load within the WEIS Market Footprint must submit an Ancillary Service
Plan meeting these obligations in accordance with the requirements specified in Section
2.3 of Attachment A.81
Market Participants submitting Energy Offer Curves to SPP for the provision of
EIS must submit them in accordance with the timelines and data requirements specified in
Section 2.5 of Attachment A.82

77

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.10(a).

78

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.10(b).

79

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.3.

80

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.4.

81

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.5.

82

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.6.
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Market Participants are obligated to follow SPP’s dispatch instructions and
incorporate SPP’s Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange into their respective BA energy
management systems. Additionally, Market Participants will report Resource Plan changes
to SPP throughout the Operating Day resulting from changes in Resource availability and
report changes to Ancillary Service Plans resulting from changes in Resource availability
to SPP.83
Market Participants (or their designated Meter Agent) are required to submit to
SPP, for the Operating Day, meter data that represents the actual generation output and
actual load consumption, or where actual data is not available estimates thereof, associated
with their registered load and Resources in accordance with the timelines specified in the
WEIS Market Protocols. A Market Participant may either designate a qualified entity as
its Meter Agent or perform this function on its own behalf. Any entity performing the
Meter Agent function for a Market Participant must execute the Meter Agent Agreement
specified in Attachment G.84
3. SPP Obligations
Section 1.3 of Attachment A contains the obligations for which SPP is responsible
under the Tariff. These are straightforward obligations that would be expected of a market
administrator that is implementing an energy imbalance market, such as calculating LMP
and Imbalance Energy, issuing dispatch instructions, billing, and invoicing. These
obligations are addressed with more detail below.
SPP will prepare, maintain, and update the WEIS Market Protocols consistent with
the Tariff and will post the WEIS Market Protocols on the SPP website.85
SPP will evaluate Resource Plans submitted by Market Participants during the DayAhead Period and the Hour-Ahead Period in accordance with Sections 2 and 3 of
Attachment A.86 In the Real-Time Period, SPP will dispatch Dispatchable Resources
between their Dispatchable Minimum Limit and Dispatchable Maximum Limit to provide
EIS economically on the basis of least-cost SCED and the prices and operating
characteristics offered by Market Participants or based upon Out-of-Merit Energy
(“OOME”)87 in accordance with Section 4.7 of Attachment A.

83

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.7.

84

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.2.8.

85

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.1.

86

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.2.

87

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.2(a).
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Under Section 1.3.3 of Attachment A, SPP is required to evaluate Ancillary Service
Plans submitted by Market Participants to ensure that the Market Participant has either
identified sufficient Resources or has entered into bilateral transactions to meet its
Ancillary Service Plan obligations for the next Operating Day. 88 SPP will attempt89 to
supply the results of the supply adequacy analysis for the next Operating Hour utilizing the
methodology described under Section 2.4.2 of Attachment A.90
SPP will calculate an LMP at each Settlement Location in accordance with Section
4.4 of Attachment A.91
SPP will also calculate EIS settlement quantities at each Settlement Location,
calculate charges and credits associated with the provision of EIS based upon the settlement
quantities and the associated LMPs in accordance with Section 5 of Attachment A. In
addition, SPP will generate and send settlement statements and invoices to Market
Participants detailing net charges or credits associated with provision of EIS in accordance
with Section 7 of Attachment A.92
SPP will validate each Market Participant’s ability to provide services in the WEIS
Market. This validation will include verification that the Market Participant meets the
technical and communications requirements for WEIS Market participation specified in
the WEIS Market Protocols and has met the credit requirements specified under the Credit
Policy in Attachment H.93
SPP will electronically deliver to the Commission data related to the WEIS Market
in accordance with the Commission’s regulations.94
88

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.3.

89

SPP’s use of “attempt to” here is not intended to imply that SPP will voluntarily not run
supply adequacy analysis or not provide the results of supply adequacy analysis. Rather,
the use of “attempt to” is intended to cover events in which SPP cannot run the supply
adequacy analysis because of system failures or cannot provide those results because of
communication failures.

90

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.3.

91

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.4.

92

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.5.

93

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.6.

94

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.7. Enhancement of Electricity Market
Surveillance and Analysis through Ongoing Electronic Delivery of Data from Regional
Transmission Organizations and Independent System Operators, Order No. 760, 139
FERC ¶61,053, at P 78 (2012).
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Settlement area uplift and Resource-specific uplift reports will be compiled by SPP
monthly and posted on a publicly-accessible portion of its website, in accordance with the
time frame specified for each report.95
4. Day-Ahead Period Activities
Section 2 of Attachment A contains the scheduling procedures that both SPP and
Market Participants must adhere to regarding the development of the next day operating
plan.
SPP will develop an hourly load forecast for each Settlement Area, BA, and for the
WEIS Region for the next seven days, no later than 0600 Central Prevailing Time (“CPT”)
on the day prior to the Operating Day.96
No later than 1100 CPT on the day prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants
must submit Resource Plans for each hour of the next Operating Day to SPP. Market
Participant Energy obligations must be satisfied through any combination of: (1)
scheduling Energy from third parties, (2) planned operating levels of self-dispatched
Resources as identified in the Resource Plan, or (3) by making its Resources available to
SPP for dispatch with sufficient dispatchable operating range, as identified in the Resource
Plan. SPP will also calculate an Energy obligation associated with each BA for use in the
analyses performed under Section 2.4 of Attachment A.97
A Market Participant’s Resource Plan covers a rolling seven-day horizon (with
hourly detail) beginning with the Operating Day, may be modified before each Operating
Hour, and is binding for that Operating Hour. The Resource Plan contains entries for each
Resource for each hour of the seven-day horizon, and includes the information specified in
Section 2.2.1 of Attachment A.98
A Market Participant’s Energy Schedule will be submitted using the data formats
and procedures defined in the WEIS Market Protocols.99

95

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 1.3.8. See Uplift Cost Allocation and
Transparency in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission Organizations and
Independent System Operators, Order No. 844, 163 FERC ¶ 61,041, PP 50, 74 (2018).

96

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.1.

97

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.2.

98

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.2.1.

99

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.2.2(a).
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Hourly Energy Schedules must specify a megawatt per hour amount of Energy at
the source, which may include self-provision of transmission system losses, and a
megawatt per hour amount of Energy at the sink.100
Market Participants must associate Energy Schedules with a source and sink that
are valid Settlement Locations in order for the Energy Schedules to be utilized in the
calculation of Imbalance Energy.101
Market Participants that submit Energy Schedules are required to ensure that the
total of the scheduled megawatt per hour injections submitted is equal to the total of the
scheduled megawatt per hour withdrawals submitted.102
Market Participants must submit Ancillary Service Plans, to the extent that such
obligations exist, to SPP no later than 1100 CPT on the day prior to the Operating Day.
Ancillary Service Plans must include identification of the Market Participant’s Resources
providing the services and identification of any bilateral transactions that transfer these
obligations to or from the Market Participant. A Market Participant’s Ancillary Service
Plan must be submitted according to the data formats and submittal procedures specified
in the WEIS Market Protocols.103
SPP will complete an evaluation of the Ancillary Service Plans submitted pursuant
to Section 2.3 of Attachment A to verify that each Market Participant has met its Ancillary
Service Plan obligations. This evaluation will occur no later than 1200 CPT on the day
prior to the Operating Day. If SPP determines that a Market Participant has not met one
or more of these Ancillary Services obligations, SPP will notify the Market Participant.104
Prior to each Operating Day and each Operating Hour, SPP will assess the supply
adequacy of operating capacity scheduled in each Market Participant’s Resource Plan.105
SPP will perform supply adequacy analysis to ensure that each BA participating in
WEIS Market and the Market Participants within those Balancing Authority Areas have
sufficient generation in their operating plan to meet the load and Ancillary Services

100

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.2.2(b).

101

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.2.2(c).

102

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.2.2(d).

103

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.3.

104

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.4.1.

105

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 2.4.2.
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obligations of both the Market Participant and BA. The supply adequacy analysis will
occur on both day-ahead and hour-ahead time horizons.106
The supply adequacy calculations will use the BA load forecast performed by SPP.
Supply adequacy will be analyzed bi-directionally. An over-supply situation will be
defined as minimum generation being greater than the load plus purchases minus sales. An
under-supply situation will be defined as maximum generation being less than the load plus
purchases minus sales. The Market Participant will be deemed supply inadequate in the
event that either an over-supply situation or under-supply situation occurs.107
SPP will notify both supply inadequate Market Participants and the associated BA
of any supply inadequacy situation existing in that area.108
The Market Participant must make the appropriate modifications no later than 30
minutes prior to the Operating Hour for any supply inadequacy revealed by the hourly
study. In all instances where the Market Participant fails to resolve an identified issue at
or prior to real-time, and that failure contributes to an Emergency Condition, the instance
will be reported to the Commission on an after-the-fact basis.109
Beginning seven days prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants may begin
to submit offers for use in the Western Real-Time Balancing Market (“WRTBM”).
WRTBM offers may be updated thirty (30) minutes prior to each Operating Hour. Offer
submittals must conform to the parameters listed in Section 2.5 of Attachment A.110
5. Hour-Ahead Period Activities
Section 3 of Attachment A addresses Hour-Ahead Period activities.
Market Participants have the ability to modify Resource Plans, Ancillary Service
Plans, and Offer Curves submitted during the Day-Ahead Period.111
Market Participants may submit new or revised Resource Plans for the next
Operating Hour up to thirty minutes prior to the Operating Hour.112 Market Participants
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may submit new or revised Offer Curves up to thirty minutes prior to the Operating Hour.
The last Offer Curve submitted as of thirty minutes prior to the Operating Hour will become
final and will be utilized by SPP in determining both the dispatch of Resources and in the
calculation of LMPs for the applicable Operating Hour.113 Market Participants may submit
new or revised Ancillary Service Plans up to thirty minutes prior to the Operating Hour.114
Prior to the start of the Operating Hour, SPP will attempt115 to supply the results of
a supply adequacy analysis for the next Operating Hour utilizing the same methodology
described Section 2.4.2 of Attachment A.116
A Market Participant with an Energy Obligation Deficiency or Energy Obligation
Excess in any hour during the Operating Day must correct the deficiency or excess and
resubmit revised plans and/or schedules to SPP by thirty minutes prior to the applicable
Operating Hour.117
A Market Participant must modify its Ancillary Service Plan and/or its Resource
Plan as necessary to meet its Ancillary Services obligations and must submit such
modifications to SPP no later than thirty minutes prior to the applicable Operating Hour.118
6. Real-Time Period Activities
Section 4 of Attachment A addresses Real-Time Period activities.
Section 4.1 of Attachment A addresses the dispatch process. SPP will, throughout
the Operating Day (generally every five minutes), perform a SCED for the WEIS Region
utilizing an optimization method to determine the least costly means of obtaining Energy
to serve the next increment of load.119
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During this period, SPP will communicate to Market Participants dispatch
instructions that specify the desired megawatt output of Dispatchable Resources based
upon the SCED solution,120 and communicate OOME to Market Participants that specify
the desired output of Dispatchable Resources and/or Non-Dispatchable Resources.121 SPP
will also calculate an Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange for each BA in the WEIS Market
Footprint to account for the Dispatchable Resource dispatch instructions, including any
OOMEs, and communicate this Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange to the BAs for
implementation.122
The procedures for communicating dispatch instructions will be specified in the
WEIS Market Protocols.123
In performing the SCED under Section 4.1, SPP will ensure that the Energy
dispatch of Dispatchable Resources does not conflict with any specified provision of the
Ancillary Service Plan. To accomplish this, SPP will limit the dispatchable Energy range
of Dispatchable Resources from the Resource’s Economic Minimum Limit to its Economic
Maximum Limit. Details of the Dispatchable Resource dispatchable Energy range
adjustment will be specified in the WEIS Market Protocols.124
An acceptable operating tolerance will be defined for Dispatchable and NonDispatchable Resources by a high and low tolerance level calculated in accordance with
Section 4.1(c) of Attachment A.125 A Resource will be considered to be following its
dispatch instruction in a Dispatch Interval if the actual output of that Resource is within
the acceptable operating range. Resources whose actual output falls outside this operating
tolerance will be considered to have failed to follow a dispatch instruction.
Resources providing contingency reserve service will be considered to be following
dispatch instructions during any Dispatch Interval in which these services have been
deployed.126
To the extent that a Resource is determined by SPP to have failed to follow SPP’s
dispatch instructions, the Market Participant of that Resource will be subject to an
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Uninstructed Resource Deviation (“URD”) Charge. Resources will not be subject to URD
Charges for any URD Megawatts caused by: (1) OOME(s); (2) redeployment by the BA;
(3) instances when a Resource trips or is derated after receiving dispatch instructions from
SPP; (4) Non-Dispatchable Resources during uncongested intervals; or (5) when the
dispatch instructions issued to a Resource were beyond the reported capabilities in the
Resource Plan due to the application of a VRL. In order to receive a URD Charge
exemption for a Resource under (3), the Market Participant must immediately report the
change in its Resource Plan, in accordance with Section 1.2.7(c) of Attachment A,
specifying the Resource trip or deration and must submit an invoice dispute utilizing the
process described under Section 7.3 of Attachment A prior to SPP determination of the
exemption under the same section.127
URD Charges will be calculated by SPP in accordance with Section 5.3 of
Attachment A.128
In the event of a system failure related to the WEIS Market systems or Market
Participant systems providing data to SPP that impact SPP’s ability to calculate dispatch
instructions, SPP will suspend the calculation of dispatch instructions for affected
Resources and treat them as self-dispatched Resources until the calculations of dispatch
instructions can be restored.129
Section 4.1.1 of Attachment A addresses offer caps and floors. Submission of
Energy Offer Curves by Market Participants for use in the WRTBM are generally limited
by the safety-net Energy Offer cap and the Energy Offer floor. Energy Offers greater than
$1,000/MWh are subject to the additional mitigation measures outlined in Section 3.2(H)
of Attachment B.130 The Energy Offer floor is -$500/MWh.131
Section 4.3 of Attachment A addresses the coordination of market operations under
SPP congestion management. SPP will incorporate the data from RCs and transmission
operators for congestion management in the dispatch solution. This data includes out-ofmerit dispatch instructions, binding transmission constraints, and changes in import and
export transactions associated with the WEIS Market.132
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Section 4.4 of Attachment A addresses the calculation of LMP. The LMP at a Price
Node (“PNode”) is the cost of delivering an incremental MW of Energy at that specific
PNode, while satisfying all operational constraints. LMP may be impacted by VRL
conditions as described in Section 4.6 of Attachment A. The LMP is calculated relative to
a distributed load bus and does not include marginal losses.133
Market system outages are addressed in Section 4.4.3 of Attachment A. In the
event a WEIS Market systems outage results in a loss of the data required for calculation
of LMPs, Imbalance Energy will continue to be settled financially based upon estimated
LMPs. Estimated LMPs will be calculated in accordance with Sections 4.4.3(i) and (ii) of
Attachment A. SPP will notify Market Participants if Imbalance Energy is to be settled
using estimated prices.134
Section 4.5 of Attachment A addresses the potential need for LMP corrections.
There may be instances in which Software Errors and/or Data Errors affect prices in a
manner that is inconsistent with economic efficiency. If such an instance occurs, price
corrections in WRTBM may be performed in accordance with Section 4.5.135
Section 4.6 of Attachment A addresses VRL values. The WRTBM SCED enforces
a number of operating constraints in developing the market solution. In certain situations,
attempting to enforce all constraints may result in a solution that is not feasible at a Shadow
Price less than an appropriately priced VRL. In such cases, SPP as the market administrator
will apply the appropriate actions to resolve the infeasible solution. The VRL values are
listed in Addendum 1 to Attachment A.136
There are four categories of constraints and associated VRLs: (1) Resource capacity
constraints; (2) global power balance constraints; (3) Resource ramp constraints; and (4)
operating constraints. A higher VRL value is an indication of the relative priority for
enforcing the constraint type. For example, assume the VRL value assigned to a ramp rate
limit exceeds that assigned to a flowgate limit thereby indicating that the flowgate
constraint should be relaxed before the ramp rate constraint. If the VRL with the lowest
value will not allow SCED to balance the Energy obligations, a higher VRL will be applied.
In the case of the operating constraint VRLs, the values limit the cost of the dispatch needed
to balance system injections and withdrawals by capping the Shadow Price depending upon
the level of the violation.137
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The applicable VRLs impact the calculation of LMPs. When a Resource capacity,
global power balance, Resource ramp, or operating constraint is reached but not exceeded,
it is referred to as “binding.” In this state, VRLs are not applicable and LMPs are calculated
through the normal SCED solution.138 When a Resource capacity, global power balance,
Resource ramp, or operating constraint is exceeded and cannot be resolved, the applicable
constraint is relaxed so that SCED can solve. The VRL values applied by SCED in this
case act as a cap on the Shadow Price on the applicable constraint. LMPs are determined
by the Resources dispatched in the relaxed SCED solution.139
Section 4.6.2 of Attachment A addresses modifications to VRLs. By August 1st of
each year, SPP will produce a report that analyzes the effectiveness of VRLs and associated
values on reliability and prices. If changes are warranted, SPP will recommend changes to
the appropriate stakeholder groups (currently the WMEC) for consideration.140
By November 1st of each year, taking into consideration the recommendations of
stakeholders and staff, any changes to the VRLs or associated values must be approved by
the SPP Board of Directors and then filed with the Commission. The most recent
Commission-approved VRLs and associated values will be posted on SPP’s website and
are also found the Addendum 1 to Attachment A.141
Section 4.7 of Attachment A addresses instances in which OOME dispatch is
necessary. During the period of time an OOME is imposed, SPP will incorporate an
OOME at either the fixed MW level or an OOME cap and/or OOME floor MW level that
the Resource is expected to produce. Appropriate instructions will be issued. OOME
Resources are compensated in accordance with Section 5.4 of Attachment A.142
7. WEIS Market Settlement Activities
Section 5 of Attachment A addresses WEIS Market settlement activities. Post
Operating Day activities begin on the day immediately following the Operating Day. SPP
issues initial Settlement Statements for each Operating Day on the seventh day following
the Operating Day and final Settlement Statements on the one hundred twentieth day
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following the Operating Day to both Asset Owners and Market Participants. Settlement
Invoices are issued to Market Participants on a weekly basis.143
The calculation of WEIS Market settlement quantities is addressed in Section 5.1
of Attachment A. The settlement interval for Imbalance Energy is five minutes. SPP will
calculate each Market Participant’s Imbalance Energy at each Settlement Location.144
The sum of the Reported Load within a Settlement Area must equal the Settlement
Area Net Load. To the extent that SPP observes that a difference exists, SPP will adjust
each Market Participant’s Reported Load within the Settlement Area such that the sum of
Reported Load within the Settlement Area is equal to the Settlement Area Net Load. The
adjustments to Reported Load within the Settlement Area will be performed by SPP
utilizing interval meter data as described in the WEIS Market Protocols. To the extent that
the Reported Load is associated with Statutory Obligations, the Reported Load will not be
adjusted.145
To the extent that the Reported Load is associated with a Meter Data Submittal
Location that includes a Demand Response Load, SPP will adjust the relevant Reported
Load by adding all the associated calculated or submitted demand response Resource
output to the relevant Reported Load. The calculated demand response Resource output is
described under Section 1.2.9 of Attachment A.146
Load obligation is calculated by Asset Owner based on Energy exported out of the
WEIS Market Footprint plus the Reported Load meter values adjusted for Energy
scheduled from other entities.147
The WEIS Market design includes an automated mechanism referred to as native
load hedging to account for the use of network integration transmission service within the
market. This mechanism is also used in the calculation of Imbalance Energy and is more
administratively efficient for Market Participants relative to having to submit explicit
native load schedules.148 Resource supply by Asset Owner is based on Energy imported
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into the WEIS Market Footprint plus the reported Resource meter values adjusted for
Energy scheduled to any other entity. First, the Energy imported into the WEIS Market
Footprint is applied to serve the load. Second, Energy from Non-Dispatchable Resources
is applied to serve the remaining load followed by Dispatchable Resources in the order of
least cost submitted Resource Offers.149
Imbalance Energy for each Dispatch Interval is calculated as the difference between
load obligation and Resource supply by Asset Owner within the WEIS Market Footprint.
If the load obligation is greater than the Resource supply, then a charge or credit will be
calculated nodally by multiplying the Imbalance Energy by the load LMP at the load
Settlement Location incurring the energy imbalance. If the load obligation is less than
Resource supply, a charge or credit will be calculated nodally by multiplying the Imbalance
Energy by the Resource LMP at the Resource Settlement Location incurring the energy
imbalance.150
Section 5.2 of Attachment A addresses EIS Charge/Credit. SPP will calculate each
Asset Owner’s EIS Charge/Credit for each Dispatch Interval as that Asset Owner’s
Imbalance Energy within the Settlement Area multiplied by the LMP for that Settlement
Location. To calculate actual Imbalance Energy in a Dispatch Interval for Market
Participants that have not directly submitted five minute interval meter data, SPP allocates
the submitted hourly meter data for Resources and loads into five minute values using five
minute telemetered or State Estimator profiles for the corresponding hour.151
The remaining WEIS Market settlement charge types are described in Sections 5.3,
5.4, and 5.5 of Attachment A. For each charge type, the calculation is performed either at
the Dispatch Interval level or hourly level for each Asset Owner at each Settlement
Location. SPP will calculate hourly summations for each Market Participant for all Asset
Owners it represents and will calculate daily summations as specified in the WEIS Market
Protocols.152
For the purposes of settlement calculation of charges and payments described in
Section 5 of Attachment A, negative signs reflect payments to Market Participants and
positive signs reflect charges to Market Participants. Throughout the settlement
calculations, multiplication by (-1) is used to attain the proper sign convention where
needed. Where variables are used in the settlement calculations, cleared Resource MWh
is a negative value; cleared load MWh is a positive value; actual meter values and
telemetered/State Estimator values for Resource output are negative values; and actual
149
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meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for load consumption are positive
values.153
URD Charges are addressed in Section 5.3 of Attachment A.
When calculating URD, a generating unit Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each
Dispatch Interval is equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating
Limit multiplied by 5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.154 A
Dispatchable Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval
is also equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit multiplied
by 5%, subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.155
The Common Bus Operating Tolerance for each Market Participant registered at a
Common Bus is equal to the sum of that Market Participant’s Resources’ Maximum
Emergency Capacity Operating Limits for Resources that are on-line multiplied by 5%,
subject to a minimum of 5 MW and a maximum of 20 MW.156
For the purposes of determining URD exemptions for Resources that are part of a
Common Bus as described under Section 5.3.1(a)(iv) of Attachment A, each Asset Owner’s
Resources’ combined average MW Setpoint Instruction and combined actual average MW
output at the Common Bus will be used to calculate URD Megawatts at the Common Bus
for the Dispatch Interval for each Asset Owner.157
If the absolute value of a Resource’s URD is greater than the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance in any Dispatch Interval, SPP will calculate a URD Charge equal to the Resource
URD MW multiplied by the LMP for that Settlement Location.158
A Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval is increased by the
MW quantity of Regulation service being maintained on the Resource as indicated in the
Ancillary Service Plan for the Operating Hour.159
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The URD exemptions are listed in Section 5.3.1 of Attachment A.160
Section 5.4 of Attachment A addresses the calculation of the Real-Time OOME
amount. A Setpoint Instruction from an OOME that results in a cost at the Resource
qualifies the Resource for a payment. Resources that the Market Monitor determines were
selected in a discriminatory manner, and were affiliated with the issuing party, are not
eligible to receive an OOME payment. The amount will be calculated on a Dispatch
Interval basis as follows:
(1)
Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in an increase in
Resource output that creates a sale or an increase in a sale to the WEIS Market will be paid,
for its additional output attributable to its response to the OOME dispatch instruction, at
the higher of the LMP determined by the SCED for the Resource Settlement Location or
the Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Sale Compensation”).
If the offer price exceeds the LMP, the difference between the two prices will be multiplied
by the minimum of the OOME dispatch instruction and actual output minus the Resource
schedule quantity in order to calculate the credit that is recoverable through the revenue
neutrality uplift process (Section 5.5 of Attachment A). The OOME Sale Compensation
will be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the resource for any under-recovery
resulting from its response to the OOME dispatch instruction.
(2)
Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in a decrease in
Resource output that creates a purchase or an increase in a purchase from the WEIS Market
will pay for its WEIS Market purchase attributable to its response to the OOME dispatch
instruction at the lower of the LMP determined by the SCED for the Resource at the
Settlement Location or the Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point
(“OOME Purchase Compensation”). If the LMP exceeds the offer price, the difference
between the two prices will be multiplied by the Resource expected quantity minus the
maximum of the OOME dispatch instruction and the actual output in order to calculate the
credit that is recoverable through the revenue neutrality uplift process (Section 5.5 of
Attachment A). The OOME Purchase Compensation will be limited to the amount
necessary to compensate the resource for any under-recovery resulting from its response
to the OOME dispatch instruction.
(3)
To the extent that additional costs are incurred as a direct result of an OOME
and those costs are not addressed through the compensation mechanisms described in (1)
and (2) above, Market Participants may request additional compensation through submittal
of actual cost documentation to SPP. SPP will review the submitted documentation and
confirm that the submitted information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all
or a portion of the actual costs are eligible for recovery.161
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The Revenue Neutrality Uplift Distribution Amount is addressed in Section 5.5 of
Attachment A. SPP will perform the calculation below for each hour of the Operating Day
for each Asset Owner and Settlement Location to ensure that SPP is revenue neutral over
the Operating Day. SPP will calculate hourly summations to each Market Participant for
all Asset Owners it represents and shall calculate daily summations as specified in the
WEIS Market Protocols. The calculations below can result in residual amounts due to
rounding. SPP will sum up those residual amounts per Operating Day and include them in
the WEIS Market budgeted expenses used to calculate the service cost.

Revenue Neutrality Uplift (“RNU”) Distribution Amount =
Daily RNU Distribution Rate * RNU Distribution Volume * (-1)
(a)

The Daily RNU Distribution Rate is equal to the Daily RNU Distribution
Amount divided by the Daily RNU Distribution Volume.
(i)

(ii)
(b)

The Daily RNU Distribution Amount is equal to:
(1)

The sum of all Asset Owners’ charges and payments
calculated under Section 5.2 through 5.4 for the Operating
Day; plus

(2)

Any other charges and credits not accounted for under
Section 5.2 through 5.4 for the Operating Day.

The Daily RNU Distribution Volume is equal to the sum of all Asset
Owners’ RNU Distribution Volumes for the Operating Day.

An Asset Owner’s RNU Distribution Volume at a Settlement Location for
an hour is equal to the sum of:
(i)

The absolute value of actual metered generation or load in the hour;
and

(ii)

The absolute value of scheduled Interchange Transactions in the
hour.162
8. Release of Offer Curve Data

Section 6 of Attachment A specifies that SPP will release the hourly Offer Curves
for Dispatchable Resources ninety days after the day for which the offer was submitted.
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This informational release will not include the identity of the Market Participant that
submitted the Offer Curve.163
9. Billing
Billing is addressed in Section 7 of Attachment A. Billing statements will be
prepared for each Market Participant in accordance with the charges and credits specified
in Section 5 of Attachment A. Billing statements will provide sufficient detail, as specified
in the WEIS Market Protocols, to allow verification of the billing amounts and completion
of the Market Participant’s internal accounting. Unresolved billing disputes will be
addressed and settled in accordance with procedures specified in the dispute resolution
procedures in Section 7 of Attachment A.164
For purposes of billing under Section 7 of Attachment A, data and invoices are
“finalized” 365 days after the relevant Operating Day and will not be subject to further
correction, including by SPP, except as ordered by the Commission or a court of competent
jurisdiction. No provisions in the Tariff will be construed as restricting any stakeholder’s
right to seek redress from the Commission in accordance with the Federal Power Act.165
Settlement Statements are addressed in Section 7.1 of Attachment A.
SPP will issue a preliminary Scheduled Settlement Statement for an Operating Day
no later than seven Calendar Days following the applicable Operating Day unless the
seventh day following the applicable Operating Day is not a Business Day, in which case,
the preliminary Settlement Statement will be issued on the first Business Day thereafter.
This preliminary Scheduled Settlement Statement is defined as an S7 Scheduled Settlement
Statement.166
SPP will issue a second Scheduled Settlement Statement for an Operating Day no
later than 53 Calendar Days following the applicable Operating Day unless the 53rd
Calendar Day following the applicable Operating Day is not a Business Day, in which case,
the S53 Settlement Statement will be issued on the first Business Day thereafter. This
second Scheduled Settlement Statement is defined as an S53 Scheduled Settlement
Statement.167
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SPP will issue a final Scheduled Settlement Statement for an Operating Day no
later than 120 Calendar Days following the applicable Operating Day unless the 120th
Calendar Day following the applicable Operating Day is not a Business Day, in which case,
the S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement will be issued on the first Business Day
thereafter. This final Scheduled Settlement Statement is defined as an S120 Scheduled
Settlement Statement.168
SPP will make corrections to Settlement Statements for an Operating Day for Data
Errors, Software Errors, and Settlement Statement disputes in accordance with Section 7.3
of Attachment A. Settlement associated with a specific Operating Day will be considered
final at the end of the 365th Calendar Day following the applicable Operating Day.
Finalized data and invoices will not be subject to further correction, including by SPP,
except as ordered by the Commission or a court of competent jurisdiction. No provisions
in the Tariff will be construed as restricting any stakeholder’s right to seek redress from
the Commission in accordance with the Federal Power Act.169
To the extent that a Market Participant, or its designated Meter Agent, does not
submit meter data representing that Market Participant’s actual Resource output and load
consumption, either on a five minute basis or an hourly basis in accordance with the
timelines and formats specified in the WEIS Market Protocols, SPP will use estimated data
for that Market Participant that is equal to that Market Participant’s telemetered generation
and load for the applicable intervals, or State Estimator values if telemetered values are not
available, for the purposes of calculating the preliminary statements specified under
Section 7.3 of Attachment A.170
To the extent a Meter Agent does not submit data representing the metering of each
interconnecting tie-line between Settlement Areas, SPP will substitute State Estimator
values. In the event that actual meter data is not submitted prior to the issuance of an S120
Scheduled Settlement Statement, SPP will use the best available data, which may include
estimated meter data as developed by SPP, for the purposes of calculating S120 Scheduled
Settlement Statements.171
Section 7.1.1 of Attachment A addresses the potential need for resettlements.
Resettlements for a given Operating Day will be considered by SPP for Software Errors
and Data Errors.
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SPP, in its discretion, may correct its Software Errors and/or Data Errors and
resettle the relevant Operating Day(s), as closely as practicable, to the outcome that would
have resulted but for the relevant Software Error or Data Error.172 Only Software Errors
and/or Data Errors that are identified by SPP or submitted through the dispute process
within 90 Calendar Days of the affected Operating Day will be considered for
Resettlement.173
Software Errors and/or Data Errors that result in incremental differences between
any two consecutive Settlement Statements subsequent to S7 Scheduled Settlement
Statement will be considered for Resettlement if identified by SPP or submitted through
the dispute process within 30 Calendar Days of the posting of the applicable Settlement
Statement.174
If the correction of the relevant Software Error and/or Data Error would require
WEIS Market price corrections, SPP will address such errors in accordance with the
procedures in Section 4.5 of Attachment A.175
SPP will resettle Operating Days for a granted dispute in accordance with the
guidelines in Section 7.3 of Attachment A,176 and SPP will resettle Operating Days as
required by FERC or court order.177
Invoices are addressed in Section 7.2 of Attachment A.
SPP will issue an invoice detailing all charges and credits specified in Section 5 of
Attachment A on a weekly basis in accordance with the invoice issue dates specified in the
WEIS Market Protocols.178
SPP will make payments to the Market Participant for any net credit shown on the
invoice, and the Market Participant will make payment to SPP for any net charge shown
on the invoice, including disputed amounts. Resolution of disputed amounts will be shown
as an adjustment on future invoices.179
172

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.1.1(a)(i).

173

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.1.1(a)(i)(1).

174

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.1.1(a)(i)(2).

175

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.1.1(a)(ii).

176

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.1.1(b)(i).

177

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.1.1(c)(i).

178

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.2(a).

179

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.2(b).
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Market Participants must make payment to SPP that is equal to the net charge
shown on the invoice by no later than 1700 CPT on the 4th Business Day following the day
the invoice was issued.180 SPP will make payment to the Market Participant that is equal
to the net credit shown on the invoice by no later than 1700 CPT on the 6th Business Day
following the day the invoice was issued, subject to the procedures specified under
Attachment I.181 All payments to the Market Participant and all payments to SPP will be
made by electronic funds transfer in U.S. dollars.182
Section 7.3 of Attachment A addresses Invoice Disputes. In the event that a dispute
arises between the Market Participant and SPP concerning any Settlement Statements
contained within an invoice that cannot be resolved to the Market Participant’s satisfaction,
that dispute will be resolved as follows:
(a) Disputes relating to an S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement or S53 Scheduled
Settlement Statement:
(i) The Market Participant must notify SPP within 90 Calendar Days of the
applicable Operating Day of the items that the Market Participant wishes to
dispute.
(b) Disputes relating to the S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement, or any subsequent
Settlement Statement:
(i) Must relate only to material incremental changes between issuance of the
relevant consecutive Settlement Statements. Material for the purpose of this
section is defined as a dispute wherein more than $2,000.00 is at issue for
the Market Participant for the impacted Operating Day. The Market
Participant must submit documentation supporting the materiality of the
dispute for consideration.
(ii) Must be filed within thirty Calendar Days following the posting of the
applicable Settlement Statement that the Market Participant wishes to
dispute.183
The notice of dispute must contain the information listed in Section 7.3(c) of
Attachment A.184

180

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.2(c).

181

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.2(d).

182

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.2(e).

183

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.3.

184

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.3(c).
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If SPP determines that additional information is required concerning a submitted
notice of dispute, SPP will notify the Market Participant no later than 30 days following
the date the notice of dispute was submitted to SPP. The Market Participant must then
submit additional information to SPP within 30 days in order to have the notice of dispute
considered valid.185
SPP will use its best efforts to notify the Market Participant of approval or denial
of the submitted notice of dispute within 20 Business Days following the close of the
applicable 90 day or 30 day window specified under Section 7.3 of Attachment A. If SPP
estimates that it will take longer than the 20 Business Day window to analyze a specific
billing dispute, SPP will notify the Market Participant and provide an estimate of the
amount of time required to complete this analysis.186
If SPP denies a Market Participant’s notice of dispute or the Market Participant is
not satisfied that it is receiving timely consideration of the dispute, the Market Participant
may initiate the dispute resolution procedures specified under the dispute resolution
procedures in Section 7.187
Interest on unpaid balances is addressed in Section 7.4 of Attachment A. Interest
on any unpaid amounts will be calculated in accordance with the methodology specified
for interest on refunds in the Commission's regulations at 18 C.F.R. § 35.19a(a)(2)(iii).
Interest on delinquent amounts will be calculated from the due date of the invoice to the
date of payment.188
Customer default will be handled in accordance with Attachment H (Credit Policy)
and Attachment I (Distribution of Other Revenues).189
10. Confidentiality Provisions
Section 8 of Attachment A addresses Confidential Information disclosed by a
Market Participant to SPP or by SPP to a Market Participant or its designee, the Market
Monitor, the Commission, or an Authorized Requestor. Section 8 is only applicable to
Confidential Information referenced within Attachments A, B, and C.190

185

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.3(d).

186

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.3(e).

187

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.3(e).

188

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.4.

189

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 7.5.

190

Proposed Tariff at Attachment A, Section 8.
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E.

Market Power Mitigation Plan

Attachment B contains the Market Power Mitigation Plan.
Section 1 of Attachment B establishes the purpose and objective of the Market
Mitigation Measures (“Measures”) to provide for the mitigation of the exercise of
horizontal and vertical market power by Market Participants. SPP will implement the
Measures contained in Attachment B.191
Section 2 of Attachment B contains defined terms that are only used within the
Attachment.192
Section 3 of Attachment B outlines mitigation measures for economic withholding
and market power in the WEIS Market. Section 3.1 contains the conditions for determining
local market power through the Local Market Power Test including establishment of
Frequently Constrained Areas (“FCA”) and the pivotal supplier test. This section describes
how FCAs are to be determined and how changes to those FCAs are to be performed.193
Section 3.2 contains provisions for the calculation of mitigated Energy Offer Curves for
Market Participants to submit to SPP on a daily basis in accordance with the mitigated offer
development guidelines in the WEIS Market Protocols. Mitigated Energy Offer Curves
may be updated by the same schedule as the real-time energy offer by the Market
Participants in the WEIS Market. PPRs are not obligated to submit mitigated Energy Offer
Curves.194 Section 3.3 states that the independent SPP Market Monitor will review the
costs included in the mitigated Energy Offer Curves on an ex-post basis relative to the
Operating Day. This review is to confirm that the Market Participant has correctly applied
the formulas and definitions outlined in Section 3.2 of Attachment B and the WEIS Market
Protocols and that the level of the mitigated offer is acceptable. The Tariff language
provides the process for when the Market Participant’s mitigated offer differs from the
mitigated offer calculated by the Market Monitor.195 Section 3.4 of Attachment B contains
additional mitigation measures for Resource offer parameters that reflect the physical
capability of the WEIS Market.196 Section 3.5 states that SPP will apply the market power

191

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 1.

192

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 2.

193

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 3.1.

194

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 3.2.

195

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 3.3.

196

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 3.4.
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test in the event that the conditions set forth in Section 3.1 or 3.4 of Attachment B are
satisfied.197
Section 4 of Attachment B includes miscellaneous provisions that explain the
Mitigation Measures do not restrict SPP or Market Participants from asserting any rights
that they may have under state or federal laws or regulations including the right to initiate
proceeding before FERC regarding any matter subject to Attachment B. Disputes as to
implementation of or compliance with the Mitigation Plan will be subject to the dispute
resolution procedures in Section 7 or may be raised with FERC.198
F.

Market Monitoring Plan

Attachment C of the Tariff contains the Market Monitoring Plan (“Plan”) for SPP’s
independent Market Monitor to monitor the WEIS Market.
Section 1 of Attachment C outlines the purpose and objectives for the Plan,
including the Market Monitor’s responsibilities for implementation. Those responsibilities
include continuously monitoring, recommending compliance and corrective actions,
collecting and retaining data and necessary information, recommending updates to the Plan
and periodically reporting on the WEIS Market. This section also establishes the
independence of the Market Monitor from Market Participants. If there are any conflicts
between the Tariff and Attachment C, Attachment C will govern.199
Section 2 of Attachment C includes defined terms that are used specifically in the
200

Plan.

Section 3 of Attachment C specifies that the Market Monitor is responsible for
implementing the Plan.201 Section 3 establishes that the Market Monitor will report to the
SPP Board of Directors, excluding any SPP management representatives serving on the
SPP Board of Directors. The Market Monitor will have employees of SPP with the
necessary experience and qualifications to perform the duties to monitor the WEIS Market.
To maintain the independence of the Market Monitor from SPP management, the Market
Monitor will report directly to the SPP Oversight Committee but any SPP management
representatives on the Committee will be excluded from that oversight. Section 3 also
establishes ethics standards which the Market Monitor will abide.

197

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 3.5.

198

Proposed Tariff at Attachment B, Section 4.1.

199

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 1.

200

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 2.

201

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 3.
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Section 4 of Attachment C states that the Market Monitor will monitor the WEIS
Market and establishes the scope of the monitoring that is included in the Plan.202 If the
Market Monitor suspects any market violations, it will report those violations to the FERC
Office of Enforcement or its successor organization. Those report will be confidential
unless FERC directs or authorizes release or if that information is already in the public
domain. Section 4 also states that the Market Monitor will monitor for potential instances
of WEIS Market manipulation. The exercise of transmission market power will also be
monitored. Under Section 4 of the Plan, prohibited Market Participant behavior is
categorized as: (1) economic withholding, (2) uneconomic production, and (3) physical
withholding.
Section 5 of the Plan explains that any Market Participant or Interested Government
Agency may raise issue with the Market Monitor and request that the Market Monitor
consider the issue in its monitoring and reporting. The Market Monitor will make the
determination if it is appropriate to do so.203
Section 6 of the Plan describes the Market Monitor’s responsibilities regarding
compliance and corrective actions to report any actual or potential abuse of market power
or market design inefficiencies.204
Section 7 of the Plan outlines the periodic reports and updates that are the
responsibility of the Market Monitor, including the Annual State of the Market report that
provides review of the performance of the WEIS Market and any recommendations arising
from that review.205
Section 8 of the Plan states that the Market Monitor will collect and maintain data
and information necessary for monitoring the WEIS Market and implementing the
mitigation rules.206
Section 9 of the Plan contains miscellaneous provision establishing rights and
remedies and that any disputes will be subject to the disputes procedures under the Tariff.207

202

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 4.

203

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 5.

204

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 6.

205

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 7.

206

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 8.

207

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 9.
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Section 10 of the Plan states that the activities of the Market Monitor shall be
reviewed from time to time by the Board of Directors.208
G.

Joint Dispatch Transmission Service

Attachment D outlines applicability of this service and explains the responsibilities
of the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Providers under this service.209 Also,
Attachment D outlines the restrictions on the use of the service and conditions precedent
for receiving the service.210 Further discussion of the need for this service is included in
the Kelley Testimony.211
H.

Market Participant Service Agreement

Attachment E contains the Market Participant Service Agreement between SPP and
the Market Participants in the WEIS Market.212 The agreement creates the legal
relationship between SPP and the Market Participant and specifies that the Market
Participant is the party ultimately financially responsible to SPP. The information required
is a necessary part of the registration and is essential in building the commercial model that
allows SPP’s systems to operate the WEIS Market. Accurate representation of the required
information by the Market Participant is critical, and SPP relies on the representation of
information provided by the Market Participant within this service agreement. SPP is not
obligated to, and does not, verify the submitted information physically or otherwise.
I.

Non-Disclosure Agreement for Authorized Requestors

Attachment F is the Non-Disclosure Agreement for Authorized Requestors.213 This
agreement is a statement of the conditions and requirements, consistent with Section 8 of
Attachment A, whereby SPP and the independent Market Monitor will provide confidential
information to an Authorized Requestor.214
208

Proposed Tariff at Attachment C, Section 10.

209

Proposed Tariff at Attachment D.

210

See supra at n. 54.

211

Kelley Testimony at 9-10.

212

Proposed Tariff at Attachment E.

213

Proposed Tariff at Attachment I.

214

This is consistent with the language in Attachment AL to the SPP OATT which was added
as a result of the FERC order in the SPP EIS Market that went live in 2007 to complement
the Confidentiality Provisions in the EIS Market Tariff and to be consistent with other
RTOs and ISOs Tariffs. See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 114 FERC ¶ 61,289, P 221 (2006).
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J.

Meter Agent Services Agreement

The Meter Agent Services Agreement is included as Attachment G.215 It includes
the information for meter data submissions and contact information. The agreement
includes the roles and responsibilities of each party in handling meter and billing
information. Exhibit A to the agreement requires meter data submittal location
information.216 Specific details of the components described in Exhibit A are included in
the WEIS Market Protocols.
K.

Credit Policy

Attachment H contains the Credit Policy that SPP will administer, implement and
enforce in the WEIS Market through forms for Credit Application (Appendix A), Credit
and Security Agreement (Appendix B), Form of Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit
(Appendix C), Guaranty Agreement (Appendix D), and Annual Minimum Market
Participation Criteria and Risk Management Certification Form (Appendix E).217 The
provisions contained in Attachment H are consistent with the approved Credit Policy
currently in the SPP OATT.218 The guiding principle underlying the Credit Policy is to
balance the desire to insulate the Market Participants from undue financial exposure with
the need to minimize the required financial security. The Credit Policy’s intent is to
encourage the maximum participation of small and large participants in all market sectors
while minimizing the likelihood of losses due to defaults.
The Credit Policy is organized into nine Articles:





Article One – General Provisions
Article Two – Definitions
Article Three – Credit Assessment
Article Four – Creditworthiness and Total Credit Limit

215

Proposed Tariff at Attachment G. This agreement is based on the service agreement
between Market Participants and Meter Agent(s) as required by the March 20, 2006 Order
in Docket No. ER06-451-000 for SPP’s EIS Market as Attachment AM and as carried over
into the Integrated Marketplace in Attachment AM of the SPP OATT. See Sw. Power Pool,
Inc., 114 FERC ¶ 61,289, P 115 (2006).

216

Proposed Tariff at Attachment G, Exhibit A.

217

Proposed Tariff at Attachment H.

218

The language in Attachment H is revised from the current SPP OATT only to eliminate the
references to types of services that do not exist in the WEIS Market such as transmission
congestion rights and virtual transactions in the Integrated Marketplace. The basis for the
language in the Credit Policy in Attachment H was accepted by the Commission in Docket
No. ER06-432 See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 114 FERC ¶ 61,222, order on reh’g and
compliance filing, 116 FERC ¶ 61,162 (2006), order on reh’g and compliance filing, 118
FERC ¶ 61,035 (2007).
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Article Five – Calculation of Total Potential Exposure
Article Six – Guarantees
Article Seven – Financial Security
Article Eight – Default and Remedies
Article Nine - Notice

The following descriptions pertain to Appendices in Attachment H.
The Credit Application is a form that contains the Credit Customer’s pertinent
information that SPP requires for all Credit Customers and is an industry best practices
document.219
The Credit and Security Agreement is a legal document that establishes a security
interest in certain collateral that is provided to SPP and is also an industry best practices
document.220
The Form of Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit specifies SPP as the
beneficiary.221 Further details on its requirements and use are provided in Article 7,
Section 7.1.3 of Attachment H.
The Guaranty Agreement can be used to satisfy certain capitalization or collateral
requirements.222 It is provided by a Guarantor which is defined in Attachment H as “an
entity that guarantees the obligation of another entity under a Guaranty.”
In the Annual Minimum Market Participation Criteria and Risk Management
Certification Form, a Market Participant attests that it understands that SPP is relying on
this certification as evidence supporting SPP’s determination that the Market Participant
meets the risk management and minimum market participation required for participation
in the WEIS Market.223

219

Proposed Tariff at Attachment H, Appendix A.

220

Proposed Tariff at Attachment H, Appendix B.

221

Proposed Tariff at Attachment H, Appendix C.

222

Proposed Tariff at Attachment H, Appendix D.

223

Proposed Tariff at Attachment H, Appendix E.
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L.

Distribution of Other Revenues

Attachment I addresses defaults in payment and the effect of those defaults on
revenues.224 Consistent with language in Attachment L, Section V of the SPP OATT,225
the language allows SPP to declare a default if it is not paid by a Market Participant, and
explains how the deficiency in revenues is treated. It provides that deficiencies resulting
from a default will be recovered by an uplift charge. It also provides how monies will be
distributed to Market Participants to the extent that payment is ultimately recouped from
the defaulting party. This language also ensures that SPP will have sufficient revenues to
pay parties providing Market Services.
IV.

Effective Date and Request for Waiver

SPP requests that the Commission grant an effective date of February 1, 2021 for
the proposed Tariff. The effective date proposed for the Tariff is more than 120 days after
the submission of this filing and therefore SPP requests waiver of the Commission’s notice
requirements.226 Good cause exists to allow the proposed Tariff to be effective on the date
requested in accordance with the Commission’s waiver of notice requirement codified in
Section 35.11 of the Commission’s regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 35.11 because the process of
implementing a market is complex, and it will take a substantial amount of time after
Commission acceptance of the proposed Tariff to implement the steps necessary to begin
providing EIS. SPP requests the Commission issue an order by May 21, 2020 to allow SPP
sufficient time to make any necessary compliance and perform the steps necessary to
implement the WEIS Market.
V.

Additional Information
A.

Information Provided Per Commission Regulations
1.

Documents submitted with this filing:
In addition to this Transmittal Letter, the baseline Tariff.
The following exhibits:
Exhibit No. SPP-0001 – Prepared Direct Testimony of David Kelley
Exhibit No. SPP-0002 – Western Markets Executive Committee
Charter
Exhibit No. SPP-0003 – Basin WJDA

224

Proposed Tariff at Attachment I.

225

This provision was approved by the Commission in the order issued on March 20, 2006 in
Docket No. ER06-451. See Sw.Power Pool, Inc., 114 FERC ¶ 61,289 (2006).

226

18 C.F.R. § 35.3(a)(1).
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Exhibit No. SPP-0004 – MEAN WJDA
Exhibit No. SPP-0005 – Tri-State WJDA
Exhibit No. SPP-0006 – WAPA-CRSP WJDA
Exhibit No. SPP-0007 – WAPA-RMR WJDA
Exhibit No. SPP-0008 – WAPA-UGPR WJDA
Exhibit No. SPP-0009 – WMPA WJDA
Exhibit No. SPP-0010 – Qualitative Assessment of Potential
Reliability Benefits from a Western
Energy Imbalance Market (Staff
Assessment)
2.

Effective Date:
SPP requests that the Commission accept the proposed Tariff to be
effective February 1, 2021, as discussed in more detail above.

3.

Service:
SPP has electronically served a copy of this filing on all parties to
the WJDA.

4.

Requisite agreements:
As discussed above, WMEC and the SPP Board of Directors
approved the proposed Tariff submitted in this filing on January 10,
2020 and January 28, 2020, respectively. In addition, the seven
executed WJDAs are attached hereto as Exhibit Nos. SPP-0003
through SPP-0009.

5.

Estimate of transactions and revenues:
Not applicable.

6.

Basis of rates:
The basis for the proposed Tariff is explained above.

7.

Comparison to rates for similar services:
This is a stand-alone, limited, contract-based energy imbalance
service. SPP currently offers no similar service to which it can be
meaningfully compared.

8.

Specifically assignable facilities installed or modified:
There are none.
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B.

Communications
Correspondence and communications regarding this filing should be sent
to, and SPP requests that the Secretary include on the official service list,
the following:
Nicole Wagner
Manager, Regulatory Policy
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Telephone: (501) 688-1642
Fax: (501) 482-2022
jwagner@spp.org

VI.

Christopher M. Nolen
Senior Attorney
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Telephone: (501) 482-2394
Fax: (501) 482-2022
cnolen@spp.org

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, SPP respectfully requests that the Commission accept
the Western Energy Imbalance Service Tariff and the Western Energy Imbalance Service
Rate Schedule Tariff proposed herein as just and reasonable, issue an order not later than
May 21, 2020, and grant an effective date of February 1, 2021.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Christopher M. Nolen
Christopher M. Nolen
Senior Attorney
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223-4936
(501) 482-2394
cnolen@spp.org
Attorney for
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.

)

Docket No. ER20-____-000

PREPARED DIRECT TESTIMONY
OF
DAVID KELLEY
1

I.

INTRODUCTION

2

Q.

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.

3

A.

My name is David Kelley. My business address is 201 Worthen Drive, Little Rock,

4

Arkansas 72223.

5

Q.

BY WHOM AND IN WHAT CAPACITY ARE YOU EMPLOYED?

6

A.

I am employed by Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) as Director, Seams and Market

7
8

Design.
Q.

9
10
11

WHAT ARE YOUR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN YOUR CURRENT
POSITION?

A.

I am responsible for overseeing SPP’s interregional activities through the development of
effective relationships between SPP, its members, and its neighbors. These interregional
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1

activities include oversight and coordination of activities pursuant to joint operating

2

agreements with neighboring entities related to interregional transmission planning and

3

coordinated market and non-market operations. I am also responsible for directing the

4

development and implementation of SPP-facilitated transmission and energy markets for

5

customers and market participants.

6

Q.

7
8

PLEASE

SUMMARIZE

YOUR

EDUCATIONAL

AND

PROFESSIONAL

BACKGROUND.
A.

I earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering from Louisiana Tech

9

University and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Arkansas at

10

Little Rock. I am a registered Professional Engineer in the state of Arkansas. Before being

11

named Director, Seams and Market Design, I served in several engineering and

12

management positions within the organization. Prior to joining SPP in 2008, I served in

13

various supervisory and engineering roles with Entergy Arkansas, Inc.

14

Q.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?

15

A.

The purpose of my testimony is to discuss the details of the design of the Western Energy

16

Imbalance Service (“WEIS”) Market. I will also discuss the Western Markets Executive

17

Committee’s (“WMEC”) role in how the WEIS Market has been developed and how it will

18

continue to guide ongoing evolution of the WEIS Market administered by SPP.

19

Q.

ARE YOU SPONSORING ANY EXHIBITS?

20

A.

Yes. I am sponsoring the WMEC Charter attached as Exhibit No. SPP-0002.

21
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1
2

II.
Q.

3
4

WESTERN ENERGY IMBALANCE SERVICE MARKET OVERVIEW

PLEASE PROVIDE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED WEIS
MARKET.

A.

SPP worked with stakeholders to develop the WEIS Market, designed similarly to the SPP

5

Energy Imbalance Service Market that operated from 2007-2014. The WEIS Market

6

provides the participating Balancing Authorities (“BA”) with a market mechanism to more

7

economically provide energy imbalance service to generators and loads within their areas.

8

The WEIS Market is a tool that optimizes the provision of real-time imbalance energy

9

through a five minute, centralized, security constrained economic dispatch (“SCED”) of

10

participating resources. Centralized SCED enhances the reliability of the transmission

11

system and minimizes the production costs of meeting real-time energy imbalance service

12

obligations across the market footprint.

13

Q.

14
15

WILL SPP BE ACTING AS A REGIONAL TRANSMISSION ORGANIZATION IN
THE WEIS MARKET?

A.

No. SPP oversees and administers the Integrated Marketplace in its role as a Regional

16

Transmission Organization (“RTO”) across a 14 state region in the Eastern

17

Interconnection. However, the WEIS Market is being administered as an independent

18

contract service in the Western Interconnection, separate and distinct from SPP’s role and

19

responsibilities as a RTO.

20

Q.

WILL SPP PROVIDE THE SAME SERVICES AND FEATURES TO THE WEIS

21

MARKET THAT SPP PROVIDES AS AN RTO TO THE INTEGRATED

22

MARKETPLACE?
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1

A.

No. Unlike the SPP Integrated Marketplace, the WEIS Market is only a real-time energy

2

imbalance service market. The WEIS Market does not include a consolidated BA, day-

3

ahead market, transmission congestion rights, reliability coordination, transmission

4

planning, consolidation or administration of transmission tariffs. In addition, the WEIS

5

Market does not contain provisions for unit commitment decisions by SPP as the market

6

operator or the clearing of any operating reserve products (i.e. regulation up, regulation

7

down, spinning reserve, and supplemental reserve).

8

Q.

WILL TRANSMISSION SERVICE BE UTILIZED FOR THE WEIS MARKET?

9

A.

Yes. Existing transmission service arrangements for generators and loads within the

10

participating BAs (both Point-to-Point and Network Integration Transmission Service) will

11

be utilized to facilitate intra-hour economic transfers of energy within the WEIS Market.

12

Additionally, non-firm, as-available intra-hour transmission service under the Joint

13

Dispatch Transmission Service in Attachment D of the Tariff will be utilized to provide

14

Energy Imbalance Service within the WEIS Market across the transmission facilities of

15

Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Providers.

16

III.

DETAILS OF THE WEIS MARKET DESIGN

17

Q.

WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY FEATURES OF THE WEIS MARKET?

18

A.

The primary features of the WEIS Market are the provisions of Energy Imbalance Service

19

through a real-time, SCED signal calculated every five minutes by the SPP market clearing

20

engine; five-minute settlement using Locational Marginal Prices (“LMP”); and a supply

21

adequacy analysis both day-ahead and before each operating hour. Imbalance Energy is

22

calculated and settled every five minutes for all load and generation within the BAs
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1

participating in the WEIS Market.

The difference between the actual energy

2

injections/withdrawals and the scheduled energy injections/withdrawals are settled with

3

LMP.

4

Q.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE WEIS MARKET?

5

A.

Participation in the WEIS Market is open to entities with generation or load physically

6

located within, or pseudo-tied into, a participating BA. Entities with generation or load

7

pseudo-tied out of a participating BA will not participate.

8

Q.

HOW DOES AN ENTITY PARTICIPATE IN THE WEIS MARKET?

9

A.

For an entity with generation and/or load within a participating BA, participation occurs

10

one of two ways. An entity may choose to execute the Western Joint Dispatch Agreement

11

(“WJDA”) and directly register their generation or load. If an entity chooses not to execute

12

the WJDA, the participating host BA in which the generation or load resides will register

13

that generation or load. A resource that is registered by the participating host BA and is

14

not available for economic dispatch will be designated as a Partial Participation Resource

15

in the WEIS Market.

16

Q.

17
18

IS A PARTIAL PARTICIPATION RESOURCE DISPATCHABLE IN THE WEIS
MARKET?

A.

No. A Partial Participation Resource is considered to be self-scheduled and self-dispatched

19

in the WEIS Market. A Partial Participation Resource is not required to submit an Energy

20

Offer Curve or a mitigated Energy Offer Curve. If a Partial Participation Resource submits
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1

either type of Energy Offer Curve, it is not used for economic dispatch or to calculate LMP

2

in the WEIS Market.

3

Q.

4
5

HOW IS A PARTIAL PARTICIPATION RESOURCE SETTLED IN THE WEIS
MARKET?

A.

SPP will determine the amount of Imbalance Energy associated with a Partial Participation

6

Resource and will settle with the Market Participant that registered the Partial Participation

7

Resource. Any Imbalance Energy provided to/from a Partial Participation Resource will

8

be settled at the LMP calculated at the resource Settlement Location established for the

9

resource.

10

Q.

ONCE DESIGNATED AS A PARTIAL PARTICIPATION RESOURCE, CAN AN

11

ENTITY DIRECTLY REGISTER THE RESOURCE WITHIN THE WEIS

12

MARKET?

13

A.

Yes, subsequent to go-live of the WEIS Market, and subject to the timelines in the WEIS

14

Tariff, an entity who will represent a resource that is registered as a Partial Participation

15

Resource may elect to directly register the resource in the WEIS Market. This registration

16

change would terminate the Partial Participation Resource from the relevant Market

17

Participant’s registration and register a new Resource for the Market Participant who will

18

represent the resource in the WEIS Market. After the registration change, the Resource

19

will be eligible for full market participation.

20
21

Q.

IS AN ENTITY THAT DIRECTLY REGISTERS GENERATION REQUIRED TO
OFFER ITS RESOURCE(S) FOR DISPATCH INTO THE MARKET?
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1

A.

No, the WEIS Market does not include a requirement for Market Participants to offer their

2

resources for dispatch in the market. Market Participants are required to submit Resource

3

Plans that are sufficient to meet all of the Market Participant’s Energy obligations on both

4

a day-ahead basis and in advance of each Operating Hour.

5

Q.

6
7

HOW

DO

MARKET

PARTICIPANTS

SATISFY

THEIR

ENERGY

OBLIGATIONS?
A.

Market Participants satisfy their Energy obligations through any combination of: (1)

8

scheduling Energy from third parties, (2) planned operating levels of self-dispatched

9

Resources as identified in the Resource Plan, or (3) by making its Resources available to

10

SPP for dispatch with sufficient dispatchable operating range, as identified in the Resource

11

Plan, such that in aggregate, they are capable of producing sufficient Energy to meet the

12

Market Participant’s Energy obligations at all times. SPP will assess these Resource Plans

13

both day-ahead and in advance of each Operating Hour.

14

Q.

WHAT PROCESSES OCCUR IF THE DISPATCHABLE GENERATION IS

15

INSUFFICIENT TO MEET THE REAL-TIME DEMAND OBLIGATIONS?

16

The supply adequacy analysis provides a tool for participating BAs to project their ability

17

to balance load and generation. BAs participating in the WEIS Market continue to be

18

responsible for ensuring their compliance with applicable reliability standards for

19

balancing load and generation within their BA boundaries. If the supply adequacy analysis

20

of the Resource Plans indicates the potential for over or under sufficient supply for the

21

anticipated demand obligations, SPP will notify both the supply inadequate Market

22

Participant(s) and the associated BA of the supply inadequacy situation existing in that
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1

BA’s area. SPP, as the WEIS Market administrator, has no authority for unit commitment

2

decisions within the WEIS Market footprint.

3

Q.

4
5

HOW IS THE AMOUNT OF IMBALANCE ENERGY DETERMINED FOR EACH
MARKET PARTICIPANT?

A.

Imbalance Energy is the difference between supply and obligations and is calculated every

6

five minutes for each Market Participant. The supply will be determined by totaling the

7

metered generation at each Settlement Location over each five-minute interval with any

8

import energy tags. The obligations will be determined by totaling the metered load at each

9

Settlement Location over each five-minute interval with any export energy tags. An entity

10

with more supply than obligations will be deemed a net seller of Imbalance Energy.

11

Conversely, an entity with less supply than obligations will be deemed a net buyer of

12

Imbalance Energy.

13

Q.

HOW IS IMBALANCE ENERGY PRICED IN THE WEIS MARKET?

14

A.

The WEIS Market utilizes a nodally-calculated LMP as determined by a SCED market

15

clearing engine. The LMP is the sum of the marginal cost of energy and the marginal cost

16

of congestion at each pricing node. Load within a single Settlement Area may elect to use

17

an aggregated LMP.

18

Q.

WILL MARKET MONITORING BE PERFORMED FOR THE WEIS MARKET?

19

A.

Yes.

20

Market monitoring will be performed by SPP’s internal, independent Market

Monitoring Unit (“MMU”). The MMU will maintain its independence from SPP, as the
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1

WEIS Market administrator, and Market Participants in the same manner it does in its role

2

as the market monitor for the SPP Integrated Marketplace.

3

Q.

4
5

WHAT IS JOINT DISPATCH TRANSMISSION SERVICE IN THE WEIS
MARKET?

A.

Joint Dispatch Transmission Service (“JDTS”) is provided by the Joint Dispatch

6

Transmission Service Provider(s), subject to the terms and conditions of the Tariff. JDTS

7

is provided in real-time on an intra-hour, non-firm, as available basis having the lowest

8

curtailment priority consistent with approved congestion management methodologies in

9

the Western Interconnection. JDTS allows the WEIS Market to make use of all available

10

transmission capacity in order to provide a more efficient market solution while observing

11

reliability constraints.

12

Q.

13
14

ARE THERE RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF JOINT DISPATCH
TRANSMISSION SERVICE?

A.

Yes. Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customers (“JDTS Customer”) may not use

15

JDTS for (i) off-system sales of capacity or energy or (ii) direct or indirect provision of

16

transmission service by the JDTS Customer to any third party. JDTS may be used only for

17

receipt or delivery of energy dispatched within a Balancing Authority Area in the WEIS

18

Market on an intra-hour, non-firm basis to serve wholesale or retail native load.

19
20

Q.

HOW IS JOINT DISPATCH TRANSMISSION SERVICE USED IN THE WEIS
MARKET?
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A.

To produce the most efficient market solution, all unscheduled transmission capacity in the

2

WEIS Market footprint will be considered by the SCED for the purpose of redispatching

3

Resources. The WEIS Market utilizes JDTS to make intra-hour use of otherwise-unsold

4

transmission capacity and the non-firm redirect of existing network and point-to-point

5

transmission service that has already been procured by JDTS Customers.

6

Q.

7
8

IS THERE A RATE FOR JOINT DISPATCH TRANSMISSION SERVICE
ASSESSED TO MARKET PARTICIPANTS?

A.

9

Yes. The rate as provided for in Schedule 2 of the Tariff is $0.00/MWh.
IV.

WMEC CHARTER

10

Q.

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE WMEC AND THE WMEC CHARTER.

11

A.

I am the staff secretary of the WMEC. The WMEC is responsible for developing and

12

recommending policies, procedures, and system enhancements related to the

13

administration of the WEIS Market. The WMEC Charter outlines how the WMEC will

14

carry out its responsibilities.

15

Q.

HOW IS THE REPRESENTATION ON THE WMEC DETERMINED?

16

A.

Each WEIS Participant has one representative on the WMEC. The representative must be

17

a senior level management employee with financial decision-making authority.

18

additional non-affiliated entities execute the WJDA, they will also be able to appoint a

19

representative to the WMEC.

20

Q.

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE WMEC VOTING PROCESS?

If
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1

A.

The members of the WMEC will each have one vote. The WMEC members determined

2

that a bicameral style voting approach best balanced the diverse interests of the WEIS

3

Participants. Voting will utilize a “House and Senate” approach as further described in the

4

WMEC Charter attached as Exhibit No. SPP-0002. Motions being considered by the

5

WMEC must pass both the “House” and the “Senate” in order to be approved.

6

Q.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE IN WMEC MEETINGS?

7

A.

WMEC meetings are publicly noticed on the SPP website and open to all interested parties.

8

The WMEC may vote to limit attendance during specific portions of a WMEC meeting in

9

order to discuss issues that require confidentiality.

10

Q.

11
12

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE SPP INDEPENDENT BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN
THE WEIS?

A.

The SPP Board of Directors will provide independent oversight of SPP’s administration of

13

the WEIS Market under the WJDA. If the WMEC approves an action and such action is

14

not appealed to the SPP Board of Directors, the action is deemed to be approved by the

15

SPP Board of Directors and SPP staff is then authorized to submit any required regulatory

16

filing(s). Any action, or inaction, taken by the WMEC may be presented to the SPP Board

17

of Directors for ultimate resolution.

18
19

Q.

WILL THE WMEC INCLUDE ANY STATE REGULATORY PARTICIPATION
IN THE WEIS MARKET PROCESS?
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A.

Yes. SPP welcomes and encourages participation of state utility commissioners and their

2

staff in an advisory capacity. One commissioner from each state represented by utilities

3

participating in the WEIS Market may participate as a state liaison with the WMEC.

4

Q.

5
6

ARE YOU REQUESTING THAT THE COMMISSION APPROVE THE WMEC
CHARTER?

A.

Yes. The Charter will be reviewed at least annually by the WMEC. SPP understands that

7

any future modifications would require a subsequent filing at the Commission. The

8

WMEC Charter is being filed as a rate schedule to the Tariff.

9

V.

CONCLUSION

10

Q.

DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?

11

A.

Yes.

VERIFICATION
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true
and correct to the best of my information, knowledge and belief.
Executed this 21st day of February, 2020.

/s/ David Kelley
David Kelley
Director, Seams and Market Design
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
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PURPOSE
The Western Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”) is responsible, through its designated
working groups, committees, and task forces, for developing and recommending policies,
procedures, and system enhancements related to the administration of the Western Energy
Imbalance Service (“WEIS”) market by SPP under the Western Joint Dispatch Agreement
(“WJDA”) in the Western Interconnection.

SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES
In carrying out its purpose, the WMEC will:
1. Provide a forum for entities that have executed a Western Joint Dispatch Agreement with
SPP (“WEIS Participants”) and other interested stakeholders to discuss issues related to
the ongoing administration and advancement of market development in the Western
Interconnection.
2. Approve or reject proposed amendments to the WEIS Tariff prior to the filing of such
amendments at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
3. Consider, approve, or reject market rules if such rules solely apply to the administration
of the WEIS market and have no application to the SPP Integrated Marketplace or any
other service provided by SPP. To the extent such rules do apply to the SPP Integrated
Marketplace or any other service provided by SPP, the WMEC shall be afforded the
opportunity to provide input to any other applicable SPP organizational group and the
SPP Board of Directors.
4. Collaborate with SPP on the development of WEIS Tariff provisions, market protocols,
business practices, and interregional agreements to promote transparency and efficiency
in the operation of the WEIS market.
5. Evaluate and provide consultation to SPP on the WEIS market administration budget and
budget allocation to WEIS Participants, including modifications or adjustments of the
WEIS market Administration Rate, in accordance with the WJDA.
6. Review and recommend proposed amendments to the WJDA.
7. Conduct the dispute resolution process in accordance with the WJDA.
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8. Review system or process enhancement proposals recommended by SPP, other WEIS
Participants, or any designated working group, committee, or task force established by
the WMEC. Recommendations to enhance systems or processes materially impacting
SPP’s administration of the WEIS market or the WEIS market administration budget must
be approved per the WMEC Voting Structure process prior to beginning implementation
of the enhancement.

REPRESENTATION
Each WEIS Participant shall appoint one representative to the WMEC. Each representative
designated shall be a senior level management employee with financial decision making
authority. The WMEC representatives will appoint the chair and vice chair of the WMEC in
accordance with the Chair and Vice Chair Responsibilities, Nomination, Election, and Terms
process. Each representative of the WMEC may continue to be a representative thereof until the
WEIS Participant appoints a successor representative. A WEIS Participant shall be eligible to
appoint only one representative for itself and all its affiliates. Affiliate relationships are
relationships between WEIS Participants that have one or more of the following attributes in
common:
1. Are subsidiaries of the same company;
2. One WEIS Participant is a subsidiary of another WEIS Participant;
3. Have, through an agency agreement, turned over control of a majority of their
generation facilities to another WEIS Participant;
4. Have, through an agency agreement, turned over control of a majority of their
transmission system to another WEIS Participant, except to the extent that the facilities
are turned over to an independent transmission company recognized by FERC;
5. Have an exclusive marketing alliance between WEIS Participants; or
6. Ownership by one WEIS Participant of ten percent or greater of another WEIS Participant.
With respect to the Western Area Power Administration, the Colorado River Storage Project
Management Center (WAPA-CRSP MC), the Rocky Mountain Region (WAPA-RMR), and the
Upper Great Plains Region (WAPA-UGP) will each have one voting representative on the WMEC
as long as they are signatories to the WJDA. WAPA-RMR, WAPA-CRSP MC and WAPA-UGP
represent the WEIS Participants as set forth in Section 12 of the WJDA.
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CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR
RESPONSIBILITIES, NOMINATION,
ELECTION & TERMS
The chair of the WMEC shall be responsible for presiding over WMEC meetings, generally
following the rules and guidelines established in Robert’s Rules of Order. The chair ensures that
the WMEC functions within the scope of this Charter, that there is full participation during
meetings, that all relevant matters are discussed, and that effective decisions are made and
carried out. The chair may establish any working groups, committees, and ad hoc task forces as
necessary to fulfill the mission of the WMEC, as approved by the WMEC.
The vice chair of the WMEC shall act for the chair:
1. At the request of the chair;
2. If the chair becomes unable to discharge the functions of the position; or
3. Until a new chair takes office if the position of chair becomes vacant.
WMEC representatives may nominate themselves or may be nominated by another WMEC
representative to be considered for the office of chair or vice chair.
The chair and vice chair will be elected by an affirmative vote by the WMEC. Terms of office for
the chair and vice chair will be two years.

SPP STAFF INDEPENDENCE & SUPPORT
Each working group, committee, or task force reporting to the WMEC shall be assigned an SPP
staff member, who shall attend all meetings and act as secretary to the group. Staff secretaries
of all working groups, committees, and task forces shall be non-voting. The secretary shall keep
minutes of pertinent discussions, business transacted, decisions reached, and actions taken at
each meeting. Minutes shall be published within seven calendar days following a meeting but in
any event in advance of the next meeting, and considered final documents upon their approval
by the working group, committee, or task force.
SPP shall strive to provide support to all working groups, committees, and task forces while
taking into account the WEIS market administration budget and other priorities of the SPP
organization. Should it become necessary for SPP to hire additional staff or augment staffing to
maintain the expected level of support, SPP will advise the WMEC of any budgetary impacts.
Page 5 of 10
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ATTENDANCE, QUORUM & PROXY
If a representative is unable to attend a WMEC meeting, he/she may, in writing to the chair, vice
chair, and staff secretary, appoint a proxy representative who shall have such rights to
participate and vote as the representative specifies. The proxy representative may be another
member of the WMEC or another person who has the authority to act on behalf of the
representative.
The quorum for a meeting of the WMEC or any working group, committee, or task force
reporting to the WMEC shall be one-half of the representatives thereof, but not less than three
representatives; provided, that a lesser number may adjourn the meeting to a later time. A
representative participating by phone is considered to be in attendance of the meeting for the
purpose of quorum. The quorum for a meeting must be established and maintained throughout
the meeting in order for the group to take any binding action(s). Notwithstanding the above,
any actions taken before a quorum is lost are considered valid and binding. A proxy will serve to
meet the quorum requirements as follows:
•

A proxy provided to another representative of the WMEC will not be recorded as
attendance at the meeting and will not serve to meet or maintain the quorum
requirements.

•

A proxy provided to another person with the authority to act on behalf of the
representative will be recorded as attendance at a meeting for the purpose of meeting or
maintaining the quorum requirements.

VOTING STRUCTURE
Each representative will have one vote. Voting will utilize a “House and Senate” style approach.
The “House” vote will be weighted based on each representative’s Net Energy for Load (“NEL”),
including the NEL that the host BA registers, as a proportion of the total NEL of all WEIS
Participants. The “House” vote will generally require an affirmative vote of 75% or greater of the
total NEL of all WEIS Participants before a resolution will be deemed to pass the “House” vote.
A resolution will also be deemed to pass the “House” vote if only one representative is the
dissenting vote, even if 75% of the voting NEL is not in the affirmative.
The “Senate” vote will be equally weighted for all WMEC representatives. The “Senate” vote will
generally require an affirmative vote of 75% or greater of all WMEC representatives before a
resolution will be deemed to pass the “Senate” vote with the following exception:
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•

For modifications to Attachment D and Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff, approval of 100%
of the voting representatives who are also NERC-registered Transmission Service
Providers would also be required.

For a resolution to be approved, it must pass both the “House” and the “Senate” vote.
WMEC representatives with affiliate relationships as described in the Representation section
shall only have one vote. The WMEC may determine to vote on an issue by email. The outcome
of any email vote will be recorded in the minutes for the group.

WORKING GROUPS & COMMITTEES
REPORTING TO THE WMEC
Through an affirmative vote in accordance with the Voting Structure process, the WMEC may
establish working groups or committees to assist with its mission. Prior to voting on the
establishment of a working group or committee, the WMEC should consider potential financial
impacts in excess of those contemplated in the WJDA (e.g., additional SPP staff to support the
group, meeting costs, etc.). Working group and committee representative appointments shall be
made with consideration of the various types and expertise of representatives, also taking into
consideration their geographic locations in an attempt to obtain diverse representation.

AD HOC TASK FORCES
Through an affirmative vote in accordance with the Voting Structure process, the chair of the
WMEC may establish ad hoc task forces as necessary to fulfill its mission. Upon establishment of
a task force reporting to the WMEC, the chair of the WMEC shall appoint a chair of the task
force to preside over meetings. Any ad hoc task forces established by the WMEC chair shall be
temporary and shall have the scope of its activities limited to a specific purpose. Prior to the
establishment of an ad hoc task force, the chair should consider any potential financial impacts
in excess of those contemplated in the WJDA (e.g., additional SPP staff to support the group,
meeting costs, etc.).
Ad hoc task force representative appointments shall be made with due consideration of the
various types and expertise of representatives, also taking into consideration their geographic
locations in an attempt to obtain diverse representation.
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DURATION
The WMEC will commence upon a WEIS Participant’s signature of the WJDA and remain in effect
until no WEIS Participants remain in the WJDA.
Individual WEIS Participant representatives will be maintained as members to the WMEC as long
as the WEIS Participant remains a party to the WJDA or until the WEIS Participant appoints a
successor representative.

REPORTING
The WMEC is the highest level of authority for representation by WEIS Participants. The SPP
Board of Directors shall provide independent oversight of SPP’s administration of the WEIS
market under the WJDA. If the WMEC approves an action and such action is not appealed to the
SPP Board of Directors, the action is deemed to be approved by the SPP Board of Directors, and
SPP staff is authorized to submit any applicable required regulatory filing(s). Any action, or
inaction, taken by the WMEC may be brought before the SPP Board of Directors for ultimate
resolution.
State Commission Liaisons to the WMEC
One commissioner from the regulatory commission of each state in which a WEIS Participant or
a Market Participant under the WEIS Tariff, has generation or load participating in the WEIS
market in that state, may participate as a state liaison with the WMEC. A state liaison will provide
advice on all matters pertinent to the participation in the WEIS market of the WEIS Participant or
Market Participant under the WEIS Tariff. The state liaison’s direction and input shall be provided
within the context of the WMEC meetings. SPP staff will assist the liaison by providing
information and support relevant to the WEIS market. The state liaison will not have a voting
role on the WMEC but may participate in an advisory capacity.

MEETINGS & MEETING SCHEDULE
Meetings of the WMEC are open to all interested parties; and written notice of the date, time,
place and purpose of each meeting will be provided as described below. However, the WMEC
may limit attendance during specific portions of a meeting by an affirmative vote of the WMEC
in order to discuss issues that require confidentiality.
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At a minimum, meetings will be scheduled such that there will be an official meeting biannually.
Annually, there will be at least one face-to-face meeting.
Representatives and stakeholders shall be given at least 15 calendar days by written notice and
public posting of the date, time, place and purpose of each regular meeting. Agendas for
regular meetings will be publicly posted no less than seven days prior to the meeting.
Telephone conference meetings may be called by the chair of the WMEC with prior notice of at
least one business day.

PERIODIC REVIEW OF WMEC CHARTER
The WMEC Charter shall be reviewed at least annually by the committee. Any modifications to
the WMEC Charter shall be approved in accordance with the Voting Structure of the WMEC.
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+9y{9p]9kGZ5.V.]69(9i N69di+(Ny{J9y9i N69fid N797N].66di706:N{K{J9+(
*.lN@ 
+9y{9p]9iGX3.V.]69(9i N69*1NAdi+(*.lNBNy{J9{1NACV973(%$.^7.ffjd :7
4{K9979i.U]9iF'9FU.{didYYOyyOd^'Di{J:fidNyOd^d;+(4(%$ 
+9y{9p{9i6dc]96{Nd]X9._y{J99y{9udy{d;{J9{M99X.Qdj.U{9p.{N]F 69^{:V96{iN6.U
FiN7yNa#dvJX:jN6. *J9+9y{9p}9i6dc]96{Nd]y{i9{6J9yEdX+9y{9r0.7. (d{J{d
.Q..VNDt.Na"9N6di9.6JN]F9.y{.i7d :i{J9'd6RN9y{d{J9i9.{$W.N]y 
" 0&,+2 ,-"2,#2".& "/2 ,/0/2 ,(-"*/0&,*2 &''&*%2*!21)"*02
 +:y{9s]:iGX3.U069(9j N697[N]Ny{i.{Nd] )$$NVU.7XN]Ny{9i{J9+(fjy.`{
{d{J9+(*.lNA.]7($$NVVN]6i69i{.P6dy{yN]6U7N]IN~Jd{VNXN{.{Nd]6dy{yd;8Ni:6{
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QGQµ ªQsµs9ivQv9vGQµ IQEµQ¤iGQµ _µ ^w9vGivbµ G9 i9qµQ§ QvIiQµ :zIµdQµGµ
9Gi9QIµ¦idµ9NsivmQivbµdQµ5"$/µ3!$/µJtjvj9jv µ
 µ4!$/µPivi9ivµ-9Qµ 1dQµ;Qµµ9IsivlQµQµ4!$0µ_µdQµ^µ«Q9µ_qq¦ivbµQµ
4!$/µssQvGQsQvµ 9Qµ¦iqqµEQµQ9qµµ µ Qµ'4dµW("&µ8Q9µ*vQµ4!$/µ-9Q µ
#µQ9GdµERQvµ¬Q9µdQQ9aQµ/++µ¦iqqµQµdQµ4!$/µ;Qµ9{9qqªµ9µIQGiEQIµivµ!§diEiµ
µeQµ4!$/µ-9QµEoQGµµdQµ7$/µ.9QµEQivbµsIi^QIµivµGvq:ivµ¦idµdQµ4QQµ
'9pQµ!§QGi¤QµuiQQµ4'!µ:zIµGviQvµ¦idµ!§gFiµµµ0QGivµ  µ
 µ 9qµ+9¯Qvµ 4!$0µ+9iGi9vµ¦iqqµ 9ªµ 0++µ vµ@µ ;{9qµE9iµdQµ dibdQµ Xµ iµdQµ
O¢GµWµiµiqq9EqQµ("&µ@KµdQµ4!$/µ-9Qµ EdµIQ^vQIµivµ"§diEiµµ µ iiµdQµ4!$0µ
+CiGi ;vµ'ivissµ 9qµ+9®sQvµIQQivQIµ Aµµ"§diEiµµvv¡9rµ+9ªsQv µ
 µ'Ii^G9ivµWµ4"$/µ!¨QvQµ_µ2vQQQvµnHs@GQµ 4dQvQ¤Qµ/++µQ9v9Eq¬µ
IQQivQµd9µEQG<QµWµvYQQQvµGiHs9vGQµµQµdQµ}9qµ+9°QvµiµqipQq¬µµEQµ
iv9JQDQµµ 9ªµ_µ4!$/µ!§ QvQµ9µLQ^wQIµivµ!§diEiµµIivbµvQµªQ9µ/++µs9ªµ9Ioµ
dQµvQ¨µªQ9µ4!$0µ"§ QvQµivµGvq9ivµ¦idµdQµ4'"µEªµ ¤iIivbµ¦iQvµviGQµ9µ
vµ9µ ?GiG9qµµ9qqµ4!$0µ+9iGi @ µ
 µ$x¤iGivcµ9zIµ+9±Qxµ 0£QGµµ/QGkvµ µ0++µ¦iqqµQvIQµµ4"$/µ+CiGi Aµ9µ¬Q9q¬µ
iv¤iGQµ vµ q9Qµd@µ QGQsEQµ µ WµQ9Gdµ ªQ9µ EQbivvivbµ ivµ µ _µ dQµ vQ©µ ªQ9µ 9qµ
+<²QvµEªµQbq9µs9iqµZGisiqQµQqQGviGµs9iqµµdQµ9GGQ 9EqQµsQ9v µ 4!$0µ+CiGi;vµ
¦iqqµ 9ªµdQµvy9qµ+9³Q~µµ0++µvµq>Qµd9vµ%9vBªµµQ9GdµªQ9µEªµQqQGviGµsQ@µµ@µ
9GGxµ QGi^QIµ Eªµ/++ µqqµGdµ 9²Qvµ ¦iqqµ EQµ IQQsQIµs9IQµ¦dQvµ9iIµ¦iQµ ;v[µiµ
QGQi¤QJµEªµ/,+ µ $WµdQµ9svµIQµiµvµ 9iIµvµµEQ`QµdQµIQµI9Qµ4"$0µ+CiGi 9wµ¦iqqµ
9µq9Qµ <sQvµivQQµ Qv9qiQµGviQvµ¦idµµ # - µ´µ  µ+<ªsQvµ ¤iivµviQµ
µ#QIS9qµ4!$/µ+CiGi Aµ9QµivGqIQIµivµ/QGivµ µ
  µ6"$0µ+;iGi @µiiGQµdqIµEQµQvµµdQµ_qq¦ivbµ9IIQµ
GGxµ+9ª9EqQµE9iv9 EQ G Gsµ
9ivµ!qQGiGµ+¦Qµ Q<i¤Qµ
µ!9µ$xQ9Qµµ¤QvQµ
isBGp µ( µ µ
 µ} 9qµ"is9Qµ)µq9Qµd9vµ*GEQµµWµQ9GdµªQ9µEQbi|ivbµivµµ0++µ¦iqqµ ¤iIQµ
4"$/µ+CiGi @µ¦idµ;vµQis9QµW/++µ4"$0µ"§ QvQµ9µIQGiEQIµivµ!§diFiµµd9µ¦iqqµEQµ
QLµµIQ¤Qq µdQµ4!$/µ-9Qµ_µdQµvQ§µªQ9 µ (¦id9vIivbµdQµ_TbivbµQis9Qµ dQµ
7$/µ"§ QvQµd:µ¦iqqµEQµ¡QIµµG9qGq:QµeQµ4"$/µ-9Qµ¦iqqµEQµdQµGµ9 ¤QIµ=vv9qqªµ
EªµdQµ/++µ9MµWµ iQGµGviQ~µ¦idµ"§diEiµ µ


 

 





 µ1Uµ 1hµbQQsQvµ  QQIQµ Aªµ iµ 9bQQsQvµvµ diµ EoQGµ s9Qµ EQ¦QQvµdQµ
+9iQµiµQvQQIµivµEV¦QQvµ/++µ9vIµ4!$0µ+9iGi Aµ@IµiµQ\QGi¤Qµvµ QGQsEQµ µµ
!]QGj¥Qµ 9Q µ 1dQµivii9qµQµWµdiµbQQsQvµ¦iqqµGssQvGQµvµdQµ!\QGi¤Qµ 9Qµ9vIµ
GvivQµ_µ_µªQ9µ9aQµfQµ4!$/µssQvGQsQvµ 9Qµ$vjj9rµ1Qs µ EQvµ9µisQqªµ
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¡pPW¾ Y¾ <p¢jS?²?u ¾ ¡jp ¾ !eWWwW¡¾ ³puu¾ ?ª¡w?¡pQ?vu·¾ WW²¾ ?bW¾ ¡jW¾ +¡p?u¾ 9W¾ a¾
ªPPW p°W¾X¾  ¾ ·W?¾¡Ww ¾ 733 ¾?Swpp ¡?¡p¾Y¾¡jW¾<)+7¾ª ª?£¾¡¾¡jW¾<)+7¾9?p[¾
j?uu¾P}WQW¾¾¡jW¾=)+7¾'xwWPWwW¡¾(?¡W¾FS¾ j?uu¾PW? W¾¾¡oW¾W\WP¡p±W¾S?¡W¾Y¾>)+7¾
3?¡pPp?¡ ¾=p¡jS?²?u ¾¾p¾?PPS?PW¾²p¡j¾¡jp ¾7WP¡q¾¾
¾:¾©p ¾!eWWwW¡¾NWPwpe¾W]WQ¡p°W¾¾§jW¾)\WP¡p°W¾(?¡W ¾¡jW¾4?¥pW ¾wª¡¯?uu·¾
?eWW¾ ¡o?¡¾ ¡jW¾ <W ¡W¾ /q¾ (p ?¡Pj¾ !eWWwW¡¾ W\WQ¡p°W¾ 7W¡WwNW¾  ¾  ¾ M¡w?¡pP?uu·¾
¡Wwp?¡W ¾³p¡k¾¾cjW¾?Q¡p¾WWSWS¾¾¡EW¾O·¾?·¾3?¥·¾¡¾p¡¾
¾ <p¡jS?´?u¾ <)+7¾3?¡pPp?¡¾w?·¾ ¡Wp?¡W¾ p¡ ¾I¡pPp?¡p¾p¾¡np ¾!hWWwW¡¾ ?bW¾¡jW¾
-q¡p?u¾9Ww¾N¸¾eq°qe¾743¾²q¡¡W¾¡pPW¾¡¾uW ¾¡jF¾pW¡·¾ ¾S?· ¾p¾¡¾¡jW¾W\XP¡p°W¾S?¡W¾
Y¾ «Qj¾¤Wwr?¡r¾<q¡jS?²?u ¾ªuW ¾¡jW¾3?¡pW ¾xª¡ª?uu·¾?eWW¾¡jW²p W ¾¾ªuW ¾ ªPj¾
<p¡jS?²?u¾p ¾ª ªF¡¾¡¾7WP¡p¾¾Y¾©p ¾!eWWwW£¾ !¾¡pPW¾Y¾<p¡oS?²?u¾p ¾pW°Q?OuW¾
ªuW ¾ ¡oWq W¾ ~¡ª?uu·¾ ?eWWS¾ «¾ p¾ ²p¡pe¾ N·¾ 733¾ ?S¾ <)+7¾ 3?¥pPp?¡¾ (ªpe¾ ¡jW¾
WSWP·¾Y¾?¾<p¡jS?²?u¾¡qPW ¾=)+7¾3JpPp?¡¾Ww?p ¾ ªNtWP¡¾¡¾?uu¾¡W ¾FS¾PSp¡p ¾Y¾
¡jp ¾!eWWwW¢¾ ;¾¡jW¾W\XP¡p°W¾S?¡W¾Y¾<)+7¾3?pPq?£ ¾=q¡lT?²?u ¾<)+7¾3?pPpH£¾p ¾
W  pNuW¾a¾¡jW¾<p¡jV?²?v¾3?¼W£¾ª ªF¡¾¡¾7WP¡q¾¾
¾=),7¾3JpPp?¡¾w?·¾¡Wp?¡W¾p¡ ¾I¡pPp?¡p¾p¾¡jp ¾!eWWwW¾p¾¡¾¾?bW¾
¡jW¾-p¡p?u¾9W¾O·¾ep°pe¾734¾²p¡¨W¾¡pPW¾¡¾uW ¾¡jD¾pW¡·¾ ¾S?· ¾p¾¡¾¡jW¾W\WQ¢p°W¾
S?¡W¾Y¾ ªPj¾¡Wp?¡p¾pZ¾p ¾?¾W°W¡¾SW PpOWS¾p¾7WP¡p¾¾¾QPª ¾ ¾pp ¾F¾W°W¡¾SW QpNWS¾
p¾7WQ¡p¾¾ QPª ¾ <)+7¾3?¢rPq?¡¾¡Wp?¡W ¾¡jp ¾!eWWwW¡¾ª ªF¢¾¡¾¡kq ¾7WQ¡p¾
 ¾ <)+7¾ 3?¢pPpF¡¾ ²puu¾ ?·¾ 733¾ p¡ ¾ ¡jW¾ QªW£¾ 2)0¾ 7j?W¾ Y¾ +wuWwW¡?¡p¾ ' ¡ ¾
5Ww?ppe¾ª ªG¡¾¡¾)¶jpOp¢¾!¾ª¾¡jW¾W^WP¡p°W¾S?¡W¾Y¾<)+7¾3?pPq?¡ ¾¡Wr@¡r¾
¾<p¡jS?²?u¾O¹¾?pPp?¡pf¾j ¡¾%?u?Qpg¾!«¡lq¡º¾%! ¾ 7jªuS¾?¾<)+7¾3?¢qPq?¡¾
²jpPj¾p ¾?¾?¢qPq?¡pe¾j ¡¾%!¾¡pd¾744¾Y¾p¡ ¾¡Wwp?¡p¾Y¾p¡ ¾!wWSWS¾?S¾5W ¡?¡XS¾<W ¢W¾
/s¡¾(p ?¡Pk¾"hWWwW¡ ¾ FS¾>)+7¾3I¡pPp?£¾p ¾²p¡jp¾¡j?¡¾%! ¾ ¡jW¾<)+7¾3KpQp?¡¾?S¾
733¾ ?eWW¾ ¡j?¡¾ ²p¡kp¾ ¾ Nª pW ¾ S?· ¾ Y¾¡jW¾ ?¡pPp?¡pe¾ %!¾ °pSpe¾ 733¾ ¡pPW¾ Y¾q¡ ¾
¡Xwr?¡q ¾¡mX¾=)+7¾3?¡qRr?¡¾?T¾734¾µrvv¾Sq Qª ¾ ¬Rl¾=*+7¾3?¡rRq?¡ ¾r¡W¡¾¡¾Q¢q«W¾
p¡ ¾?¡pPp?¡p¾p¾¡jW¾<)+7¾ <)+7¾3JpPpF£¾w?·¾¡Wp?¢W¾p¡ ¾?¢pPq?¢p¾p¾¡jp ¾!eWWwW¡¾
?bW¾ ªPj¾Sp Q« q ¾O·¾ep°pe¾733¾²p¡¡W¾¡pPW¾¡¾uW ¾¡jF¾pW¡·¾ ¾Nª pW ¾S?· ¾p¾¡¾
¡jW¾W\WP¡p°W¾S?¡W¾Y¾ ªPj¾¡Wp?¡q ¾¾¡jW¾ ?wW¾?{«¢¾Y¾¡pwW¾p¾¡¾¡jW¾W\WP¡p°W¾S?¤W¾Y¾¡jW¾
?¡rRr?¡re¾&# ¾¡W|r?¡q ¾µlrQlW°W¾r ¾eW?¡W¾
¾ 9Wp?¡p¾ ¾ 1ª¡¯?u¾ !iWWwW¡¾  ¡jW¾ 3JpW ¾ ?eWW¾ p¾ ²p¡pe¾ ¡¾ ¡Wp?¡W¾ ¡jp ¾
!eWXyW¡¾F·¾¡qwW¾?bX¾¡jW¾)_WP¡q°W¾(?¡W ¾ ªPj¾¡WqLq¾²puu¾NWPwW¾W\WQ¤p°W¾? ¾Y¾©W¾S?¢W¾
WPp`WS¾p¾ ªQj¾xª¡ª?u¾?eWWwW¡¾¡¾¡Wp?¡W¾;¾ ªQj¾wª¡¯?u¾¡Wp?¡p ¾<)+7¾3A¢pPq?¡¾
p ¾ P pSWWS¾ ¢¾ j?°W¾ ªNwp¡¡WS¾ ?¾¡pPW¾ Y¾<p¡jS?²?v¾ ?U¾ q ¾ W  pOuW¾ a¾ ¡jW¾=q¡jS?²?v¾
3?½W£ ¾ª «F¡¾¡¾7WP¡p¾ ¾W¶PW¡¾? ¾°pSWS¾p¾7WP¡p¾¾
¾734¾9Wp?¡q¾ 734¾p ¾ª²puupe¾¡¾?Swpp ¡W¾¡kW¾=)+8¾a¾?uu¾>)+8¾3JpPqF¡ ¾?bW¾
¡jW¾+p¡q?u¾9W ¾ 733¾w?·¾¡Wp?¡W¾¡jp ¾"eWWwW¡¾O·¾°pSpe¾<)+7¾3?¢pPp? £¾²p¡j¾¡²Wu°W¾
 w¡j ¾²p¡¡W¾¡pPW¾Y¾ ªPj¾¡Wp?¦p¾ 9jW¾W?uqW ¡¾733¾x?·¾°pSW¾ ªPj¾²p¢¡W¾¡pPW
p ¾¡µWu°W¾ ¾w¡j ¾p¾¡¾¡oW¾W¶p?¡p¾Y¾¡jW¾+p¡p?u¾9W¾ <)+7¾3?¡pPp?¡¾²puu¾?·¾733
¡jW¾$®?u¾4?»wW¡¾Sªpe¾©W¾WSWP·¾Y¾¡jW¾¡pPW¾Y¾ ªPj¾¡Wp?¡p¾ 733¾¡W?¡W ¾¡jp
!eWWyW¡¾BbX¾¡kW¾+p¡p?u¾9W¾Nª¡¾NWaW¾©W¾W¶p?¡p¾Y¾¡jW¾.p¡p?u¾9W¾uª ¾aª¾·X? ¾<)+7
3JqPpG£¾³quu¾C·¾733¾¾Y¾q¡ ¾2)0¾7j?W¾Y¾+zuWwW£Lq¾' ¡ ¾6Ww?qqe¾ª ªF£¾¡
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X\;\¢¢r`¢XD¢1`¢(1hDk¢Ax]kW¢ YD¢sDlADl<¢qF¢,((¢¢kq]<D¢qF¢<X¢ D|]m1 ]qk¢
,((¢D}\k1D¢ X\¢WxDDbDk¢1VDx¢D¢ k\\1`¢-Dxb¢r`¢Ry¢D1z¢ XD¢kn1`¢(1Dk¢\``¢;D¢
rxqx1DB¢ \F¢1rr`\<1;`D¢ ;1DA¢qk¢ <q¢\k<xxDA¢;¢,((¢\k<`A\kW¢<q¢q¢<D1D¢rxq\B\kW¢XD¢
/ ,¢Bc\k\x1\qk¢rxq\BDB¢q¢/ ,¢(:\<\r1k ¢ XD¢DDk¢BD<x\;DB¢\k¢,D<\qk¢ ¢q<<x¢
X\¢,D<\qk¢ ¢\¢\k1rr`\<1;`D¢q¢XD¢D}\k1\qk¢qF¢X\¢WxDDbDk¢
¢DI`¢ .rqk¢XD¢q<<xxDk<D¢qF¢/ ,¢(1x\<\r1k¢b1Dx\1`¢BDI`¢kBDx¢X\¢WxDDcDk¢
\k<`B\kW¢\Xq¢`\b\1\qk¢ ,D<\qk¢  ¢ ¢  ¢ 1kB¢ ¢ qx¢BDI`¢1¢BDPkDB¢\k¢D¢/ ,¢
-1z\L¢ ;¢ DrxD`¢ D<`B\kW¢ 1¢ J\`xD¢ qF¢ rDxS}1k<D¢ BD¢ q¢ 6¢ .k<qkxq``1;`D¢ qx<D¢ \k¢
1<<qxB1k<D¢ \X¢,D<\qk¢¢ X\<X¢BDK`¢\¢kq¢<yDA¢\X\k¢ ¢ A1¢ ,((¢b1¢\D¢1¢y\Dk¢
kq\<D¢q¢/ ,¢(9\<\r1k¢DJa¢ ,((¢kq\PD¢/ ,¢(1y\<\r1k¢X1¢\¢\¢\k¢DI`¢6B¢
/ ,¢(9\<\r6¢J\`¢q¢<xD¢\X\k¢ ¢B1¢/ ,¢(1z\<\r6¢\``¢;D¢ADDbDA¢q¢X1D¢rxq\BDB¢
1¢kq\<D¢qF¢/\ XBx11`¢1kB¢\``¢;D¢xDrqk\;`D¢Rx¢XD¢/\XBx11`¢(1bDk¢rx1k¢q¢,D<\qk¢
¢ ,((¢b1¢rxD¢<q``D<\qk¢qx¢DkRx<DbDk¢qF¢XD¢/ ,¢(1\<\r1o¢/\XBx11`¢(1hDn¢
¢¢/\XBx11`¢(1Dk¢  XD¢DMD<\D¢B1D¢qF¢/ ,¢(1\<\r1k¢/]XBx11`¢\¢rx\qx¢q¢XD
Ds\y1\qk¢qF¢XD¢ k\\1`¢-D}¢r`¢T{¢D1x¢/ ,¢(1x\<\r1k ¢\``¢r1¢,((¢\¢XDk¢<Dk¢&#
,X9D¢qF¢ br`DbDk1\qk¢q¢*Db1\k\kW¢rx1k¢q¢X\;\¢¢r`¢XD¢1`¢(1Dk¢Cx\kW
XD¢ rDkBDk<¢ qF¢XD¢ kq\<D¢ qF¢/\XBx11`¢ 1kB¢ \F¢ XD¢ DND<\D¢ B1D¢ qF¢/ ,¢ (:\<\r1o
/\XBx11`¢\¢1VDx¢XD¢Dr\x2 \qk¢qF¢XD¢ k\\1`¢-D}¢r`¢Rx¢D1x¢/ ,¢(1x\<\r1k¢\``¢qka
r1¢XD¢rxqx1DB¢kk1`¢(1cDk¢Ax\kW¢XD¢rDkADk<¢qF¢XD¢kq \<D¢qF¢/\XBx11`¢0]XAx11a
(1dDk¢ ¢ /\XBx21`¢ (1cDk¢ xD<D\DA¢ ;¢ ,((¢ \``¢ ;D¢ 7r`\DA¢ 1¢ 1¢ xDA<\qk¢ q¢ XD
!t`DcDk1\qk¢q¢*Db1\k\kW¢1¢BDPkDB¢\k¢X\;\¢
 ¢ (1 Dk¢  XD¢ DMD<\D¢ B1D¢ qF¢/ ,¢ (1z \<\r6¢ 0] YAx11a¢ ]¢ rx]qx¢ q¢ YD¢
Dr\x1\qk¢qF¢XD¢ "\\1`¢-D}¢r`¢Rx¢D1x¢ ,((¢\``¢\kq\<D¢/ ,¢ (1x\<\r1k¢ Rx¢XD¢
/\XBx11`¢(1Dk¢\X\k¢X\x¢ ¢B1¢qF¢XD¢DMD<\D¢B1D¢qF¢XD¢/\XBx11`¢ / ,¢
(1z\<\r1k¢\``¢r1¢,((¢XD¢\kq\<DB¢1gqk¢kq¢`1Dx¢X1k¢X\y¢ ¢B1¢qF¢XD¢B1D¢qF¢
XD¢\kq\<D¢
¢-D}\k1\qk¢D¢q¢,((¢*-'¢%DiDyX\u¢ / ,¢(1x \=\r1k¢ ;D<qbD¢1¢bDb;Dx¢qF¢XD¢
,()¢ *DW\qk1a¢ -x1oc\\qk¢ 'xW1k\¡1\qk¢ qrDx1\kW¢ \k¢ XD¢ /DD~¢ kDx<qpkD<\qk¢ X\¢
WxDDbDk¢1qb1 \<1``¢Dxc\k1D¢XDk¢/ ,¢(1x\<\r6¢;DW\k¢xD<D\\kW¢Dy\<D¢Uqb¢,((¢
rx1k¢q¢1k¢,((¢bDjDxX\r¢1WxDDbDk¢qx¢1o¢,((¢qrDk¢1<<D¢x1oc\\qk¢1z\O¢7r`\<1;`D¢
q¢1kb\\qk¢J<\`\\D¢]k¢XD¢/DD~¢ kDx<qkkD<\qk¢ / ,¢(1x\<]r1k¢q;`\W1 \qk¢kADx¢
[¢WxDDbDk¢\``¢;D¢D}\k1DB¢1¢<X¢\bD¢/ ,¢(3y \<\r1k¢,((¢bDc;DxX\r¢1WxDDbDk¢
;D<qbD¢DMD<\D¢ / ,¢(1x\<\r1k¢WxDDbDk¢D}\k1D¢ rx1k¢ q¢ X\¢ ,D<\qk¢ ¢
/ ,¢(:\<\r5k¢a1¢xDrqx DA¢&$¢]aa¢xDd1]k¢]m¢YD¢]aa1;aD¢&D¢kDxW¢Rx¢#q1A¢AD<x];DA¢
\k¢X\;\¢¢Rx¢rqD¢qF¢<1`<`1\kW¢XD¢/ ,¢*1D¢1kA¢ZD¢Dxc\k1\kW¢/ ,¢(1z\<\v6¢
&#¢ ,X1xD¢ qF¢ cr`EcDk1\qk¢ q¢ +De1\k\kW¢ \``¢ ;D¢ D?`ADA¢ Uqb¢ XD¢ <1`>`4\qk¢ qG¢
ft`DbDk1 \qk¢q¢*Dc1\k\kW¢Rx¢1``¢qXDx¢/ ,¢(1y \<\r1o¢
        
 ¢ qqB¢.\`\¢(x1<\<D¢ k¢qF¢XD¢wx1<\<D¢ bDXqB¢1kB¢1<¢DkW1WDB¢\k¢qx¢8rxqDB¢;¢1¢
\Wk\Q<1k ¢rqx \qk¢qF¢XD¢D`D@\<¢\`\¢\kBx¢Bx\kW¢XD¢ xD`D1k¢\bD¢rDx\qB¢ qx¢1k¢qF¢XD¢
sx1<\<D¢ cDqB¢1kB¢1< ¢ X\<X¢ \k¢ XD¢DDx<\D¢qF¢xD1qk1;`D¢^AWeDk¢\k¢ `\WX¢qH¢XD¢ J<¢
_kqk¢1¢XD¢\bD¢XD¢BD<\\qk¢1¢b1BD¢ <q`B¢X1D¢;DDk¢DrD@DB¢q¢1<<qcr`]X¢XD¢BD\xDB¢
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s>|]} .} . s>.|lb.:]> <l|} <lb|X|~>b~ X}T Rll= :|Xb>|| ms.<}X<>| s>]X.:X]X} |.D} 2=
>m>=X}Xlb ll=+}X]X}#s.<}X<>X|bl}Xb}>b=>=~l:>]X_X}>=}l}W>lm}X`_ms.<}X<?_>}Tl=
ls.<}}l>><]|Xlbl@.]]l}T>s|:}s.T>s}l:>.<<>m}.:]>ms.<}X<>|_>}Tl=|ls.<}|R>b>s.]]
.<<>m}>=
'###?sKw2<> '##X]]m?sLw.]]l:]XR.~Xlb||m><XH>=Xb}VX|Rs>?_>b}Xc/<<lt=2<>
X}Tll=+}X]X}#s.<~X<>.e=}T?,'(.sXE
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CeY+f]|n+|R]GR|K}KRn-hp|R0zBn|K0hnfRzRf]f6z0nR+0z|fzzRz|R]h0nBsR]G
R|zf(VRG|Rf]z ]-0n|KRzGn00Y0]|KRzGn00Y0]|Rz(R]-R]Gf]]-zKVVR]n0|f|K0(0]0A|
f6 0+K n $- |f 0+K f6 |K0Rn n0zh0+|R0 z ++0zzfnz h0sR||0- zzRz ]- V0GW
n0hn0z0]|R0z
 zzRI0]|f6+RVR|R0zf|KR]GK0n0R]zKVV+n0|0z0+ nR|R]|0n0z|f6$U-R]VVfn
%hfnRf]f6|K0|n$zYRzzRf]zz|0Yf6xR+Rh%|
 ?0+|f60nYR||0-zzRJ0^ ]|K000]|f6]h0nYR||0-zV0 |n]z=nfnzzRG]Y0]|
]-0n|KRzGn00Y0]||K0|naz=nfnfnzzRgnzKVV|f|K00|0]f6|K0|n]z=nn1-fnzzR0-
f)VRG|Rf]z]-f]V|fz+K0|0]|)0n0VR00-f6f(VRG|Rf]z++nR]GDfY]-E0n|K00@0+|R0
-|0f6z +K|n$z=nfnzzRGbY0]|hnfR-0-Kf00n|K ]-0n]f+Rn+ Yz|$+0zzKVVazV0
|n"]z>n fnzzRG]Y0]|n0VR00|K0|n]z85nfnfnzzRfnf6] VR(RVR| Bna (n0+K f6|KRz
Gn00Y0]f++nnR]GhnRfn|f|K00?0+|R0-0f6z +K]z=nfnzzRGbY0]
 MRn-w0]0A+RnR0z KRzGn20Y0]|-f0z]f|R]]]-Rz]f|R]|0]-0-|f+n0|0
nRGK|zn0Y0-R0z fn)0]0A|zf6a+Kp+|0nK|zf00nR];fnf6] h0nzf]z +ftfn|Rf]z
zzf+R|Rf]zfn0]|R|R0zf|K0n|O]|K0n|R0z|f|NRzGn00Y0] K0f(VRG'Rf]zzz Y0-L0n0R]
n0zfV0VBn|O0 z0]-(0]0A|f6|K0nR0z|K0Rnz ++0zzfnzR]R]|0n0z|]-K0n0h0nYR|0-
|K0RnzzRz
 f[iVR0-R0n{ K0<RV n0f6p||fR]zRz| hf]fn0]Bn+0z|pR+|h0nBs$+0f6
$f6|K0zh0+RA+hnfRzRf]zf6|KRzGn00Y0]||a|RY0RVV]f|(0+f]z|n0-zR0nfn
n0VR]m RzKY0]||f]0~0_|f6z,Mn|znSGM||fzz0n|fnn0Xhf__z,MhnfRzRf]znRGKz
fnn0Y0-R0zR]|K|fn_f|K0nR]z|]+0fnzR0n|f]0|0]|f6]zh0+RA+hnfRzRf]f6
|KRzGn00Y0]|n |K0nL0z\0RVV(0!`-n0YR]R]FVVBn+0$-0?0+| r|z00,|Sf_
f6|KRz Ho00Y0]| zKVV ]f| +f]z|R| 0  S0n f6|K| n|z nSGM| |f jnf|0z| fn +KWW0]G0
hnfRzRf]zf6|ORzGn00Y0]|K0]AV0-|
 03n(RVR| +KhnfRzRf]f6|KRzGn00Y0]|RVV(0+f]zR-0n0-z00n*V0]-R6Bn]
n0zf] $ hnfRzRf] f6}KRz Gn00Y0^| fn |K0 hhVR+|Rf] |K0n0f6|f #] h0nzf] 0]|R| fn
+Rn+ Yz|]+0 Rz -0|0nYR]0- (  +f nfn n0G V|fn  |KfnR|f6+fYh0|0]| TnRz-R+|Rf] |f (0
R]VR-fR-fn ]0]Bn+0(V0|K0]|K0n0YR]R]GhnfRzRf]zf6|QzGn40Y0]|RVV+f]|R]0R]
FVVBn+0]-0?0+|a-zKVVR]]f(09:0+|0-RYhRn0-fnR]VR-|0-
0ln0z0]||Rf]]-v]|R0z +K"nn0hn0z0^|z]-u$z|ff|K0nzRG]|fnR0z|K|
zf6|K0-|0R|00+|0z}KRzGn00Y0]|
|Rz- VfnG]R0- VR-V0Rz|R]G]-R]Gff-z|].R]G ]-0n|K0Vzf6|P0
TnRz-R+|Rf]K0n0fnGaR0-
  (T0+||fa]0+0zznhhnfVz)=-0nVfnz||0n0G V|fn  |KfnR|R0z |K0
00+ |Rf]a--0VR0n(0+Kn|]-|K0h0nBsa+0f6R|zf(VRGRf]K0n0 ]-0nK0
)00]- V&/WR-V |KfnR0-(VVn0mRzR|0+|Rf]f]|K0hn|f6K0zR|fnR0z KRz
Gn00Y0]| Kz )00] -V 00+ |0- ]- -0VR0n0- ( |K0 p|R0z ]- z)T0+| |f |K0
+f]-R|Rf]zz0|ByKR]|KRzGn00Y0d+f]z|R| |0z|K0V0GVVR-]-(R]-R]Gf)VRG|Rf]
f]|K0hn|f60+Kq|0]Bn+0(V0GR]z|R|R]++fn-]+0R|KR|z|0nYz0+0h|R]zf7n
z |K0 0]Bn+0)RVR| |K0n0f6 Y (0 WRZR|0- ( hhVR+(V0 (ck|+ R]zfV0]+
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t9ltJ,T&Tld F&6[9d 5ld9&d59 ]lt&ltT] lt lN9t TbT[&t [& &@95TeJ N9
9eCt59^9flt 5t97UlttTJNJ9e9t&[[&e71J9e9t'\ mtUe5Um[9l:9qUt9J't7[9
l:N9N9t5NmtTd5Tm[9&t95ldT69t96Td&mtl5996TdJ&[&ltTd9qT
  !N9t9&t9dl&5Tld&[&TTd9rTmtl5996TdJlt5[&T]m9d6TdJltl
N9Zdl[96J9l;9&5N(~Qt9&9d96&J&Td5N/29Ct9lt2&d?69t&[&9
Ct9TJdlt[l5&[5lttU3&[luJl9{9d&[&J9d5lt&NltWN']TJP]& 9tV&[[
69[&mt99dltNTd69tN9m9t=lw+5915N9dTl:Tl2[TK&TldN9t9d69t
 tN9tt&d59 &5N /&Jt99N&T T[[N9t9&G9t]&Y9 t9&ld&2[9 Jll7>TN
9@lt l 9959 &h6 69[T9t 5N ItN9t Tdt9j mtlT69 &[[ Td=lw&Tld +6 &Y9 lt
Dt929&v5NHtN9t&5&d6NTdJ&]&29t9&le&2[t9rTt96lt9I[l5/tlR9Td9e
+6m}l9l:NTJt99]9d&d6&&t9dlTd5ldT9eTN9mtlTTldl;NTJt99]9d
  eTt9L99]9d !NV Jt99]9d Td5[6TdJ &nm[T5&1[9 &mm9d6T59 9NT2T &i6 N9Tt
6[.otl97t9m[&59]9d5ldT9N99dTt9&M99_9d&aldJN9&tT9TNt9m95l9
2X95 ]&9tl;NTJt99]9d )h6dlmt9Tl lt&[lttT9d t9mt99k&Tld &Jt99]9d lt
69t&e6TdJ]&692&h l<A59t &J9d lt9]m[l99l:& &v T[[ 29 2Td6TdJ ld&h5N
&td[95ld&Td96TdNTJt99]9d
 ll6&TN<Et &5N/&Jt99N&TT[[TdJll6>TN&Y9&[[t9&ld&1[9'5Tld
d959&tlm9wTTlI[B[[N9Wt 5ldt&5&[ l2[TJ&Tld $N9t995ld9d &Jt99]9d lt
&mmtl&[l:,&t]29l1&Td96N9t9d69t5N5ld9d&Jt99]9dlt&mmtl&[T[[dl
29et9&ld&1[9TNN9[65ld6TTld96lt69[&96 $N9t9&h&tTt9sTt96ltm9xT96l
&5 lt l]T l &5 2&96 ld T lmTdVld lt X6J]9d 5N lmTdTld lt X6J]9d T[[ dl 29
dt9&ld&2[ 99t5T96 !l N9 99d N& N9 XtT6T5Tld l:+ ?69t&[ lt &9 t9J[&lt
&NltV&mm[T9l+m&l;Jt99]9e&d8lt9t&h&5Tldlt&5Tld5l9t962ST
Jt99]9d9&5N&vT[[5llm9t&9TN&[[lN9t#/T5Tm+l95t9&hd959/lt
69Tt&2[9&mmtl&[lt&559m&d59l;5N t9J[&lt 0NltTT9l:5N m&vl:NTJt99]9g
+8lt5Nt&d&5Tldlt&5Tld
  ld9|&v !NT Jt99]9d ]& 1999596Td+d_49t l:5ld9}&t 9&5N l:
NT5N T[[ 29699]96l29&d ltTJTd&[ 1&[[l:NT5N lJ9N9t 5ldT9 ld9&h6 N9*9
Tet]9d1Te6TdJmldN9/T9 dlTN&d6VdJN&O9]&dlN&999596N9(]9
5ld9}&t
  tT&[ !N9# &tT5Tm&dl1[TJ&Tldlm&TN&t9l:`p[9]9e&Tld
l&699yTd96mt-lNT2T9mt9[tT9+6t9]&Td2Td6TdJUdN999d
t9J[&lt&mmtl&[Tdl&5NT996mt&dl95Tld  +6 N9m&]9d 9wl:95Tld
 T[[Jl9zN9m&c9dl:N9#&tT5Tm+N&v9l:`p[9^9e&Tldl
               
!NT95Tld 5ld&TdmtlTTld&/9d959&tCtN9"dV96&9l:]9tT5&&5TdJ2
,6NtlJNN9#99zt9&l9t6]TdVt&Tld$l9d9tTdlNTJt99]9e+6
Tld[&mm[T5&1[9lN9&Jt99]9d2999d&d6%
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 §7*§vhhL§
  §7LL§L=§*| L§Jshvh=h|v |q|=J|§,hL§1|=ZL§*|kLI§'=v=[LsLv§
LvL§ 8* ,1*§ § Kiii|w§ |N§aL§ 8LL§ L=§ *|¡L§ Jsiwi=i|v§ b=§
s=nL§=vJ§Eth§!LJL=q§| L§\LvL=LJ§X|s§HL=hv§4 1 §L=§|N§,LHq=s=h|v§
b¢J|LqLHhH§OHhqhhL§H|qqLHhLq¢§pv| v§=§bL§1=q§&=nL§h¢§L=§#vL\=LJ§*|lLH§
1&#* § 7§* ,1*§h§FhHh=hv\§hv§bL§1**§7#1§hv§bL§Wqq| hv\§H==HhhL§
=§,1*§=vJ§-' § ,1*§h§bL§7#1§*=hHh=v§ c|§LLLv§bL§2&#*§q|=J§
=yJ§,L|HL§hv§bL§7#1§'=nL§!||hv § ,'§h§fL§%|hv§h=Hb§3Eshh|v§
*|hJL§W§cL§1&#*§>vshh|v§ hghv§bL§7#1§'=L§!||hv§|RLLJ§vJL§
1HbLJqL§§|N§bL§7#1§3=hU§
  §9LL§L=§*| L§Jshvh?h|v ,|Hn£§'|v=hv§,L^|v§8* ,',§§
Jhhh|v§ |N§bL§7LL§ L=§ *| L§ Jshvh=h|v§c=§s= nL§ =vJ§ =vsh§ !LJLBq§
| L§ \LvL=LJ§ X|s§ HL=hv§ 4 1 § L=§ |N§ ,LHq=s=h|v§ b¢J|LqLHhH§ OHhqhhL§
H|qqLHhLq¢§nv| v§=§L§&|Lq=vJ§L=§*|mLH§&* §7LL ,',§=q|§|L=L§bL§
7LL§L=§|q|=J|§'h|h§=q=vHhv\§ b|h¢§L=§ nv| v§=§7§'§ EJ§bL§
7LL§L=§&| L§|q|=J|§=qEHhv\§f|h¢§L=§nv| v§=§7§&§=vJ§|hJL§
=ythh|v§LhHL§hvHqJhv\§G§v|§qhshLJ§|§=ythh|v§LhHL§=H|§7LL¦
| vLJ§=yshh|v§OHhqhhL§ hehv§cL§ |§=q=vHhv\§b|h¢§L= §7* .,§h§
=hHh=hv\§hv§bL§1**§7 #1§hv§bL§Wqq| hv\§ H==HhhL§ =§&*§ &*3§ =vJ§7( §
&*§h§bL§7#2§*>hHh=v§b=§LLLv§bL§&|Lq=vJ§L=§*|lLH§q|=J§=yJ§,L|HL§
hv§bL§7#1§'=nL§!||hv § &*3§h§bL§%|hv§h=Hb§3@vthh|v§*|iJL§W§cL§
&*§ Eshh|v§ hbhv§L§ 7#1§ (=oL§ !||hv§ |RLLJ§ vJL§ 1HbLJqL§ § |N§bL§
7#1§3=hS § 7§'§h§=§=q=vHhv\§b|h¢§hv§bL§7#1§(=nL§!||hv § q|§=§=§
=q=vHhv\§b|h¢§hv§bL§7#1§(= oL§!||hv§7§'§h§LhLJ§|§L\hL§q|=J§
=yJ§L|HL§W§v|v =hHh=hv\§LvhhL§hv§7§' §7§* /,§h§v|§= hHh=hv\§
hv§1**§7#1§|w§GLb=qN§|N§bL§7&§=q=yHhv\§b|h¢§bL§*=HhVH§)|b L *=HhVH§
1|f L§$LhL§*|mLH§bL§Lv=q§h¥|v=§*|mLH§|§bL§*=nL =h§*|mLH § #v§cL§
7#1§ :§*§ .,§ hqq§ }hJL§ =vshh|v§ LhHL§ W§ &*3§ %|hv§ h=Hb§
3=vthh|v§*|hJL§=vJ§,'§%|hv§h=Hb§3=vthh|v§*~hJL §
  §7LL§L=§*| L§Jshvh=h|v 4L§"L=§*q=hv§,L_|v§;* 5"*§
§Jhhh|v§|N§bL§7LL§L=§*| L§Jthvh=h|v§c=§s=nL§=yJ§=vsh§!LJL=q§
| L§X|s§LL|h§|mLH§vJL§cL§H|v|q§|N§bL§L= sLv§|N§L§s¢§|§bL§4 1 §
L=§ |N§,LHqD=h|v§ H|qqLHhLq¢§ nv| v§ =§ *hHn§ 1q|=v§ 'h|h§ =hv§ *|`C ¦
=L§ iii|w§ +1  § 8* 5"*§ |L=L§ bL§ 7LL§ L=§ *| L§
Kuhwi=i|v§4L§"L=§*r=iw§8L§<6§=q=vHj\§b|h¤§L=§nv| v§
=§747§hv§bL§7LL§#vLH|vvLHh|v§ bLL§HL=hv§|N§h§Eshh|v§PHhqhhL§=L§
q|H=LJ § !|§|L§|N§bL§7#1§3=hT§7* 4"*§i§=hHh=hv\§hv§bL§1**§7#1§
hv§ cL§ Wqq| hz]§ H==HhiL§ =§ *1 § =vJ§7§47 § *1 §h§ =§7#1§ *=hHh=v§ d=§
LLLv§bL§*hHn§1q|=v§(h|h§0L§=hv =L§hhh|v§q|=J§=vJ§,L|HL§hv§
bL§ 7#1§ '= nL§ !||hx § 7§47§ h§ =§ =q=vHhv\§ b|h¢§ hv§ cL§ 7#1§ (A nL§
!||hv §§=§=q=yHhv\§b|h¢§hv§bL§7#1§'= nL§!||hv§7§47§h§LhLJ§|§
L\hL§q|=J§=yJ§L|HL§W§v|v =hHh=hv\§LvhhL§hv§7§47 § 5vJL§=§L=?L§
=\LLtMv§7§*§ 4"*§@vQLJ§YvHh|v=q§H|v|q§|N§h§=yshh|v§OHhqhhL§hv§cL§
LL§hvLH|{vLHh|v § 4vJL§bL§L§=yJ§=§=§Lq§|N§b=§L==L§=\LLsLv§1**§
h§ bL§ %|hv§ h=Hb§ 3=yshh|v§ *|hJL§ W§ aL§ 7* 4"*§ *1 § =vshh|v§
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¯mhm~¶hP¶9(*5¶.>uP¶)§m~¶[PPO¶¨~OP¶5MiPO¨wP¶¶S¶hP¶=*5¶6>m\¶_¶15 (&¶
>xnm~¶¯mim~¶hQ¶9(*5¶.>vP¶)§m~ ¶
 ¶ #mwwm~d¶ /°mi>~Om~e¶ hP¶ mm~¶ m~¶ im¶ ePPxP~¶ 511¶ h>ww¶ ¨Lyn¶ x~iw²¶
m~mMP¶¶9¶1¶¶_¶9(*5¶Oxm~m>m~¶mOQO¶_¶¥P¶PMPOm~e¶x~h ¶6hP¶m~®mMP¶i>ww¶
M~>m~¶m_>m~¶PMm]PO¶m~¶¶$ ) 4 ¶µ¶ L ¶6hP¶Dª~¶S¶kP¶x~£hw²¶m~nNP¶i>ww¶LP¶
¶¶S¶iQ¶~©>w¶1>³xP~¶M>wM¨w>QO¶_¶9¶1¶¶>~O¶Q~¶¶iP¶Q~¶OPme~>PO¶L²¶9¶¶¶
m~¶5PMm~¶   ¶9¶1¶¶x>²¶Ni>~eP¶¤hP¶P~¶OPme~>PO¶¶PMPmP¶hP¶m~mMP¶?¶>~²¶mxP¶L²¶
¯mP~¶~mMQ¶¶ 511 ¶ 9¶1¶¶h>ww¶ >²¶hP¶x~iw²¶m~mMP¶¯mhm~¶ hm²¶ N>wP~O>¶O>²¶>cP¶
PMPm¶S¶ªMh¶m~mMP¶>~O¶¨Mi¶>³xP~¶¯mww¶LP¶m~¶>MMOEMP¶¯mh¶iP¶1}¶1>´P~¶M¶
¶7 5 $ ¶µ¶ ¶  :1¶Xnw¨Q¶¶Q`{¶¨«>~¶¶ho¶5QNo~¶ ¶m¶OPPxPO¶¶
LP¶>¶&QY¨w¶«¨E¶¶5PMm~¶  ¶
 ¶5¨LqPM¶ ¶wmM>LwP¶)POP>w¶->¯¶ 6hP¶>mMm>m~¶L²¶9¶1¶m~¶im¶ePQxQ~¶m¶¨LrPM¶
m~¶>ww¶PPM¶¶>M¶S¶$~eP¶Pe¨w>m~¶S¶¤iP¶5PMP>²¶S¶(~Pe²¶QBwmiPO¶hPP¨~OP¶
FO¶¶>P¶MhPO«wP¶z¨we>PO¶L²¶hP¶5PMP>¶S¶(~Pe²¶EO¶i>ww¶LP¶¨LrPM¶¶>wmM>LwP¶
ZOQ>w¶w>¯¶>O¶Qe¨w>m~¶m~Mw¨Om~e¶L¨¶~¶wmxmPO¶¶iP¶>¨¶wmxm>m~¶~¶hQ¶>ªhm²¶
S¶iP¶5PMP>³¶S¶(~Pe²¶¶ªLxm¶Om¨P¶¶ILm>m~ ¶ *S¶>~²¶mm~¶S¶iP¶ePPxQ~¶m¶
iPwO¶ ¶ LP¶m~>wmO¶ mO¶ ¶ ¨~P~_MP>LwP¶ hP~¶9¶1¶¶¯mww¶~w²¶LP¶L¨~O¶ L²¶hm¶ePPxP~¶
M~mP~¶¯m¦¶ZOP>w¶w>¯ ¶ *~¶iP¶PP~¶S¶>¶M~^mM¶LP¯PP~¶iPP¶TROP>w¶>¢mNm>m~¶mm¶
>O¶ >~²¶ iP¶ mm~¶ S¶ l¶ gPPxP~¶ hPP¶ ZOQ>w¶ >mMm>m~¶ ®mm~¶ i>ww¶ i>P¶
PMPOP~MP¶ ¯mi¶ PPM¶ ¶ kP¶ >wmM>m~¶ S¶ hm¶ gQPxP~¶ ¶ iP¶ 7~mPO¶ 5>Q ¶ 0im~e¶
M~>m~PO¶m¶¦m¶>>e>i¶h>ww¶LP¶ M~PO¶ ¶ P¨mP¶¶ Lwme>P¶511¶ ¶M}w³¶¯mi¶¨Mi¶
ZOQ>w¶w>¯¶¶Pe¨w>m~¶¶h>P¶¨Mi¶ZOP>w¶w>¯¶¶Qf¨w>m~¶>w²¶¶511 ¶
 ¶1sPM¶ 6iP¶m~OmmO¨>w¶h²OPwPMmM¶tPM¶ax¶¯imMi¶9¶1¶¶x>vQ¶¯P¶>O¶P~Pe²¶
IP¶¯~PO¶EO¶M~wwQO¶L²¶hQ¶7 5 ¶!²¶$¶U¶(em~PP¶¶¥P¶8 5 ¶#¨P>¨¶U¶3QNw>x>m~ ¶
6iPP¶ rPM¶ >Q¶ PJPO¶ ¶ >mS²¶ x¨wmwP¶ ¨Q¶ ¨Mh¶ >¶ mme>m~¶ ~>me>m~¶ ^O¶
M~w¶ ]i¶ GO¶ ¯mwOwmZ¶ EO¶ PNP>m~¶ >¶ ¯Pww¶>¶ ¯P¶O¨Mm~ ¶ ~³¶P>m~¶V¶ EO¶
x>m~Q~EMP¶yOm]M>m~¶¶>OOmm~¶¶¨Mh¶tPM¶m¶¨LrPM¶¶hP¶P±Q¶>>w¶S¶PmiP¶
iP¶7 5 ¶³¶%¶ S¶ (~em~PP¶ ¶ iP¶7 5 ¶ #¨PK¶S¶3PMw>x>m~ ¶ :1¶>~xoo~¶
²Px¶IP¶m~Pf>PO¶¯mi¶hP¶&P>xP~¶S¶iP¶"²¶¶7 5 ¶#¨P>¨¶S¶3PMw>x>m~¶°~PO¶
@O¶P>PO¶¯mNi²>O¶XMmwmmP ¶~²¶P?m~¶W¶>O¶x>m~P~>~MP¶xOm]M>m~¶¶>OOmm~¶
¶¨Mi¶XMmwmmQ¶m~Mw«Om~e¶¥Q¶9(*5¶S¶¨Mh¶>MmmmP¶m¶¨LrPM¶¶iP¶PmQxQ~¶GO¶P±P¶
>>w¶ S¶ hP¶ 'PIxP~¶ S¶ iP¶ ²¶ ¶ 7 5 ¶ #¨P>¨¶ S¶ 3PMw>x>m~ ¶ ;1¶ i>ww¶
M|©~pM>P¶EO¶MOm~>P¶¯mh¶iP¶&PIxP~¶S¶hP¶ x²¶¶iP¶7 5 ¶#¨Q>ª¶S¶3QMw>x>m~¶
~¶>~²¶P>m~¶V¶>~O¶x>m~P~EMP¶xOm]M>m~¶¶>OOmm~¶¶iP¶&P>P~£¶S¶jP¶ x²¶¶
iP¶7 5 ¶#ªP>¨¶S¶3PMw>x>m~¶XMmwmmP¶¯imMhPP¶m¶>wmM>LwP¶>¶P«PPO¶L²¶522 ¶
 ¶ $~m~dQ¶ 7~¶m>m~¶ 9iPP¶>MnmmP¶mOPO¶`¶m~¶¥m¶ePPyP~¶P±P~O¶
LP³~O¶hP¶M«P~¶]M>w¶²P>¶M~m~¨PO¶P±P~Om¨P¶L²¶9¶1¶¶>P¶M~m~eQ~¶¨~¶$~eP¶
x>vm~e¶ hP¶ ~PMPI²¶ >m?¡m~¶ P¨mPO¶ `¶ hQ¶ M~m©PO¶ P_EMP¶ S¶ <¶1¶¶
Lwme>m~¶ª~OP¶m¶xP~OPO¶EO¶4P>PO¶9PP¶,m¶&m>Mh¶ePPxP~¶¯mi¶521 ¶ +¶M>P¶
¨Mh¶>mAm~¶m¶~¶x>OP¶511¶iPPL²¶PwP>P¶<¶1¶¶bx¶m¶M~>M¬>w¶Lwne>m ~¶>~O¶
bx¶>ww¶wm>Lmwm²¶O«P¶¶hP¶Xmw¨P¶S¶$~eP¶¶xCP¶ªMi¶>m> m~ ¶ $mQ¶¯mh¶im¶
5PNm~¶ ¶5PMm~¶ ¶ GO¶hP¶m &P]MmP~M²¶M¶ ¶7 5 $ ¶µµ¶ ¶ ¶
¶>O¶ ¶5PMm~¶ ¶S¶hm¶ePPxP~¶m¶m~HwmM>LwP¶¶9¶1 ¶
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  KFAx mJ &7A] mJ FDFs7^ nosmosY7xYmev "J meRsFvv DmFv emy 7ySmsYF
7ppsmpsY7xYmev7vDFvAsY@FDYe,FAxYme 2)Y^^psm YEF,))emyYAFmJmfRsFvv
7AyYme > vmme 7v ps7AxYA7^ "J ySF ^7A] mJ 7ppsmpsY8xYmev sFv^xv Ye3)v fmf
pFsNsb;AF mJ -FAxYme   YzSYe   D7v mJ vAS mAAssFeAF ySYv RsFFbFey Y^^
xGsbYe7xF;D4)Y^^p7-))xSF4)5YxSDs97^)9FeyDFMeFDYe-FAxYme

4YxSDs77^)7FeyvOs4)
 4)/!) (myY~Svy7jDYgR-FAxYme  yTFN^^mYeRYySDs77^psm YvYmev
7qp^xm4)/!)
  "JxSFFLFAyY FD7xFmJ4)/!)v4YySDs77^psv7i{ym-FAxYmev
 ms YvpsYmsxmxSFFpYs7yYmemJySF"gYxY7^.Fu4)/!)Y^^p7
,)) 7 xSF )- ei8^ )7Fey Ye 7AAmsD7gBF YyS ,FAxYme   Os F7AS F7t
sFb7YeYeRmJxSF"eYyY7^.Fu;D@7YySDs77^p7FeyAmevYvyYeRmJ),v('
,S=FmJ"dr^FbFl7yYmemvySYAS7;D@Amb@YeFDY^^emxFAFFD   
  "JxSFFLFAyZ FE7}FmJ3)0!)v3ZyTEs78_Zv7JyFsySF"gZyZ7_.Fsc
7jDpsYmsymySFFpYs7|YmemJxSF"eYxY7^.Fsbp^vNsF7sv4)/!)Y^^p7,))
7 xSF),ei7^)8FexYe7AAmsD7jAFYxS,FAxYme  psms7yFDxWsmRSySF^7vy
D7xF-))psm YDFv4"-DbYeYvzs9|Ymeym4*/!)7eD@7YxSDs78^p7Fex
AmevYvyYeRmJ)-v(&,S7sFmJ"br^FbFey7yYmemvySYAS 77eD@Amb@YeFD
Y^^gmxFAFFD   
 "JxSFFLFAxY FD8yFmJ4)/!)v4YxSDs77^Yv7QFsySFFpYs?YmemJ
xSF"eYyY7^.Fsbp^vOsF7sv4)1!)Y^^me^p8xSF),k7^)7Fey
psms7xHEyXsmRSSF`7vyD7yF,))psm [DFw4#,DbYeYvxs9}Ymexm),
 .SFFLFAyY FD7xFmJ4YySDs77^YvxSFD7xF,))vympvpsm YDYeR4",
DbYeZvxs9xYmeym4)/!)6)/!)Yvemxv@\FAxymxSFYySDs77^m@^YR7yYmev
Amex7YeFDYe-FAyYme  YJySYvRsFFbFexyFsbYe7xFvpsv<yym-FAxYme "J6)
/!)YxSEs9veDFs,FAyYme  4)/!)Yvme^sFvpmevY@^FOs)-v(&
-S=FmJ"dr^FbFey7xYmemvyvSYASY^^emxFAFFDyXF7bmi{vvFyOsxXYezVYv-FAxYme
  .SFOsFRmYeRb7@FbmDYMFDYJ4
 )/!)7RsFFvym7bmDYMA7yYmeYesYyYeR
 4)+,)(myYySvy7gDYeR,FAxYmeySFO^^mYeRYySDs77^psm YvYmev
7pp^xm4)+-)
  "JySFFLFAyY FD7yFmJ4)+,)v4YySDs97^psv:exym,FCxYmev
 ms YvpsYmsxmySFFpYs9|YmgmJySF%YxY7^.Fu4)+-)
Y^^p7,)) 7xSF+,)7^)7bFixYe7AAmsD7jAFYxS,FAxYme  Os
I7ASF7ssFb7YeYeRmJxSF$eYyY7^.Fsb7eD@7YxSDs97^p7FexAmevYvxYeR
mJ+,)v(&,S7sFmJacr_FcFfy7xZmfmvySZAU77eD@Amb@YeFDY^^
emxFAFFD   
  "JxUFFLFAyZ FE9xFmJ3)+-)v3ZyUEs78_Zv8QFsySF"hZyZ7^.Fsc
;DpsYmsxmFFpYs7xYmemJxSF%YxY7^.Fup^vPsF7sv4
 )+-)Y^^
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h7 -&& 7 tPD a`y7Y &7_D`t U` 7@@glB:@D }UtP -D@tUg`   hlgl8tDB tSlgyNQ
tPD Y7rt B7tD -&& hlg|UBDr 1 !- B\U`Urtl7uUg` tg 1  '-& :B > 7
}UtPBm7~7Y h7\D`t @g`rUrtU`N gF 1& (-&r % # -P7oE gF !\iYD\D`t7tUg`
grt }PU@P 7 :B > @g\>U`DB }UYY `gt D@DDB  
    !F tPD DHD@tU|D B<D gF 2&'-&r 1UtPBl7~7Y Ur 7MDl tTD DhUl7tUg`
gF xD !`UtU7Y .Dp hYyr Lyl D7lr 3&'-& }UYY g`Y j8 tPD '-& ez7Y
&7\D`t hlgl7tDB tPlgyNP tPD Y7rt B7tD -&& hlg|UBDr 1 !- B\U`Urtl7tUg` tg
3&'-&
    .QD DHD@uU|D B7tD gF 3UtPC7}7Z Ur tPD B7tD -&& stghr hlg|UBU`N 3 !B\U`Ustm7tUg` tg 1& '-& 1& '-& Ur `gt sy>WD@t tg }UtPBl7}7Y
g?YUN7tUg`r @g`t7U`DB U` -D@tUg`    UF tPUr NlDD\Df tDpU`7tDr hylry:t tg
-D@tUg`   !F1& '-& }UtPBl7}r yaBDl -D@tUg`    3&'-& Ur g`Y
lDrhg`rU>YD Ll 4& '-&r % # -P7nD gF !]hZD\D`t7tVga grtr ~PV@P ~VZZ
`gt D@DDB tTD 7\gy`ts rDt LqP U` tPUs -D@tUg`    /PD LlDNgU`N \7 >D
\gBUJDB UF1&'-& 7NlDDr tg 7 \gBUK@7tUg` U` ~lUtU`O
   3& )' %gt}UtPrt:BU`N -D@tUg`   tPD LYYg~U`N UtPBl9}7Y hlg|UrUg`r
7hhY ug 1& +
   !F tPD DHD@tU|D B7tD gF3& )(r 5VtPBn77Z h{nsy7at tg -DAtVgar
    
gl  Ur hlUgl tg tPD DhUm7tUg` gF tPD !`UtU7Y .Dp 3& *'
}UYY h7 -&& 7 tQD #& `z7Y &7D`t U` 7@@glB7b@D ~UtP -D@tUga   Ll
D7@P D7o lD\7U`U`N gF tPD !`UtU7Y .Dl\ 7bB > 7 }UtPBl7~7Y h7\Dat @g`rUrtU`N
gF#&s % # -R7mD gF[\hZD]Dat=Vgagrt ~PUAP 7 :B > @g\>U`DB ~UYY `gt
D@DDB  
    !FtTD DHD@tU|D B7tD gF1& *'r 5VtPBl7}7Y Us 7MDl tPD !aUtU7Y .Dp
7bB hlUgl tg tPD DhUl7tUg` gF tPD !`UtU7Y 0Dp hYyr Lyl D7lr 1& )' }UYY
h7 -&& 7 tPD # ez7Y &7\D`t U` 7@@gmB7b@D ~UwP -D@tUg`   hlgl7tDB
tPlgyNP tPD Z7rt B7tD -&& hlg|UBDr 3 !- B\U`Urtl=Ug` tg 1& *' :B >
7 }UtPBl7~7Y h7\D`u @g`rUrtU`N gF #&r % # -P7mD gF "]hZD]Dat7tVga grt
}PU@P 7 7`B > @g\>U`DB }UYY `gt D@DDB  
    !F tPD DHD@tU|D B7tD gF1& )'r 4VtPBl77Z Ur 7MDl tRD DkVl<Vga
gF tPD !`UtU7Y .Dp hYyr Lyl D;r 1 *' }UYY g`Y h7 tPD #& ez7Y
&7D`t hlgl7tDB tPlgyNP tPD Y7rt B7uD -&& hlg|UBDr 1 !- B^U`Urtl7uUg` tg #&
    .QD DID@tU|D B7tD gF 1UtPBl7}7Z Ur xD B7tD -&& stghr hlg|UBU`N 6 !B\Udstl7tUg` tg 3& #& 3& )' Ur `gt ry>XD@t tg tPD }UtPBl7}7Y
g?YUN7uUg`s @g`u7U`DB U` -D@tUg`    UG wPUs NlDD\D`t tDpU`7tDr hylsy:v tg
-D@tUg`   !F3& '$ }UxBl7}r yaBDl -D@tUg`    3& , Ur g`Y
mErkgarV>ZD Ll #&r % # -P7lE gF[]hZE\Eat9tUgagrtr 'D]8VaUaN PU@P ~VZZ
`gt D@DDB tPD 7\gycvr rDt Llx U` tPUr -D@tUg`    /QD LlDNgU`N \7 >D
\gBUJDB UF1& )' 7NlDDr tg 7 \gBUJ@8tUg` U` ~lUtU`N
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  "Yc1c?Y1^m=^YQ1}Ymc|Yc? {FB=.) _ |} ?m_n^Y}U}UF c}Y FM?YFc?
?}- +  1|1_FcBFBms| nn^F_Fc}FB  ,UFsFNsFYccmFFc}Y^^
1cmH}UFY}UCs31^n1_Fc}|BFMcFBYc+F?}Ymc =F=1|FBmc}WFYcA^ |YmcmH' &
mH1cmc .)FlY}Y}UYc1=1^1c?YcQ1 }UmsY}mnFs1}FB=.)= }cm}sFQY|}FsFB
=1cm}UFs. $+)2sY?Yn1d} 
  $H+))M^F|Z}Vm}/)|@mc|Fe}:B" *1nnsmF|_1}FsY1^?U;QF|}m1c
mH}UFnsmY|Ymc|Yc~UY|+F?}Ymc}UFc.)_1.Y}UBs11iB.)Y^^n1+))
mH1nn^Y?1=^FY}UBs11^n3Fl?mc}1YcFBYc+F?}Ymc  
 .Y}Xm }_mBYM?1}Ymc+))Y^^Yc?mzms1}G+F?}Ymc|      ;B 
Yc}m}UF. $+,1uYL}U1}Y|| =_Y}}FB}m}UF" *Ns4nnsm1^ 
  mFc1c}R1Yc|}mcYcRFc}"FF| +))4us1d|}m.)}U1}cmnFs|mcms|F^^YcQ1QFc?
U1| =FFc F_n^mFB ms sF}1YcFB }m |m^Y?Y} ms |F? sF }UY| QsFG_Fc} nmc 1i 1QsFF_Fc} ms
cBFs|}1cBYcQNs1?m__Y||YmcnFs?Fl1SF=sm]Fs1QFms?mc}YcQFc}KFF?Fn}YcQ=mc1MBF
F_n^mFF| ms=mc1MBF F|}1=^Y|UFB?m__Fs?Y1^ms|F^^YcQ1QFc?YF|_1Yc}1YcFB=+))Ns}UF
n tnm|FmH|F? sYcQ= |YcF||  "ms=sF1?UmsYm^1}YmcmH~UY|<8f0)|U1^^U1F}UFsYSU}
}m 4k^ }UF ?mc}s1?}Y}Um }^Y1=Y^Y}ms [Y}|BY|?sF}Ymc}mBFB?} Om_ }UF?mcs1?}nsY?F ms
?mc|YBFs3}Ymc}UFP^^1_m cmH| ?U?m__Y||YmcnFs?Fc}1QF=sm]Fs1QFmt?mc}YcQFc}KF 
 mf}s1?}.ms]#m s|;B+1K+}7hB1sB| ,UY|QsFF_Fc}}m}UFF}Fc}Y}Y|mH1?U1u1?}Fs
|nF?YMFBYc+F?}YmcmH}UFmc1?}.ms]#m s|1cB+1K}+}1cB1sB|?}?}- +  
 1|1bFcBFBms| nn^F_Fc}FBY|| >\F?}}m}WFnsmY|Ymc|mH}UF?}- +  
 1| 1_FcBFB ms | nn^F_Fc}FB 1cB }m}UF sFQ ^1}Ymc| nwm_ ^Q1}FB = }UFFn1s}_Fc} mH
&1=msn u| 1d}}m}UF?}
  r 1^(ooms}cY}!_o^mFc})s1?}Y?F| +F?}YmcmH F? }YF(sBFs'm 
"FB *FQ 1|1_FcBFB= F? }YF(sBFs'm "FB *FQ 
1|1_FcBFBms| nn^F_Ff}FBUY?UnsmYBF|1_mcQm}UFs}UYcQ|}U1}1KBFs1^?mf}s1?}msY^^
cm} BY|?sY_Yc1}F 1Q1Yc|} 1c F_n^mFF ms 1nn^Y?1c} Ns F_n^m_Fc} =F?1 |F mHs1?F ?m^ms
sF^YQYmc |F ms c1}Ymc1^msYQYc Y|Yc?mzms9FBUFsFYc=sFKsFc?F}UF |1_F1|YH}WF |nF?YM?
^1cQ 1QFU1B=FFcsY}}FcYcm}WY|QsFF_FlF?Fn}}U1}$cDY1c,sY=F|1cB}sY=1^msQ1iY1}Ymc|
`11pn^$cDY1insFKsFc?F}m}UFF}Fc}nFvaY}}FB="FBFs1^^1 
  -|F mHmcY?} &1=ms +)) 1QsFF| cm} }m F_n^m ; nFs|mc cBFsQmYcQ |Fc}Fc?F mH
Y_nsY|mc_Fc Yc nFsNs_YcQ }WY| QsFF_Fc} F?Fn} 1| nsmYBFB =  - +    ? 1|
5bFcBFBms| nn^F_Fc}FB1iB F? }YF(sBFs'm "FB *FQ 1|1_FcBFB
ms| nn^F_Fc}FB 
 +1YcT^1 |F $I E sYcQ}UF}FxmH}UY| QsFF_Fc} +))FF?}F| ;1QsFF_Fc Y}U
;m}UFs"FBFs1^Fc}Y}}U1}m=^YQ1}F|+))}m?m_q^Y}U- +   ;B+F?}Ymc
mH F? }YF(sBFs'm +))1QsFF|}m_FF}Y}U.)1jB5}F_n}}mcFQm}Y1F1|
|mmc1|sF1|mc1=^nm||Y=^FNs}UFn zm|FmH1ssYYcQ1}_ } 1^^|1}Y|J?}ms^1cQ 1QF}m1BBsF||
| ?UnsmY|Ymc|Yc}UY|QtFF_Ff 
 'm!o1c|YmcmH% sY|BY?}Ymc.1YFtmHFKc|F| &Y1=Y^YNs)Fc6^}YF| ms$c?mc|Y|}Fc
(=^YR1}Ymc|  .F|}Fy sF1 )mFs B_YcY|}t1}Ymc U1| cm} 1YFB mt ?mc?FBFB 1i BFKg|F
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Uc;\=UcO~j@r@UOcUacUUc@rOj@x@c+\U^^cUjr\+;[jA~9X@;^,@rXrU~=U;Ujc
Uc2+;Ujc+O+Uc~U9+ccJr;@^@cQjrUcjrQ+~'@~@vr@+"j@r?UcU~+Ujc
+;;@n@=+c\U+9U\U r@~njc~U9U\U jrj9\UO+Ujcjn++g;UU\^jc@-rn@c+\U@~jrHd@~
U^oj~@=9+ccJr;@^@cQjrUjQU;QUj\=cjQ+@9@@c~9X@;UcQ@+:~@c;@jA
QV~&+rVF  eJr;@_@cRkrV^@+eQ@ j`_V~~Vje\@;rV;$@]U+:V]V rO+cV+Vjc
$!jr$@OUjc+\cUU@~UQ@cJr;@^@c7QjrUnr~2j+=@\@O+UjcLj^+c$!
jrj^^U~~WjcJrQ@ nyj~@jAnrjnj~UcO+c=@cKr;WcOr@\W+9U\W~+c=4=~ %"" =j@~ cj
;jc;@=@jr+;;@nr@~njc~U9U\UJr+cnjrUjcjA+n@c+\jrIc@+rU9+9\@jQ@+;Ujc~jr
j^U~~Ujc~jA'@~@w@+"j@r=^UcU~+Ujc  %"#U\\U=@cUNQ@0jjA+cn@c+\jr
Hc@ Q+ %"" +\\j;+@~ j '@~@w r@+ "j@r =^UcU~+Ujc jr Q+ %"" =@@uUc@~ U~
,rU9+9\@ j '@~@v r@+ "j@r =^UcU~r+Ujc +c= U\\ U=@cUN Q+ 1jc j S@
j^^U~~Ujc+~c;j\\@;+9\@+c=ckjQ@}U~@j@=9%"" 
       

 

  jUQ~+c=UcO +c jQ@r nrjU~Ujc jA QU~ Or@@^@c + cjc YrU~=U;Ujc+\ '%
"5U;Un+g~Q+\\cj9@r@qUr@= j+[@+g+;Ujcjr=j+cjQ@rQUcOUQr@~n@;jr,@~
;Q+rO@~ @t~jr;jc=UUjc~jA~@|U;@ Q@r@~j\UjcjA=U~n@~c=@rQU~Or@@^@cjr+g
jQ@r ^+@rr@O+r=UcOU~j9\UO+Ujc~+g= n@rCjr^+c;@c=@r QU~Or@@^@c Q+ U T@cjc
XrU~=U;Ujc+\(%"-rU;Un+cU~cj n@tU@=9@=@r+\ jr~+@\+jc=@r/@jrS+U~
nrjQU9U@=UcQj\@ jrUc n+r92 @=@r+\ jr +@ \+jr r@O\+Ujc +nn\U;+9\@j Q@cjc
XrW~=W;Ujc+\'%"4W;Wn+cjrWWj\=r@qUr@S@cjc YrW~=W;Wjc+\)%"5W;Wn+cj
Uj\+@ + nrjU~Ujc jA ~;Q ~+@ kr @=@r+\ \+ jr r@O\+Ujc Uc jr=@r j ;j_n\ UQ QU~
Or@@^@c  @@uUc+Ujc jA ;jb\U+c;@US 2= n@tU~~U9\@+;Ujf ;jc=;jr j9\UO+Ujc~
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,>^og ¡>pgC>¡,gC¡tHyRyd,g>H¡^¡^ ¡tHyd^HC¡o¡py¡d ¡,bH¡gCHy¡^ ¡<ogC¡yH pc^pg ¡,
HHeu¡CH<¡>oHg,g ¡4C¡Pg,g>^gV¡,VyHHeHg ¡+&¡$,y^>^t,g¡,gC¡&$$¡^cc¡dII¡,gC¡>pgNy¡
yHV2|C^gV¡X^ ¡d-Hy¡,gC¡, ¡gH>H ,y¡gHVp^,H¡^g¡VqpC¡M^X¡o¡dpC^U¡X^ ¡VyHHdHg¡p¡,CFyH ¡
XH¡d-Hy ¡
$! )!)'")!) &"#%! ) & $()
 ¡ K¡)&¡$,^>^u,l¡^ ¡gp¡ <`H>¡o¡\H¡`y^ D^>^pg¡pK¡%¡, ¡,¡t=c^>¡^c^¡gCHy¡H¡
HCHy,c¡$pHy¡>¡)&¡$:^>^t,g¡ X,cc¡gp¡<H¡yHw^yHC¡p¡3H¡,g¡,>^og¡oy¡u,^>^t,H¡^g¡6¡
Pc^gV¡py¡8tH,c¡X,¡pcC¡>ogNy¡%¡`|^ C^>^pg¡pHy¡)&¡$.^>^t,g¡X,¡CpH ¡go¡oXHy^ H¡
H^  ¡ j¡ oyGHy¡ CH?^ ^pg¡ cH¡ oy¡ yHVc,^og¡ ^ HC¡ <¡ %¡ o¡ &$$¡ oy¡ ,k¡ pXHy¡ )&¡
$,y^>^u7 ¡yHc,^gV¡p¡d-Hy ¡HHdt¡Sod¡%¡`y^ C^>^og¡gCHy¡&H>^og¡ ¡ ¡L¡rK¡XH¡HCHy,c¡
$pHy¡>¡ X,cc¡go¡,tuc¡C^yH>c¡py¡ Ht,y,Hc¡p¡,¡gpgay^ C^>^og,c¡)&¡$,y^>^v/g ¡ )^Xp¡
c^d^^gV¡XH¡VHgHy,c^¡oK¡\H¡RyHVo^gV¡H>Ht¡, ¡oXHy^ H¡typ^CHC¡^g¡XH¡HDHy,c¡$pHy¡>¡,¡
gogay^ C^>^pg,c¡)&¡$,^>^t,g¡ X,cc¡go¡<H¡<ogC¡py¡p<c^V,HC¡<¡,k¡%¡pzCHy¡¡CH>^ ^pg¡
ycH¡py¡yHVc,^pg¡yHx^y^gV¡,¡>X,gVH¡^g¡XH¡y,H ¡H ¡oy¡>pgC^^pg ¡Ry¡y,g d^ ^pg Hy^>H¡py¡
>odtHg ,^pg¡ Ry¡^c^^gV¡XH¡ y,k d^ ^pg¡ M@^c^^H ¡ pK¡,¡ gogay^ C^>^pg,c¡ )&¡ $0{^>^t,g¡
X^>X¡>ogQ^>¡^X¡,tuc^>,<cH¡HCHy,c¡oy¡ ,H¡c,¡^gBcC^gV¡,g¡oyCHy¡yHx^y^gW¡XH¡  tHg ^pg¡
oK¡XH¡ H¡oK¡ >X¡y,I ¡Jyd ¡py¡>ogC^^og ¡py¡XH¡t,Hn¡pK¡yHThC ¡pK¡y-H ¡py¡>ofHg ,^pg¡
tyH^o c¡>pccH?HC¡py¡yH>H^HC ¡ ¡gpgay^ C^>^og,c¡)&¡$,|^>^t,g¡,mE¡&$$¡,>bgocHCVH¡
Y,¡%¡ _g¡ YH¡ AogH¡ oK¡_ ¡ `y_ C_A_si¡ oHy¡ '$$ ¡ y,H ¡ e,¡ yH_H¡,¡ gogay^ C^>^pg,c¡
*&¡$,y_A_t,g ¡yHJgH¡yHx^yHdHn¡,gC¡y,I ¡p¡XH¡HHg¡XH¡>odty^ H¡py¡,OH>¡XH¡y,H ¡
>X,yVHC¡<¡&$$¡py¡o]Hy¡)&¡$9^>^t,g ¡ g¡XH¡>, H¡pK¡,¡HCHy,c¡$pHy¡,ybH^gV¡VHg>¡
Z^ ¡ yH^H¡ X,cc¡ <H¡ ?og ^ Hg¡ ^X¡ XH¡ HcHV;^og¡ #yCHy¡ !o ¡   ¡ , ¡ tHy HCHC¡ py¡
,dHgCHC¡Sod¡XH¡&H>yI,y¡pK¡gHyV¡o¡XH¡$pHy¡,ybH^gV¡Cd^g^ y,^og ¡,kC¡XH¡%¡
^g>cC^gV¡XH¡ yHVc,^pg ¡ ^dtcHdHg^gV¡ X^ ¡yH^H¡,Xpy^ ¡ K¡%¡ CpH ¡ go¡ ,>>Hu¡ ,¡gpg
`y^ C^>^pg,c¡ *&¡ $,y^A_u,g ¡ yHHgH¡ yHx^yHdHg¡ oy¡ y,H ¡ XH¡ gogay^ C^>^pg,c¡ )&¡
$1^>^u5¡d,¡Hyd^g,H¡^ ¡t,^>^t,^og¡^g¡X^ ¡VyHHdHg¡V^^gV¡&$$¡y^Ig¡go^>H¡gp¡cH ¡
X,i¡g^gH¡ ¡C, ¡ty^py¡o¡XH¡HOH>^H¡C,H¡pK¡ >X¡H^g,^pg ¡ (tog¡XH¡HOH>^H¡C,H¡pK¡
*&¡$,y_A_u,i ¡H^g-^pg¡ty 5¡p¡X^ ¡&H>^pg¡  ¡)&¡$9^>^t4¡^ ¡yH tog ^<cH¡Ry¡
XH¡)^XCy,,c¡$,Hg¡ty ,k¡o¡&H>^pg¡ ¡py¡&H>^og¡ ¡, ¡,ttc^>,<cH ¡ g¡ >X¡HHg¡XH¡
gogay^ C^>^og,c¡
¡ ,hC¡ &$$¡ ,VyHH¡ o¡ dHH¡ ,gD¡ >ogNy¡ ty^oy¡ p¡ ,g¡ H^g,^og¡ pK¡ [^ ¡
VyHHdHj ¡"pZ^gV¡^g¡X^ ¡VyHHdHg¡oy¡XH¡t,}^>^t,^pg¡pK¡,¡gogay^ C^>^og,c¡$¡^g¡XH¡)&¡
,^H ¡4¡o<`H>^og¡o¡py¡oXH~^ H¡>pg ^H ¡,¡>pg Hg¡o¡XH¡`y^ C^>^pg¡<¡%¡X,¡CpH ¡
gp¡oXJy^ H¡H^ ¡oHy¡XH¡gpgay^ C^>^og,c¡$¡oy¡^ ¡y,k d^ ^pg¡ Hy^>H¡M>^c^^H ¡,kC¡y,I ¡

 )) ) )  
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-*%/iuT=Tf/bqpqM/qBB=yqB/-BpqBl eT^qTpf/q=MHiBB[B^qe^
eifiTeiqe#=qe;Bi  TYY;B=M/iHB>Ei'?}iT^HqMBT^TqT/Y
BTHQri/qB B/ip
"B.*%/iuT=Tf/brpqM/qBB=yqB/b[B^>B>/b>'Bpq/qB>
-BpqBl eTaqTpf/q=MHiBB[B^q/GBi#=qe;Bi  ;yqfiTeiqe
qMBB^>eCqMBBTHQr B/i'%BiTe> TYY;B=M9HB>qMB'
M/iHBEiqMBiB[/T^T^Hi/qB B/kp>yiT^HxBBTHMq B/i'
%BjUe>'%  +MBpB^B-*%/mT=Tf/^qpTYY/Ype;B=M9HB>/
"B-*%/iqU=Uf/^q^=iB\B^q/Yepq(B=eBj "-%'
M/iHBpBB;BYeEi/^ T^=iB[B^q/YT[fYB[B^q/qTe^ iBY/qB>=epqp
iBhyTiB>qe/==e][e>/qBqMB^B-*%/iuT=Tf/^q
 "B-*%2iqT=Tf5qpqM/qXeT^/GBiqMBB^>eCqMBBTHMr
B/k'% TYY^eq;B=M/iHB>/b'M/iHB  +MBpB-*
%:T=Tf5qpTYY MeBBj ;B=M/iHB>/"-%'M9HB /p
6fYT=/;YB 
-*%:T=Tf/bqpqM/qTqM>i/fiTeiqeqNBB^>eCqMBBTHMq B/i
'&8Be;YTH/qB>qef/ wBTipN/kBeCqMBiB[/T^T^H/p/
-TqM>i//Y%/[B^q
 -*%/nT=Tf5qpqN/qVqM>i//GBiqMBB^>eCqMBBTHMq
B/k'%TYY^eq;B=M/kHB>EiTqM>i//Y ;B=/ypBvMBiB
TYY;B^eiB[/T^T^Hqe;Bf/T> 

TYYT^LepqYYe=/qTe^
+NB'M/iHBTYY;B;TYYB>/c^y/YY qe-*%/iqT=Tf/bqp;/pB>e^qRBTi
/_`y/YUYZ/;ZB"Bq^BjH Ej!e/>"!\zYqUgYUB>< qMB''/qB
)Bpq/<ZUpMB>EjsMB/fgZU=/<ZBj1tB B/j 
#'
M/iHB

 $`IeU^Jeps(B=eBi#(O/iIB
/pTpeCM/kJB
N/iHBqeiB=eBiqMB#^HeT^Hepqp MT=MpN/YYT`=Yy>BqMBY4ei5>eqMBi
/ppe=T/qB>=epqp^B=Bpp/iqe/A[T^WpqBiqRB-*e^5e^HeT^H;/pTp 
+NB#(M/kHBpM/YYT^=Yy>B=M/iHBpFi
qMBfieXB=qB@#^HeU^Hepqp# %jeXEisOBj/qB B/i ^ /_@
T
/qi|B ~# +,/ffZUB>U^j/sB B/i ^EiqMB>UDBiB^=B<BsBB^
TT
sMB/=qz/Z#^HeU^Hepqp# =sEji/qB B/i^ 5>qMB#^HeT^H
epqpjB=eBiB># 'B=qSeyKM=M/iHBpqe-*%/oT=Tf/^qp
>yiT^Hi/qB B/k^ 
YT=/;TYTq
+NB#'N8HBTYY/ffY qe/YY-*%3mT=Tf/aqpEi/YYi/tB B9p 
TYYT^LepsYYe=/qTe^
+NB#'M/kHBTYY;B;TYYB>/d{/YY qe-*%/kqT=Tf/bqp;/pB>e^vMBTj
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PgFFl tPFlFs|YtT_L1d}2Y%*P2mLFCFsAlT?FC3?gFTsYFsstP7
Il7-+&2lxTATh7t s|AP-+&<TATh8uTYY?F?TYYFCtPF
-+&6ltTATh8u"U`UZ~Z``~2Y&2ZF`t0"& gG 
#.&*  #F-+&3lyUAU(2`t`AlFZF`t2Ygst*FAgFr#-&*Q2lMF
R2lLF
2sTsgGP;NF
P2lLFtglFAgFltPF#F-+&<TATh8u_AlF[F_t2Ygsts PTAPsP2YY
T_BY|CFT_AlF[F_t2YT[hYF[Fe2tTg_ lFY2tFCAgsts TG2_ lFk|TlFCtg
2AAg^gC2tFtPF_F-+'1oTATh4at ,PFsF#F-+&=TATh3_u
_AlF[Fe2Ygsts[2T_AY|CF ?|t2lF_gt_FAFss;TYYT[TtFCtg 2CCTtTg_2Y
sstF\sgK2lFP2lC2lFAgststg2AAg^gC2tFtSF2CCTtTg_gGzPF_F-+
&2oTATh9t 
))YTA2?TYTt
,PF#-&*P2lLFTYY2hhYtg_F-+&2oTATh7ts2s2sFh;2tF
AP2lLFs 2KFltPF_F-+'<TATi2btP2sWgT_FCtPF-+  ,PFtT[T_L
7DstlAtlFgGtPF$-&*P2mLFsTYY?FCFtFnVFC3ttPFtT[FtPF_F
-+'4lwTATh7tWgT_s2_C[glFT_In2tTg`2?g|ttPFshFATHA#F-+
&<TATh8t_AlF[F_t2YgstsIltP2th4lxTA|Y2l_F-+&2pTATh2_t;F
X_g_ 
TYYT_OgstYYgA2tTg_
,PF#/&*P2lLFTYY?FCTlFAtY2ssTL_FCtgtPF_F-+&2ltTATh1`vs 
PgsFh4lwTATh2tTg__FAFssTt2tFstPFT_AlF[F_t2YAgst 
[glFtP2_g_F_F-+&<TATh3ctTsWgT_T_LtPF-+2ttPFs2[FtT[F 
PF_hgssT?YF tPFT_AlF[F_u2YAgstsshFATHA2YY5{tlT?|t2?YFtgF2AP_F
-+&<TATh2_tTYY?FCTlFAtY2ssTL_FCtgtP2t_F-+&<TATh4bt 
 shFATHA5{tlT?|tTg_gGtPFT_AlF[F_t2YAgstsIlF2AP_F-+
&<TATj2_tTs_gthgssT@YF tPFT_AlF[F_t2YAgstsTYY?F2YYgA2tFCtg
tPgsF_F-+&<TATh8us ?2sFCg_tPF#!JltPF_F-+
&<TATh2cusJltPF:hYTA2?YFl2tFF2l

_E
$!

 UYY2?YF$Ft`FlM Jl!g2C$!
,PF-+&=TATh2_ts#!JltPFl5tFF2l_TYY?FwPF-+
&2pTATh7us#!A2YA~Y2tFCJltQFZgstlFAF`tYF_CFEA3YF`E3lF2l  ,QF
-+&2oTATi8tsP2YYhlgTCFtP2tA2YF_C2lF2l#!T_In2tTg_tg+&&
?+FhtF]Fl hlTgltgtPFF?q1l 2f2ml>FF2l 
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Contract No. 19-SLC-1008
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.
AMENDED AND RESTATED
WESTERN JOINT DISPATCH AGREEMENT BETWEEN
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. AND
WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATIONCOLORADO RIVER STORAGE PROJECT MANAGEMENT CENTER
This Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by
and between Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) and Western Area Power AdministrationColorado River Storage Project Management Center (“Western Energy Imbalance Service
Participant” or “WEIS Participant”), which may be individually referred to herein as a “Party” and
collectively as “Parties”.
In consideration of the mutual promises contained herein, and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:
Section 1- Definitions
WEIS Commencement Date is February 1, 2021, or such other date as the Western Markets
Executive Committee determines.
WEIS Participant means an entity that has executed an Amended and Restated Western Joint
Dispatch Agreement with SPP.
Net Energy for Load (“NEL”) means net generation on or interconnected to the WEIS Market
Footprint (as defined in the WEIS Tariff) plus energy received from others less energy delivered
to others through interchange and is measured in MWh/year. It includes system losses but excludes
energy required for storage of energy at energy storage facilities. The Western Market Executive
Committee may develop business practices associated with NEL.
NEL Share means WEIS Participant’s NEL divided by the sum total NEL of all WEIS Participants
that have executed an Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement.
Western Energy Imbalance Service or WEIS is the service provided in accordance with the WEIS
Tariff.
Western Energy Imbalance Service Tariff or WEIS Tariff is the tariff filed by SPP and approved
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), for the provision of WEIS by SPP.
Western Interconnection means the westernmost of the three major alternating-current electrical
grids in North America. The Western Interconnection stretches from Western Canada South to
Baja California in Mexico, reaching eastward over the Rockies to the Great Plains.
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Section 2—Scope of Services, Costs, Compensation, Billing, and Payment
2.1 Western Energy Imbalance Service Administration: SPP will administer the WEIS pursuant
to the WEIS Tariff and SPP will incur certain costs, including without limitation, costs of direct
resources, system maintenance, debt service for financing capital expenditures, and other costs
associated with administering the WEIS (“WEIS Administration”).
2.2 WEIS Administration Rate: The rate to administer the WEIS for the first year following the
WEIS Commencement Date will be equal to $0.22 per MWh of NEL (“Year One WEIS Rate”).
For each subsequent year thereafter, SPP will set the WEIS rate annually as described in Exhibit
A (the “WEIS Rate”), subject to the WEIS Rate being modified in consultation with the Western
Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”) and consistent with Exhibit A or Section 2.4.
2.3 Annual Payment: WEIS Participant will pay SPP on an annual basis the higher of: (i) the
product of its Billable NEL and the WEIS Rate (both defined in Exhibit A); or, (ii) the WEIS
Participant Minimum Annual Payment determined pursuant to Exhibit A (“Annual Payment”).
2.4 Modification of WEIS Expenses for Unforeseen Circumstances: Whenever SPP reasonably
determines that, because of unforeseen circumstances or error, the Annual Payment is likely to be
inadequate to pay for WEIS Expenses, as defined in Exhibit A during one year, SPP may adjust
the next year’s WEIS Expenses in consultation with the WMEC, by providing written notice as
soon as practical to all WEIS Participants.
2.5 Invoicing and Payment: Subject to Section 5.1, SPP will render to WEIS Participant a yearly
invoice no later than December 1 of each year beginning in 2020, for the next year’s Annual
Payment by regular mail, facsimile, electronic mail, or other acceptable means. WEIS Participant
will pay the Annual Payment to SPP no later than January 31 each year by electronic means to an
account specified by SPP. All such payments will be deemed made when said wire transfer is
received by SPP. If the amount due is not paid on or before the due date, WEIS Participant will
pay late payment interest penalties consistent with 5 C.F.R. § 1315.10. Payment provisions unique
to Federal WEIS Participants are included in Section 12.
2.5.1 WEIS Participant invoices should be sent to the following address:
Western Area Power Administration
Rocky Mountain Region
ATTN: Accounts Payable
P.O. Box 3700
Loveland, CO 80539-3003
2.6 Annual Estimate: No later than October 1 of each year, beginning in 2020, SPP will provide
WEIS Participant with an estimate of SPP’s WEIS Expenses as described in Exhibit A that will be
used to develop the WEIS Rate for the next year. Notwithstanding the foregoing estimate, the
WEIS Expenses that will be used to calculate the WEIS Rate will be the costs approved annually
by the SPP Board of Directors consistent with Exhibit A.
2
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Section 3 – Term and Termination
3.1 Term: This Agreement supersedes any prior agreement on this subject matter between the
Parties is entered into between SPP and WEIS Participant, and is effective on December 12, 2019,
(“Effective Date”). The initial term of this Agreement will commence on the Effective Date and
continue for four years after the WEIS Commencement Date (“Initial Term”). Absent a timely
notice of Withdrawal, this Agreement will automatically renew after the Initial Term for
successive one (1) year terms. SPP’s administration of the WEIS pursuant to the WEIS Tariff
shall commence on the WEIS Commencement Date and shall cease on the effective date of WEIS
Participant’s Withdrawal, or in accordance with this Section 3.
3.1.1 Upon this Agreement becoming effective on the Effective Date, the Parties mutually
agree that the Western Joint Dispatch Agreement effective September 3, 2019, automatically
terminates with no further action needed or taken by any Party to it.
3.2 Withdrawal: WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement after the
Initial Term by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date
of such termination (“Withdrawal”) unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise, or unless such
Withdrawal is pursuant to Section 8.4 of this Agreement. A notice of Withdrawal is irrevocable
unless otherwise mutually agreed upon in writing by SPP and WEIS Participant. During the
pendency of a Withdrawal notice, WEIS Participant remains subject to all terms and conditions of
this Agreement. Upon the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal, WEIS Participant is
responsible for the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section 3.7.
3.2.1 WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement prior to or after
the Initial Term by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective
date of such termination if: (i) an event described in Section 13.1 occurs; or, (ii) an event described
in Section 13.2 occurs. If WEIS Participant terminates this Agreement pursuant to this Section
3.2.1, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its then current NEL Share of Implementation Costs
Remaining pursuant to Exhibit A upon the effective date of WEIS Participant’s termination.
3.3 Withdrawal by participating host Balancing Authority (“BA”): Should a WEIS Participant
which is a participating host BA notify SPP of its termination of its Amended and Restated Western
Joint Dispatch Agreement, and WEIS Participant is within that BA, then WEIS Participant and
SPP agree that within 10 business days of the participating BA providing SPP notice of its
termination, the WEIS Participant and SPP will discuss such WEIS Participant’s intent to continue
its participation in the WEIS. WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement
after such discussion, by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) business days prior to
the effective date of such termination, or the same amount of time prior to the effective date of the
participating BA’s termination, whichever is greater.
3.4 Termination upon Mutual Agreement: If the Parties agree in writing to terminate this
Agreement any time after the Effective Date, such termination will become effective as of the date
specified in such mutual agreement to terminate. Upon such mutual termination, WEIS Participant
3
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is considered to have submitted a notice of Withdrawal and is responsible for the Withdrawal
Payment, pursuant to Section 3.7, except as provided in Section 3.2.1.
3.5 SPP Termination: If SPP is unwilling to administer the WEIS for all WEIS Participants after
the Initial Term, SPP may terminate this Agreement by providing WEIS Participant with twelve
(12) months written notice of such termination. The earliest SPP may provide such written notice
is twelve (12) months prior to the expiration of the Initial Term. WEIS Participant will pay SPP
the Annual Payment during the pendency of the notice of such termination. If SPP terminates this
Agreement after the Initial Term but before the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS
Participant will pay SPP 50% of its NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining pursuant to
Exhibit A plus the Annual Payment during the pendency of SPP’s notice of such termination. If
SPP terminates this Agreement after the Initial Term plus four years, the Annual Payment will be
pro-rated, if applicable, based on costs incurred by SPP, including costs to cease providing the
WEIS Administration provided to WEIS Participant. If the events described in Section 3.8 occur,
this Section 3.5 is inapplicable to the termination of this Agreement.
3.6 Default: Upon the occurrence of WEIS Participant’s material default under this Agreement,
including without limitation, Sections 2.3, 2.5, 3.2, and, 3.7, or default as defined in the WEIS
Tariff, but expressly excluding a failure of performance due to an Uncontrollable Force in
accordance with Section 8, which default is not cured within 90 days, SPP may issue a written
notice to WEIS Participant (“Default”). If SPP notifies WEIS Participant that it is in Default and
WEIS Participant fails to cure within 90 days, WEIS Participant will be deemed to have provided
a notice of Withdrawal and will be responsible for the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section
3.7. SPP may pursue collection or enforcement of the WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal Payment.
3.7 Withdrawal Payment: If the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal is prior to the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its then current NEL
Share of Implementation Costs Remaining pursuant to Exhibit A plus the Annual Payment during
the pendency of the notice of Withdrawal, and if the effective date of WEIS Participant’s
Withdrawal is after the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will only
pay the prorated Annual Payment during the pendency of the notice of Withdrawal (“Withdrawal
Payment”). Any Withdrawal Payment received by SPP will be applied as a reduction to the
Implementation Costs Remaining as defined in Exhibit A.
3.7.1 Payment: If the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal is prior to the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, SPP will invoice WEIS Participant for the
Withdrawal Payment within thirty (30) days of the effective date of the Withdrawal. WEIS
Participant will pay SPP the invoiced amount no later than thirty (30) days of the date of
the invoice.
3.8 Termination Due to SPP RTO Membership: If WEIS Participant becomes a member of the
SPP Regional Transmission Organization operating in the Western Interconnection, this
Agreement automatically terminates when WEIS Participant begins receiving services from SPP
pursuant to an SPP membership agreement or an SPP open access transmission tariff applicable
to transmission facilities in the Western Interconnection. WEIS Participant’s obligations under
this Agreement will be terminated at such time WEIS Participant’s SPP membership agreement
becomes effective. If WEIS Participant’s Agreement terminates pursuant to this Section 3.8,
4
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WEIS Participant’s last reported NEL will remain in the Billable Net Energy for Load described
in Exhibit A for purposes of calculating the WEIS Rate and the terminating WEIS Participant’s
NEL Share of Implementation Cost Remaining will be excluded from the calculation of
Implementation Cost Remaining for all other WEIS Participants.
Section 4 – Standard of Performance
4.1 Good Utility Practice: Any of the practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a
significant portion of the electric utility industry during the relevant time period, or any of the
practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in light of the facts
known at the time the decision was made, could have been expected to accomplish the desired
result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices, reliability, safety and
expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to the optimum practice, method,
or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally
accepted.
4.2 SPP Performance: SPP will perform all obligations specified in this Agreement in accordance
with Good Utility Practice and the WEIS Tariff.
4.3 WEIS Participant Performance: WEIS Participant will perform all obligations specified in this
Agreement in accordance with Good Utility Practice and the WEIS Tariff.
Section 5 – Data
5.1 WEIS Participant Data: WEIS Participant will supply to SPP throughout any term of this
Agreement all data that SPP deems necessary to perform WEIS Administration under this
Agreement. SPP will inform WEIS Participant of the necessary data and the format and manner
in which it prefers that such data be provided. SPP consents to allowing WEIS Participant to
provide its data to SPP directly or through a third party. Such data provided by the third party will
be treated in the same manner under this Agreement as if provided directly by WEIS Participant.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is WEIS Participant’s obligation to ensure that the third party
provides all data that SPP deems necessary to perform the functions required to be performed
under this Agreement. Calculations of NEL for all purposes under this Agreement will be
submitted by WEIS Participant to SPP no later than September 1 of each year and will be the NEL
reported to WECC and/or NERC in the most recent calendar year. Any agreed upon transfer
between WEIS Participants of the NEL reported to WECC and/or NERC shall be disclosed and
shall not impact the overall reported NEL for all WEIS Participants. If WEIS Participant does not
submit NEL data to SPP by November 1 of each year beginning in 2020, SPP will use reasonable
efforts to estimate WEIS Participant’s NEL.
5.2 SPP Data: SPP will supply WEIS Participant throughout the term of this Agreement, all data
that WEIS Participant deems necessary to perform its obligations under this Agreement. WEIS
Participant will inform SPP of the necessary data and the format and manner in which it prefers
that such data be provided.
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5.3 Confidentiality: All information received from the other Party in connection with this
Agreement, except this Agreement after it is filed with FERC, necessary to perform obligations
under this Agreement and identified at the time of communication as confidential, shall constitute
“Confidential Information.” The Party receiving such Confidential Information (Recipient) will
safeguard the Confidential Information with the same degree of care to avoid unauthorized
disclosure as Recipient uses to protect its own confidential and private information. Recipient will
not disclose Confidential Information to any person or entity other than its officers, directors, and
employees; its agents, consultants; or its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, and
employees who have a need to know and who have been advised of the confidentiality of the
material and are contractually subject to confidentiality obligations to the Recipient that are no less
restrictive than the terms and conditions of this Agreement. The obligations with respect to
handling and using Confidential Information are not applicable to information that (a) is in the
public domain at the time of its disclosure to Recipient; (b) is known by Recipient at the time of
disclosure; (c) is independently developed by Recipient without the use of or reference to any
Confidential Information received by Recipient; or (d) is required by law, regulation, or order to
be disclosed, but only to the extent and for the purposes of such required disclosure.
Section 6 – Limitation of Liability and Indemnification
6.1 Liability: SPP, its directors, officers, agents and employees will not be liable to WEIS
Participant for money damages for actions or omissions by SPP in performing its obligations under
this Agreement, except to the extent that such act or omission is found to be unlawful, undertaken
in bad faith, or are the result of gross negligence or willful misconduct. In addition, neither Party
shall be liable to the other Party for any incidental, consequential, punitive, special, exemplary, or
indirect damages, attorney’s fees and costs, loss of revenues or profits, arising out of, or connected
in any way with, performance or non-performance under this Agreement.
6.2 WEIS Participant Indemnification: To the extent allowed by law, WEIS Participant will
indemnify, release, defend, reimburse and hold harmless SPP and its directors, officers,
employees, principals, representatives and agents (collectively, the “SPP Indemnified Parties”)
from and against any and all claims (including claims of bodily injury or death of any person or
damage to real and/or tangible personal property), demands, liabilities, losses, causes of action,
awards, fines, penalties, litigation, administrative proceedings and investigations, and costs and
expenses (each, an “Indemnifiable Loss”) asserted against or incurred by any of the SPP
Indemnified Parties arising out of, resulting from or based upon WEIS Participant’s performance
of its obligations pursuant to this Agreement, provided, however, that in no event shall WEIS
Participant be obligated to indemnify, release, defend, reimburse or hold harmless the SPP
Indemnified Parties from and against any Indemnifiable Loss which is caused by the gross
negligence or willful misconduct of an SPP Indemnified Party.
6.3 SPP Indemnification: SPP will indemnify, release, defend, reimburse and hold harmless WEIS
Participant and its directors, officers, employees, principals, representatives and agents
(collectively, the “WEIS Participant Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all
Indemnifiable Losses asserted against or incurred by any of the WEIS Participant Indemnified
Parties arising out of, resulting from or based upon the gross negligence or willful misconduct of
an SPP Indemnified Party.
6
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Section 7 - Governance and Dispute Resolution
7.1 Western Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”): The WMEC will have the authorities
described in the WMEC Charter.
7.2 Dispute Resolution: The Parties will attempt in good faith to achieve consensus with respect
to all matters arising under this Agreement and to use reasonable efforts through good faith
discussion and negotiation to avoid and resolve disputes that could delay or impede either Party
from receiving the benefits of this Agreement. If any dispute arises between SPP and WEIS
Participant with respect to this Agreement, and the Parties have not resolved such dispute within
ten (10) business days after notice of the dispute, each Party will provide a written description of
its position to the other Party, and will designate a senior representative of its management to meet
and make a joint effort to resolve the dispute. If the Parties’ senior management representatives
are unable to resolve the Dispute within thirty (30) business days of the last date for appointment
of the representatives, the Parties may present the dispute to the WMEC for its review and nonbinding consideration except that no Party to a dispute will have a representative on the WMEC
participate in such review and consideration by the WMEC. If the dispute is not resolved by the
WMEC within thirty (30) business days of the presentation of the dispute to the WMEC, then each
Party shall be free to pursue any remedies available to it and to take any action in law or equity in
order to enforce its rights or cause to be fulfilled any of the obligations or agreements of any other
Party.
Section 8 – Uncontrollable Forces
8.1 Uncontrollable Forces: Neither Party will be considered to be in Default in the performance of
any of its obligations herein, if a failure of performance is due to an Uncontrollable Force. The
term “Uncontrollable Force” means any cause beyond the control of the affected Party, including
without limitation, failure of or threat of failure of facilities, flood, earthquake, storm, fire,
lightning, epidemic, war, terrorism, riot, civil disturbance or disobedience, labor dispute, labor or
material shortage, sabotage, restraint by court order or public authority, and action or non-action
by, or failure to obtain the necessary authorizations or approvals from, any governmental agency
or authority, which by exercise of due diligence such Party could not reasonably have been
expected to avoid and which by exercise of due diligence it shall be unable to overcome. Economic
hardship expressly is not an Uncontrollable Force.
8.2 Obligation to Notify: If either Party becomes aware of circumstances of an Uncontrollable
Force that give rise to or that are likely to give rise to any failure or inability to fulfill any of its
obligations under this Agreement, it will notify the other Party within five (5) working days by the
most expeditious method then available, will exercise due diligence to remove such failure or
inability with all reasonable dispatch, and will inform the other Party of the period that it is
estimated that such failure or inability will continue.
8.3 Third Party Impact on SPP Performance: It is expressly agreed that any failure by SPP to
perform or any delay by SPP in performing its obligations under this Agreement that results from
any failure or delay in the performance of its obligation by any person, firm, or company with
7
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which SPP has entered into any contract, supply arrangement, sub-contract, or otherwise, will be
regarded as a failure of delay due to an Uncontrollable Force only in the event that: (i) such person,
firm, or company is prevented from or delayed in complying with its obligations under such
contract, supply arrangement, sub-contract, or otherwise as a result of circumstances of an event
involving an Uncontrollable Force; (ii) the contract, supply arrangement, or sub-contract is
essential to SPP’s performance; and (iii) SPP has exercised its best efforts to find substituted goods
or services on terms generally equivalent to those agreed under such contract, supply arrangement,
or sub-contract.
8.4 Termination Due to Uncontrollable Force: In the event that an Uncontrollable Force prevents
a Party from performing all or a substantial part of its obligation for a consecutive period of ninety
(90) calendar days, then the other Party may terminate this Agreement. If this Agreement is
terminated pursuant to this Section 8 during the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will
be deemed to have provided notice of Withdrawal from this Agreement and for purposes of this
Section 8.4, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining,
as determined pursuant to Exhibit A, plus the Annual Payment prorated through the last date SPP
provides WEIS to WEIS Participant. If termination pursuant to this Section 8.4 occurs after the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will pay SPP the Annual Payment
prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WEIS Participant.
Section 9 – Amendments to Agreement
9.1 Amendments to Agreement: This Agreement may be amended if such amendment is agreed
to in writing by duly authorized representatives of WEIS Participant and SPP, filed and accepted
by FERC. Within five days of such proposed variation or amendment, SPP will notify all other
WEIS Participants and provide each with a copy of the varied or amended agreement. Any
proposed amendment to this Agreement will be presented to the WMEC for its consideration. The
WEIS Participant’s execution of any amendment does not affect its right to protest or challenge
any amendment at FERC. WEIS Participant may amend this Agreement in the same manner as a
proposed amendment to another WEIS Participant’s agreement with SPP.
Section 10 – Regulatory Approval
10.1 FERC Approval: This Agreement will be filed with FERC pursuant to Section 205 of the
Federal Power Act, and the Parties agree to provide any information required to comply with the
applicable filing requirements. Except for WEIS Participant’s obligation to pay SPP its NEL Share
of Implementation Costs as defined in Exhibit A, this Agreement is conditioned on FERC
acceptance for filing or this Agreement becoming effective subject to a FERC order as described
in this Section 10.1.
10.1.1 FERC Modification: If, prior to the WEIS Commencement Date, FERC requires
modification to this Agreement or imposes other conditions on the acceptance or approval of it,
each Party will have ten (10) business days to notify the other Party that such modification or
condition is unacceptable to that Party. If neither Party provides such notice, then this Agreement,
as modified or conditioned by FERC, will continue to be in effect. If either Party provides such
8
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notice to the other Party, the Parties will do any one or more of the following: (a) meet to determine
that the modification or conditions imposed by FERC are acceptable; (b) cooperatively seek further
available remedies with respect to such FERC order; or, (c) negotiate the accommodation of such
FERC order. If the Parties have not agreed on an accommodation on or before the date on which
such FERC order becomes a final and non-appealable order, such order is deemed adverse to the
Parties and the Parties will have no further rights or obligations under this Agreement, except
WEIS Participant must pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Costs as defined in Exhibit A,
which obligation expressly survives such an adverse order.
10.1.2 FERC Rejection: If, prior to the WEIS Commencement Date, this Agreement is
rejected by an order from FERC, the Parties will meet and confer within ten (10) business days to
determine that they will cooperatively seek further available remedies with respect to such FERC
order, or not pursue such remedies (“Rejection”). Unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties, if
Rejection occurs, SPP will take all reasonable efforts to stop incurring Implementation Costs as
defined in Exhibit A and WEIS Participant will pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Cost as
determined pursuant to Exhibit A that have been incurred by SPP.
10.2 State Regulatory Approval: If an entity interested in becoming a WEIS Participant must
seek and obtain authorization from a state regulatory authority exercising jurisdiction over that
entity prior to executing this Agreement, SPP will meet with that entity to determine whether the
modification or condition imposed is acceptable and if so, negotiate the accommodation of such
modification or condition.
Section 11 – Miscellaneous Provisions
11.1 Notices: Any notice, demand or request required or authorized by this Agreement to be given
by one Party to the other shall be in writing. It will be personally delivered, transmitted by telecopy
or electronic mail, sent by overnight courier, or mailed, postage prepaid, to the other Party at the
address designated in this Section 11 except as required otherwise under this Agreement. Any
such notice, demand, or request so delivered or mailed will be deemed given when so delivered or
three (3) days after mailed.
11.2 Addresses of the Parties: Notices and other communications will be addressed to:
WEIS Participant
Vice President of Power Marketing
For CRSP MC
Western Area Power Administration
1800 South Rio Grande Avenue
Montrose, CO 81401
SPP
Vice President, Operations
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
9
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11.3 Governing Law: Arkansas law and applicable federal law shall control the obligations and
procedures established by this Agreement and the performance and enforcement thereof, except to
the extent preempted by the law and/or unless a court with jurisdiction rules otherwise, provided,
however, that any court or regulatory body applying Arkansas law shall give full effect to Sections
12 and 13 of this Agreement regarding WEIS Participant’s obligations under federal or state law.
The forum for litigation arising from this Agreement shall be a state or federal court located in
Arkansas, unless the Parties agree to pursue alternative dispute resolution.
11.4 Successors and Assigns: No Party shall sell, assign, or otherwise transfer any or all of its
respective rights herein, or delegate any or all of its respective obligations under this Agreement.
WEIS Participant may, without the consent of SPP, assign its rights and obligations under this
Agreement to any entity (i) into which WEIS Participant is merged or consolidated, (ii) if required
to do so under the terms of a mortgage or indenture to secure general financing of WEIS
Participant’s assets or operations, or (iii) to which WEIS Participant sells, transfers, or assigns all
or substantially all of its electric system, so long as the survivor in any such merger or
consolidation, or the purchaser, transferee, or assignee of such electric system provides to SPP a
valid and binding written agreement expressly assuming and agreeing to be bound by all
obligations of WEIS Participant under this Agreement. Nothing in this Section 11 shall prohibit
SPP from contracting with third parties for the provision of services to assist SPP in performing
its obligations under this Agreement. This Agreement is binding on and shall inure to the benefit
of each Party and to each of their respective successors, permitted assigns, and legal
representatives.
11.5 Assignment of Facilities: Nothing herein shall create a security interest of any kind in all or
any portion of the transmission system of WEIS Participant.
11.6 Effect of Permitted Assignment: In the event of any permitted sale, transfer, or assignment
under this Agreement, the transferor or assignor shall, to the extent of the transferred or assigned
obligations, and only to such extent, be relieved of obligations accruing from and after the effective
date of such transfer or assignment; provided, however, that under no circumstances shall any sale,
transfer, or assignment relieve the transferor or assignor of any liability for any breach of this
Agreement occurring prior to the effective date of such transfer or assignment.
11.7 Third Party Beneficiaries: This Agreement does not in any way, and is not intended to, create
rights, remedies, or benefits of any character whatsoever in favor of any persons, corporations,
associations, or entities other than the Parties to this Agreement. The obligations assumed herein
are solely for the use and benefit of the Parties, their successors in interest and, where permitted,
their assigns.
11.8 No Implied Waivers: The failure of a Party to insist upon or enforce strict performance of
any of the specific provisions of this Agreement at any time will not be construed as a waiver or
relinquishment to any extent of such Party’s right to assert or rely upon any such provisions, rights,
or remedies in that or any other instance, or as a waiver to any extent of any specific provision of
this Agreement; rather the same will be and remain in full force and effect. A Party’s execution
of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of that Party’s right to protest or challenge
provisions of this Agreement when filed at FERC.
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11.9 Severability: Each provision of this Agreement will be considered severable, and if for any
reason any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person, entity, or
circumstance is determined by a court or regulatory authority of competent jurisdiction to be
invalid, void, or unenforceable, then the remaining provisions of this Agreement will continue in
full force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired, or invalidated.
11.10 Representation and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants to other signatories that
as of the date it executes this Agreement:
11.10.1 It is duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing under the laws of the
jurisdiction where organized.
11.10.2 Subject to any necessary approvals by federal or state regulatory authorities, the
execution and delivery by each Party, and the performance of its obligation hereunder, have
been duly and validly authorized by all requisite action on the part of the signatories. This
Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by the Parties, and, subject to the
conditions set forth in this Agreement, constitutes the legal, valid, and binding obligation
on the part of each Party, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms except insofar
as the enforceability thereof may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency,
reorganization, fraudulent conveyance, moratorium, or other similar laws affecting the
enforcement or creditor’s rights generally, and by general principles of equity regardless
of whether such principles are considered in a proceeding at law or in equity.
11.10.3 There are no actions at law, suits in equity, proceedings, or claims pending or, to
the knowledge of each Party, threatened against such Party before or by any federal, state,
foreign, or local court, tribunal, or governmental agency or authority that might materially
delay, prevent, or hinder the performance by such entity of its obligations hereunder.
11.11 Further Assurances: Each Party agrees that it will hereafter make reasonable good faith
efforts to execute and deliver such further instruments, provide all information, and take or
forebear such further acts and things as may be reasonably required or useful to carry out the intent
and purpose of this Agreement and as are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement.
11.12 Entire Agreement: This Agreement, including applicable appendices, exhibits, and their
duly approved replacements, constitute the entire agreement among the Parties with respect to the
subject matter of this Agreement, and no previous oral or written representation, agreement, or
understanding made by any officer, agent, or employee of a Party will be binding on any such
Party unless contained in this Agreement.
11.13 Good Faith Efforts: Each Party agrees that it will in good faith take all reasonable actions
necessary to permit it to fulfill their contractual obligations. Where the consent, agreement, or
approval of any Party must be obtained hereunder, such consent, agreement, or approval will not
be unreasonable withheld, conditioned, or delayed. Where any Party is required or permitted to
act, or omit to act, based on its opinion or judgment, such opinion or judgment will not be
unreasonably exercised. To the extent that the jurisdiction of any federal or state regulatory
authority applies to any part of this Agreement and/or the transaction or actions covered by this
Agreement, each Party will cooperate with all other WEIS Participants to secure any necessary or
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desirable approval or acceptance of such regulatory authorities of such part of this Agreement
and/or such transactions or actions.
11.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of
which will be deemed to be an original, but all of which together constitute one and the same
instrument, binding upon the Parties, notwithstanding that they may not have executed the same
counterpart.
11.15 Survival: The WEIS Participant’s obligation to pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation
Costs as determined pursuant to Exhibit A expressly survives and remains binding in the event
regulatory approval is not achieved pursuant to Section 10.1 and the payment terms of Section
3.7.1 will govern the payment of the WEIS Participant’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs.
Section 12 – Participation by the Government of the United States of America
This Section 12 contains provisions that are necessary for the United States of America, acting by
and through the Western Area Power Administration (“WAPA”) to enter into this Agreement, and
is only applicable to the agreement between SPP and WAPA.
12.1 WAPA Entities
12.1.1 Western Area Power Administration-Colorado River Storage Project Management
Center (“WAPA-CRSP”): A division of the Western Area Power Administration that
markets and transmits Federal power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
hydroelectric facilities collectively known as the Salt Lake City Area Integrated Projects
(“SLCA/IP”). WAPA-CRSP is participating in the SPP WEIS in the following capacities:
as CRSP and CRCM. CRSP is the WEIS Participant who represents the SLCA/IP loads
and Resources in the WEIS Market Footprint. CRCM is the Joint Dispatch Transmission
Provider for the SLCA/IP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under
Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff.
12.1.2 Western Area Power Administration-Rocky Mountain Region (“WAPA-RMR”): A
division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric facilities
collectively known as the Loveland Area Projects (LAP). Western-RMR also operates the
Western Area Colorado Missouri Balancing Authority Area, known as WACM, and the
Western Area Lower Colorado Balancing Authority Area, known as WALC, and provides
transmission services, including, but not limited to, transmission service across Westernowned transmission facilities within the two Balancing Authority Areas. WAPA-RMR is
participating in the SPP WEIS in the following capacities: as LAP, LAPT, and WACM.
LAP is the WEIS Participant that represents the Loveland Area Project loads and Resources
in the WEIS Market Footprint. LAPT is the Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the
LAP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the
WEIS Tariff. WACM is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint. Also, as a
Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WACM is required to register loads
and resources for non-participating entities in WACM. WAPA-RMR is not participating
12
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in SPP WEIS on behalf of the WALC Balancing Authority, the Pacific Northwest-Pacific
Southwest Intertie Project, the Central Arizona Project, or the Parker-Davis Project. In the
WEIS, WAPA-RMR will provide transmission services for LAPT Joint Dispatch
Transmission Provider and CRCM Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider.
12.1.3 Western Area Power Administration-Upper Great Plains Region (“WAPA-UGP”):
A division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power from reservoir projects under the control of the Department of the Army or the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, collectively known as Pick Sloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division (“PS-ED”). WAPA-UGP operates the Western Area Power
Administration, Upper Great Plains West (“WAUW”) Balancing Authority Area, known
as WAUW, in the Western Interconnection, where certain of its transmission facilities are
located. For purposes of the WEIS Tariff, WAPA-UGP is participating in the SPP WEIS
in the following capacities: as PS-ED and WAUW. PS-ED is a WEIS Participant that
represents the Pick Sloan Missouri River Basin--Eastern Division loads and Resources in
the WEIS Market Footprint. WAUW is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market
Footprint. As a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WAUW is required to
register loads and resources for non-participating entities in WAUW. Under a separate
agreement, WAPA-UGP transferred functional control of its transmission facilities in the
western interconnection. Under the terms and as a result of that separate agreement, SPP
is the Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the WAPA-UGP PS-ED transmission
within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff for PS-ED
transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint.
12.2 Billing: Notwithstanding other provisions in this Agreement, SPP shall submit monthly
invoices to WAPA for WEIS Administration provided for the preceding month. The invoice shall
contain information specified in 5 C.F.R. § 1315.9(b). The amount of the monthly invoice shall be
1/12 of the Annual Payment calculated for WAPA, and sent to the persons designated by WAPA
in Section 2.5.1. WAPA may change the persons designated to receive the invoices at any time by
written notice to SPP. WAPA shall pay the monthly invoice within thirty calendar days after
receipt of such invoice, and such payments will be in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act,
31 U.S.C. § 3900 et seq. WAPA’s failure to perform pursuant to this Section 12.2 is deemed to
be a Default pursuant to Section 3.6.
12.3 Subject to Applicable Federal Law: The participation by WAPA in this Agreement is subject
in all respects to acts of Congress, regulations of the Secretary of Energy established thereunder,
and to rate schedules promulgated by the Secretary of Energy, and shall be subject to applicable
federal laws and regulations, including, but not limited to the statutory limitations on the authority
of the Secretary of Energy to submit disputes to arbitration. If any provision of the Agreement is
held to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, then WAPA will only be bound by this Agreement
consistent with federal law. In the event of a conflict between these federal participation provisions
and any other provision of this Agreement, these federal participation provisions shall have
precedence with respect to the application of this Agreement to the United States. Nothing
contained in this paragraph shall be construed to require or obligate SPP to comply with such
federal laws or regulations or have such federal laws or regulations apply to SPP.
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12.4 Projects: The individual hydroelectric projects from which WAPA markets power and energy
are owned and controlled by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
These projects are operated to satisfy multiple purposes such as irrigation, navigation, flood
control, fish and wildlife, and recreation, as well as power production. Any operation of, and
maintenance, modification or addition to such projects is subject to the express approval of either
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA’s transmission
systems are integrated with the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation owned
and operated switchyard facilities. Any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition
to such facilities, including the WEIS of such activities, is subject to the requirements and express
approval of the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA shall
communicate and coordinate with the Department of the Army or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
on any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition to the Department of the Army or
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation facilities, whichever is applicable, as requested by SPP.
12.5 Contingent Upon Appropriations: Where activities provided for in this Agreement extend
beyond the current fiscal year, continued expenditures by WAPA are contingent upon Congress
making the necessary appropriations required for the continued performance of WAPA’s
obligations under its Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement with SPP. In case
such appropriation is not made, SPP hereby releases WAPA from its contractual obligations and
from all liability due to the failure of Congress to make such appropriation. Consistent with this
Section 12.5, Section 12.2, and the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 1301, 1341-1342, 13491351, and 1511-1519, Section 6.2 of this Agreement is inapplicable to WAPA.
12.5.1 Effect of Lack of Federal Appropriations: If Congress does not authorize
appropriations as described in Section 12.5, WAPA will provide SPP notice of Congress’
action as soon as practical. If the lack of appropriations results in WAPA’s nonperformance of Section 12.2, within 30 days of such occurrence, this Agreement will
terminate and WAPA will pay SPP the WAPA Withdrawal Payment defined in Section
12.6.
12.6 Withdrawal Payments for WAPA
12.6.1 WAPA UGP: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA UGP.
12.6.1.1 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA UGP will pay
SPP: (a) the PS-ED Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for each year
remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting of PS-ED’s NEL
Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $800,000.00.
12.6.1.2 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA UGP will pay SPP:
(a) the PS-ED Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated through the last
date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA UGP; and, (b) a withdrawal payment
consisting of PS-ED’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined
will not exceed $200,000.00.
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12.6.1.3 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal is after the expiration of
the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA UGP will only pay the PS-ED Annual Payment
prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to PS-ED.
12.6.1.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA UGP. WAPA UGP is not subject to the withdrawal obligations
contained in Section 12.6.1 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to Section 3.8. If WAPA
UGP withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA UGP is only responsible for PS-ED’s NEL
Share of Implementation Costs, which will not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section
12.6.1. The foregoing may be modified if WAPA UGP agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.2 WAPA CRSP: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA CRSP.
12.6.2.1 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA CRSP
will pay SPP: (a) the CRSP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for
each year remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting
of CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will
not exceed $800,000.00.
12.6.2.2 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA CRSP will
pay SPP: (a) the Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated through
the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA CRSP; and, (b) a
withdrawal payment consisting of WAPA CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation
Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $200,000.00.
12.6.2.3 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal is after the expiration
of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA CRSP will only pay the CRSP Annual
Payment prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to
WAPA CRSP.
12.6.2.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA CRSP. WAPA CRSP is not subject to withdrawal
obligations contained in Section 12.6.2 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to
Section 3.8. If WAPA CRSP withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA CRSP is only
responsible for WAPA CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs, which will
not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section 12.6.2. The foregoing may be
modified if WAPA CRSP agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.3 WAPA RMR: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA RMR.
12.6.3.1 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA RMR
15
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will pay SPP: (a) the LAP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for
each year remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting
of LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not
exceed $2,500,000.00.
12.6.3.2 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA RMR will
pay SPP: (a) the LAP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated
through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA RMR; and, (b)
a withdrawal payment consisting of LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost,
which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $600,000.00.
12.6.3.3 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal is after the expiration
of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA RMR will only pay the LAP Annual
Payment prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to LAP.
12.6.3.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA LAP. WAPA RMR is not subject to the withdrawal
obligations contained in Section 12.6.3 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to
Section 3.8. If WAPA RMR withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA RMR is only
responsible for LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining, which will
not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section 12.6.3. The foregoing may be
modified if WAPA RMR agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.4 Financial obligations incurred by WAPA must comply with the Anti-Deficiency
Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1341, et seq., as amended or supplemented. Therefore, in no event will
any of the withdrawal payments defined in Section 12.6 be based on the inclusion of NEL
of a non-WAPA entity within a balancing authority operated by WAPA but not registered
by another WEIS Participant.
12.6.5 If SPP files without WAPA’s consent and FERC approves material changes to any
of the provisions in this Section 12, then WAPA may Withdraw and WAPA will pay SPP
50% of applicable withdrawal payment contained in Section 12.6.
12.7 Without modification, SPP will incorporate Sections 12.3, 12.4, 12.5, 12.8 - 12.11, and 12.13
into the WEIS Tariff that is submitted to the FERC for approval.
12.8 Covenant Against Contingent Fees: SPP warrants to WAPA that no person or selling agency
has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this Agreement upon an agreement or
understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide
employees or bona fide established commercial or selling agencies maintained by SPP for the
purpose of securing business. For breach or violation of this warranty, WAPA shall have the right
to annul the contract without liability or in its discretion to deduct from the contract price or
consideration the full amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee.
12.9 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards: This Agreement, to the extent it is of a character
specified in Section 103 of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (“Act”), 40 U.S.C.
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§ 3701, as amended or supplemented, is subject to the provisions of the Act, 40 U.S.C. §§ 37013708, as amended or supplemented, and to the regulations promulgated by the Department of
Labor pursuant to the Act.
12.10 Equal Opportunity Employment Practices: Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246, 30
Fed. Reg. 12319 (1965), as amended by Executive Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46501 (1978),
as amended or supplemented, which provides, among other things, that a federal contractor will
not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin, is incorporated herein by reference the same as if the specific
language had been written into this Agreement, except that Indian Tribes and tribal organizations
may apply Indian preference to the extent permitted by Federal law.
12.11 Use of Convict Labor: SPP agrees not to employ any person undergoing sentence of
imprisonment in performing this Agreement except as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3622(c), as
amended or supplemented, and Executive Order No. 11755, 39 Fed. Reg. 779 (1973), as amended
or supplemented.
12.12 Saving Clause: If, during the term of this Agreement, SPP executes an agreement with
another Federal entity that obligates SPP to comply with 40 U.S.C. §§ 3701-3708 and Section
202 of Executive Order No. 11246, SPP agrees to meet with WAPA and attempt to negotiate as
soon as reasonably possible for the purpose of arriving at mutually satisfactory language to address
such provisions in this Agreement.
12.13 No Expansion of Jurisdiction, Waiver of Defenses, Liability for Penalties, or Inconsistent
Obligations. Western Area Power Administration has not waived or conceded any defense,
including sovereign immunity, intergovernmental immunity, or lack of subject matter jurisdiction
in any action against it by an Enforcement Authority, nor has Western Area Power Administration
accepted any liability, responsibility, or obligation to pay any civil monetary penalties or fines
imposed by an Enforcement Authority to which it would not have been subject in the absence of
this Tariff. “Enforcement Authority” means the Commission, Electric Reliability Organization
(“ERO”), or Regional Entities with enforcement authority pursuant to a delegation from an ERO
or Commission for the purpose of proposing and enforcing reliability standards. SPP does not
concede or accept responsibility for any portion of a penalty or fine attributable to the actions or
omissions of Western Area Power Administration. SPP will identify the amount of any penalty or
fine that SPP allocates to Western Area Power Administration or that SPP determines is
attributable to Western Area Power Administration and will identify that amount to the
Commission as uncollectable and not otherwise owed by SPP.
Section 13 – Compliance with Federal or State Law
13.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant shall not be required to take any action or do any other thing with respect to rates,
charges, terms or conditions of service, the resolution of disputes under this Agreement or any
other matter regarding its obligations and performance under this Agreement, that (i) the nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant is not permitted by Federal or state law to undertake or that is
prohibited in whole or in part by any Federal or state law or regulation applicable to the nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant; or (ii) would require the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant to
17
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violate a provision of such state or Federal law or regulation in order to comply with this
Agreement. Determination of compliance with and permissible action, conduct or obligations
under this Section 13.1 by a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall be within the sole
jurisdiction of the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant’s governing board, subject to applicable
Federal or state court review. A non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall not object to SPP’s
participation in any Federal or state proceedings that impact the non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant’s ability to perform under this Agreement or determinations regarding such impact. To
the extent possible without violating Federal or state law, a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant
shall notify SPP in advance of any action that the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant is required
to take that the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant believes would constitute a violation of Federal
or state law, and the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant and SPP shall promptly meet and confer
regarding the matter.
13.2 If the Internal Revenue Service or any other Federal, state, or local taxing authority issues,
or fails to issue, any ruling, or imposes any requirement or obligation, in connection with this
Agreement on WEIS Participant adverse to WEIS Participant (in its sole judgment), or if adherence
to this Agreement jeopardizes the tax-exempt status of WEIS Participant or its bonds, then WEIS
Participant may, within 30 days of the date of such final order, or a good faith belief of such adverse
consequences, terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of this Agreement. In such
event, WEIS Participant and SPP will, in good faith, negotiate to determine whether changes
should be made to this Agreement to address the reasons for WEIS Participant’s withdrawal.
Nothing in this Agreement, nor WEIS Participant’s obligations and performance thereunder, shall
affect, or require WEIS Participant to take or refrain from taking any action that would affect the
rights and obligations or enforceability of WEIS Participant’s present or future bond resolutions,
tax-exempt debt covenants and financing agreements. WEIS Participant shall determine in its sole
discretion and judgment, in accordance with advice and opinions from its legal counsel, what
actions, conduct and performance it is permitted to or must take under its bond resolutions, taxexempt debt covenants and financing agreements. WEIS Participant and SPP will meet and confer
regarding this matter and, as necessary, negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement to address
the matter.
Section 14 – No Waiver of Jurisdictional Immunity
14.1 If WEIS Participant is not subject to the jurisdiction of FERC as a public utility under the
Federal Power Act, WEIS Participant shall not be required to take any action or participate in any
filing or appeal that would confer FERC jurisdiction over WEIS Participant that does not otherwise
exist. Any order, decision, rule or regulation issued by FERC to SPP or any other WEIS
Participants relating to matters exempt from FERC jurisdiction under Section 201(f) of the Federal
Power Act shall not apply directly or separately to a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, except as otherwise provided in the Federal Power Act, a
non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall not be bound or obligated by any FERC order, decision,
rule or regulation requiring a change in the rates, terms or conditions for transmission service or
compensation for utilizing the transmission facilities of a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant,
which conflicts with applicable Federal or state law, including any order requiring the suspension
of the use of such rates, terms or conditions or the payment of refunds of rates or compensation
previously collected or received. A non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant and SPP acknowledge
that FERC, in the context of its jurisdiction over SPP’s rates, may review a non-jurisdictional
18
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WEIS Participant’s revenue requirement and rates to the extent they comprise or affect the rates
charged by SPP or other WEIS Participants. In the case of a Federal Power Marketing Agency,
this review shall be consistent with the Delegation Order No. 00-037.00B, as superseded or
amended, from the Secretary of Energy to the Power Marketing Administrations and the FERC,
including the regulations implementing this review authority. If FERC does not accept a nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant’s revenue requirement or rates, the non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement giving SPP written notice not less
than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of such termination. Upon the effective date of
WEIS Participant’s termination pursuant to this Section 14.1, WEIS Participant is responsible for
the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section 3.7 or Section 12, as applicable. In such event, the
non-jurisdictional MP and SPP agree to meet and confer prior to any termination of this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement, or the participation of a non-jurisdictional MP in the WEIS
waives any objection to or otherwise constitutes a consent to, the jurisdiction by FERC that does
not otherwise exist over the non-jurisdictional MP or its transmission service, facilities and rates.

REMAINDER OF PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the WEIS Participant has caused its duly authorized representative
to execute and attest this Agreement.
WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATION
– COLORADO RIVER STORAGE PROJECT
MANAGEMENT CENTER___________________
WEIS Participant
Steven R. Johnson
___________________
Name of Authorized Representative
Senior Vice President and
CRSP Manager
_______________________
Title of Authorized Representative
signed by STEVEN JOHNSON
STEVEN JOHNSON Digitally
Date: 2019.12.04 09:47:56 -07'00'

Signature of Authorized Representative
Date of Execution

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Bruce Rew
Name of Authorized Representative
Senior Vice President of Operations
Title of Authorized Representative

Bruce Rew

Attest:

Digitally signed by Bruce Rew
Date: 2019.12.11 13:34:42 -06'00'

Signature of Authorized Representative
Digitally signed by Michael B.

Riley
By Michael B. Riley Date: 2019.12.11 15:24:49 -06'00'

Date of Execution
Title
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Exhibit A
WEIS Administration Rate
Summary
This Western Energy Imbalance Service Market Administration Rate (“WEIS Rate”) is intended
to recover the costs associated with the initial implementation and ongoing administration of the
WEIS.
The WEIS Rate includes charges for Implementation Cost Recovery (“ICR”) and Ongoing Cost
Recovery (“OCR”), which are applicable to all WEIS Participants. WEIS Participants that join
after the WEIS Commencement Date will also be subject to any outstanding initial
implementation costs as well as a New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery
(“NWPICR”) charge, as applicable.
These WEIS Rate components shall be allocated to WEIS Participants based on their NEL or, in
the case of New WEIS Participant Incremental Costs, directly assigned to those WEIS
Participants, as applicable.
Calculation
WEIS Charge

= ICR Charge

+ OCR Charge

NWPICR
+ Charge
(as applicable)

Where:
ICR
Charge

= Implementation Cost Recovery (“ICR”) Charge:
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the Implementation Costs (“IC”), which shall include the
initial system/software/hardware and other associated costs to establish the
infrastructure and processes necessary to implement the WEIS.
These Implementation Costs will be recovered from WEIS Participants over
the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS.
The ICR Charge shall include charges for:
i.
an Implementation Cost Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”) for
recovery of the remaining unrecovered principal amount of the
implementation cost (“IC-Rem”), and
ii. an Implementation Cost Finance Charge (“ICFC”) for finance charges
on the unrecovered balance of the implementation cost.
Applicability
The ICR Charge will apply, during the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS, to
all WEIS Participants.
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x
x

x

WEIS Participants that execute a Western Joint Dispatch Agreement on
or prior to October 25, 2019, will be charged for ICR during the initial
eight (8) rate years.
New WEIS Participants that execute an Amended and Restated
Western Joint Dispatch Agreement after October 25, 2019, but prior to
the end of the eight (8)-year ICR Period, will be charged the ICR
Charge for the remaining rate years during the eight (8)-year ICR
Period (“ICRP”). These new WEIS Participants will also be charged a
New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”)
Charge (see below) for any incremental implementation-related costs
required to accommodate the new WEIS Participant.
o New WEIS Participants that join after the end of the eight (8)year ICRP, will not be charged an ICR Charge. These WEIS
Participants will, however, be charged a NWPICR Charge, as
applicable.
WEIS Participants that withdraw prior to the end of the eight (8)-year
ICRP are obligated to pay their share of the remaining IC as a
Withdrawal Payment.
o WEIS Participants that withdraw after the end of the eight (8)year ICRP will not be charged for withdrawal, because there
will be no remaining IC to be paid.

Billing/Cost Allocation
The ICR Charge will be billed annually to WEIS Participants based on their
annual Billable Net Energy for Load (“BNEL”) multiplied by the ICR Rate
(“ICRR”) established for the applicable rate year.
OCR
Charge

= Ongoing Cost Recovery (“OCR”) Charge:
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the Ongoing Costs, which shall include the labor and other
associated costs necessary to administer the WEIS on an ongoing basis.
The OCR Charge shall include charges for:
i.
the projected Ongoing Costs (“OC-Proj”) for the rate year n, and
ii.
a true-up (“OC-TU”) (applied in rate year n) for the difference between
the actual Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”) for rate year n-2 and the Ongoing
Costs recovered (OC-Rec) through charges to WEIS Participants
during rate year n-2.
Applicability
The OCR Charge will apply to all WEIS Participants for all rate years.
Billing/Cost Allocation
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The OCR Charge will be billed annually to WEIS Participants based on their
annual BNEL multiplied by the OCR Rate (“OCRR”) established for the
applicable rate year.
If, however, the resulting annual OCR Charge described above is less than
$9000 for any WEIS Participant, such WEIS Participant will be billed the
WEIS Participant Minimum Annual Payment (“WPMAP”) of $9000.
NWPICR = New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”) Charge:
Charge
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the New WEIS Participant Incremental Costs, which shall
include incremental implementation-related costs, if any, required to
accommodate the new WEIS Participant. These New WEIS Participant
Incremental Costs may include, but are not necessarily limited to, additional
system/software/hardware costs to accommodate the addition of the new WEIS
Participant.
Applicability
The NWPICR Charge will apply to new WEIS Participants as a separate
charge(s) after the new WEIS Participant has joined the WEIS. The timing
and structure of the NWPICR Charges will be determined at the time the new
WEIS Participant joins and more information about the specific New WEIS
Participant Incremental Costs for that particular new WEIS Participant are
known.
Billing/Cost Allocation
The NWPICR Charge will be directly assigned to the new WEIS Participant(s)
whose participation necessitates the incremental cost.
If more than one new WEIS Participant is joining the WEIS at the same time,
when possible, the incremental costs specifically attributable to each new
WEIS Participant will be directly assigned to that new WEIS Participant.
x If specific attribution of the incremental costs for each new WEIS
Participant is not possible, the incremental costs will be allocated to
those new WEIS Participants, based on the BNEL for the new WEIS
Participants for the applicable rate year.

And:
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BNEL

= Billable Net Energy for Load (“BNEL”):
The WEIS Participant’s BNEL for the rate year n will be the WEIS
Participant’s NEL calculated for the most recently ended calendar year. The
WEIS Participant shall provide that calendar year NEL information to SPP
by September 1 prior to the February 1 – January 31 rate year.

%1(/

= Sum of the BNEL for all WEIS Participants at the time of the calculation of
WKHUDWHVIRUWKHDSSOLFDEOHUDWH\HDU ³%1(/´ 
7KH%1(/VKDOOEHXWLOL]HGDVWKHGHQRPLQDWRULQWKHFDOFXODWLRQRIWKH
Implementation Cost Recovery Rate (“ICRR”) and the Ongoing Cost
Recovery Rate (“OCRR”).

IC

= Implementation Costs (“IC”):
Implementation Costs may include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
initial system/software/hardware and other associated costs to establish the
infrastructure and processes necessary to implement the WEIS.
These IC will initially be projected, if not known and/or finalized at the start
of the WEIS, and will be trued-up to reflect the actual IC incurred, as soon as
administratively feasible following: (i) the Commencement Date of the
WEIS; or (ii) if Rejection occurs in accordance with Section 10.1.2.

ICRP

= Implementation Cost Recovery Period (“ICRP”):
The ICRP is the period over which the IC will be recovered through charges
to WEIS Participants.
The ICRP shall be the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS.

ICFR

= Implementation Cost Financing Rate (“ICFR”):
The ICFR shall be the effective financing rate (interest and fees) incurred by
SPP to finance the IC.

IC-Rem

= Implementation Cost Remaining (“IC-Rem”):
The IC-Rem reflects the remaining balance of the IC (projected and truedup) when reduced by prior Implementation Cost Recovery Principal
Payments (“ICRPP”) and any Implementation Cost Withdrawal Payments
paid by former WEIS Participants upon their withdrawal from the WEIS.
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ICRPP

= Implementation Cost Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”):
The ICRPP shall be the calculated amount of IC principal to be paid by
WEIS Participants during a rate year based on the Implementation Cost
Remaining Balance (“IC-Rem”) and remaining years in the Implementation
Cost Recovery Period (“ICRP”).

ICFC

= Implementation Cost Finance Charge (“ICFC”):
The ICFC shall be the calculated amount of finance charges to be paid by
WEIS Participants during a rate year based on the Implementation Cost
Financing Rate (“ICFR”) and the Implementation Cost Remaining Balance
(“IC-Rem”).

ICRR

= Implementation Cost Recovery Rate (“ICRR”):
The ICRR is the rate charged to WEIS Participants to recover the IC. The
ICRR is calculated by dividing the sum of the Implementation Cost
Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”) and the Implementation Cost
)LQDQFH&KDUJH ³,&)&´ E\WKH%1(/

OC

= Ongoing Costs (“OC”) or (“WEIS Expenses”):
Ongoing Costs (or WEIS Expenses) include the labor and other associated
costs necessary to administer the WEIS on an ongoing basis.
These costs do not include Implementation Costs (“IC”).

OC-Proj

= Projected Ongoing Costs (“OC-Proj”):
The Projected Ongoing Costs for rate year n will be determined by SPP by
September 1 prior to the February 1 – January 31 rate year.

OC-Act

= Actual Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”):
The OC-Act shall be determined by SPP following rate year n. The OC-Act
shall include SPP’s actual costs incurred to administer the WEIS during the
rate year n plus the true-up amount calculated for rate year n-2. This sum of
the rate year n actual costs and the true-up amount calculated for rate year n2 reflects the amount that should have been collected from WEIS
Participants during rate year n.
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OC-Rec

= Ongoing Costs Recovered (“OC-Rec”):
The OC-Rec is the amount actually recovered from WEIS Participants for
the OCR Charges during rate year n.

OC-TU

Ongoing Cost True-Up (“OC-TU”)
The OC-TU reflects the difference, positive or negative, between the Actual
Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”) for rate year n and the Ongoing Costs Recovered
(“OC-Rec”) during rate year n. This calculated difference between what
should have been recovered and what was recovered during rate year n. This
calculated difference will be applied as a True-Up that will be incorporated
as a component of the rate year n+2 OCR Charge.
The differences captured in this true-up amount will result from differences
between the projected and actual costs and differences, if any, caused by the
mid-year withdrawals and or additions of WEIS Participants.

OCRR

= Ongoing Cost Recovery Rate (“OCRR”):
The OCRR is the rate charged to WEIS Participants to recovery the OC.
The ICRR is calculated by dividing the sum of the Projected Ongoing Costs
(“OC-Proj”) for rate year n and Ongoing Cost True-Up (“OC-TU”)
calculated for rate year n-E\WKH%1(/

WEIS Rate

= ICRR + OCRR
The WEIS Rate is the total rate charged to all WEIS Participants based on
their BNEL and is the sum of the Implementation Cost Recovery Rate
(“ICRR”) and the Ongoing Cost Recovery Rate (“OCRR”).
This rate does not include New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery
(“NWPICR”) Charges, which are additional charges to new WEIS
Participants.

WPMAP

WEIS Participant Minimum Annual Payment (“WPMAP”):
The WPMAP of $9000 is intended to recover SPP’s costs associated with
WEIS administration for a WEIS Participant with little or no BNEL.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED
WESTERN JOINT DISPATCH AGREEMENT BETWEEN
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. AND
WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATION – ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
This Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by
and between Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) and Western Area Power Administration –
Rocky Mountain Region (“Western Energy Imbalance Service Participant” or “WEIS
Participant”), which may be individually referred to herein as a “Party” and collectively as
“Parties”.
In consideration of the mutual promises contained herein, and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:
Section 1- Definitions
WEIS Commencement Date is February 1, 2021, or such other date as the Western Markets
Executive Committee determines.
WEIS Participant means an entity that has executed an Amended and Restated Western Joint
Dispatch Agreement with SPP.
Net Energy for Load (“NEL”) means net generation on or interconnected to the WEIS Market
Footprint (as defined in the WEIS Tariff) plus energy received from others less energy delivered
to others through interchange and is measured in MWh/year. It includes system losses but excludes
energy required for storage of energy at energy storage facilities. The Western Market Executive
Committee may develop business practices associated with NEL.
NEL Share means WEIS Participant’s NEL divided by the sum total NEL of all WEIS Participants
that have executed an Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement.
Western Energy Imbalance Service or WEIS is the service provided in accordance with the WEIS
Tariff.
Western Energy Imbalance Service Tariff or WEIS Tariff is the tariff filed by SPP and approved
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), for the provision of WEIS by SPP.
Western Interconnection means the westernmost of the three major alternating-current electrical
grids in North America. The Western Interconnection stretches from Western Canada South to
Baja California in Mexico, reaching eastward over the Rockies to the Great Plains.
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Section 2—Scope of Services, Costs, Compensation, Billing, and Payment
2.1 Western Energy Imbalance Service Administration: SPP will administer the WEIS pursuant
to the WEIS Tariff and SPP will incur certain costs, including without limitation, costs of direct
resources, system maintenance, debt service for financing capital expenditures, and other costs
associated with administering the WEIS (“WEIS Administration”).
2.2 WEIS Administration Rate: The rate to administer the WEIS for the first year following the
WEIS Commencement Date will be equal to $0.22 per MWh of NEL (“Year One WEIS Rate”).
For each subsequent year thereafter, SPP will set the WEIS rate annually as described in Exhibit
A (the “WEIS Rate”), subject to the WEIS Rate being modified in consultation with the Western
Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”) and consistent with Exhibit A or Section 2.4.
2.3 Annual Payment: WEIS Participant will pay SPP on an annual basis the higher of: (i) the
product of its Billable NEL and the WEIS Rate (both defined in Exhibit A); or, (ii) the WEIS
Participant Minimum Annual Payment determined pursuant to Exhibit A (“Annual Payment”).
2.4 Modification of WEIS Expenses for Unforeseen Circumstances: Whenever SPP reasonably
determines that, because of unforeseen circumstances or error, the Annual Payment is likely to be
inadequate to pay for WEIS Expenses, as defined in Exhibit A during one year, SPP may adjust
the next year’s WEIS Expenses in consultation with the WMEC, by providing written notice as
soon as practical to all WEIS Participants.
2.5 Invoicing and Payment: Subject to Section 5.1, SPP will render to WEIS Participant a yearly
invoice no later than December 1 of each year beginning in 2020, for the next year’s Annual
Payment by regular mail, facsimile, electronic mail, or other acceptable means. WEIS Participant
will pay the Annual Payment to SPP no later than January 31 each year by electronic means to an
account specified by SPP. All such payments will be deemed made when said wire transfer is
received by SPP. If the amount due is not paid on or before the due date, WEIS Participant will
pay late payment interest penalties consistent with 5 C.F.R. § 1315.10. Payment provisions unique
to Federal WEIS Participants are included in Section 12.
2.5.1 WEIS Participant invoices should be sent to the following address:
Western Area Power Administration
Rocky Mountain Region
Attn: Accounts Payable
P.O. Box 3700
Loveland, CO 80539-3003
2.6 Annual Estimate: No later than October 1 of each year, beginning in 2020, SPP will provide
WEIS Participant with an estimate of SPP’s WEIS Expenses as described in Exhibit A that will be
used to develop the WEIS Rate for the next year. Notwithstanding the foregoing estimate, the
WEIS Expenses that will be used to calculate the WEIS Rate will be the costs approved annually
by the SPP Board of Directors consistent with Exhibit A.
2
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Section 3 – Term and Termination
3.1 Term: This Agreement supersedes any prior agreement on this subject matter between the
Parties is entered into between SPP and WEIS Participant, and is effective on December 12, 2019,
(“Effective Date”). The initial term of this Agreement will commence on the Effective Date and
continue for four years after the WEIS Commencement Date (“Initial Term”). Absent a timely
notice of Withdrawal, this Agreement will automatically renew after the Initial Term for
successive one (1) year terms. SPP’s administration of the WEIS pursuant to the WEIS Tariff
shall commence on the WEIS Commencement Date and shall cease on the effective date of WEIS
Participant’s Withdrawal, or in accordance with this Section 3.
3.1.1 Upon this Agreement becoming effective on the Effective Date, the Parties mutually
agree that the Western Joint Dispatch Agreement effective September 3, 2019, automatically
terminates with no further action needed or taken by any Party to it.
3.2 Withdrawal: WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement after the
Initial Term by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date
of such termination (“Withdrawal”) unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise, or unless such
Withdrawal is pursuant to Section 8.4 of this Agreement. A notice of Withdrawal is irrevocable
unless otherwise mutually agreed upon in writing by SPP and WEIS Participant. During the
pendency of a Withdrawal notice, WEIS Participant remains subject to all terms and conditions of
this Agreement. Upon the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal, WEIS Participant is
responsible for the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section 3.7.
3.2.1 WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement prior to or after
the Initial Term by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective
date of such termination if: (i) an event described in Section 13.1 occurs; or, (ii) an event described
in Section 13.2 occurs. If WEIS Participant terminates this Agreement pursuant to this Section
3.2.1, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its then current NEL Share of Implementation Costs
Remaining pursuant to Exhibit A upon the effective date of WEIS Participant’s termination.
3.3 Withdrawal by participating host Balancing Authority (“BA”): Should a WEIS Participant
which is a participating host BA notify SPP of its termination of its Amended and Restated Western
Joint Dispatch Agreement, and WEIS Participant is within that BA, then WEIS Participant and
SPP agree that within 10 business days of the participating BA providing SPP notice of its
termination, the WEIS Participant and SPP will discuss such WEIS Participant’s intent to continue
its participation in the WEIS. WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement
after such discussion, by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) business days prior to
the effective date of such termination, or the same amount of time prior to the effective date of the
participating BA’s termination, whichever is greater.
3.4 Termination upon Mutual Agreement: If the Parties agree in writing to terminate this
Agreement any time after the Effective Date, such termination will become effective as of the date
specified in such mutual agreement to terminate. Upon such mutual termination, WEIS Participant
3
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is considered to have submitted a notice of Withdrawal and is responsible for the Withdrawal
Payment, pursuant to Section 3.7, except as provided in Section 3.2.1.
3.5 SPP Termination: If SPP is unwilling to administer the WEIS for all WEIS Participants after
the Initial Term, SPP may terminate this Agreement by providing WEIS Participant with twelve
(12) months written notice of such termination. The earliest SPP may provide such written notice
is twelve (12) months prior to the expiration of the Initial Term. WEIS Participant will pay SPP
the Annual Payment during the pendency of the notice of such termination. If SPP terminates this
Agreement after the Initial Term but before the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS
Participant will pay SPP 50% of its NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining pursuant to
Exhibit A plus the Annual Payment during the pendency of SPP’s notice of such termination. If
SPP terminates this Agreement after the Initial Term plus four years, the Annual Payment will be
pro-rated, if applicable, based on costs incurred by SPP, including costs to cease providing the
WEIS Administration provided to WEIS Participant. If the events described in Section 3.8 occur,
this Section 3.5 is inapplicable to the termination of this Agreement.
3.6 Default: Upon the occurrence of WEIS Participant’s material default under this Agreement,
including without limitation, Sections 2.3, 2.5, 3.2, and, 3.7, or default as defined in the WEIS
Tariff, but expressly excluding a failure of performance due to an Uncontrollable Force in
accordance with Section 8, which default is not cured within 90 days, SPP may issue a written
notice to WEIS Participant (“Default”). If SPP notifies WEIS Participant that it is in Default and
WEIS Participant fails to cure within 90 days, WEIS Participant will be deemed to have provided
a notice of Withdrawal and will be responsible for the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section
3.7. SPP may pursue collection or enforcement of the WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal Payment.
3.7 Withdrawal Payment: If the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal is prior to the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its then current NEL
Share of Implementation Costs Remaining pursuant to Exhibit A plus the Annual Payment during
the pendency of the notice of Withdrawal, and if the effective date of WEIS Participant’s
Withdrawal is after the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will only
pay the prorated Annual Payment during the pendency of the notice of Withdrawal (“Withdrawal
Payment”). Any Withdrawal Payment received by SPP will be applied as a reduction to the
Implementation Costs Remaining as defined in Exhibit A.
3.7.1 Payment: If the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal is prior to the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, SPP will invoice WEIS Participant for the
Withdrawal Payment within thirty (30) days of the effective date of the Withdrawal. WEIS
Participant will pay SPP the invoiced amount no later than thirty (30) days of the date of
the invoice.
3.8 Termination Due to SPP RTO Membership: If WEIS Participant becomes a member of the
SPP Regional Transmission Organization operating in the Western Interconnection, this
Agreement automatically terminates when WEIS Participant begins receiving services from SPP
pursuant to an SPP membership agreement or an SPP open access transmission tariff applicable
to transmission facilities in the Western Interconnection. WEIS Participant’s obligations under
this Agreement will be terminated at such time WEIS Participant’s SPP membership agreement
4
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becomes effective. If WEIS Participant’s Agreement terminates pursuant to this Section 3.8,
WEIS Participant’s last reported NEL will remain in the Billable Net Energy for Load described
in Exhibit A for purposes of calculating the WEIS Rate and the terminating WEIS Participant’s
NEL Share of Implementation Cost Remaining will be excluded from the calculation of
Implementation Cost Remaining for all other WEIS Participants.
Section 4 – Standard of Performance
4.1 Good Utility Practice: Any of the practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a
significant portion of the electric utility industry during the relevant time period, or any of the
practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in light of the facts
known at the time the decision was made, could have been expected to accomplish the desired
result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices, reliability, safety and
expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to the optimum practice, method,
or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally
accepted.
4.2 SPP Performance: SPP will perform all obligations specified in this Agreement in accordance
with Good Utility Practice and the WEIS Tariff.
4.3 WEIS Participant Performance: WEIS Participant will perform all obligations specified in this
Agreement in accordance with Good Utility Practice and the WEIS Tariff.
Section 5 – Data
5.1 WEIS Participant Data: WEIS Participant will supply to SPP throughout any term of this
Agreement all data that SPP deems necessary to perform WEIS Administration under this
Agreement. SPP will inform WEIS Participant of the necessary data and the format and manner
in which it prefers that such data be provided. SPP consents to allowing WEIS Participant to
provide its data to SPP directly or through a third party. Such data provided by the third party will
be treated in the same manner under this Agreement as if provided directly by WEIS Participant.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is WEIS Participant’s obligation to ensure that the third party
provides all data that SPP deems necessary to perform the functions required to be performed
under this Agreement. Calculations of NEL for all purposes under this Agreement will be
submitted by WEIS Participant to SPP no later than September 1 of each year and will be the NEL
reported to WECC and/or NERC in the most recent calendar year. Any agreed upon transfer
between WEIS Participants of the NEL reported to WECC and/or NERC shall be disclosed and
shall not impact the overall reported NEL for all WEIS Participants. If WEIS Participant does not
submit NEL data to SPP by November 1 of each year beginning in 2020, SPP will use reasonable
efforts to estimate WEIS Participant’s NEL.
5.2 SPP Data: SPP will supply WEIS Participant throughout the term of this Agreement, all data
that WEIS Participant deems necessary to perform its obligations under this Agreement. WEIS
Participant will inform SPP of the necessary data and the format and manner in which it prefers
that such data be provided.
5
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5.3 Confidentiality: All information received from the other Party in connection with this
Agreement, except this Agreement after it is filed with FERC, necessary to perform obligations
under this Agreement and identified at the time of communication as confidential, shall constitute
“Confidential Information.” The Party receiving such Confidential Information (Recipient) will
safeguard the Confidential Information with the same degree of care to avoid unauthorized
disclosure as Recipient uses to protect its own confidential and private information. Recipient will
not disclose Confidential Information to any person or entity other than its officers, directors, and
employees; its agents, consultants; or its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, and
employees who have a need to know and who have been advised of the confidentiality of the
material and are contractually subject to confidentiality obligations to the Recipient that are no less
restrictive than the terms and conditions of this Agreement. The obligations with respect to
handling and using Confidential Information are not applicable to information that (a) is in the
public domain at the time of its disclosure to Recipient; (b) is known by Recipient at the time of
disclosure; (c) is independently developed by Recipient without the use of or reference to any
Confidential Information received by Recipient; or (d) is required by law, regulation, or order to
be disclosed, but only to the extent and for the purposes of such required disclosure.
Section 6 – Limitation of Liability and Indemnification
6.1 Liability: SPP, its directors, officers, agents and employees will not be liable to WEIS
Participant for money damages for actions or omissions by SPP in performing its obligations under
this Agreement, except to the extent that such act or omission is found to be unlawful, undertaken
in bad faith, or are the result of gross negligence or willful misconduct. In addition, neither Party
shall be liable to the other Party for any incidental, consequential, punitive, special, exemplary, or
indirect damages, attorney’s fees and costs, loss of revenues or profits, arising out of, or connected
in any way with, performance or non-performance under this Agreement.
6.2 WEIS Participant Indemnification: To the extent allowed by law, WEIS Participant will
indemnify, release, defend, reimburse and hold harmless SPP and its directors, officers,
employees, principals, representatives and agents (collectively, the “SPP Indemnified Parties”)
from and against any and all claims (including claims of bodily injury or death of any person or
damage to real and/or tangible personal property), demands, liabilities, losses, causes of action,
awards, fines, penalties, litigation, administrative proceedings and investigations, and costs and
expenses (each, an “Indemnifiable Loss”) asserted against or incurred by any of the SPP
Indemnified Parties arising out of, resulting from or based upon WEIS Participant’s performance
of its obligations pursuant to this Agreement, provided, however, that in no event shall WEIS
Participant be obligated to indemnify, release, defend, reimburse or hold harmless the SPP
Indemnified Parties from and against any Indemnifiable Loss which is caused by the gross
negligence or willful misconduct of an SPP Indemnified Party.
6.3 SPP Indemnification: SPP will indemnify, release, defend, reimburse and hold harmless WEIS
Participant and its directors, officers, employees, principals, representatives and agents
(collectively, the “WEIS Participant Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all
Indemnifiable Losses asserted against or incurred by any of the WEIS Participant Indemnified
6
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Parties arising out of, resulting from or based upon the gross negligence or willful misconduct of
an SPP Indemnified Party.

Section 7 - Governance and Dispute Resolution
7.1 Western Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”): The WMEC will have the authorities
described in the WMEC Charter.
7.2 Dispute Resolution: The Parties will attempt in good faith to achieve consensus with respect
to all matters arising under this Agreement and to use reasonable efforts through good faith
discussion and negotiation to avoid and resolve disputes that could delay or impede either Party
from receiving the benefits of this Agreement. If any dispute arises between SPP and WEIS
Participant with respect to this Agreement, and the Parties have not resolved such dispute within
ten (10) business days after notice of the dispute, each Party will provide a written description of
its position to the other Party, and will designate a senior representative of its management to meet
and make a joint effort to resolve the dispute. If the Parties’ senior management representatives
are unable to resolve the Dispute within thirty (30) business days of the last date for appointment
of the representatives, the Parties may present the dispute to the WMEC for its review and nonbinding consideration except that no Party to a dispute will have a representative on the WMEC
participate in such review and consideration by the WMEC. If the dispute is not resolved by the
WMEC within thirty (30) business days of the presentation of the dispute to the WMEC, then each
Party shall be free to pursue any remedies available to it and to take any action in law or equity in
order to enforce its rights or cause to be fulfilled any of the obligations or agreements of any other
Party.
Section 8 – Uncontrollable Forces
8.1 Uncontrollable Forces: Neither Party will be considered to be in Default in the performance of
any of its obligations herein, if a failure of performance is due to an Uncontrollable Force. The
term “Uncontrollable Force” means any cause beyond the control of the affected Party, including
without limitation, failure of or threat of failure of facilities, flood, earthquake, storm, fire,
lightning, epidemic, war, terrorism, riot, civil disturbance or disobedience, labor dispute, labor or
material shortage, sabotage, restraint by court order or public authority, and action or non-action
by, or failure to obtain the necessary authorizations or approvals from, any governmental agency
or authority, which by exercise of due diligence such Party could not reasonably have been
expected to avoid and which by exercise of due diligence it shall be unable to overcome. Economic
hardship expressly is not an Uncontrollable Force.
8.2 Obligation to Notify: If either Party becomes aware of circumstances of an Uncontrollable
Force that give rise to or that are likely to give rise to any failure or inability to fulfill any of its
obligations under this Agreement, it will notify the other Party within five (5) working days by the
most expeditious method then available, will exercise due diligence to remove such failure or
inability with all reasonable dispatch, and will inform the other Party of the period that it is
estimated that such failure or inability will continue.
7
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8.3 Third Party Impact on SPP Performance: It is expressly agreed that any failure by SPP to
perform or any delay by SPP in performing its obligations under this Agreement that results from
any failure or delay in the performance of its obligation by any person, firm, or company with
which SPP has entered into any contract, supply arrangement, sub-contract, or otherwise, will be
regarded as a failure of delay due to an Uncontrollable Force only in the event that: (i) such person,
firm, or company is prevented from or delayed in complying with its obligations under such
contract, supply arrangement, sub-contract, or otherwise as a result of circumstances of an event
involving an Uncontrollable Force; (ii) the contract, supply arrangement, or sub-contract is
essential to SPP’s performance; and (iii) SPP has exercised its best efforts to find substituted goods
or services on terms generally equivalent to those agreed under such contract, supply arrangement,
or sub-contract.
8.4 Termination Due to Uncontrollable Force: In the event that an Uncontrollable Force prevents
a Party from performing all or a substantial part of its obligation for a consecutive period of ninety
(90) calendar days, then the other Party may terminate this Agreement. If this Agreement is
terminated pursuant to this Section 8 during the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will
be deemed to have provided notice of Withdrawal from this Agreement and for purposes of this
Section 8.4, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining,
as determined pursuant to Exhibit A, plus the Annual Payment prorated through the last date SPP
provides WEIS to WEIS Participant. If termination pursuant to this Section 8.4 occurs after the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will pay SPP the Annual Payment
prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WEIS Participant.
Section 9 – Amendments to Agreement
9.1 Amendments to Agreement: This Agreement may be amended if such amendment is agreed
to in writing by duly authorized representatives of WEIS Participant and SPP, filed and accepted
by FERC. Within five days of such proposed variation or amendment, SPP will notify all other
WEIS Participants and provide each with a copy of the varied or amended agreement. Any
proposed amendment to this Agreement will be presented to the WMEC for its consideration. The
WEIS Participant’s execution of any amendment does not affect its right to protest or challenge
any amendment at FERC. WEIS Participant may amend this Agreement in the same manner as a
proposed amendment to another WEIS Participant’s agreement with SPP.
Section 10 – Regulatory Approval
10.1 FERC Approval: This Agreement will be filed with FERC pursuant to Section 205 of the
Federal Power Act, and the Parties agree to provide any information required to comply with the
applicable filing requirements. Except for WEIS Participant’s obligation to pay SPP its NEL Share
of Implementation Costs as defined in Exhibit A, this Agreement is conditioned on FERC
acceptance for filing or this Agreement becoming effective subject to a FERC order as described
in this Section 10.1.
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10.1.1 FERC Modification: If, prior to the WEIS Commencement Date, FERC requires
modification to this Agreement or imposes other conditions on the acceptance or approval of it,
each Party will have ten (10) business days to notify the other Party that such modification or
condition is unacceptable to that Party. If neither Party provides such notice, then this Agreement,
as modified or conditioned by FERC, will continue to be in effect. If either Party provides such
notice to the other Party, the Parties will do any one or more of the following: (a) meet to determine
that the modification or conditions imposed by FERC are acceptable; (b) cooperatively seek further
available remedies with respect to such FERC order; or, (c) negotiate the accommodation of such
FERC order. If the Parties have not agreed on an accommodation on or before the date on which
such FERC order becomes a final and non-appealable order, such order is deemed adverse to the
Parties and the Parties will have no further rights or obligations under this Agreement, except
WEIS Participant must pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Costs as defined in Exhibit A,
which obligation expressly survives such an adverse order.
10.1.2 FERC Rejection: If, prior to the WEIS Commencement Date, this Agreement is
rejected by an order from FERC, the Parties will meet and confer within ten (10) business days to
determine that they will cooperatively seek further available remedies with respect to such FERC
order, or not pursue such remedies (“Rejection”). Unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties, if
Rejection occurs, SPP will take all reasonable efforts to stop incurring Implementation Costs as
defined in Exhibit A and WEIS Participant will pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Cost as
determined pursuant to Exhibit A that have been incurred by SPP.
10.2 State Regulatory Approval: If an entity interested in becoming a WEIS Participant must
seek and obtain authorization from a state regulatory authority exercising jurisdiction over that
entity prior to executing this Agreement, SPP will meet with that entity to determine whether the
modification or condition imposed is acceptable and if so, negotiate the accommodation of such
modification or condition.
Section 11 – Miscellaneous Provisions
11.1 Notices: Any notice, demand or request required or authorized by this Agreement to be given
by one Party to the other shall be in writing. It will be personally delivered, transmitted by telecopy
or electronic mail, sent by overnight courier, or mailed, postage prepaid, to the other Party at the
address designated in this Section 11 except as required otherwise under this Agreement. Any
such notice, demand, or request so delivered or mailed will be deemed given when so delivered or
three (3) days after mailed.
11.2 Addresses of the Parties: Notices and other communications will be addressed to:
WEIS Participant
Vice President of Operations for CRSP, DSW, and RMR
Western Area Power Administration – Rocky Mountain Region
P.O. Box 3700
Loveland, CO 80539-3003
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SPP
Vice President, Operations
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
11.3 Governing Law: Arkansas law and applicable federal law shall control the obligations and
procedures established by this Agreement and the performance and enforcement thereof, except to
the extent preempted by the law and/or unless a court with jurisdiction rules otherwise, provided,
however, that any court or regulatory body applying Arkansas law shall give full effect to Sections
12 and 13 of this Agreement regarding WEIS Participant’s obligations under federal or state law.
The forum for litigation arising from this Agreement shall be a state or federal court located in
Arkansas, unless the Parties agree to pursue alternative dispute resolution.
11.4 Successors and Assigns: No Party shall sell, assign, or otherwise transfer any or all of its
respective rights herein, or delegate any or all of its respective obligations under this Agreement.
WEIS Participant may, without the consent of SPP, assign its rights and obligations under this
Agreement to any entity (i) into which WEIS Participant is merged or consolidated, (ii) if required
to do so under the terms of a mortgage or indenture to secure general financing of WEIS
Participant’s assets or operations, or (iii) to which WEIS Participant sells, transfers, or assigns all
or substantially all of its electric system, so long as the survivor in any such merger or
consolidation, or the purchaser, transferee, or assignee of such electric system provides to SPP a
valid and binding written agreement expressly assuming and agreeing to be bound by all
obligations of WEIS Participant under this Agreement. Nothing in this Section 11 shall prohibit
SPP from contracting with third parties for the provision of services to assist SPP in performing
its obligations under this Agreement. This Agreement is binding on and shall inure to the benefit
of each Party and to each of their respective successors, permitted assigns, and legal
representatives.
11.5 Assignment of Facilities: Nothing herein shall create a security interest of any kind in all or
any portion of the transmission system of WEIS Participant.
11.6 Effect of Permitted Assignment: In the event of any permitted sale, transfer, or assignment
under this Agreement, the transferor or assignor shall, to the extent of the transferred or assigned
obligations, and only to such extent, be relieved of obligations accruing from and after the effective
date of such transfer or assignment; provided, however, that under no circumstances shall any sale,
transfer, or assignment relieve the transferor or assignor of any liability for any breach of this
Agreement occurring prior to the effective date of such transfer or assignment.
11.7 Third Party Beneficiaries: This Agreement does not in any way, and is not intended to, create
rights, remedies, or benefits of any character whatsoever in favor of any persons, corporations,
associations, or entities other than the Parties to this Agreement. The obligations assumed herein
are solely for the use and benefit of the Parties, their successors in interest and, where permitted,
their assigns.
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11.8 No Implied Waivers: The failure of a Party to insist upon or enforce strict performance of
any of the specific provisions of this Agreement at any time will not be construed as a waiver or
relinquishment to any extent of such Party’s right to assert or rely upon any such provisions, rights,
or remedies in that or any other instance, or as a waiver to any extent of any specific provision of
this Agreement; rather the same will be and remain in full force and effect. A Party’s execution
of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of that Party’s right to protest or challenge
provisions of this Agreement when filed at FERC.
11.9 Severability: Each provision of this Agreement will be considered severable, and if for any
reason any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person, entity, or
circumstance is determined by a court or regulatory authority of competent jurisdiction to be
invalid, void, or unenforceable, then the remaining provisions of this Agreement will continue in
full force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired, or invalidated.
11.10 Representation and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants to other signatories that
as of the date it executes this Agreement:
11.10.1 It is duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing under the laws of the
jurisdiction where organized.
11.10.2 Subject to any necessary approvals by federal or state regulatory authorities, the
execution and delivery by each Party, and the performance of its obligation hereunder, have
been duly and validly authorized by all requisite action on the part of the signatories. This
Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by the Parties, and, subject to the
conditions set forth in this Agreement, constitutes the legal, valid, and binding obligation
on the part of each Party, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms except insofar
as the enforceability thereof may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency,
reorganization, fraudulent conveyance, moratorium, or other similar laws affecting the
enforcement or creditor’s rights generally, and by general principles of equity regardless
of whether such principles are considered in a proceeding at law or in equity.
11.10.3 There are no actions at law, suits in equity, proceedings, or claims pending or, to
the knowledge of each Party, threatened against such Party before or by any federal, state,
foreign, or local court, tribunal, or governmental agency or authority that might materially
delay, prevent, or hinder the performance by such entity of its obligations hereunder.
11.11 Further Assurances: Each Party agrees that it will hereafter make reasonable good faith
efforts to execute and deliver such further instruments, provide all information, and take or
forebear such further acts and things as may be reasonably required or useful to carry out the intent
and purpose of this Agreement and as are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement.
11.12 Entire Agreement: This Agreement, including applicable appendices, exhibits, and their
duly approved replacements, constitute the entire agreement among the Parties with respect to the
subject matter of this Agreement, and no previous oral or written representation, agreement, or
understanding made by any officer, agent, or employee of a Party will be binding on any such
Party unless contained in this Agreement.
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11.13 Good Faith Efforts: Each Party agrees that it will in good faith take all reasonable actions
necessary to permit it to fulfill their contractual obligations. Where the consent, agreement, or
approval of any Party must be obtained hereunder, such consent, agreement, or approval will not
be unreasonable withheld, conditioned, or delayed. Where any Party is required or permitted to
act, or omit to act, based on its opinion or judgment, such opinion or judgment will not be
unreasonably exercised. To the extent that the jurisdiction of any federal or state regulatory
authority applies to any part of this Agreement and/or the transaction or actions covered by this
Agreement, each Party will cooperate with all other WEIS Participants to secure any necessary or
desirable approval or acceptance of such regulatory authorities of such part of this Agreement
and/or such transactions or actions.
11.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of
which will be deemed to be an original, but all of which together constitute one and the same
instrument, binding upon the Parties, notwithstanding that they may not have executed the same
counterpart.
11.15 Survival: The WEIS Participant’s obligation to pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation
Costs as determined pursuant to Exhibit A expressly survives and remains binding in the event
regulatory approval is not achieved pursuant to Section 10.1 and the payment terms of Section
3.7.1 will govern the payment of the WEIS Participant’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs.
Section 12 – Participation by the Government of the United States of America
This Section 12 contains provisions that are necessary for the United States of America, acting by
and through the Western Area Power Administration (“WAPA”) to enter into this Agreement, and
is only applicable to the agreement between SPP and WAPA.
12.1 WAPA Entities
12.1.1 Western Area Power Administration-Colorado River Storage Project Management
Center (“WAPA-CRSP”): A division of the Western Area Power Administration that
markets and transmits Federal power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
hydroelectric facilities collectively known as the Salt Lake City Area Integrated Projects
(“SLCA/IP”). WAPA-CRSP is participating in the SPP WEIS in the following capacities:
as CRSP and CRCM. CRSP is the WEIS Participant who represents the SLCA/IP loads
and Resources in the WEIS Market Footprint. CRCM is the Joint Dispatch Transmission
Provider for the SLCA/IP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under
Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff.
12.1.2 Western Area Power Administration-Rocky Mountain Region (“WAPA-RMR”): A
division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric facilities
collectively known as the Loveland Area Projects (LAP). Western-RMR also operates the
Western Area Colorado Missouri Balancing Authority Area, known as WACM, and the
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Western Area Lower Colorado Balancing Authority Area, known as WALC, and provides
transmission services, including, but not limited to, transmission service across Westernowned transmission facilities within the two Balancing Authority Areas. WAPA-RMR is
participating in the SPP WEIS in the following capacities: as LAP, LAPT, and WACM.
LAP is the WEIS Participant that represents the Loveland Area Project loads and Resources
in the WEIS Market Footprint. LAPT is the Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the
LAP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the
WEIS Tariff. WACM is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint. Also, as a
Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WACM is required to register loads
and resources for non-participating entities in WACM. WAPA-RMR is not participating
in SPP WEIS on behalf of the WALC Balancing Authority, the Pacific Northwest-Pacific
Southwest Intertie Project, the Central Arizona Project, or the Parker-Davis Project. In the
WEIS, WAPA-RMR will provide transmission services for LAPT Joint Dispatch
Transmission Provider and CRCM Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider.
12.1.3 Western Area Power Administration-Upper Great Plains Region (“WAPA-UGP”):
A division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power from reservoir projects under the control of the Department of the Army or the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, collectively known as Pick Sloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division (“PS-ED”). WAPA-UGP operates the Western Area Power
Administration, Upper Great Plains West (“WAUW”) Balancing Authority Area, known
as WAUW, in the Western Interconnection, where certain of its transmission facilities are
located. For purposes of the WEIS Tariff, WAPA-UGP is participating in the SPP WEIS
in the following capacities: as PS-ED and WAUW. PS-ED is a WEIS Participant that
represents the Pick Sloan Missouri River Basin--Eastern Division loads and Resources in
the WEIS Market Footprint. WAUW is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market
Footprint. As a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WAUW is required to
register loads and resources for non-participating entities in WAUW. Under a separate
agreement, WAPA-UGP transferred functional control of its transmission facilities in the
western interconnection. Under the terms and as a result of that separate agreement, SPP
is the Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the WAPA-UGP PS-ED transmission
within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff for PS-ED
transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint.
12.2 Billing: Notwithstanding other provisions in this Agreement, SPP shall submit monthly
invoices to WAPA for WEIS Administration provided for the preceding month. The invoice shall
contain information specified in 5 C.F.R. § 1315.9(b). The amount of the monthly invoice shall be
1/12 of the Annual Payment calculated for WAPA, and sent to the persons designated by WAPA
in Section 2.5.1. WAPA may change the persons designated to receive the invoices at any time by
written notice to SPP. WAPA shall pay the monthly invoice within thirty calendar days after
receipt of such invoice, and such payments will be in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act,
31 U.S.C. § 3900 et seq. WAPA’s failure to perform pursuant to this Section 12.2 is deemed to
be a Default pursuant to Section 3.6.
12.3 Subject to Applicable Federal Law: The participation by WAPA in this Agreement is subject
in all respects to acts of Congress, regulations of the Secretary of Energy established thereunder,
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and to rate schedules promulgated by the Secretary of Energy, and shall be subject to applicable
federal laws and regulations, including, but not limited to the statutory limitations on the authority
of the Secretary of Energy to submit disputes to arbitration. If any provision of the Agreement is
held to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, then WAPA will only be bound by this Agreement
consistent with federal law. In the event of a conflict between these federal participation provisions
and any other provision of this Agreement, these federal participation provisions shall have
precedence with respect to the application of this Agreement to the United States. Nothing
contained in this paragraph shall be construed to require or obligate SPP to comply with such
federal laws or regulations or have such federal laws or regulations apply to SPP.
12.4 Projects: The individual hydroelectric projects from which WAPA markets power and energy
are owned and controlled by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
These projects are operated to satisfy multiple purposes such as irrigation, navigation, flood
control, fish and wildlife, and recreation, as well as power production. Any operation of, and
maintenance, modification or addition to such projects is subject to the express approval of either
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA’s transmission
systems are integrated with the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation owned
and operated switchyard facilities. Any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition
to such facilities, including the WEIS of such activities, is subject to the requirements and express
approval of the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA shall
communicate and coordinate with the Department of the Army or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
on any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition to the Department of the Army or
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation facilities, whichever is applicable, as requested by SPP.
12.5 Contingent Upon Appropriations: Where activities provided for in this Agreement extend
beyond the current fiscal year, continued expenditures by WAPA are contingent upon Congress
making the necessary appropriations required for the continued performance of WAPA’s
obligations under its Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement with SPP. In case
such appropriation is not made, SPP hereby releases WAPA from its contractual obligations and
from all liability due to the failure of Congress to make such appropriation. Consistent with this
Section 12.5, Section 12.2, and the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 1301, 1341-1342, 13491351, and 1511-1519, Section 6.2 of this Agreement is inapplicable to WAPA.
12.5.1 Effect of Lack of Federal Appropriations: If Congress does not authorize
appropriations as described in Section 12.5, WAPA will provide SPP notice of Congress’
action as soon as practical. If the lack of appropriations results in WAPA’s nonperformance of Section 12.2, within 30 days of such occurrence, this Agreement will
terminate and WAPA will pay SPP the WAPA Withdrawal Payment defined in Section
12.6.
12.6 Withdrawal Payments for WAPA
12.6.1 WAPA UGP: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA UGP.
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12.6.1.1 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA UGP will pay
SPP: (a) the PS-ED Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for each year
remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting of PS-ED’s NEL
Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $800,000.00.
12.6.1.2 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA UGP will pay SPP:
(a) the PS-ED Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated through the last
date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA UGP; and, (b) a withdrawal payment
consisting of PS-ED’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined
will not exceed $200,000.00.
12.6.1.3 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal is after the expiration of
the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA UGP will only pay the PS-ED Annual Payment
prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to PS-ED.
12.6.1.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA UGP. WAPA UGP is not subject to the withdrawal obligations
contained in Section 12.6.1 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to Section 3.8. If WAPA
UGP withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA UGP is only responsible for PS-ED’s NEL
Share of Implementation Costs, which will not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section
12.6.1. The foregoing may be modified if WAPA UGP agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.2 WAPA CRSP: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA CRSP.
12.6.2.1 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA CRSP
will pay SPP: (a) the CRSP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for
each year remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting
of CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will
not exceed $800,000.00.
12.6.2.2 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA CRSP will
pay SPP: (a) the Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated through
the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA CRSP; and, (b) a
withdrawal payment consisting of WAPA CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation
Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $200,000.00.
12.6.2.3 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal is after the expiration
of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA CRSP will only pay the CRSP Annual
Payment prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to
WAPA CRSP.
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12.6.2.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA CRSP. WAPA CRSP is not subject to withdrawal
obligations contained in Section 12.6.2 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to
Section 3.8. If WAPA CRSP withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA CRSP is only
responsible for WAPA CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs, which will
not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section 12.6.2. The foregoing may be
modified if WAPA CRSP agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.3 WAPA RMR: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA RMR.
12.6.3.1 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA RMR
will pay SPP: (a) the LAP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for
each year remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting
of LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not
exceed $2,500,000.00.
12.6.3.2 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA RMR will
pay SPP: (a) the LAP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated
through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA RMR; and, (b)
a withdrawal payment consisting of LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost,
which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $600,000.00.
12.6.3.3 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal is after the expiration
of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA RMR will only pay the LAP Annual
Payment prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to LAP.
12.6.3.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA LAP. WAPA RMR is not subject to the withdrawal
obligations contained in Section 12.6.3 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to
Section 3.8. If WAPA RMR withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA RMR is only
responsible for LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining, which will
not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section 12.6.3. The foregoing may be
modified if WAPA RMR agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.4 Financial obligations incurred by WAPA must comply with the Anti-Deficiency
Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1341, et seq., as amended or supplemented. Therefore, in no event will
any of the withdrawal payments defined in Section 12.6 be based on the inclusion of NEL
of a non-WAPA entity within a balancing authority operated by WAPA but not registered
by another WEIS Participant.
12.6.5 If SPP files without WAPA’s consent and FERC approves material changes to any
of the provisions in this Section 12, then WAPA may Withdraw and WAPA will pay SPP
50% of applicable withdrawal payment contained in Section 12.6.
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12.7 Without modification, SPP will incorporate Sections 12.3, 12.4, 12.5, 12.8 - 12.11, and 12.13
into the WEIS Tariff that is submitted to the FERC for approval.
12.8 Covenant Against Contingent Fees: SPP warrants to WAPA that no person or selling agency
has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this Agreement upon an agreement or
understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide
employees or bona fide established commercial or selling agencies maintained by SPP for the
purpose of securing business. For breach or violation of this warranty, WAPA shall have the right
to annul the contract without liability or in its discretion to deduct from the contract price or
consideration the full amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee.
12.9 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards: This Agreement, to the extent it is of a character
specified in Section 103 of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (“Act”), 40 U.S.C.
§ 3701, as amended or supplemented, is subject to the provisions of the Act, 40 U.S.C. §§ 37013708, as amended or supplemented, and to the regulations promulgated by the Department of
Labor pursuant to the Act.
12.10 Equal Opportunity Employment Practices: Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246, 30
Fed. Reg. 12319 (1965), as amended by Executive Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46501 (1978),
as amended or supplemented, which provides, among other things, that a federal contractor will
not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin, is incorporated herein by reference the same as if the specific
language had been written into this Agreement, except that Indian Tribes and tribal organizations
may apply Indian preference to the extent permitted by Federal law.
12.11 Use of Convict Labor: SPP agrees not to employ any person undergoing sentence of
imprisonment in performing this Agreement except as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3622(c), as
amended or supplemented, and Executive Order No. 11755, 39 Fed. Reg. 779 (1973), as amended
or supplemented.
12.12 Saving Clause: If, during the term of this Agreement, SPP executes an agreement with
another Federal entity that obligates SPP to comply with 40 U.S.C. §§ 3701-3708 and Section
202 of Executive Order No. 11246, SPP agrees to meet with WAPA and attempt to negotiate as
soon as reasonably possible for the purpose of arriving at mutually satisfactory language to address
such provisions in this Agreement.
12.13 No Expansion of Jurisdiction, Waiver of Defenses, Liability for Penalties, or Inconsistent
Obligations. Western Area Power Administration has not waived or conceded any defense,
including sovereign immunity, intergovernmental immunity, or lack of subject matter jurisdiction
in any action against it by an Enforcement Authority, nor has Western Area Power Administration
accepted any liability, responsibility, or obligation to pay any civil monetary penalties or fines
imposed by an Enforcement Authority to which it would not have been subject in the absence of
this Tariff. “Enforcement Authority” means the Commission, Electric Reliability Organization
(“ERO”), or Regional Entities with enforcement authority pursuant to a delegation from an ERO
or Commission for the purpose of proposing and enforcing reliability standards. SPP does not
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concede or accept responsibility for any portion of a penalty or fine attributable to the actions or
omissions of Western Area Power Administration. SPP will identify the amount of any penalty or
fine that SPP allocates to Western Area Power Administration or that SPP determines is
attributable to Western Area Power Administration and will identify that amount to the
Commission as uncollectable and not otherwise owed by SPP.
Section 13 – Compliance with Federal or State Law
13.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant shall not be required to take any action or do any other thing with respect to rates,
charges, terms or conditions of service, the resolution of disputes under this Agreement or any
other matter regarding its obligations and performance under this Agreement, that (i) the nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant is not permitted by Federal or state law to undertake or that is
prohibited in whole or in part by any Federal or state law or regulation applicable to the nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant; or (ii) would require the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant to
violate a provision of such state or Federal law or regulation in order to comply with this
Agreement. Determination of compliance with and permissible action, conduct or obligations
under this Section 13.1 by a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall be within the sole
jurisdiction of the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant’s governing board, subject to applicable
Federal or state court review. A non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall not object to SPP’s
participation in any Federal or state proceedings that impact the non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant’s ability to perform under this Agreement or determinations regarding such impact. To
the extent possible without violating Federal or state law, a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant
shall notify SPP in advance of any action that the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant is required
to take that the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant believes would constitute a violation of Federal
or state law, and the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant and SPP shall promptly meet and confer
regarding the matter.
13.2 If the Internal Revenue Service or any other Federal, state, or local taxing authority issues,
or fails to issue, any ruling, or imposes any requirement or obligation, in connection with this
Agreement on WEIS Participant adverse to WEIS Participant (in its sole judgment), or if adherence
to this Agreement jeopardizes the tax-exempt status of WEIS Participant or its bonds, then WEIS
Participant may, within 30 days of the date of such final order, or a good faith belief of such adverse
consequences, terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of this Agreement. In such
event, WEIS Participant and SPP will, in good faith, negotiate to determine whether changes
should be made to this Agreement to address the reasons for WEIS Participant’s withdrawal.
Nothing in this Agreement, nor WEIS Participant’s obligations and performance thereunder, shall
affect, or require WEIS Participant to take or refrain from taking any action that would affect the
rights and obligations or enforceability of WEIS Participant’s present or future bond resolutions,
tax-exempt debt covenants and financing agreements. WEIS Participant shall determine in its sole
discretion and judgment, in accordance with advice and opinions from its legal counsel, what
actions, conduct and performance it is permitted to or must take under its bond resolutions, taxexempt debt covenants and financing agreements. WEIS Participant and SPP will meet and confer
regarding this matter and, as necessary, negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement to address
the matter.
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Section 14 – No Waiver of Jurisdictional Immunity
14.1 If WEIS Participant is not subject to the jurisdiction of FERC as a public utility under the
Federal Power Act, WEIS Participant shall not be required to take any action or participate in any
filing or appeal that would confer FERC jurisdiction over WEIS Participant that does not otherwise
exist. Any order, decision, rule or regulation issued by FERC to SPP or any other WEIS
Participants relating to matters exempt from FERC jurisdiction under Section 201(f) of the Federal
Power Act shall not apply directly or separately to a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, except as otherwise provided in the Federal Power Act, a
non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall not be bound or obligated by any FERC order, decision,
rule or regulation requiring a change in the rates, terms or conditions for transmission service or
compensation for utilizing the transmission facilities of a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant,
which conflicts with applicable Federal or state law, including any order requiring the suspension
of the use of such rates, terms or conditions or the payment of refunds of rates or compensation
previously collected or received. A non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant and SPP acknowledge
that FERC, in the context of its jurisdiction over SPP’s rates, may review a non-jurisdictional
WEIS Participant’s revenue requirement and rates to the extent they comprise or affect the rates
charged by SPP or other WEIS Participants. In the case of a Federal Power Marketing Agency,
this review shall be consistent with the Delegation Order No. 00-037.00B, as superseded or
amended, from the Secretary of Energy to the Power Marketing Administrations and the FERC,
including the regulations implementing this review authority. If FERC does not accept a nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant’s revenue requirement or rates, the non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement giving SPP written notice not less
than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of such termination. Upon the effective date of
WEIS Participant’s termination pursuant to this Section 14.1, WEIS Participant is responsible for
the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section 3.7 or Section 12, as applicable. In such event, the
non-jurisdictional MP and SPP agree to meet and confer prior to any termination of this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement, or the participation of a non-jurisdictional MP in the WEIS
waives any objection to or otherwise constitutes a consent to, the jurisdiction by FERC that does
not otherwise exist over the non-jurisdictional MP or its transmission service, facilities and rates.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the WEIS Participant has caused its duly authorized representative
to execute and attest this Agreement.

WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATION
– ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
P.O. Box 3700
Loveland, CO 80539
WEIS Participant
Dawn Roth Lindell
_________________
Name of Authorized Representative
Senior Vice President and
Rocky Mountain Regional Manager
Title of Authorized Representative
signed by DAWN LINDELL
DAWN LINDELL Digitally
Date: 2019.12.09 15:14:17 -07'00'

Signature of Authorized Representative
Date of Execution

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Bruce Rew
Name of Authorized Representative
Senior Vice President of Operations
Title of Authorized Representative

Bruce Rew

Attest:

Digitally signed by Bruce Rew
Date: 2019.12.11 14:14:56 -06'00'

Signature of Authorized Representative
By

Michael B. Riley

Digitally signed by Michael B.
Riley
Date: 2019.12.11 15:25:35 -06'00'

Date of Execution
Title
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Exhibit A
WEIS Administration Rate
Summary
This Western Energy Imbalance Service Market Administration Rate (“WEIS Rate”) is intended
to recover the costs associated with the initial implementation and ongoing administration of the
WEIS.
The WEIS Rate includes charges for Implementation Cost Recovery (“ICR”) and Ongoing Cost
Recovery (“OCR”), which are applicable to all WEIS Participants. WEIS Participants that join
after the WEIS Commencement Date will also be subject to any outstanding initial
implementation costs as well as a New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery
(“NWPICR”) charge, as applicable.
These WEIS Rate components shall be allocated to WEIS Participants based on their NEL or, in
the case of New WEIS Participant Incremental Costs, directly assigned to those WEIS
Participants, as applicable.
Calculation
WEIS Charge

= ICR Charge

+ OCR Charge

NWPICR
+ Charge
(as applicable)

Where:
ICR
Charge

= Implementation Cost Recovery (“ICR”) Charge:
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the Implementation Costs (“IC”), which shall include the
initial system/software/hardware and other associated costs to establish the
infrastructure and processes necessary to implement the WEIS.
These Implementation Costs will be recovered from WEIS Participants over
the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS.
The ICR Charge shall include charges for:
i.
an Implementation Cost Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”) for
recovery of the remaining unrecovered principal amount of the
implementation cost (“IC-Rem”), and
ii. an Implementation Cost Finance Charge (“ICFC”) for finance charges
on the unrecovered balance of the implementation cost.
Applicability
The ICR Charge will apply, during the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS, to
all WEIS Participants.
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x
x

x

WEIS Participants that execute a Western Joint Dispatch Agreement on
or prior to October 25, 2019, will be charged for ICR during the initial
eight (8) rate years.
New WEIS Participants that execute an Amended and Restated
Western Joint Dispatch Agreement after October 25, 2019, but prior to
the end of the eight (8)-year ICR Period, will be charged the ICR
Charge for the remaining rate years during the eight (8)-year ICR
Period (“ICRP”). These new WEIS Participants will also be charged a
New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”)
Charge (see below) for any incremental implementation-related costs
required to accommodate the new WEIS Participant.
o New WEIS Participants that join after the end of the eight (8)year ICRP, will not be charged an ICR Charge. These WEIS
Participants will, however, be charged a NWPICR Charge, as
applicable.
WEIS Participants that withdraw prior to the end of the eight (8)-year
ICRP are obligated to pay their share of the remaining IC as a
Withdrawal Payment.
o WEIS Participants that withdraw after the end of the eight (8)year ICRP will not be charged for withdrawal, because there
will be no remaining IC to be paid.

Billing/Cost Allocation
The ICR Charge will be billed annually to WEIS Participants based on their
annual Billable Net Energy for Load (“BNEL”) multiplied by the ICR Rate
(“ICRR”) established for the applicable rate year.
OCR
Charge

= Ongoing Cost Recovery (“OCR”) Charge:
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the Ongoing Costs, which shall include the labor and other
associated costs necessary to administer the WEIS on an ongoing basis.
The OCR Charge shall include charges for:
i.
the projected Ongoing Costs (“OC-Proj”) for the rate year n, and
ii.
a true-up (“OC-TU”) (applied in rate year n) for the difference between
the actual Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”) for rate year n-2 and the Ongoing
Costs recovered (OC-Rec) through charges to WEIS Participants
during rate year n-2.
Applicability
The OCR Charge will apply to all WEIS Participants for all rate years.
Billing/Cost Allocation
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The OCR Charge will be billed annually to WEIS Participants based on their
annual BNEL multiplied by the OCR Rate (“OCRR”) established for the
applicable rate year.
If, however, the resulting annual OCR Charge described above is less than
$9000 for any WEIS Participant, such WEIS Participant will be billed the
WEIS Participant Minimum Annual Payment (“WPMAP”) of $9000.
NWPICR = New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”) Charge:
Charge
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the New WEIS Participant Incremental Costs, which shall
include incremental implementation-related costs, if any, required to
accommodate the new WEIS Participant. These New WEIS Participant
Incremental Costs may include, but are not necessarily limited to, additional
system/software/hardware costs to accommodate the addition of the new WEIS
Participant.
Applicability
The NWPICR Charge will apply to new WEIS Participants as a separate
charge(s) after the new WEIS Participant has joined the WEIS. The timing
and structure of the NWPICR Charges will be determined at the time the new
WEIS Participant joins and more information about the specific New WEIS
Participant Incremental Costs for that particular new WEIS Participant are
known.
Billing/Cost Allocation
The NWPICR Charge will be directly assigned to the new WEIS Participant(s)
whose participation necessitates the incremental cost.
If more than one new WEIS Participant is joining the WEIS at the same time,
when possible, the incremental costs specifically attributable to each new
WEIS Participant will be directly assigned to that new WEIS Participant.
x If specific attribution of the incremental costs for each new WEIS
Participant is not possible, the incremental costs will be allocated to
those new WEIS Participants, based on the BNEL for the new WEIS
Participants for the applicable rate year.

And:
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BNEL

= Billable Net Energy for Load (“BNEL”):
The WEIS Participant’s BNEL for the rate year n will be the WEIS
Participant’s NEL calculated for the most recently ended calendar year. The
WEIS Participant shall provide that calendar year NEL information to SPP
by September 1 prior to the February 1 – January 31 rate year.

%1(/

= Sum of the BNEL for all WEIS Participants at the time of the calculation of
WKHUDWHVIRUWKHDSSOLFDEOHUDWH\HDU ³%1(/´ 
7KH%1(/VKDOOEHXWLOL]HGDVWKHGHQRPLQDWRULQWKHFDOFXODWLRQRIWKH
Implementation Cost Recovery Rate (“ICRR”) and the Ongoing Cost
Recovery Rate (“OCRR”).

IC

= Implementation Costs (“IC”):
Implementation Costs may include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
initial system/software/hardware and other associated costs to establish the
infrastructure and processes necessary to implement the WEIS.
These IC will initially be projected, if not known and/or finalized at the start
of the WEIS, and will be trued-up to reflect the actual IC incurred, as soon as
administratively feasible following: (i) the Commencement Date of the
WEIS; or (ii) if Rejection occurs in accordance with Section 10.1.2.

ICRP

= Implementation Cost Recovery Period (“ICRP”):
The ICRP is the period over which the IC will be recovered through charges
to WEIS Participants.
The ICRP shall be the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS.

ICFR

= Implementation Cost Financing Rate (“ICFR”):
The ICFR shall be the effective financing rate (interest and fees) incurred by
SPP to finance the IC.

IC-Rem

= Implementation Cost Remaining (“IC-Rem”):
The IC-Rem reflects the remaining balance of the IC (projected and truedup) when reduced by prior Implementation Cost Recovery Principal
Payments (“ICRPP”) and any Implementation Cost Withdrawal Payments
paid by former WEIS Participants upon their withdrawal from the WEIS.
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ICRPP

= Implementation Cost Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”):
The ICRPP shall be the calculated amount of IC principal to be paid by
WEIS Participants during a rate year based on the Implementation Cost
Remaining Balance (“IC-Rem”) and remaining years in the Implementation
Cost Recovery Period (“ICRP”).

ICFC

= Implementation Cost Finance Charge (“ICFC”):
The ICFC shall be the calculated amount of finance charges to be paid by
WEIS Participants during a rate year based on the Implementation Cost
Financing Rate (“ICFR”) and the Implementation Cost Remaining Balance
(“IC-Rem”).

ICRR

= Implementation Cost Recovery Rate (“ICRR”):
The ICRR is the rate charged to WEIS Participants to recover the IC. The
ICRR is calculated by dividing the sum of the Implementation Cost
Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”) and the Implementation Cost
)LQDQFH&KDUJH ³,&)&´ E\WKH%1(/

OC

= Ongoing Costs (“OC”) or (“WEIS Expenses”):
Ongoing Costs (or WEIS Expenses) include the labor and other associated
costs necessary to administer the WEIS on an ongoing basis.
These costs do not include Implementation Costs (“IC”).

OC-Proj

= Projected Ongoing Costs (“OC-Proj”):
The Projected Ongoing Costs for rate year n will be determined by SPP by
September 1 prior to the February 1 – January 31 rate year.

OC-Act

= Actual Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”):
The OC-Act shall be determined by SPP following rate year n. The OC-Act
shall include SPP’s actual costs incurred to administer the WEIS during the
rate year n plus the true-up amount calculated for rate year n-2. This sum of
the rate year n actual costs and the true-up amount calculated for rate year n2 reflects the amount that should have been collected from WEIS
Participants during rate year n.
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OC-Rec

= Ongoing Costs Recovered (“OC-Rec”):
The OC-Rec is the amount actually recovered from WEIS Participants for
the OCR Charges during rate year n.

OC-TU

Ongoing Cost True-Up (“OC-TU”)
The OC-TU reflects the difference, positive or negative, between the Actual
Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”) for rate year n and the Ongoing Costs Recovered
(“OC-Rec”) during rate year n. This calculated difference between what
should have been recovered and what was recovered during rate year n. This
calculated difference will be applied as a True-Up that will be incorporated
as a component of the rate year n+2 OCR Charge.
The differences captured in this true-up amount will result from differences
between the projected and actual costs and differences, if any, caused by the
mid-year withdrawals and or additions of WEIS Participants.

OCRR

= Ongoing Cost Recovery Rate (“OCRR”):
The OCRR is the rate charged to WEIS Participants to recovery the OC.
The ICRR is calculated by dividing the sum of the Projected Ongoing Costs
(“OC-Proj”) for rate year n and Ongoing Cost True-Up (“OC-TU”)
calculated for rate year n-E\WKH%1(/

WEIS Rate

= ICRR + OCRR
The WEIS Rate is the total rate charged to all WEIS Participants based on
their BNEL and is the sum of the Implementation Cost Recovery Rate
(“ICRR”) and the Ongoing Cost Recovery Rate (“OCRR”).
This rate does not include New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery
(“NWPICR”) Charges, which are additional charges to new WEIS
Participants.

WPMAP

WEIS Participant Minimum Annual Payment (“WPMAP”):
The WPMAP of $9000 is intended to recover SPP’s costs associated with
WEIS administration for a WEIS Participant with little or no BNEL.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED
WESTERN JOINT DISPATCH AGREEMENT BETWEEN
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. AND
WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATION – UPPER GREAT PLAINS REGION
This Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into by
and between Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) and Western Area Power Administration –
Upper Great Plains Region (“Western Energy Imbalance Service Participant” or “WEIS
Participant”), which may be individually referred to herein as a “Party” and collectively as
“Parties”.
In consideration of the mutual promises contained herein, and other good and valuable
consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:
Section 1- Definitions
WEIS Commencement Date is February 1, 2021, or such other date as the Western Markets
Executive Committee determines.
WEIS Participant means an entity that has executed an Amended and Restated Western Joint
Dispatch Agreement with SPP.
Net Energy for Load (“NEL”) means net generation on or interconnected to the WEIS Market
Footprint (as defined in the WEIS Tariff) plus energy received from others less energy delivered
to others through interchange and is measured in MWh/year. It includes system losses but excludes
energy required for storage of energy at energy storage facilities. The Western Market Executive
Committee may develop business practices associated with NEL.
NEL Share means WEIS Participant’s NEL divided by the sum total NEL of all WEIS Participants
that have executed an Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement.
Western Energy Imbalance Service or WEIS is the service provided in accordance with the WEIS
Tariff.
Western Energy Imbalance Service Tariff or WEIS Tariff is the tariff filed by SPP and approved
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), for the provision of WEIS by SPP.
Western Interconnection means the westernmost of the three major alternating-current electrical
grids in North America. The Western Interconnection stretches from Western Canada South to
Baja California in Mexico, reaching eastward over the Rockies to the Great Plains.
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Section 2—Scope of Services, Costs, Compensation, Billing, and Payment
2.1 Western Energy Imbalance Service Administration: SPP will administer the WEIS pursuant
to the WEIS Tariff and SPP will incur certain costs, including without limitation, costs of direct
resources, system maintenance, debt service for financing capital expenditures, and other costs
associated with administering the WEIS (“WEIS Administration”).
2.2 WEIS Administration Rate: The rate to administer the WEIS for the first year following the
WEIS Commencement Date will be equal to $0.22 per MWh of NEL (“Year One WEIS Rate”).
For each subsequent year thereafter, SPP will set the WEIS rate annually as described in Exhibit
A (the “WEIS Rate”), subject to the WEIS Rate being modified in consultation with the Western
Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”) and consistent with Exhibit A or Section 2.4.
2.3 Annual Payment: WEIS Participant will pay SPP on an annual basis the higher of: (i) the
product of its Billable NEL and the WEIS Rate (both defined in Exhibit A); or, (ii) the WEIS
Participant Minimum Annual Payment determined pursuant to Exhibit A (“Annual Payment”).
2.4 Modification of WEIS Expenses for Unforeseen Circumstances: Whenever SPP reasonably
determines that, because of unforeseen circumstances or error, the Annual Payment is likely to be
inadequate to pay for WEIS Expenses, as defined in Exhibit A during one year, SPP may adjust
the next year’s WEIS Expenses in consultation with the WMEC, by providing written notice as
soon as practical to all WEIS Participants.
2.5 Invoicing and Payment: Subject to Section 5.1, SPP will render to WEIS Participant a yearly
invoice no later than December 1 of each year beginning in 2020, for the next year’s Annual
Payment by regular mail, facsimile, electronic mail, or other acceptable means. WEIS Participant
will pay the Annual Payment to SPP no later than January 31 each year by electronic means to an
account specified by SPP. All such payments will be deemed made when said wire transfer is
received by SPP. If the amount due is not paid on or before the due date, WEIS Participant will
pay late payment interest penalties consistent with 5 C.F.R. § 1315.10. Payment provisions unique
to Federal WEIS Participants are included in Section 12.
2.5.1 WEIS Participant invoices should be sent to the following address:
Finance Manager
Western Area Power Administration
P.O. Box 35800
Billings, MT 59104
2.6 Annual Estimate: No later than October 1 of each year, beginning in 2020, SPP will provide
WEIS Participant with an estimate of SPP’s WEIS Expenses as described in Exhibit A that will be
used to develop the WEIS Rate for the next year. Notwithstanding the foregoing estimate, the
WEIS Expenses that will be used to calculate the WEIS Rate will be the costs approved annually
by the SPP Board of Directors consistent with Exhibit A.
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Section 3 – Term and Termination
3.1 Term: This Agreement supersedes any prior agreement on this subject matter between the
Parties is entered into between SPP and WEIS Participant, and is effective on December 12, 2019,
(“Effective Date”). The initial term of this Agreement will commence on the Effective Date and
continue for four years after the WEIS Commencement Date (“Initial Term”). Absent a timely
notice of Withdrawal, this Agreement will automatically renew after the Initial Term for
successive one (1) year terms. SPP’s administration of the WEIS pursuant to the WEIS Tariff
shall commence on the WEIS Commencement Date and shall cease on the effective date of WEIS
Participant’s Withdrawal, or in accordance with this Section 3.
3.1.1 Upon this Agreement becoming effective on the Effective Date, the Parties mutually
agree that the Western Joint Dispatch Agreement effective September 3, 2019, automatically
terminates with no further action needed or taken by any Party to it.
3.2 Withdrawal: WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement after the
Initial Term by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date
of such termination (“Withdrawal”) unless the Parties mutually agree otherwise, or unless such
Withdrawal is pursuant to Section 8.4 of this Agreement. A notice of Withdrawal is irrevocable
unless otherwise mutually agreed upon in writing by SPP and WEIS Participant. During the
pendency of a Withdrawal notice, WEIS Participant remains subject to all terms and conditions of
this Agreement. Upon the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal, WEIS Participant is
responsible for the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section 3.7.
3.2.1 WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement prior to or after
the Initial Term by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective
date of such termination if: (i) an event described in Section 13.1 occurs; or, (ii) an event described
in Section 13.2 occurs. If WEIS Participant terminates this Agreement pursuant to this Section
3.2.1, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its then current NEL Share of Implementation Costs
Remaining pursuant to Exhibit A upon the effective date of WEIS Participant’s termination.
3.3 Withdrawal by participating host Balancing Authority (“BA”): Should a WEIS Participant
which is a participating host BA notify SPP of its termination of its Amended and Restated Western
Joint Dispatch Agreement, and WEIS Participant is within that BA, then WEIS Participant and
SPP agree that within 10 business days of the participating BA providing SPP notice of its
termination, the WEIS Participant and SPP will discuss such WEIS Participant’s intent to continue
its participation in the WEIS. WEIS Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement
after such discussion, by giving SPP written notice not less than ninety (90) business days prior to
the effective date of such termination, or the same amount of time prior to the effective date of the
participating BA’s termination, whichever is greater.
3.4 Termination upon Mutual Agreement: If the Parties agree in writing to terminate this
Agreement any time after the Effective Date, such termination will become effective as of the date
specified in such mutual agreement to terminate. Upon such mutual termination, WEIS Participant
3
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is considered to have submitted a notice of Withdrawal and is responsible for the Withdrawal
Payment, pursuant to Section 3.7, except as provided in Section 3.2.1.
3.5 SPP Termination: If SPP is unwilling to administer the WEIS for all WEIS Participants after
the Initial Term, SPP may terminate this Agreement by providing WEIS Participant with twelve
(12) months written notice of such termination. The earliest SPP may provide such written notice
is twelve (12) months prior to the expiration of the Initial Term. WEIS Participant will pay SPP
the Annual Payment during the pendency of the notice of such termination. If SPP terminates this
Agreement after the Initial Term but before the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS
Participant will pay SPP 50% of its NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining pursuant to
Exhibit A plus the Annual Payment during the pendency of SPP’s notice of such termination. If
SPP terminates this Agreement after the Initial Term plus four years, the Annual Payment will be
pro-rated, if applicable, based on costs incurred by SPP, including costs to cease providing the
WEIS Administration provided to WEIS Participant. If the events described in Section 3.8 occur,
this Section 3.5 is inapplicable to the termination of this Agreement.
3.6 Default: Upon the occurrence of WEIS Participant’s material default under this Agreement,
including without limitation, Sections 2.3, 2.5, 3.2, and, 3.7, or default as defined in the WEIS
Tariff, but expressly excluding a failure of performance due to an Uncontrollable Force in
accordance with Section 8, which default is not cured within 90 days, SPP may issue a written
notice to WEIS Participant (“Default”). If SPP notifies WEIS Participant that it is in Default and
WEIS Participant fails to cure within 90 days, WEIS Participant will be deemed to have provided
a notice of Withdrawal and will be responsible for the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section
3.7. SPP may pursue collection or enforcement of the WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal Payment.
3.7 Withdrawal Payment: If the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal is prior to the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its then current NEL
Share of Implementation Costs Remaining pursuant to Exhibit A plus the Annual Payment during
the pendency of the notice of Withdrawal, and if the effective date of WEIS Participant’s
Withdrawal is after the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will only
pay the prorated Annual Payment during the pendency of the notice of Withdrawal (“Withdrawal
Payment”). Any Withdrawal Payment received by SPP will be applied as a reduction to the
Implementation Costs Remaining as defined in Exhibit A.
3.7.1 Payment: If the effective date of WEIS Participant’s Withdrawal is prior to the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, SPP will invoice WEIS Participant for the
Withdrawal Payment within thirty (30) days of the effective date of the Withdrawal. WEIS
Participant will pay SPP the invoiced amount no later than thirty (30) days of the date of
the invoice.
3.8 Termination Due to SPP RTO Membership: If WEIS Participant becomes a member of the
SPP Regional Transmission Organization operating in the Western Interconnection, this
Agreement automatically terminates when WEIS Participant begins receiving services from SPP
pursuant to an SPP membership agreement or an SPP open access transmission tariff applicable
to transmission facilities in the Western Interconnection. WEIS Participant’s obligations under
this Agreement will be terminated at such time WEIS Participant’s SPP membership agreement
4
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becomes effective. If WEIS Participant’s Agreement terminates pursuant to this Section 3.8,
WEIS Participant’s last reported NEL will remain in the Billable Net Energy for Load described
in Exhibit A for purposes of calculating the WEIS Rate and the terminating WEIS Participant’s
NEL Share of Implementation Cost Remaining will be excluded from the calculation of
Implementation Cost Remaining for all other WEIS Participants.
Section 4 – Standard of Performance
4.1 Good Utility Practice: Any of the practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved by a
significant portion of the electric utility industry during the relevant time period, or any of the
practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in light of the facts
known at the time the decision was made, could have been expected to accomplish the desired
result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices, reliability, safety and
expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to the optimum practice, method,
or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally
accepted.
4.2 SPP Performance: SPP will perform all obligations specified in this Agreement in accordance
with Good Utility Practice and the WEIS Tariff.
4.3 WEIS Participant Performance: WEIS Participant will perform all obligations specified in this
Agreement in accordance with Good Utility Practice and the WEIS Tariff.
Section 5 – Data
5.1 WEIS Participant Data: WEIS Participant will supply to SPP throughout any term of this
Agreement all data that SPP deems necessary to perform WEIS Administration under this
Agreement. SPP will inform WEIS Participant of the necessary data and the format and manner
in which it prefers that such data be provided. SPP consents to allowing WEIS Participant to
provide its data to SPP directly or through a third party. Such data provided by the third party will
be treated in the same manner under this Agreement as if provided directly by WEIS Participant.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is WEIS Participant’s obligation to ensure that the third party
provides all data that SPP deems necessary to perform the functions required to be performed
under this Agreement. Calculations of NEL for all purposes under this Agreement will be
submitted by WEIS Participant to SPP no later than September 1 of each year and will be the NEL
reported to WECC and/or NERC in the most recent calendar year. Any agreed upon transfer
between WEIS Participants of the NEL reported to WECC and/or NERC shall be disclosed and
shall not impact the overall reported NEL for all WEIS Participants. If WEIS Participant does not
submit NEL data to SPP by November 1 of each year beginning in 2020, SPP will use reasonable
efforts to estimate WEIS Participant’s NEL.
5.2 SPP Data: SPP will supply WEIS Participant throughout the term of this Agreement, all data
that WEIS Participant deems necessary to perform its obligations under this Agreement. WEIS
Participant will inform SPP of the necessary data and the format and manner in which it prefers
that such data be provided.
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5.3 Confidentiality: All information received from the other Party in connection with this
Agreement, except this Agreement after it is filed with FERC, necessary to perform obligations
under this Agreement and identified at the time of communication as confidential, shall constitute
“Confidential Information.” The Party receiving such Confidential Information (Recipient) will
safeguard the Confidential Information with the same degree of care to avoid unauthorized
disclosure as Recipient uses to protect its own confidential and private information. Recipient will
not disclose Confidential Information to any person or entity other than its officers, directors, and
employees; its agents, consultants; or its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, and
employees who have a need to know and who have been advised of the confidentiality of the
material and are contractually subject to confidentiality obligations to the Recipient that are no less
restrictive than the terms and conditions of this Agreement. The obligations with respect to
handling and using Confidential Information are not applicable to information that (a) is in the
public domain at the time of its disclosure to Recipient; (b) is known by Recipient at the time of
disclosure; (c) is independently developed by Recipient without the use of or reference to any
Confidential Information received by Recipient; or (d) is required by law, regulation, or order to
be disclosed, but only to the extent and for the purposes of such required disclosure.
Section 6 – Limitation of Liability and Indemnification
6.1 Liability: SPP, its directors, officers, agents and employees will not be liable to WEIS
Participant for money damages for actions or omissions by SPP in performing its obligations under
this Agreement, except to the extent that such act or omission is found to be unlawful, undertaken
in bad faith, or are the result of gross negligence or willful misconduct. In addition, neither Party
shall be liable to the other Party for any incidental, consequential, punitive, special, exemplary, or
indirect damages, attorney’s fees and costs, loss of revenues or profits, arising out of, or connected
in any way with, performance or non-performance under this Agreement.
6.2 WEIS Participant Indemnification: To the extent allowed by law, WEIS Participant will
indemnify, release, defend, reimburse and hold harmless SPP and its directors, officers,
employees, principals, representatives and agents (collectively, the “SPP Indemnified Parties”)
from and against any and all claims (including claims of bodily injury or death of any person or
damage to real and/or tangible personal property), demands, liabilities, losses, causes of action,
awards, fines, penalties, litigation, administrative proceedings and investigations, and costs and
expenses (each, an “Indemnifiable Loss”) asserted against or incurred by any of the SPP
Indemnified Parties arising out of, resulting from or based upon WEIS Participant’s performance
of its obligations pursuant to this Agreement, provided, however, that in no event shall WEIS
Participant be obligated to indemnify, release, defend, reimburse or hold harmless the SPP
Indemnified Parties from and against any Indemnifiable Loss which is caused by the gross
negligence or willful misconduct of an SPP Indemnified Party.
6.3 SPP Indemnification: SPP will indemnify, release, defend, reimburse and hold harmless WEIS
Participant and its directors, officers, employees, principals, representatives and agents
(collectively, the “WEIS Participant Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all
Indemnifiable Losses asserted against or incurred by any of the WEIS Participant Indemnified
6
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Parties arising out of, resulting from or based upon the gross negligence or willful misconduct of
an SPP Indemnified Party.

Section 7 - Governance and Dispute Resolution
7.1 Western Markets Executive Committee (“WMEC”): The WMEC will have the authorities
described in the WMEC Charter.
7.2 Dispute Resolution: The Parties will attempt in good faith to achieve consensus with respect
to all matters arising under this Agreement and to use reasonable efforts through good faith
discussion and negotiation to avoid and resolve disputes that could delay or impede either Party
from receiving the benefits of this Agreement. If any dispute arises between SPP and WEIS
Participant with respect to this Agreement, and the Parties have not resolved such dispute within
ten (10) business days after notice of the dispute, each Party will provide a written description of
its position to the other Party, and will designate a senior representative of its management to meet
and make a joint effort to resolve the dispute. If the Parties’ senior management representatives
are unable to resolve the Dispute within thirty (30) business days of the last date for appointment
of the representatives, the Parties may present the dispute to the WMEC for its review and nonbinding consideration except that no Party to a dispute will have a representative on the WMEC
participate in such review and consideration by the WMEC. If the dispute is not resolved by the
WMEC within thirty (30) business days of the presentation of the dispute to the WMEC, then each
Party shall be free to pursue any remedies available to it and to take any action in law or equity in
order to enforce its rights or cause to be fulfilled any of the obligations or agreements of any other
Party.
Section 8 – Uncontrollable Forces
8.1 Uncontrollable Forces: Neither Party will be considered to be in Default in the performance of
any of its obligations herein, if a failure of performance is due to an Uncontrollable Force. The
term “Uncontrollable Force” means any cause beyond the control of the affected Party, including
without limitation, failure of or threat of failure of facilities, flood, earthquake, storm, fire,
lightning, epidemic, war, terrorism, riot, civil disturbance or disobedience, labor dispute, labor or
material shortage, sabotage, restraint by court order or public authority, and action or non-action
by, or failure to obtain the necessary authorizations or approvals from, any governmental agency
or authority, which by exercise of due diligence such Party could not reasonably have been
expected to avoid and which by exercise of due diligence it shall be unable to overcome. Economic
hardship expressly is not an Uncontrollable Force.
8.2 Obligation to Notify: If either Party becomes aware of circumstances of an Uncontrollable
Force that give rise to or that are likely to give rise to any failure or inability to fulfill any of its
obligations under this Agreement, it will notify the other Party within five (5) working days by the
most expeditious method then available, will exercise due diligence to remove such failure or
inability with all reasonable dispatch, and will inform the other Party of the period that it is
estimated that such failure or inability will continue.
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8.3 Third Party Impact on SPP Performance: It is expressly agreed that any failure by SPP to
perform or any delay by SPP in performing its obligations under this Agreement that results from
any failure or delay in the performance of its obligation by any person, firm, or company with
which SPP has entered into any contract, supply arrangement, sub-contract, or otherwise, will be
regarded as a failure of delay due to an Uncontrollable Force only in the event that: (i) such person,
firm, or company is prevented from or delayed in complying with its obligations under such
contract, supply arrangement, sub-contract, or otherwise as a result of circumstances of an event
involving an Uncontrollable Force; (ii) the contract, supply arrangement, or sub-contract is
essential to SPP’s performance; and (iii) SPP has exercised its best efforts to find substituted goods
or services on terms generally equivalent to those agreed under such contract, supply arrangement,
or sub-contract.
8.4 Termination Due to Uncontrollable Force: In the event that an Uncontrollable Force prevents
a Party from performing all or a substantial part of its obligation for a consecutive period of ninety
(90) calendar days, then the other Party may terminate this Agreement. If this Agreement is
terminated pursuant to this Section 8 during the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will
be deemed to have provided notice of Withdrawal from this Agreement and for purposes of this
Section 8.4, WEIS Participant will pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining,
as determined pursuant to Exhibit A, plus the Annual Payment prorated through the last date SPP
provides WEIS to WEIS Participant. If termination pursuant to this Section 8.4 occurs after the
expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WEIS Participant will pay SPP the Annual Payment
prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WEIS Participant.
Section 9 – Amendments to Agreement
9.1 Amendments to Agreement: This Agreement may be amended if such amendment is agreed
to in writing by duly authorized representatives of WEIS Participant and SPP, filed and accepted
by FERC. Within five days of such proposed variation or amendment, SPP will notify all other
WEIS Participants and provide each with a copy of the varied or amended agreement. Any
proposed amendment to this Agreement will be presented to the WMEC for its consideration. The
WEIS Participant’s execution of any amendment does not affect its right to protest or challenge
any amendment at FERC. WEIS Participant may amend this Agreement in the same manner as a
proposed amendment to another WEIS Participant’s agreement with SPP.
Section 10 – Regulatory Approval
10.1 FERC Approval: This Agreement will be filed with FERC pursuant to Section 205 of the
Federal Power Act, and the Parties agree to provide any information required to comply with the
applicable filing requirements. Except for WEIS Participant’s obligation to pay SPP its NEL Share
of Implementation Costs as defined in Exhibit A, this Agreement is conditioned on FERC
acceptance for filing or this Agreement becoming effective subject to a FERC order as described
in this Section 10.1.
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10.1.1 FERC Modification: If, prior to the WEIS Commencement Date, FERC requires
modification to this Agreement or imposes other conditions on the acceptance or approval of it,
each Party will have ten (10) business days to notify the other Party that such modification or
condition is unacceptable to that Party. If neither Party provides such notice, then this Agreement,
as modified or conditioned by FERC, will continue to be in effect. If either Party provides such
notice to the other Party, the Parties will do any one or more of the following: (a) meet to determine
that the modification or conditions imposed by FERC are acceptable; (b) cooperatively seek further
available remedies with respect to such FERC order; or, (c) negotiate the accommodation of such
FERC order. If the Parties have not agreed on an accommodation on or before the date on which
such FERC order becomes a final and non-appealable order, such order is deemed adverse to the
Parties and the Parties will have no further rights or obligations under this Agreement, except
WEIS Participant must pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Costs as defined in Exhibit A,
which obligation expressly survives such an adverse order.
10.1.2 FERC Rejection: If, prior to the WEIS Commencement Date, this Agreement is
rejected by an order from FERC, the Parties will meet and confer within ten (10) business days to
determine that they will cooperatively seek further available remedies with respect to such FERC
order, or not pursue such remedies (“Rejection”). Unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties, if
Rejection occurs, SPP will take all reasonable efforts to stop incurring Implementation Costs as
defined in Exhibit A and WEIS Participant will pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation Cost as
determined pursuant to Exhibit A that have been incurred by SPP.
10.2 State Regulatory Approval: If an entity interested in becoming a WEIS Participant must
seek and obtain authorization from a state regulatory authority exercising jurisdiction over that
entity prior to executing this Agreement, SPP will meet with that entity to determine whether the
modification or condition imposed is acceptable and if so, negotiate the accommodation of such
modification or condition.
Section 11 – Miscellaneous Provisions
11.1 Notices: Any notice, demand or request required or authorized by this Agreement to be given
by one Party to the other shall be in writing. It will be personally delivered, transmitted by telecopy
or electronic mail, sent by overnight courier, or mailed, postage prepaid, to the other Party at the
address designated in this Section 11 except as required otherwise under this Agreement. Any
such notice, demand, or request so delivered or mailed will be deemed given when so delivered or
three (3) days after mailed.
11.2 Addresses of the Parties: Notices and other communications will be addressed to:
WEIS Participant
Vice President of Operations for Upper Great Plains Region
Western Area Power Administration
1330 41st Street SE
Watertown, SD 57201
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SPP
Vice President, Operations
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
11.3 Governing Law: Arkansas law and applicable federal law shall control the obligations and
procedures established by this Agreement and the performance and enforcement thereof, except to
the extent preempted by the law and/or unless a court with jurisdiction rules otherwise, provided,
however, that any court or regulatory body applying Arkansas law shall give full effect to Sections
12 and 13 of this Agreement regarding WEIS Participant’s obligations under federal or state law.
The forum for litigation arising from this Agreement shall be a state or federal court located in
Arkansas, unless the Parties agree to pursue alternative dispute resolution.
11.4 Successors and Assigns: No Party shall sell, assign, or otherwise transfer any or all of its
respective rights herein, or delegate any or all of its respective obligations under this Agreement.
WEIS Participant may, without the consent of SPP, assign its rights and obligations under this
Agreement to any entity (i) into which WEIS Participant is merged or consolidated, (ii) if required
to do so under the terms of a mortgage or indenture to secure general financing of WEIS
Participant’s assets or operations, or (iii) to which WEIS Participant sells, transfers, or assigns all
or substantially all of its electric system, so long as the survivor in any such merger or
consolidation, or the purchaser, transferee, or assignee of such electric system provides to SPP a
valid and binding written agreement expressly assuming and agreeing to be bound by all
obligations of WEIS Participant under this Agreement. Nothing in this Section 11 shall prohibit
SPP from contracting with third parties for the provision of services to assist SPP in performing
its obligations under this Agreement. This Agreement is binding on and shall inure to the benefit
of each Party and to each of their respective successors, permitted assigns, and legal
representatives.
11.5 Assignment of Facilities: Nothing herein shall create a security interest of any kind in all or
any portion of the transmission system of WEIS Participant.
11.6 Effect of Permitted Assignment: In the event of any permitted sale, transfer, or assignment
under this Agreement, the transferor or assignor shall, to the extent of the transferred or assigned
obligations, and only to such extent, be relieved of obligations accruing from and after the effective
date of such transfer or assignment; provided, however, that under no circumstances shall any sale,
transfer, or assignment relieve the transferor or assignor of any liability for any breach of this
Agreement occurring prior to the effective date of such transfer or assignment.
11.7 Third Party Beneficiaries: This Agreement does not in any way, and is not intended to, create
rights, remedies, or benefits of any character whatsoever in favor of any persons, corporations,
associations, or entities other than the Parties to this Agreement. The obligations assumed herein
are solely for the use and benefit of the Parties, their successors in interest and, where permitted,
their assigns.
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11.8 No Implied Waivers: The failure of a Party to insist upon or enforce strict performance of
any of the specific provisions of this Agreement at any time will not be construed as a waiver or
relinquishment to any extent of such Party’s right to assert or rely upon any such provisions, rights,
or remedies in that or any other instance, or as a waiver to any extent of any specific provision of
this Agreement; rather the same will be and remain in full force and effect. A Party’s execution
of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of that Party’s right to protest or challenge
provisions of this Agreement when filed at FERC.
11.9 Severability: Each provision of this Agreement will be considered severable, and if for any
reason any provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person, entity, or
circumstance is determined by a court or regulatory authority of competent jurisdiction to be
invalid, void, or unenforceable, then the remaining provisions of this Agreement will continue in
full force and effect and shall in no way be affected, impaired, or invalidated.
11.10 Representation and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants to other signatories that
as of the date it executes this Agreement:
11.10.1 It is duly organized, validly existing, and in good standing under the laws of the
jurisdiction where organized.
11.10.2 Subject to any necessary approvals by federal or state regulatory authorities, the
execution and delivery by each Party, and the performance of its obligation hereunder, have
been duly and validly authorized by all requisite action on the part of the signatories. This
Agreement has been duly executed and delivered by the Parties, and, subject to the
conditions set forth in this Agreement, constitutes the legal, valid, and binding obligation
on the part of each Party, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms except insofar
as the enforceability thereof may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency,
reorganization, fraudulent conveyance, moratorium, or other similar laws affecting the
enforcement or creditor’s rights generally, and by general principles of equity regardless
of whether such principles are considered in a proceeding at law or in equity.
11.10.3 There are no actions at law, suits in equity, proceedings, or claims pending or, to
the knowledge of each Party, threatened against such Party before or by any federal, state,
foreign, or local court, tribunal, or governmental agency or authority that might materially
delay, prevent, or hinder the performance by such entity of its obligations hereunder.
11.11 Further Assurances: Each Party agrees that it will hereafter make reasonable good faith
efforts to execute and deliver such further instruments, provide all information, and take or
forebear such further acts and things as may be reasonably required or useful to carry out the intent
and purpose of this Agreement and as are not inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement.
11.12 Entire Agreement: This Agreement, including applicable appendices, exhibits, and their
duly approved replacements, constitute the entire agreement among the Parties with respect to the
subject matter of this Agreement, and no previous oral or written representation, agreement, or
understanding made by any officer, agent, or employee of a Party will be binding on any such
Party unless contained in this Agreement.
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11.13 Good Faith Efforts: Each Party agrees that it will in good faith take all reasonable actions
necessary to permit it to fulfill their contractual obligations. Where the consent, agreement, or
approval of any Party must be obtained hereunder, such consent, agreement, or approval will not
be unreasonable withheld, conditioned, or delayed. Where any Party is required or permitted to
act, or omit to act, based on its opinion or judgment, such opinion or judgment will not be
unreasonably exercised. To the extent that the jurisdiction of any federal or state regulatory
authority applies to any part of this Agreement and/or the transaction or actions covered by this
Agreement, each Party will cooperate with all other WEIS Participants to secure any necessary or
desirable approval or acceptance of such regulatory authorities of such part of this Agreement
and/or such transactions or actions.
11.14 Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of
which will be deemed to be an original, but all of which together constitute one and the same
instrument, binding upon the Parties, notwithstanding that they may not have executed the same
counterpart.
11.15 Survival: The WEIS Participant’s obligation to pay SPP its NEL Share of Implementation
Costs as determined pursuant to Exhibit A expressly survives and remains binding in the event
regulatory approval is not achieved pursuant to Section 10.1 and the payment terms of Section
3.7.1 will govern the payment of the WEIS Participant’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs.
Section 12 – Participation by the Government of the United States of America
This Section 12 contains provisions that are necessary for the United States of America, acting by
and through the Western Area Power Administration (“WAPA”) to enter into this Agreement, and
is only applicable to the agreement between SPP and WAPA.
12.1 WAPA Entities
12.1.1 Western Area Power Administration-Colorado River Storage Project Management
Center (“WAPA-CRSP”): A division of the Western Area Power Administration that
markets and transmits Federal power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
hydroelectric facilities collectively known as the Salt Lake City Area Integrated Projects
(“SLCA/IP”). WAPA-CRSP is participating in the SPP WEIS in the following capacities:
as CRSP and CRCM. CRSP is the WEIS Participant who represents the SLCA/IP loads
and Resources in the WEIS Market Footprint. CRCM is the Joint Dispatch Transmission
Provider for the SLCA/IP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under
Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff.
12.1.2 Western Area Power Administration-Rocky Mountain Region (“WAPA-RMR”): A
division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric facilities
collectively known as the Loveland Area Projects (LAP). Western-RMR also operates the
Western Area Colorado Missouri Balancing Authority Area, known as WACM, and the
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Western Area Lower Colorado Balancing Authority Area, known as WALC, and provides
transmission services, including, but not limited to, transmission service across Westernowned transmission facilities within the two Balancing Authority Areas. WAPA-RMR is
participating in the SPP WEIS in the following capacities: as LAP, LAPT, and WACM.
LAP is the WEIS Participant that represents the Loveland Area Project loads and Resources
in the WEIS Market Footprint. LAPT is the Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the
LAP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the
WEIS Tariff. WACM is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint. Also, as a
Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WACM is required to register loads
and resources for non-participating entities in WACM. WAPA-RMR is not participating
in SPP WEIS on behalf of the WALC Balancing Authority, the Pacific Northwest-Pacific
Southwest Intertie Project, the Central Arizona Project, or the Parker-Davis Project. In the
WEIS, WAPA-RMR will provide transmission services for LAPT Joint Dispatch
Transmission Provider and CRCM Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider.
12.1.3 Western Area Power Administration-Upper Great Plains Region (“WAPA-UGP”):
A division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power from reservoir projects under the control of the Department of the Army or the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation, collectively known as Pick Sloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division (“PS-ED”). WAPA-UGP operates the Western Area Power
Administration, Upper Great Plains West (“WAUW”) Balancing Authority Area, known
as WAUW, in the Western Interconnection, where certain of its transmission facilities are
located. For purposes of the WEIS Tariff, WAPA-UGP is participating in the SPP WEIS
in the following capacities: as PS-ED and WAUW. PS-ED is a WEIS Participant that
represents the Pick Sloan Missouri River Basin--Eastern Division loads and Resources in
the WEIS Market Footprint. WAUW is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market
Footprint. As a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WAUW is required to
register loads and resources for non-participating entities in WAUW. Under a separate
agreement, WAPA-UGP transferred functional control of its transmission facilities in the
western interconnection. Under the terms and as a result of that separate agreement, SPP
is the Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the WAPA-UGP PS-ED transmission
within the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the WEIS Tariff for PS-ED
transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint.
12.2 Billing: Notwithstanding other provisions in this Agreement, SPP shall submit monthly
invoices to WAPA for WEIS Administration provided for the preceding month. The invoice shall
contain information specified in 5 C.F.R. § 1315.9(b). The amount of the monthly invoice shall be
1/12 of the Annual Payment calculated for WAPA, and sent to the persons designated by WAPA
in Section 2.5.1. WAPA may change the persons designated to receive the invoices at any time by
written notice to SPP. WAPA shall pay the monthly invoice within thirty calendar days after
receipt of such invoice, and such payments will be in accordance with the Prompt Payment Act,
31 U.S.C. § 3900 et seq. WAPA’s failure to perform pursuant to this Section 12.2 is deemed to
be a Default pursuant to Section 3.6.
12.3 Subject to Applicable Federal Law: The participation by WAPA in this Agreement is subject
in all respects to acts of Congress, regulations of the Secretary of Energy established thereunder,
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and to rate schedules promulgated by the Secretary of Energy, and shall be subject to applicable
federal laws and regulations, including, but not limited to the statutory limitations on the authority
of the Secretary of Energy to submit disputes to arbitration. If any provision of the Agreement is
held to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, then WAPA will only be bound by this Agreement
consistent with federal law. In the event of a conflict between these federal participation provisions
and any other provision of this Agreement, these federal participation provisions shall have
precedence with respect to the application of this Agreement to the United States. Nothing
contained in this paragraph shall be construed to require or obligate SPP to comply with such
federal laws or regulations or have such federal laws or regulations apply to SPP.
12.4 Projects: The individual hydroelectric projects from which WAPA markets power and energy
are owned and controlled by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
These projects are operated to satisfy multiple purposes such as irrigation, navigation, flood
control, fish and wildlife, and recreation, as well as power production. Any operation of, and
maintenance, modification or addition to such projects is subject to the express approval of either
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA’s transmission
systems are integrated with the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation owned
and operated switchyard facilities. Any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition
to such facilities, including the WEIS of such activities, is subject to the requirements and express
approval of the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA shall
communicate and coordinate with the Department of the Army or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
on any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition to the Department of the Army or
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation facilities, whichever is applicable, as requested by SPP.
12.5 Contingent Upon Appropriations: Where activities provided for in this Agreement extend
beyond the current fiscal year, continued expenditures by WAPA are contingent upon Congress
making the necessary appropriations required for the continued performance of WAPA’s
obligations under its Amended and Restated Western Joint Dispatch Agreement with SPP. In case
such appropriation is not made, SPP hereby releases WAPA from its contractual obligations and
from all liability due to the failure of Congress to make such appropriation. Consistent with this
Section 12.5, Section 12.2, and the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 1301, 1341-1342, 13491351, and 1511-1519, Section 6.2 of this Agreement is inapplicable to WAPA.
12.5.1 Effect of Lack of Federal Appropriations: If Congress does not authorize
appropriations as described in Section 12.5, WAPA will provide SPP notice of Congress’
action as soon as practical. If the lack of appropriations results in WAPA’s nonperformance of Section 12.2, within 30 days of such occurrence, this Agreement will
terminate and WAPA will pay SPP the WAPA Withdrawal Payment defined in Section
12.6.
12.6 Withdrawal Payments for WAPA
12.6.1 WAPA UGP: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA UGP.
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12.6.1.1 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA UGP will pay
SPP: (a) the PS-ED Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for each year
remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting of PS-ED’s NEL
Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $800,000.00.
12.6.1.2 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA UGP will pay SPP:
(a) the PS-ED Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated through the last
date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA UGP; and, (b) a withdrawal payment
consisting of PS-ED’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined
will not exceed $200,000.00.
12.6.1.3 If the effective date of WAPA UGP’s Withdrawal is after the expiration of
the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA UGP will only pay the PS-ED Annual Payment
prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to PS-ED.
12.6.1.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA UGP. WAPA UGP is not subject to the withdrawal obligations
contained in Section 12.6.1 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to Section 3.8. If WAPA
UGP withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA UGP is only responsible for PS-ED’s NEL
Share of Implementation Costs, which will not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section
12.6.1. The foregoing may be modified if WAPA UGP agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.2 WAPA CRSP: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA CRSP.
12.6.2.1 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA CRSP
will pay SPP: (a) the CRSP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for
each year remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting
of CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will
not exceed $800,000.00.
12.6.2.2 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA CRSP will
pay SPP: (a) the Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated through
the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA CRSP; and, (b) a
withdrawal payment consisting of WAPA CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation
Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $200,000.00.
12.6.2.3 If the effective date of WAPA CRSP’s Withdrawal is after the expiration
of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA CRSP will only pay the CRSP Annual
Payment prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to
WAPA CRSP.
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12.6.2.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA CRSP. WAPA CRSP is not subject to withdrawal
obligations contained in Section 12.6.2 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to
Section 3.8. If WAPA CRSP withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA CRSP is only
responsible for WAPA CRSP’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs, which will
not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section 12.6.2. The foregoing may be
modified if WAPA CRSP agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.3 WAPA RMR: Notwithstanding Section 3.7, the following withdrawal provisions
apply to WAPA RMR.
12.6.3.1 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal (pursuant to Sections
3.4, 3.6, 8, 10 or 12), is prior to the expiration of the Initial Term, WAPA RMR
will pay SPP: (a) the LAP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, for
each year remaining of the Initial Term; and, (b) a withdrawal payment consisting
of LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost, which (a) and (b) combined will not
exceed $2,500,000.00.
12.6.3.2 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal is after the Initial Term
and prior to the expiration of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA RMR will
pay SPP: (a) the LAP Annual Payment in accordance with Section 12.2, prorated
through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to WAPA RMR; and, (b)
a withdrawal payment consisting of LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Cost,
which (a) and (b) combined will not exceed $600,000.00.
12.6.3.3 If the effective date of WAPA RMR’s Withdrawal is after the expiration
of the Initial Term plus four years, WAPA RMR will only pay the LAP Annual
Payment prorated through the last date SPP provides WEIS Administration to LAP.
12.6.3.4 The effective date of Withdrawal is the date SPP stops providing WEIS
Administration to WAPA LAP. WAPA RMR is not subject to the withdrawal
obligations contained in Section 12.6.3 if this Agreement terminates pursuant to
Section 3.8. If WAPA RMR withdraws under Section 3.2.1, WAPA RMR is only
responsible for LAP’s NEL Share of Implementation Costs Remaining, which will
not exceed the amounts set forth in this Section 12.6.3. The foregoing may be
modified if WAPA RMR agrees to a modification in writing.
12.6.4 Financial obligations incurred by WAPA must comply with the Anti-Deficiency
Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1341, et seq., as amended or supplemented. Therefore, in no event will
any of the withdrawal payments defined in Section 12.6 be based on the inclusion of NEL
of a non-WAPA entity within a balancing authority operated by WAPA but not registered
by another WEIS Participant.
12.6.5 If SPP files without WAPA’s consent and FERC approves material changes to any
of the provisions in this Section 12, then WAPA may Withdraw and WAPA will pay SPP
50% of applicable withdrawal payment contained in Section 12.6.
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12.7 Without modification, SPP will incorporate Sections 12.3, 12.4, 12.5, 12.8 - 12.11, and 12.13
into the WEIS Tariff that is submitted to the FERC for approval.
12.8 Covenant Against Contingent Fees: SPP warrants to WAPA that no person or selling agency
has been employed or retained to solicit or secure this Agreement upon an agreement or
understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide
employees or bona fide established commercial or selling agencies maintained by SPP for the
purpose of securing business. For breach or violation of this warranty, WAPA shall have the right
to annul the contract without liability or in its discretion to deduct from the contract price or
consideration the full amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee.
12.9 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards: This Agreement, to the extent it is of a character
specified in Section 103 of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (“Act”), 40 U.S.C.
§ 3701, as amended or supplemented, is subject to the provisions of the Act, 40 U.S.C. §§ 37013708, as amended or supplemented, and to the regulations promulgated by the Department of
Labor pursuant to the Act.
12.10 Equal Opportunity Employment Practices: Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246, 30
Fed. Reg. 12319 (1965), as amended by Executive Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46501 (1978),
as amended or supplemented, which provides, among other things, that a federal contractor will
not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin, is incorporated herein by reference the same as if the specific
language had been written into this Agreement, except that Indian Tribes and tribal organizations
may apply Indian preference to the extent permitted by Federal law.
12.11 Use of Convict Labor: SPP agrees not to employ any person undergoing sentence of
imprisonment in performing this Agreement except as provided by 18 U.S.C. § 3622(c), as
amended or supplemented, and Executive Order No. 11755, 39 Fed. Reg. 779 (1973), as amended
or supplemented.
12.12 Saving Clause: If, during the term of this Agreement, SPP executes an agreement with
another Federal entity that obligates SPP to comply with 40 U.S.C. §§ 3701-3708 and Section
202 of Executive Order No. 11246, SPP agrees to meet with WAPA and attempt to negotiate as
soon as reasonably possible for the purpose of arriving at mutually satisfactory language to address
such provisions in this Agreement.
12.13 No Expansion of Jurisdiction, Waiver of Defenses, Liability for Penalties, or Inconsistent
Obligations. Western Area Power Administration has not waived or conceded any defense,
including sovereign immunity, intergovernmental immunity, or lack of subject matter jurisdiction
in any action against it by an Enforcement Authority, nor has Western Area Power Administration
accepted any liability, responsibility, or obligation to pay any civil monetary penalties or fines
imposed by an Enforcement Authority to which it would not have been subject in the absence of
this Tariff. “Enforcement Authority” means the Commission, Electric Reliability Organization
(“ERO”), or Regional Entities with enforcement authority pursuant to a delegation from an ERO
or Commission for the purpose of proposing and enforcing reliability standards. SPP does not
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concede or accept responsibility for any portion of a penalty or fine attributable to the actions or
omissions of Western Area Power Administration. SPP will identify the amount of any penalty or
fine that SPP allocates to Western Area Power Administration or that SPP determines is
attributable to Western Area Power Administration and will identify that amount to the
Commission as uncollectable and not otherwise owed by SPP.
Section 13 – Compliance with Federal or State Law
13.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, a non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant shall not be required to take any action or do any other thing with respect to rates,
charges, terms or conditions of service, the resolution of disputes under this Agreement or any
other matter regarding its obligations and performance under this Agreement, that (i) the nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant is not permitted by Federal or state law to undertake or that is
prohibited in whole or in part by any Federal or state law or regulation applicable to the nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant; or (ii) would require the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant to
violate a provision of such state or Federal law or regulation in order to comply with this
Agreement. Determination of compliance with and permissible action, conduct or obligations
under this Section 13.1 by a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall be within the sole
jurisdiction of the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant’s governing board, subject to applicable
Federal or state court review. A non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall not object to SPP’s
participation in any Federal or state proceedings that impact the non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant’s ability to perform under this Agreement or determinations regarding such impact. To
the extent possible without violating Federal or state law, a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant
shall notify SPP in advance of any action that the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant is required
to take that the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant believes would constitute a violation of Federal
or state law, and the non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant and SPP shall promptly meet and confer
regarding the matter.
13.2 If the Internal Revenue Service or any other Federal, state, or local taxing authority issues,
or fails to issue, any ruling, or imposes any requirement or obligation, in connection with this
Agreement on WEIS Participant adverse to WEIS Participant (in its sole judgment), or if adherence
to this Agreement jeopardizes the tax-exempt status of WEIS Participant or its bonds, then WEIS
Participant may, within 30 days of the date of such final order, or a good faith belief of such adverse
consequences, terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 3.2.1 of this Agreement. In such
event, WEIS Participant and SPP will, in good faith, negotiate to determine whether changes
should be made to this Agreement to address the reasons for WEIS Participant’s withdrawal.
Nothing in this Agreement, nor WEIS Participant’s obligations and performance thereunder, shall
affect, or require WEIS Participant to take or refrain from taking any action that would affect the
rights and obligations or enforceability of WEIS Participant’s present or future bond resolutions,
tax-exempt debt covenants and financing agreements. WEIS Participant shall determine in its sole
discretion and judgment, in accordance with advice and opinions from its legal counsel, what
actions, conduct and performance it is permitted to or must take under its bond resolutions, taxexempt debt covenants and financing agreements. WEIS Participant and SPP will meet and confer
regarding this matter and, as necessary, negotiate in good faith to modify this Agreement to address
the matter.
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Section 14 – No Waiver of Jurisdictional Immunity
14.1 If WEIS Participant is not subject to the jurisdiction of FERC as a public utility under the
Federal Power Act, WEIS Participant shall not be required to take any action or participate in any
filing or appeal that would confer FERC jurisdiction over WEIS Participant that does not otherwise
exist. Any order, decision, rule or regulation issued by FERC to SPP or any other WEIS
Participants relating to matters exempt from FERC jurisdiction under Section 201(f) of the Federal
Power Act shall not apply directly or separately to a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, except as otherwise provided in the Federal Power Act, a
non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant shall not be bound or obligated by any FERC order, decision,
rule or regulation requiring a change in the rates, terms or conditions for transmission service or
compensation for utilizing the transmission facilities of a non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant,
which conflicts with applicable Federal or state law, including any order requiring the suspension
of the use of such rates, terms or conditions or the payment of refunds of rates or compensation
previously collected or received. A non-jurisdictional WEIS Participant and SPP acknowledge
that FERC, in the context of its jurisdiction over SPP’s rates, may review a non-jurisdictional
WEIS Participant’s revenue requirement and rates to the extent they comprise or affect the rates
charged by SPP or other WEIS Participants. In the case of a Federal Power Marketing Agency,
this review shall be consistent with the Delegation Order No. 00-037.00B, as superseded or
amended, from the Secretary of Energy to the Power Marketing Administrations and the FERC,
including the regulations implementing this review authority. If FERC does not accept a nonjurisdictional WEIS Participant’s revenue requirement or rates, the non-jurisdictional WEIS
Participant may terminate its participation in this Agreement giving SPP written notice not less
than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of such termination. Upon the effective date of
WEIS Participant’s termination pursuant to this Section 14.1, WEIS Participant is responsible for
the Withdrawal Payment pursuant to Section 3.7 or Section 12, as applicable. In such event, the
non-jurisdictional MP and SPP agree to meet and confer prior to any termination of this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement, or the participation of a non-jurisdictional MP in the WEIS
waives any objection to or otherwise constitutes a consent to, the jurisdiction by FERC that does
not otherwise exist over the non-jurisdictional MP or its transmission service, facilities and rates.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the WEIS Participant has caused its duly authorized representative
to execute and attest this Agreement.

WESTERN AREA POWER ADMINISTRATION
– UPPER GREAT PLAINS REGION
P.O. Box 35800
Billings, MT 59104
WEIS Participant
Jody S. Sundsted
Name of Authorized Representative
Senior Vice President and Upper Great Plains
Regional Manager
Title of Authorized Representative
signed by Jody Sundsted
Jody Sundsted Digitally
Date: 2019.12.06 13:20:05 -07'00'

Signature of Authorized Representative
Date of Execution

SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223
Bruce Rew
Name of Authorized Representative
Senior Vice President of Operations
Title of Authorized Representative

Bruce Rew

Attest:

Digitally signed by Bruce Rew
Date: 2019.12.11 13:33:22 -06'00'

Signature of Authorized Representative
Digitally signed by Michael B.

Riley
By Michael B. Riley Date: 2019.12.11 15:24:00 -06'00'

Date of Execution
Title
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Exhibit A
WEIS Administration Rate
Summary
This Western Energy Imbalance Service Market Administration Rate (“WEIS Rate”) is intended
to recover the costs associated with the initial implementation and ongoing administration of the
WEIS.
The WEIS Rate includes charges for Implementation Cost Recovery (“ICR”) and Ongoing Cost
Recovery (“OCR”), which are applicable to all WEIS Participants. WEIS Participants that join
after the WEIS Commencement Date will also be subject to any outstanding initial
implementation costs as well as a New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery
(“NWPICR”) charge, as applicable.
These WEIS Rate components shall be allocated to WEIS Participants based on their NEL or, in
the case of New WEIS Participant Incremental Costs, directly assigned to those WEIS
Participants, as applicable.
Calculation
WEIS Charge

= ICR Charge

+ OCR Charge

NWPICR
+ Charge
(as applicable)

Where:
ICR
Charge

= Implementation Cost Recovery (“ICR”) Charge:
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the Implementation Costs (“IC”), which shall include the
initial system/software/hardware and other associated costs to establish the
infrastructure and processes necessary to implement the WEIS.
These Implementation Costs will be recovered from WEIS Participants over
the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS.
The ICR Charge shall include charges for:
i. an Implementation Cost Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”) for
recovery of the remaining unrecovered principal amount of the
implementation cost (“IC-Rem”), and
ii. an Implementation Cost Finance Charge (“ICFC”) for finance charges
on the unrecovered balance of the implementation cost.
Applicability
The ICR Charge will apply, during the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS, to
all WEIS Participants.
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x
x

x

WEIS Participants that execute a Western Joint Dispatch Agreement on
or prior to October 25, 2019, will be charged for ICR during the initial
eight (8) rate years.
New WEIS Participants that execute an Amended and Restated
Western Joint Dispatch Agreement after October 25, 2019, but prior to
the end of the eight (8)-year ICR Period, will be charged the ICR
Charge for the remaining rate years during the eight (8)-year ICR
Period (“ICRP”). These new WEIS Participants will also be charged a
New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”)
Charge (see below) for any incremental implementation-related costs
required to accommodate the new WEIS Participant.
o New WEIS Participants that join after the end of the eight (8)year ICRP, will not be charged an ICR Charge. These WEIS
Participants will, however, be charged a NWPICR Charge, as
applicable.
WEIS Participants that withdraw prior to the end of the eight (8)-year
ICRP are obligated to pay their share of the remaining IC as a
Withdrawal Payment.
o WEIS Participants that withdraw after the end of the eight (8)year ICRP will not be charged for withdrawal, because there
will be no remaining IC to be paid.

Billing/Cost Allocation
The ICR Charge will be billed annually to WEIS Participants based on their
annual Billable Net Energy for Load (“BNEL”) multiplied by the ICR Rate
(“ICRR”) established for the applicable rate year.
OCR
Charge

= Ongoing Cost Recovery (“OCR”) Charge:
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the Ongoing Costs, which shall include the labor and other
associated costs necessary to administer the WEIS on an ongoing basis.
The OCR Charge shall include charges for:
i. the projected Ongoing Costs (“OC-Proj”) for the rate year n, and
ii. a true-up (“OC-TU”) (applied in rate year n) for the difference between
the actual Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”) for rate year n-2 and the Ongoing
Costs recovered (OC-Rec) through charges to WEIS Participants
during rate year n-2.
Applicability
The OCR Charge will apply to all WEIS Participants for all rate years.
Billing/Cost Allocation
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The OCR Charge will be billed annually to WEIS Participants based on their
annual BNEL multiplied by the OCR Rate (“OCRR”) established for the
applicable rate year.
If, however, the resulting annual OCR Charge described above is less than
$9000 for any WEIS Participant, such WEIS Participant will be billed the
WEIS Participant Minimum Annual Payment (“WPMAP”) of $9000.
NWPICR = New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery (“NWPICR”) Charge:
Charge
Basis of Charge
Charge to recover the New WEIS Participant Incremental Costs, which shall
include incremental implementation-related costs, if any, required to
accommodate the new WEIS Participant. These New WEIS Participant
Incremental Costs may include, but are not necessarily limited to, additional
system/software/hardware costs to accommodate the addition of the new WEIS
Participant.
Applicability
The NWPICR Charge will apply to new WEIS Participants as a separate
charge(s) after the new WEIS Participant has joined the WEIS. The timing
and structure of the NWPICR Charges will be determined at the time the new
WEIS Participant joins and more information about the specific New WEIS
Participant Incremental Costs for that particular new WEIS Participant are
known.
Billing/Cost Allocation
The NWPICR Charge will be directly assigned to the new WEIS Participant(s)
whose participation necessitates the incremental cost.
If more than one new WEIS Participant is joining the WEIS at the same time,
when possible, the incremental costs specifically attributable to each new
WEIS Participant will be directly assigned to that new WEIS Participant.
x If specific attribution of the incremental costs for each new WEIS
Participant is not possible, the incremental costs will be allocated to
those new WEIS Participants, based on the BNEL for the new WEIS
Participants for the applicable rate year.

And:
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BNEL

= Billable Net Energy for Load (“BNEL”):
The WEIS Participant’s BNEL for the rate year n will be the WEIS
Participant’s NEL calculated for the most recently ended calendar year. The
WEIS Participant shall provide that calendar year NEL information to SPP
by September 1 prior to the February 1 – January 31 rate year.

∑BNEL

= Sum of the BNEL for all WEIS Participants at the time of the calculation of
the rates for the applicable rate year (“∑BNEL”):
The ∑BNEL shall be utilized as the denominator in the calculation of the
Implementation Cost Recovery Rate (“ICRR”) and the Ongoing Cost
Recovery Rate (“OCRR”).

IC

= Implementation Costs (“IC”):
Implementation Costs may include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
initial system/software/hardware and other associated costs to establish the
infrastructure and processes necessary to implement the WEIS.
These IC will initially be projected, if not known and/or finalized at the start
of the WEIS, and will be trued-up to reflect the actual IC incurred, as soon as
administratively feasible following: (i) the Commencement Date of the
WEIS; or (ii) if Rejection occurs in accordance with Section 10.1.2.

ICRP

= Implementation Cost Recovery Period (“ICRP”):
The ICRP is the period over which the IC will be recovered through charges
to WEIS Participants.
The ICRP shall be the first eight (8) rate years of the WEIS.

ICFR

= Implementation Cost Financing Rate (“ICFR”):
The ICFR shall be the effective financing rate (interest and fees) incurred by
SPP to finance the IC.

IC-Rem

= Implementation Cost Remaining (“IC-Rem”):
The IC-Rem reflects the remaining balance of the IC (projected and truedup) when reduced by prior Implementation Cost Recovery Principal
Payments (“ICRPP”) and any Implementation Cost Withdrawal Payments
paid by former WEIS Participants upon their withdrawal from the WEIS.
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ICRPP

= Implementation Cost Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”):
The ICRPP shall be the calculated amount of IC principal to be paid by
WEIS Participants during a rate year based on the Implementation Cost
Remaining Balance (“IC-Rem”) and remaining years in the Implementation
Cost Recovery Period (“ICRP”).

ICFC

= Implementation Cost Finance Charge (“ICFC”):
The ICFC shall be the calculated amount of finance charges to be paid by
WEIS Participants during a rate year based on the Implementation Cost
Financing Rate (“ICFR”) and the Implementation Cost Remaining Balance
(“IC-Rem”).

ICRR

= Implementation Cost Recovery Rate (“ICRR”):
The ICRR is the rate charged to WEIS Participants to recover the IC. The
ICRR is calculated by dividing the sum of the Implementation Cost
Recovery Principal Payment (“ICRPP”) and the Implementation Cost
Finance Charge (“ICFC”) by the ∑BNEL.

OC

= Ongoing Costs (“OC”) or (“WEIS Expenses”):
Ongoing Costs (or WEIS Expenses) include the labor and other associated
costs necessary to administer the WEIS on an ongoing basis.
These costs do not include Implementation Costs (“IC”).

OC-Proj

= Projected Ongoing Costs (“OC-Proj”):
The Projected Ongoing Costs for rate year n will be determined by SPP by
September 1 prior to the February 1 – January 31 rate year.

OC-Act

= Actual Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”):
The OC-Act shall be determined by SPP following rate year n. The OC-Act
shall include SPP’s actual costs incurred to administer the WEIS during the
rate year n plus the true-up amount calculated for rate year n-2. This sum of
the rate year n actual costs and the true-up amount calculated for rate year n2 reflects the amount that should have been collected from WEIS
Participants during rate year n.
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OC-Rec

= Ongoing Costs Recovered (“OC-Rec”):
The OC-Rec is the amount actually recovered from WEIS Participants for
the OCR Charges during rate year n.

OC-TU

Ongoing Cost True-Up (“OC-TU”)
The OC-TU reflects the difference, positive or negative, between the Actual
Ongoing Costs (“OC-Act”) for rate year n and the Ongoing Costs Recovered
(“OC-Rec”) during rate year n. This calculated difference between what
should have been recovered and what was recovered during rate year n. This
calculated difference will be applied as a True-Up that will be incorporated
as a component of the rate year n+2 OCR Charge.
The differences captured in this true-up amount will result from differences
between the projected and actual costs and differences, if any, caused by the
mid-year withdrawals and or additions of WEIS Participants.

OCRR

= Ongoing Cost Recovery Rate (“OCRR”):
The OCRR is the rate charged to WEIS Participants to recovery the OC.
The ICRR is calculated by dividing the sum of the Projected Ongoing Costs
(“OC-Proj”) for rate year n and Ongoing Cost True-Up (“OC-TU”)
calculated for rate year n-2 by the ∑BNEL.

WEIS Rate

= ICRR + OCRR
The WEIS Rate is the total rate charged to all WEIS Participants based on
their BNEL and is the sum of the Implementation Cost Recovery Rate
(“ICRR”) and the Ongoing Cost Recovery Rate (“OCRR”).
This rate does not include New WEIS Participant Incremental Cost Recovery
(“NWPICR”) Charges, which are additional charges to new WEIS
Participants.

WPMAP

WEIS Participant Minimum Annual Payment (“WPMAP”):
The WPMAP of $9000 is intended to recover SPP’s costs associated with
WEIS administration for a WEIS Participant with little or no BNEL.
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I.

Executive Summary

In this paper, Commission staff presents a qualitative analysis of the potential reliabilityrelated benefits from a western energy imbalance market (EIM). This analysis only
addresses reliability, and does not address the potential economic benefits of an EIM
which are being analyzed in a separate study by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), and which have been previously presented to the Public Utility
Commissions EIM Group (PUC EIM Group). 1 Importantly, this paper’s use of the term
“reliability” is not intended to be synonymous with that term as used in the FPA Section
215 context.
In the context of the bulk power system, the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) defines reliability “as the ability to meet the electricity needs of
end-use customers, even when unexpected equipment failures or other factors reduce the
amount of available electricity.” NERC breaks down reliability into adequacy and
security.
 Adequacy — The ability of the bulk power system to supply the aggregate
electrical demand and energy requirements of the customers at all times, taking
into account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system
elements.
 Security — The ability of the bulk power system to withstand sudden disturbances
such as electric short circuits or unanticipated loss of system elements from
contingencies.
In this paper, we use the term “reliability benefits” from an EIM in a general sense, as
areas in which an EIM could enhance the ability of the system to respond to energy
imbalances, effectively manage flows within transmission limits during dispatch and
potentially reduce the number of issues that will need to be resolved by other entities
such as reliability coordinators. 2 The benefits identified in this paper could enhance both
adequacy and security, as defined by NERC, but we do not attempt to clearly draw that
distinction in this paper. In addition, we believe reliability benefits identified herein may
help registered entities reduce or avoid violations of Section 215 of the FPA, but we do
not attempt to identify specific reliability standards at issue. Rather, this paper is

1

See http://www.westgov.org/PUCeim/index.htm, accessed November 15, 2012.
Reliability coordinators are the NERC functional entities that maintain the real-time operating reliability of the
bulk electric system within a reliability coordinator area.

2

1
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intended to describe “reliability benefits” in a colloquial sense. Finally, nothing in this
paper is meant to establish any new standard for reliability.
The paper does not attempt to quantify the degree to which the benefits identified may be
realized. We recognize the voluntary nature of an EIM and note that the benefits realized
will be a function of participation in the market. We also note that effective coordination
and operating relationships between the market operator and other entities such as the
reliability coordinator, transmission operators 3 and balancing authorities 4 will be
necessary elements for the materialization of the potential benefits identified, and that
other challenges also would need to be addressed in order to implement an EIM. This
paper does not address all of the issues that could be involved in setting up the
coordination and communications that would be necessary to enable the benefits
identified.
Staff has found that an EIM could provide reliability benefits through:
 security constrained economic dispatch across the market footprint, which
provides better management of imbalances and enhanced ability to manage flows
within system operating limits, as well as enhanced opportunities to deliver
energy from a diverse set of conventional and emerging technologies, such as
demand response resources, for balancing;
 enhanced situational awareness;
 potentially fewer Energy Emergency Alerts;
 faster identification, dispatch and delivery of replacement generation after
contingency reserve sharing assistance ends and for contingencies beyond reserve
obligations; and
 assisting with the integration of variable energy resources.
Throughout the paper, staff provides examples of events in which the presence of an EIM
may have provided faster response or mitigated reliability problems.
3

Transmission operators are the NERC functional entities that ensure the real-time operating reliability of
transmission assets within a specific area. North American Electric Reliability Corporation Functional Model
Working Group, “Reliability Functional Model: Function Definitions and Functional Entities Version 5,” at 38
(November, 2009), accessed October 29, 2012,
http://www.nerc.com/files/Functional_Model_V5_Final_2009Dec1.pdf.
4
Balancing authorities are NERC functional entities that integrate resource plans ahead of time, maintain
generation-load-interchange balance for their balancing authority area and contribute to the management of
Interconnection frequency in real-time. Id., at 33.

2
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In preparing this paper, staff consulted a variety of experts in the areas of reliability,
energy markets and the western U.S. power system. Staff also consulted existing papers
that address reliability and energy markets and researched reliability events to identify
instances where an EIM may have mitigated problems.
II.

Introduction

Purpose and scope
It has been recognized that power systems can be operated more reliably when
coordinated over wide geographic areas, 5 and that electricity markets can enhance
reliability management. 6 This staff paper provides a qualitative analysis of ways in
which an EIM, through added coordination, could bring reliability benefits to the Western
Interconnection.
This paper is not meant to be a quantitative analysis of potential reliability benefits from
an EIM. Quantifying reliability benefits is challenging because operating practices have
evolved so that loss of load events are rare. Simply quantifying the number of loss of
load events or “near misses” would necessarily underestimate the enhanced reliability
that an EIM could provide. Similarly, some of the reliability benefit of an EIM is
associated with the ability to maintain the same level of reliability at a lower cost.
Quantifying the cost savings inherently overlaps with the overall economic benefits of an
EIM and this paper is not meant to assess the economic benefits of an EIM. Thus, this
paper instead describes the manner by which a western EIM could reduce the chance of a
loss of load event by enhancing the ability of the system to dispatch available resources
and deliver energy in response to imbalances, effectively manage flows within
transmission limits and potentially reduce the chances of load shedding with the intention
that such a discussion will highlight the potential reliability benefits of an EIM.
Assumptions about an EIM
In this paper, we assume that the EIM would be a single service, real-time (five minute)
market for imbalance energy. The EIM would employ a security constrained economic
dispatch (SCED) to allow market participants to use the lowest cost resource available to
balance loads and resources while respecting transmission and reliability constraints
5

U.S. Department of Energy Secretary of Energy Advisory Board, “Maintaining Reliability in a Competitive U.S.
Electricity Industry: Final Report of the Task Force on Electric System Reliability,” at 25 (September 29, 1998),
accessed October 23, 2012, http://www.nerc.com/docs/docs/pubs/esrfinal.pdf.
6
Eto, J.H. and Lesieutre, B. C., Hale, D.R., “A Review of Recent RTO Benefit-Cost Studies: Toward More
Comprehensive Assessments of FERC Electricity Restructuring Policies,” at 37-38 (December, 2005), accessed
November 5, 2012, http://certs.lbl.gov/pdf/58027.pdf.

3
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during both normal operation and postulated contingency events. The automation of the
EIM would allow for a more efficient use of the system by providing access to balancing
services from resources located throughout the region. We assume that the EIM would
not include centralized unit commitment, day-ahead energy and ancillary service markets
or capacity markets. 7
The bilateral markets that have been the dominant paradigm in the Western
Interconnection would continue to remain in place and the majority of energy would still
be transacted bilaterally. The EIM would be a supplement to the bilateral market and
bidding by resources would be voluntary. We assume that an EIM would complement
the contract path transmission reservation regime. 8 Suppliers would be able to either
offer their output into the market or self-schedule their output.
In this paper we do not make any assumptions about whether an EIM would be
accompanied by consolidation of balancing authorities (BAs). We note that BAs may
separately choose to consolidate, which could produce additional benefits, but our
analysis in this paper addresses potential EIM reliability benefits independent of any
potential BA consolidation. The EIM operator would not have a formal reliability role,
but it would help provide congestion management by respecting transmission limits when
performing automated redispatch in response to imbalances. The reliability coordinator
(RC), WECC, and other entities would maintain their reliability functions with
transmission operators and balancing authorities acting as early lines of defense against
reliability problems and the reliability coordinator taking action when necessary to
maintain reliability. An EIM would help to automate certain processes, such as the
redispatch of resources in response to energy imbalance and provide proactive
management of resources that could relieve transmission constraints during redispatch.
An EIM could also be an additional source of information for entities such as
transmission operators, balancing authorities, and reliability coordinators.

7

We note that on February 12, 2013 PacifiCorp and CAISO released a memorandum of understanding to work
towards the creation of an EIM. See Energy Imbalance Market Memorandum of Understanding, at
http://www.caiso.com/Documents/ISO-PacifiCorpMOU_Effective20130212.pdf, accessed February 13, 2013. The
assumptions made about an EIM in this document are independent of that initiative.
8
That is, we assume that the existing transmission reservation and scheduling systems would remain in place, and
that the EIM would use transmission based on actual availability. In PUC EIM Group meetings about potential EIM
market constructs, it was discussed that EIM market flows would be adjusted first to manage flows within
transmission limits.

4
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III.

Existing analysis of a western EIM reliability benefits

There have been several efforts to describe the reliability benefits of a western EIM.
Notably, Mariner Consulting recently discussed several reliability related benefits from
an EIM in a paper, “Why an Energy Imbalance Market Will Make the Western
Interconnection More Reliable.” 9 In that paper, Mariner stated that both SPP and MISO
have reported that the reliability benefits of their real time markets exceed the economic
benefits. 10
In 2011, WECC included a reliability impact assessment in their Efficient Dispatch
Toolkit Cost-Benefit analysis. 11 The assessment discussed the potential impact of an
EIM on managing flows within system operating limits, Energy Emergency Alerts,
system balance and variable resources, and system visibility. This paper builds off of
these two analyses, and supplements them based on discussions with industry
stakeholders.
IV.

Qualitative assessment of EIM reliability benefits

Security constrained economic dispatch (SCED)
SCED has been defined as “the operation of generation facilities to produce energy at the
lowest cost to reliably serve consumers, recognizing any operational limits of generation
and transmission facilities.” 12 An EIM using SCED over its footprint could enhance
reliability by managing resources that could relieve transmission constraints more
effectively, leveraging a more diverse set of resources to operate the system within limits
and creating price signals that lead to actions that could enhance reliability. Currently, in
non-RTO/ISO parts of the west, dispatch is performed locally as opposed to using widearea SCED. 13 In general, the existing process starts ahead of time with a plan for which

9

Mariner Consulting, “Why an Energy Imbalance Market Will Make the Western Interconnection More Reliable,”
(2012), accessed November 16, 2012, http://www.westerngrid.net/2011/07/26/how-a-westwide-eim-helpsreliability/.
10
Id.
11
Western Electricity Coordinating Council, “WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit Analysis (Revised),”
at, accessed November 14, 2012,
http://www.wecc.biz/committees/EDT/EDT%20Results/EDT%20Cost%20Benefit%20Analysis%20Report%20%20REVISED.pdf.
12
Joint Boards on Security Constrained Economic Dispatch, 112 FERC ¶ 61,353, at P 14 (2005. The definition
was adopted from the definition of economic dispatch in section 1234(b) of the Energy Policy Act of 2005. See id.
Dispatchable demand-side resources can also be made available as supply within the dispatch algorithm.
13
The local processes described in this section may refer to the activities carried out by the relevant functional
entities that provide generation commitment and dispatch plans, such as generator operators and load serving

5
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resources to use to supply and balance forecasted load. The process may involve the
identification of bilateral purchases to lower expected operating costs. As the operating
hour approaches, plans to balance resources and actual load will be reviewed, again
potentially using bilateral purchases. Transmission service must be reserved and
scheduled to sink any purchases in the relevant balancing authority area. The
identification of bilateral purchases, reserving and scheduling of transmission service are
processes that can involve manual communications such as phone calls and emails.
The current system of individual system dispatch in an era of regional bilateral trade can
create a number of challenges. For example, dispatch decisions related to energy
imbalance are less coordinated than they would be under an EIM. 14 The resources that
can be used to balance load within a balancing authority area are limited to resources
within that area 15 and any economic purchases that can be identified and for which
needed transmission service is available. The transmission service available to deliver an
economy energy purchase may be limited by pre-existing transmission service
reservations, despite the fact that some of the pre-existing service is not used. In an effort
to identify available transmission service, a complex transmission path may be assembled
that is not reflective of the true flow of electricity, thus creating unscheduled flows.
Processes associated with bilateral purchases and scheduling transmission service can be
inherently limiting when an operator is trying to respond quickly to changes on the
system and bring the system back within operating limits. These factors can limit the
ability to rely on third party supplies in the bilateral market. We note that an EIM would
only provide real-time energy imbalance, but nonetheless would improve the
coordination of dispatch for energy imbalance and the delivery of energy to manage
imbalance.
Currently in the Western Interconnection, when a system operating limit is exceeded on a
path, the path must be brought back within operating limits within 30 minutes. 16 The
actions currently taken to manage flows within transmission limits in the Western
Interconnection are reactive rather than proactive, involving manual actions by operators
that do not necessarily have control over or knowledge of the resources best able to
entities, the entities that implement commitment and dispatch plans, namely balancing authorities, and the
purchasing-selling entities that arrange for transmission service and submit interchange requests for a given area.
14
United States Department of Energy, “The Value of Economic Dispatch: A Report to Congress Pursuant to
Section 1234 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005,” at 4, 29 (November 7, 2005), accessed November 14, 2012,
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/oeprod/DocumentsandMedia/value.pdf.
15
Resources referred to here could include generators, including distributed generation embedded in the distribution
system, as well as demand response resources.
16
NERC Reliability Standard TOP-004-2 R4, Transmission Operations, accessed November 19, 2102,
http://www.nerc.com/files/TOP-004-2.pdf.

6
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manage the limits of interest. Specifically, in the Western Interconnection, when a
balancing authority cannot solve a congestion problem, it may be related to unscheduled
flow from a neighboring system. WECC has an unscheduled flow management protocol
(the Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan, or USFMP), but it only applies to six qualified
paths. In circumstances where the USFMP is used to manage flows on qualified paths,
transmission service schedules are curtailed. When transmission service schedules are
curtailed, replacement power must be located, potentially along with transmission service
to deliver that replacement power. As compared to the USFMP, an EIM using SCED
would provide more precise and discrete congestion management solutions, and could do
so more quickly (on a 5-minute basis). Due to these factors, an EIM using SCED would
be less likely than the USFMP to over-provide or under-provide congestion relief. In
instances where the reliability coordinator has to intervene in response to flows exceeding
an operating limit on a non-qualified path,17 the reliability coordinator will instruct the
transmission operator to correct the problem and the transmission operator will follow its
own redispatch procedure. By contrast, an EIM using SCED would redispatch using
resources from across the market footprint to manage flows within operating limits.
The potential reliability benefits of an EIM using SCED can be illustrated by several
events. 18 First, reliability issues associated with the current system can be illustrated by a
February 2006 NERC Energy Emergency Alert 3 event on the Public Service Company
of Colorado (PSCo) system. 19 During this event, 1000 MW of generation was lost due to
gas supply and pressure limitations during a period of low temperatures in the Denver
metropolitan area. 20 Interruptible load was curtailed and PSCo appealed to the public to
reduce electricity usage. As generating units went out of service, real-time traders
manually arranged purchases of additional electricity to be delivered into the PSCo
system. However, the delivery did not take place in time to avoid the implementation of
controlled outages. 21 During the time leading up to the eventual firm load curtailment, a
17

Non-qualified paths are those that are not qualified for WECC unscheduled flow mitigation.
Note that these events conceptually illustrate scenarios where an EIM may have the potential to provide benefits.
The events involve the loss of generation, and we note that under our assumptions the application of reserves would
still occur outside of the EIM market. Therefore, a caveat to each example is that the EIM market would need to be
constructed in a way such that it would not over-respond when out of market reserves are being applied.
19
PSCo performs balancing authority, transmission operator and other reliability functions for its service territory,
which covers over 8,000 square miles in the state of Colorado. See
http://www.nerc.com/files/NERC_Compliance_Registry_List20120928.pdf, p. 271 and
http://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe/Corporate/Corporate%20PDFs/2012_PSCotransmission_plan.pdf.
20
This information was obtained from an Energy Emergency Alert issued by NERC, which is available at
http://www.nerc.com/docs/cip/alertlogs/EEA3_Report_PSCo_021806.pdf
21
Report of Events, Controlled Outages, 2/18/06, at 6 (3/13/2006), accessed November 7, 2012,
https://www.dora.state.co.us/pls/efi/EFI.Show_Docket?p_session_id=&p_docket_id=06I-118EG
18

7
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real-time trader had to enter a revised transmission schedule for a lower amount of power
into PSCo from another system, due to an incorrect Available Transmission Capacity
(ATC) posting. 22 It is not certain that an EIM would have been the solution to prevent
load shedding in this example, but an EIM using SCED could have helped by
automatically redispatching available resources based on actual transmission availability.
Thus, the example conceptually illustrates a potential reliability benefit from an EIM
using SCED.
Another event that conceptually illustrates the potential for an EIM using SCED to
improve reliability is from June 14, 2004. At 07:41 AM, an auxiliary relay in the
southwestern part of the Western Interconnection failed to clear a line fault that
ultimately caused approximately 4,589 MW of generation to trip. Despite the reserve
sharing group being activated, one entity was directed by the reliability coordinator to
shed firm load about nine minutes into the event. 23 NERC’s Industry Advisory states that
this event had the potential to collapse the entire Western Interconnection.24 It is possible
that the directive to shed load was given because this multiple generator outage exceeded
the reserve sharing group’s most severe single contingency and the entity was unable to
locate and receive enough generation to prevent an unacceptable deviation in its Area
Control Error (ACE). 25
An EIM operator would have seen the imbalance after contingency reserve deployment
and SCED would have dispatched available resources to the extent possible. It is not
certain that an EIM would have prevented the load shed in this specific example, but it
seems likely that an EIM using SCED would have helped by automatically redispatching
available resources, in response to energy imbalance in the next five minute interval.
Thus, this example also conceptually illustrates a potential reliability benefit from an
EIM using SCED.
An EIM that uses SCED could increase reliability in a number of ways. In brief, it could
 automate the identification of resources and transmission to balance load by
22

Id., at Exhibit No. 10, p. 9.
WECC Preliminary Summary of System Disturbance (July 2004), accessed December, 2012,
http://www.nerc.com/docs/oc/rcwg/rcwg_0904a.pdf.
24
NERC Industry Advisory: Protection System Single Point of Failure (March 2009), accessed December, 2012,
http://www.nerc.com/fileUploads/File/Events%20Analysis/A-2009-03-30-01.pdf
25
Area Control Error is “the instantaneous difference between a balancing authority’s net actual and scheduled
interchange, taking into account the effects of Frequency Bias and correction for meter error.” Source: North
American Electric Reliability Corporation, “Glossary of Terms Used in Reliability Standards,” (February 12, 2008),
accessed 11/30/2012, http://www.nerc.com/files/Glossary_12Feb08.pdf.
23
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o dispatching resources based on actual transmission availability rather than
transmission reservations, allowing the market to deliver energy from
existing and new resources by finding paths around congested areas,
o creating enhanced coordination that assists with reliable operations, and
creating price signals that are consistent with reliable operations;
 internalize and recognize unscheduled flows;
 automate the ability to manage and respond to system contingencies by
o providing visibility into actual system conditions and transmission loading
and proactively dispatching resources to avoid flows exceeding system
operating limits and
o increasing the pool of resources that balance resources and load, provide
ramping capability, and managing flows to be within system operating
limits.
Therefore, an EIM has the potential to enhance reliability in situations where system
operators are responding to contingencies, like the events described. We discuss each of
these benefits in more detail below.
An EIM that uses SCED would automate the identification of resources and transmission
needed to balance load across the balancing authority areas of the market. It would do so
based on actual transmission availability rather than posted available transfer capability.
That is, SCED automatically finds available transmission capability not being used by
existing transactions to deliver imbalance energy rather than relying on manual processes
to reserve and schedule transmission service. Thus, SCED would allow the EIM to
deliver energy from existing and new resources to correct real-time imbalances, by
automatically searching for and finding paths around congested areas. As a by-product,
the EIM’s SCED would create incentives for resources to engage in reliable operation.
Specifically, SCED calculates resource deployment instructions simultaneously with
imbalance prices. The imbalance prices are calculated to reflect the marginal cost of
deploying resources to serve load at each location, in each dispatch interval. The prices
are calculated using the bids submitted by market participants, along with detailed inputs
that represent actual real-time system conditions on a granular (nodal) level. 26 Because
the prices themselves are dependent on detailed real-time system information, there is a
26

The nodal (bus by bus) representation of the system in the market allows imbalance prices to be calculated at the
bus level.
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direct relationship between imbalance prices and real-time reliability. The imbalance
prices inform market participants as to where generation or demand response resources
could be dispatched in order to meet imbalances while staying within transmission limits.
An EIM with imbalance prices could improve reliability because the price signals are
designed to evoke reliability enhancing behavior. Through exposure to imbalance price
signals, market participants will have the incentive to take actions that meet system
needs. Additionally, the price signals will reveal information about when and where new
resources would be the most efficient and beneficial. 27
Further, if an EIM operator could use WECC’s real-time energy management system
(EMS) and state estimator data to determine system input information for SCED, the EIM
would see actual flows, effectively internalizing unscheduled flows between parties. By
using actual flows rather than reservations when determining the available transmission
for the most efficient economic dispatch, an EIM using SCED would be able to calculate
dispatch solutions that more effectively provide relief across multiple areas.
Moreover, an EIM using SCED could increase reliability relative to the current system by
automating the management and response to system contingencies. SCED does this by
providing visibility into actual system conditions and transmission loadings and
proactively dispatching resources to avoid exceeding system operating limits. In
addition, an EIM using SCED could increase the pool of resources that balance resources
and load, provide ramping capability, and assist with managing flows within system
operating limits.
With an EIM, the management of transmission limits would become more proactive.
Security and reliability considerations are explicitly captured in dispatch constraints and
SCED assists operators in monitoring system conditions and maintaining secure
operations. 28 An EIM using SCED would respect system operating limits in its dispatch
decisions, and if SCED would be using the same data and information that the reliability
coordinator uses to maintain reliability, resources would be redispatched to address the
operating limit beginning with the next five minute dispatch cycle, leading to more
reliable operation and a better environment for operators. Thus, the combination of
detailed system information with SCED would create a more proactive system for

27

In addition, the price signals may be useful in encouraging day-ahead commitment of additional resources, even
without a day-ahead market.
28
United States Department of Energy, “The Value of Economic Dispatch: A Report to Congress Pursuant to
Section 1234 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005,” at 4, 29 (November 7, 2005), accessed November 14, 2012,
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/oeprod/DocumentsandMedia/value.pdf.
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congestion management, reducing the need to implement curtailment protocols in
reaction to limits that have already been exceeded.
We note that there are operating limits that would need to be captured by the SCED
algorithm. In the Western Interconnection, transmission flows are often limited by
voltage and stability concerns. 29 This is because long transmission lines tend to be
stability-limited rather than thermally-limited (meaning that the stability limit is lower
than the thermal limit), and the Western Interconnection has many long transmission
lines. In general, system operators typically must maintain a margin below voltage and
stability limits. 30 Voltage and stability limits may be represented by complex constraints,
which would need to be accurately represented in the SCED algorithm. 31 Similar
complexity has been dealt with in existing markets, in which market operators model
various types of voltage and stability constraints on a wide geographic basis. The larger
29

Version One Regional Reliability Standard for Demand and Resource Balancing, Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, 130 FERC ¶ 61,202 at P 37 (2010).
30
Note that within SCED, because limits must be respected both in normal operation and post-contingency, many
or most binding flow limits are not binding in normal operation but rather are binding in the contingency analysis.
As such, there are effective margins on all flow limits (including thermal limits) that are respected during normal
operation flows, but the magnitude of these margins is determined through the dispatch algorithm in the most
economical way to meet pre- and post-contingency reliability requirements. In addition to these effective margins,
an additional margin is usually respected for voltage and stability limits, since even small violations of these limits
can be catastrophic.
31
The complex constraints are called nomograms. A nomogram is a representation that depicts operating
relationships between generation, load, voltage, or system stability in a defined network. On lines where the
relationship between variables does not change, a nomogram can be represented simply as a single transmission
interface limit; in many areas, the nomogram indicates that an increase in transfers into an area via one line will
require a decrease in flows on another line. Source: U.S. Department of Energy National Electric Transmission
Congestion Study at 19 (2006), accessed November 16, 2012,
http://nietc.anl.gov/documents/docs/Congestion_Study_2006-9MB.pdf. We note that nomogram constraints add a
degree of complexity to the market design, particularly if an interface in the nomogram lies outside of the market
footprint.
A separate issue is dynamic transfer limits. Dynamic transfer limits refer to the portion of transmission capability
that can reliably accommodate dynamic transfer. Many long lines in the Western Interconnection have reactive
power compensation devices (shunt or series capacitors) that are switched in or out and/or adjusted based on line
loading to maintain a reliable voltage level. Until recently, transmission schedules in the Western Interconnection
were generally changed only once per hour. With increasing levels of renewable generation and requests for
dynamic transfers between balancing areas, transmission schedules in the Western Interconnection are changing
more frequently. An EIM would need to be designed carefully and implemented with accurate information about
the current state of the system, including operating limits and status of reactive power compensation devices and
other such equipment, so that the SCED algorithm always operates based on correct information.
For more information see Northern Tier Transmission Group, Columbia Grid, British Columbia Coordinated
Planning Group, Wind Integration Study Team Dynamic Transfer Capability Task Force Phase 3 Report (2011),
accessed November 15, 2012, http://www.columbiagrid.org/client/pdfs/DTCTFPhase3Report(Final12.21.2011%20).pdf.
Similarly, an EIM would need to have accurate information about the status of remedial action scheme (RAS)
systems, also known as special protection systems. RAS is an automatic protection system designed to detect
abnormal or predetermined system conditions, and take corrective actions. When operating limits are changed due
to a RAS, the new limits would need to be accurately represented in SCED.
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an EIM footprint, the more likely it would be to have both sides of a given voltage and
stability constraint under the control of the market operator.
As the geographic area that SCED dispatches is increased, there is a greater diversity of
options available to manage operational limits. The increased dispatch coordination
offered by an EIM using SCED could increase reliability. Currently, resources within an
individual balancing authority area can be redispatched to address a constraint; an EIM
using SCED would have the ability to redispatch generation from across the footprint to
relieve the same constraint, increasing the possibility the constraint will be relieved in a
more timely and efficient manner. As compared to dispatch at the individual balancing
authority level, an EIM using SCED across its footprint would have access to more
dispatchable range and ramping capability. In addition, an EIM using SCED would
provide opportunities to dispatch a wider range of resource types to provide imbalance
energy, including emerging technologies such as demand response resources to the extent
that such resources are available to the market.
Finally, we note that Mariner suggested that an EIM using SCED could help to manage
flows within system operating limits by quickly identifying and automatically dispatching
generators that provide counter flows to alleviate the constrained path. Mariner stated
that an EIM would address weaknesses contained in WECC’s current congestion
management software tools. 32 The WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit
analysis discussed the advantages that an EIM would provide in quickly and
automatically attempting to resolve constraints, as the EIM would attempt to redispatch
the system to avoid exceeding system operating limits. 33
Situational awareness
An EIM could provide enhanced situational awareness as a byproduct of the processes
and models it would use to run SCED. The models and processes would not necessarily
be reliability tools themselves, but they automate the response to some potential
reliability issues on the system, and could also be a potential source of information. An
32

Mariner Consulting, “Why and Energy Imbalance Market Will Make the Western Interconnection More
Reliable,” at 2-3. WECC’s current congestion management process is called the Unscheduled Flow Mitigation Plan.
According to the Mariner Consulting paper, the software tool supporting this process applies to only six
transmission paths in the Western Interconnection and will only identify transactions that should be reduced without
identifying the best corresponding generation increase to maintain supply and demand balance. See id.
33
Western Electricity Coordinating Council, “WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit Analysis (Revised),”
at 11-12. The WECC analysis also noted that an EIM may dispatch the system closer to system operating limits
(SOLs), which would reduce headroom and could have a reliability impact when system events occur. The analysis
noted that an EIM may still be able to redispatch the system to below SOLs in these instances, and emphasized the
importance of coordination between the market operator and the reliability coordinator.
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EIM could provide proactive solutions to potential reliability issues through automated
redispatch every five minutes using SCED. The automated SCED process creates market
signals that elicit available resources to respond to system imbalances and potentially to
correct issues on the system before they would need to be resolved by another entity such
as the reliability coordinator. Potentially, this would leave the reliability coordinator with
fewer issues to resolve. An EIM could also be a source of additional information to the
reliability coordinator, such as information associated with SCED.
An EIM market operator would be another entity with a wide area view of the system,
which could complement the existing entities that monitor reliability conditions. We note
that the EIM operator would not necessarily be a reliability coordinator. 34 The reliability
coordinator, WECC, supervises transmission and balancing operations across the
Western Interconnection, receives operational information from and issues direction to
other functional entities (including balancing authorities, transmission operators and
generator operators 35 ) to ensure that the interconnection operates reliably. WECC, in its
role as the reliability coordinator, maintains situational awareness that includes a “widearea” view of the interconnection. 36 Reliability coordinators have a broader scope than
separate transmission operators, balancing authorities and other NERC functional
entities. For instance transmission operators can, but do not always, have a high level of
visibility and situational awareness beyond their own boundaries. 37
A recent report by Commission staff and NERC staff on the Arizona-Southern California
outages on September 8, 2011 (Arizona-Southern California Report) made
recommendations related to visibility and situational awareness during real-time grid
operations. Specifically, the Arizona-Southern California Report recommended that:
[transmission operators] should engage in more real-time data sharing to
increase their visibility and situational awareness of external contingencies
that could impact the reliability of their systems. They should obtain
sufficient data to monitor significant external facilities in real-time,
34

The parties discussing an EIM have not definitively determined what entity would serve as the EIM
administrator. As noted previously, PacifiCorp and CAISO announced a memorandum of understanding to work
towards the creation of an EIM on February 12, 2013.
35
Generator operators are the NERC functional entities that operate generating units and perform the functions of
supplying energy and reliability related services. Id. at 49.
36
Id. at 30 (November, 2009), accessed October 29, 2012,
http://www.nerc.com/files/Functional_Model_V5_Final_2009Dec1.pdf.
37
Id. at 38. There are currently many separate transmission operators in WECC, NERC Compliance Registry List
(September 28, 2012), accessed Nobmeber 16, 2012,
http://www.nerc.com/files/NERC_Compliance_Registry_List20120928.pdf.
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especially those that are known to have a direct bearing on the reliability of
their system, and properly assess the impact of internal contingencies on the
[system operating limits] of other [transmission operators]. In addition,
[transmission operators] should review their real-time monitoring tools,
such as State Estimator and [real-time contingency analysis], to ensure that
such tools represent critical facilities needed for the reliable operation of the
[bulk power system]. 38
The Arizona-Southern California event conceptually illustrates the type of situation in
which an EIM has the potential to be beneficial. An EIM could coordinate data 39 across
transmission operators, automating dispatch for energy imbalance while respecting the
limits on facilities external to a given transmission operator area, provided these facilities
are part of the EIM footprint. An EIM could proactively address some energy
imbalances through redispatch and could be an additional source of information for the
reliability coordinator as it monitors the system. A single EIM operator with
responsibility to ensure that the system is dispatched properly every five minutes could
enable better management of the overall system, and could provide information about the
array of options available to manage the system within limits. In this sense, an EIM
market operator could complement the reliability coordinator.
We note that the WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit analysis found that the
processes and models involved in running an EIM could improve system visibility by
giving the reliability coordinator, balancing authorities and transmission operators
improved awareness of system conditions. The analysis also noted that it would be
critical for EIM data to be accurate and that close coordination between the EIM operator
and reliability coordinator would be essential. 40 Additionally, in the recent
announcement of a partnership between CAISO and PacifiCorp to work towards the

38

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission staff and North American Electric Reliability Corporation staff,
“Arizona-Southern California Outages on September 8, 2011: Causes and Recommendations,” at 86,
Recommendation 11 (April, 2012), accessed October 23, 2012, http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/04-27-2012ferc-nercreport.pdf.
39
For instance, an EIM using information from a state estimator would coordinate response to that information
through the SCED process every five minutes.
40
Western Electricity Coordinating Council, “WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit Analysis (Revised),”
at 13.
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creation of an EIM, it was noted that an EIM would increase the visibility of
interconnected systems. 41
Energy Emergency Alerts
Energy Emergency Alerts (EEAs) are events in which a load serving entity is unable to
meet its energy requirements, and requests the reliability coordinator to declare an
emergency. After an EEA is declared, the reliability coordinator acts to mitigate the
emergency situation including through requests for assistance if necessary.
By providing automated identification of imbalances that lead to shortages in a balancing
authority area, and associated redispatch instructions, an EIM could be of assistance in
some potential Energy Emergency Alerts situations. An EIM would provide
opportunities for energy to be sold to deficient entities as imbalance energy, during
potential EEA situations when no other energy is available for purchase. 42 An EIM
would enable delivery of the energy by redispatching across a broader footprint and thus
enable faster and more effective management of potential EEA situations. Mariner
argued that an EIM would reduce the number of Energy Emergency Alerts 43 by
automatically identifying and locating needed replacement energy to address supply
shortfalls and removing the need for manual communications and negotiation. 44 The
WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit analysis similarly stated that an EIM
could improve access to energy in the market footprint, and that the energy would be
automatically dispatched, which would increase the likelihood of locating energy to
resolve local shortages. Thus, an EIM may reduce the need for Energy Emergency Alerts
to be called in some instances. 45 It is important to acknowledge, however, as noted by
WECC in its analysis that there may be instances where voltage stability limitations or

41

ISO and PacifiCorp EIM partnership FAQ,
http://www.pacificorp.com/content/dam/pacificorp/doc/About_Us/Energy_Imbalance_Market/ISOandPacifiCorpEI
MpartnershipFAQ.pdf
42
A representative from SPP also indicated that this was a reliability related benefit from SPP’s EIS market. Note
that parties in a reserve sharing group may also provide response in some types of EEA events, and that an EIM
would have to be constructed so that it does not over-provide response when parties in a reserve sharing group are
also acting.
43
An Energy Emergency Alert (EEA) occurs when assistance is needed to avoid the risk of shedding load. A
reliability coordinator issues an EEA to indicate a significant risk to reliability.
44
Mariner Consulting, “Why an Energy Imbalance Market Will Make the Western Interconnection More Reliable,”
at 5. Mariner also notes that WECC has recently implemented the Merchant Alert Protocol (MAP) to announce
requests to help in addressing potential supply shortages in an effort to reduce the frequency of EEAs
45
Western Electricity Coordinating Council, “WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit Analysis (Revised),”
at 12.
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transmission constraints cannot be managed by redispatch, and in those cases an EIM
would not be able to solve all of the shortage problems for an affected area.
Replacement reserves after reserve sharing group assistance ends
The automation provided by an EIM could create reliability benefits by enhancing
capabilities for identifying and delivering replacement resources when reserve sharing
group assistance ends.
Reserve sharing group agreements are arrangements in which parties share their
contingency reserves in emergency conditions. These arrangements can allow reserve
sharing group member parties to meet their contingency reserve requirements with less
aggregate reserves, and respond to contingencies with a lower likelihood of load
curtailment. Under reserve sharing group agreements, reserves are activated when one of
the parties requests assistance from the others in response to a contingency. The party
requesting assistance is responsible for replacing its contingency reserve obligations
before the reserve sharing group assistance ends (after a specified number of minutes). 46
When reserve sharing group assistance ends, the affected balancing authority has to
obtain replacement power, which can involve a series of manual communications to
make power purchases, identify contract path transmission availability and obtain E-tag
approvals.
An example is a fault that occurred on a transformer at PacifiCorp’s Huntington
generation plant in Utah at approximately 09:15 AM on February 14, 2008, which
triggered an immediate loss of approximately 2,800 MW of generation across PacifiCorp
East. Reserve sharing ended automatically one hour after the start of the disturbance per
the NWPP agreement, notwithstanding the fact that PacifiCorp was still dependent on
1001 MW of NWPP Reserve Sharing Group deliveries. PacifiCorp made a second
request for NWPP reserve sharing assistance, which was provided but terminated by the
operator at 10:44 AM based on a mistaken concern regarding PacifiCorp’s right to make
a second request for reserve sharing under the NWPP Agreement. Around this time
PacifiCorp started to shed firm load to help restore its ACE, shedding approximately 183
MW. 47

46

For instance, the Southwest Reserve Sharing Group Participation Agreement requires that reserves be restored by
the affected party no later than sixty minutes after the start of the event. See “Southwest Reserve Sharing Group
Participation Agreement,” at A-3 (11/3/1997), accessed November 16, 2012,
http://www.srsg.org/pdf/agreement/SRSGAGMT.pdf.
47
137 FERC ¶ 61,176, Docket No. IN11-6-000
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Mariner noted the benefits of an EIM in this regard. 48 An EIM can be designed to
coordinate with existing reserve sharing groups in the Western Interconnection,
facilitating the resupply of reserves from available resources after reserve sharing
assistance ends. While we do not assert that an EIM would have been the solution to
prevent load shedding in the PacifiCorp event, it does conceptually illustrate a type of
situation in which an EIM has the potential to be beneficial. Specifically, the presence of
an EIM could mitigate the potential for load shedding due to inability to find replacement
generation by providing automated redispatch, potentially mitigating against manual
delays in locating replacement power and obtaining transmission service and creating and
approving transmission schedules.
Reliable integration of variable energy resources
An EIM could enhance the reliability of the bulk power system as the system moves
towards higher levels of variable energy resources. Balancing authorities need reserves
that are loaded and able to reduce output, as well as reserves that are unloaded and able to
increase output, in order to respond to the variability from variable energy resources.
Without an EIM, the variability from variable energy resource output in the Western
Interconnection is not diversified across balancing authorities. An EIM could help
manage variable energy resources more reliably by pooling variability over a larger area,
and redispatching resources to help manage imbalance energy caused by variable energy
resources.
By pooling the variability of resources from across the footprint, an EIM would reduce
net imbalances. An EIM would also have access to a wider variety of balancing options.
Specifically, resources would self-identify a willingness to either reduce or increase
output at a specific price. As a result, individual BAs would not need to hold as many
resources in reserve to respond to changes in renewable output and are thus less likely to
run out of reserves, which could lead to reduced variable generation curtailments and an
increased ability for balancing authorities to offload or replace power during periods of
high or low variable generation output, respectively. While an EIM would not be a
replacement for capacity adequacy, a larger pool of resources under an EIM footprint
could provide more ramping capability and respond to variations and imbalances more
quickly.
As an example, Northern States Power Company (NSP) states that it was able to reliably
increase its wind generating capability while maintaining the same level of regulating
48

Mariner Consulting, “Why an Energy Imbalance Market Will Make the Western Interconnection More Reliable,”
at 4.
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reserve capacity after the start of an energy market with SCED in the MISO footprint. In
April of 2005, the month that MISO began operating regional market dispatch across its
footprint, the NSP balancing area had approximately 400 MW of wind generation and
maintained approximately 80 MW of regulating reserve capacity. Over the next four
years, the NSP system expanded to approximately 1200 MW of wind generating
resources. NSP expanded its wind portfolio without needing to expand its regulating
reserve capacity, and still maintained compliance with the Control Performance
Standards established by NERC, which measure the reliable performance of balancing
authority areas. The 5-minute dispatch of the MISO market mitigated the requirement for
additional regulating capacity despite the additional wind capacity. A representative
from Xcel suggested that these experiences show that the regional market mechanism in
MISO provides effective integration when compared to stand alone balancing authority
area operations. 49
Mariner noted that an EIM could effectively provide for lower net imbalance from
variable energy resources by aggregating imbalances across the EIM footprint. Also, by
providing a diversity of redispatch options from across the EIM footprint, an EIM would
reduce the risk of any balancing authority being short of supply to respond to
imbalances. 50 The WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit analysis stated that an
EIM could automatically locate and dispatch a wider array of available resources to
regain system balance with changing variable energy resource output, and may prevent
some curtailments of variable energy resources. 51
Additionally, NERC’s Integration of Variable Generation Task Force released a report
that identified changes to planning and operations methods that could be required for the
reliable integration of variable energy resources. The Task Force concluded that new
tools will be required for operators to maintain system reliability with high levels of
variable energy resources. Its report recommends that operators investigate the impact of
securing ancillary services through larger balancing areas or participation in wider-area
balancing arrangements. 52 It also recommends that “minimum requirements and/or
49

Summary of statement from Xcel Energy representative on 11/30/2012.
Mariner Consulting, “Why an Energy Imbalance Market Will Make the Western Interconnection More Reliable,”
at 3-4.
51
Western Electricity Coordinating Council, “WECC Efficient Dispatch Toolkit Cost-Benefit Analysis (Revised),”
at 12-13 (October 11, 2011), accessed November 14, 2012.
52
North American Electric Reliability Corporation, “Special Report: Accommodating High Levels of Variable
Generation” at 64 (April, 2009), accessed November 2, 2012,
http://www.nerc.com/files/IVGTF_Report_041609.pdf. Here we note that we have discussed potential EIM-related
impacts on the reliable integration of variable energy resources. These EIM-related impacts come from a small
50
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market mechanisms (e.g., price signals)” be used to elicit system characteristics that
maintain reliability in both the short term and the long term. 53
V.

Conclusion

An EIM has the potential to enhance reliability in the Western Interconnection by
providing improved visibility and situational awareness, better management of
transmission flows and system operating limits and faster, more diverse operational
options and automated response to imbalances. Improved situational awareness across an
EIM footprint could provide significant benefits, as a market operator should complement
the role of the reliability coordinator in monitoring real-time system conditions over a
wide area. Automated redispatch every five minutes with SCED would allow faster
response to imbalances, which can eliminate delays caused by manual communications,
transmission reservations and e-Tag approvals, and allow for a potential reduction in
Energy Emergency Alerts. An EIM using SCED would use information about actual
limits, actual line flows and generator impacts on transmission lines to proactively
manage flows within transmission limits when redispatching to correct energy imbalance.
An EIM can aid in the reliable integration of renewable resources, especially by allowing
a more diverse set of resources to be redispatched from a wider area in response to
imbalances. Without attempting to quantify the reliability benefits of an EIM, FERC
staff believes that an EIM, if implemented carefully, with accurate information and
effective coordination, could provide reliability benefits of the type identified in this
paper.

subset of the many planning and operations related methods that could impact the reliable integration of variable
energy resources.
53
Id. at 65.
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I.

COMMON SERVICE PROVISIONS

1

Definitions

A - Definitions
Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange:

Net Scheduled Interchange as adjusted for

WEIS Market dispatch instructions.
Affiliate: With respect to a corporation, partnership or other entity, each such other
corporation, partnership or other entity that directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, such
corporation, partnership or other entity.
Ancillary Services: Those services that are necessary to support the transmission of
capacity and energy from resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation of the
transmission system in accordance with Good Utility Practice.
Ancillary Service Plan: A plan submitted by a Market Participant with regulation
service and contingency reserve service obligations to meet its next day obligations and
current day obligations.
Asset Owner: An aggregation of assets defined by a Market Participant through SPP’s
registration process that is eligible to be represented by the Market Participant through
any combination of Resource and load.

B - Definitions
Balancing Authority: The responsible entity within the WEIS Market that integrates
resource plans ahead of time, maintains load-interchange-generation balance within a
Balancing Authority Area, and supports Interconnection frequency in real time in order
to:
(1)

Match, at all times, the power output of the generators within the electric power
system(s) and capacity and energy purchased from entities outside the electric
power system(s), with the load within the electric power system(s);

(2)

Maintain scheduled interchange with other Balancing Authority Areas, within the
limits of Good Utility Practice;

(3)

Maintain the frequency of the electric power system(s) within reasonable limits in
accordance with Good Utility Practice; and

(4)

Provide for sufficient generating capacity to maintain operating reserves in
accordance with Good Utility Practice.

Balancing Authority Area: The collection of generation, transmission, and loads within
the metered boundaries of the Balancing Authority. The Balancing Authority maintains
load-resource balance within this area.
Behind-The-Meter Generation: A generation unit that is connected on the load side of
a load Meter Settlement Location and is agreed to by the load Market Participant that is
the registered owner of the Meter Settlement Location to serve all or part of its capacity,
energy, or Ancillary Service Plan needs.
Business Day: A day on which the Federal Reserve System is open for business.

C - Definitions
Calendar Day: Any day including Saturday and Sunday.
Central Prevailing Time (“CPT”): As established by national time standards, either
Central Standard Time or Central Daylight Time.
Commercial Model: A representation of the attributes of and the relationships between
Market Participants, Asset Owners, Resource and load assets and Price Nodes for use in
the Western Energy Imbalance Service.
Commission: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Common Bus: A single bus to which two or more Resources owned by the same Asset
Owner are connected in an electrically equivalent manner where such Resources may be
treated as interchangeable for certain compliance monitoring purposes.
Completed Application: An Application that satisfies all of the information and other
requirements of the Tariff, including a Credit Application and any required Financial
Security.
Confidential Information: As referenced within Attachments A, B, and C to this Tariff,
information containing or revealing:
(1)

Any confidential, proprietary, or commercially sensitive information, or
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list,
concept, policy or compilation relating to the present or planned business of a
Market Participant that is conspicuously designated as Confidential Information
in writing, on each page of the document, by Disclosing Party at the time the
information is provided to Receiving Party, whether conveyed electronically, in
writing, through inspection, or otherwise;

(2)

Any confidential, proprietary, or commercially sensitive information, or
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list,
concept, policy or compilation relating to the present or planned business of a
Market Participant that is provided orally and designated as Confidential

Information, by Disclosing Party at the time the information is provided to
Receiving Party;
(3)

Any customer information designated by the customer as proprietary, unless the
customer has authorized the release for public disclosure of such information;

(4)

Any software, products of software or other vendor information that SPP is
required to keep confidential under its agreements.
Confidential Information does not include Critical Energy Infrastructure
Information (“CEII”) materials as designated by FERC, which must be obtained
in accordance with FERC regulations.

Credit Policy: The Credit Policy set forth in Attachment H to this Tariff.
Curtailment: A reduction in firm or non-firm transmission service in response to a
transmission capacity shortage as a result of system reliability conditions.

D - Definitions
Data Error: A data error shall be the following:
(i)

Data received by SPP from an independent source, including data produced by a
system or submitted by a third party, that is inaccurately modified by SPP during
the execution of a market function; or

(ii)

Data received by SPP from an independent source, including data produced by a
system or submitted by a third party, that is patently incorrect and is used by SPP
during the execution of a market function; or

(iii)

Incorrect data produced and used by SPP during the execution of a market
function.

Day-Ahead Period: The time period starting at 0001 CPT and ending at 2400 CPT on
the day prior to the Operating Day.
Demand Response Load: A registered measurable load that is capable of being reduced
at the instruction of SPP and subsequently may be increased at the instruction of SPP.
Disclose or Disclosure: To, directly or indirectly, disclose, reveal, distribute, report,
publish, or transfer Confidential Information to any entity other than to the Disclosing
Party which provided the Confidential Information.
Dispatch Interval: The interval for which SPP issues dispatch instructions for Western
Energy Imbalance Service. The Dispatch Interval is currently 5 minutes.
Dispatchable Demand Response Resource: A Resource created to model Demand
Response Load reduction associated with controllable load or a behind-the-meter
generator that is dispatchable on a five (5) minute basis.
Dispatchable Maximum Limit: A Resource’s economic maximum output selected by
Market Participant for each Operating Hour, as identified in the Resource Plan.
Dispatchable Minimum Limit: A Resource’s economic minimum output selected by
Market Participant for each Operating Hour, as identified in the Resource Plan.

Dispatchable Resource: A Resource for which an Offer Curve has been submitted and
that is available for dispatch by SPP.

E - Definitions
Electrical Node (“ENode”): A physical node represented in the Network Model where
electrical equipment and components are connected.
Emergency Condition: A condition or situation determined by a reliability coordinator
that is imminently likely to cause a material adverse effect on the security of, or damage
to the transmission system.
Energy: An amount of electricity that is bid or offered, produced, purchased, consumed,
sold or transmitted over a period of time, which is measured or calculated in megawatt
(“MW”) hours (“MWh”).
Energy Imbalance Service: The Ancillary Service defined under Schedule 1 to this
Tariff.
Energy Imbalance Service Charge/Credit: A Market Participant’s charges and credits
associated with its Imbalance Energy at a Settlement Location.
Energy Obligation Deficiency: A condition created, either at the Market Participant
level or Balancing Authority level, when the sum of applicable Resource maximum
economic limits in an hour is less than the applicable load forecast as adjusted for third
party schedules in that hour.
Energy Obligation Excess: A condition created, either at the Market Participant level or
Balancing Authority level, when the sum of applicable Resource minimum economic
limits in an hour is greater than the applicable load forecast as adjusted for third party
schedules in that hour.
Energy Schedule: A set of hourly energy injection and withdrawal values, in megawatts
per hour, submitted by Market Participants, to be included in native load hedging, the
source and sink must map to Settlement Locations.
External Resource: A Resource, located outside of the WEIS Market Footprint that is
included in a WEIS Market Balancing Authority through an External Resource PseudoTie.

External Resource Pseudo-Tie: A non-physical electrical interconnection point between
Balancing Authorities, whereby all or a portion of an External Resource is electronically
moved from one Balancing Authority to another Balancing Authority that is in the WEIS
Market Footprint.

F - Definitions
Federal Power Marketing Agency: For purposes of this Tariff, this term shall have the
same definition that is set forth in the Federal Power Act at 16 U.S.C. § 796(19), which
defines a "Federal power marketing agency" as "any agency or instrumentality of the
United States (other than the Tennessee Valley Authority) which sells electric energy[.]"
FERC: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

G - Definitions
Good Utility Practice: Any of the practices, methods and acts engaged in or approved
by a significant portion of the electric utility industry during the relevant time period, or
any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in
light of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been expected to
accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices,
reliability, safety and expedition. Good Utility Practice is not intended to be limited to
the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be
acceptable practices, methods, or acts generally accepted in the region, including those
practices required by Federal Power Act section 215(a)(4).

H - Definitions
Hour-Ahead Period: The time period following the close of the Day-Ahead Period and
ending thirty minutes before the Operating Hour.

I – Definitions
Imbalance Energy:

The amount of Energy Imbalance Service in megawatts per

Dispatch Interval that is provided or consumed by a Market Participant at a Settlement
Location in a Dispatch Interval.
Interchange Transaction:

A schedule for importing Energy into the Balancing

Authority Area or exporting Energy out of the Balancing Authority Area.

J – Definitions
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service: Intra-hour non-firm transmission service, as
available, across transmission facilities of the Market Participant that is used to
transmit energy dispatched pursuant to the provisions of this Tariff.
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer: Any Market Participant representing
load in a Balancing Authority participating in the WEIS Market.
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider: Any Market Participant that provides
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service and that is in a Balancing Authority participating in
the WEIS Market or SPP as the Transmission Service Provider pursuant to Attachment
AS and AT of the SPP open access transmission tariff.

L – Definitions
Load Serving Entity (“LSE”): A distribution utility or an electric utility that has a
service obligation, where a service obligation, as defined in Section 217(a) of the Federal
Power Act, means a requirement applicable to, or the exercise of authority granted to, an
electric utility under Federal, State, or local law or under long-term contracts to provide
electric service to end-users or to a distribution utility.
Local Emergency Condition: A condition or situation determined by the local
transmission operator that is imminently likely to cause a material adverse effect on the
security of or damage to the local transmission operator’s facilities not modeled by SPP.
Local Reliability Issue: A local voltage or reliability condition necessitating a Local
Reliability Issue Commitment.
Local Reliability Issue Commitment: A Resource commitment resulting from and in
order to mitigate issues with transmission system voltage or other local reliability
concerns.
Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”): The market clearing price for Imbalance Energy
at a specific location which shall be equivalent to the marginal cost of serving load at that
location as calculated by SPP’s security constrained economic dispatch algorithm.

M - Definitions
Manual Dispatch Instruction: A dispatch instruction issued manually to a Resource by
a reliability coordinator to resolve a system reliability condition that cannot be resolved
through the process described under Section 4.3 of Attachment A to this Tariff.
Market Flow: The aggregate megawatt flow on a designated transmission constraint
caused by Energy Schedules for native load, intra Balancing Authority Area Energy
Schedules, inter Balancing Authority Area Energy Schedules that are sourced at
Dispatchable Resources or load Settlement Locations and Energy Imbalance Service.
Market Monitor: The independent SPP Market Monitor.
Market Participant: An entity that generates, transmits, distributes, purchases, or sells
electricity in the WEIS Market. Market Participant expressly includes: (1) any entity
offering Resources for sale into the WEIS Market that executes the Service Agreement
specified in Attachment E to this Tariff, or on whose behalf an unexecuted Service
Agreement has been filed at the Commission, (b) any retail customer or eligible person
that is not precluded under the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory
authority including state-approved retail tariff(s) from participating directly in wholesale
demand response programs in the WEIS Market and that is technically qualified to offer
Demand Response Load into the WEIS Market or (c) an aggregator of such retail
customers that offers qualified Demand Response Load into the WEIS Market under
Section 1.2.10 of Attachment A to this Tariff.
Maximum Capacity Operating Limit:

The maximum megawatt level at which a

Resource may operate continuously.
Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit: An economic MW level at or below
a Resource’s Maximum Capacity Operating Limit used for constraining Energy dispatch
during normal system conditions.
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit: The maximum megawatt level at
which a Resource may operate under Emergency Conditions.

Meter Agent: An entity responsible for collecting load and Resource data associated
with identified Meter Settlement Locations within a Settlement Area for the purpose of
energy accounting that impacts market settlements.
Meter Data Submittal Location: One or more Meter Settlement Locations contained
within a single Settlement Area for which meter data is submitted to SPP by the Meter
Agent for settlement purposes.
Meter Settlement Location:

The effective point at which a Market Participant’s

registered load and Resources interchange Energy with the WEIS Market.
Minimum Capacity Operating Limit:

The minimum megawatt level at which a

Resource may operate continuously.
Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit: A megawatt level at or above a
Resource’s Minimum Capacity Operating Limit used for Energy dispatch at a minimum
level during normal operating conditions.
Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit: The minimum megawatt level at
which a Resource may operate under Emergency Conditions.

N – Definitions
Net Scheduled Interchange: The algebraic sum of all Energy Schedules into or out of a
Balancing Authority.
Network Model: A representation of the transmission, generation, and load elements of
the interconnected transmission systems of the WEIS Region.
Non-Dispatchable Resource: A Resource meeting any of the following conditions: (a)
operating in Shut-down Mode; (b) operating in Start-up Mode; (c) operating in Test
Mode; (d) is a Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under PURPA, (e) is a Resource
having a primary fuel source of run of the river hydro-electric that is incapable of
following dispatch instructions, or (f) is a PPR.

O – Definitions
Offer Curve: A set of price/quantity pairs associated with a Dispatchable Resource that
represents the prices and amounts of dispatchable Energy or curtailable consumption
offered to SPP for the provision of Western Energy Imbalance Service.
Open Access Same-Time Information System (“OASIS”): The information system
and internet location where SPP posts the information required by 18 C.F.R. § 37 of the
Commission's regulations, and where SPP may also post the information required to be
posted on its internet website by 18 C.F.R. § 358 of the Commission’s regulations.
Operating Day: A daily period beginning at midnight.
Operating Hour:

A sixty (60) minute period of time during the Operating Day

corresponding to a clock hour typically expressed as hour-ending.
Operating Tolerance: The megawatt range of actual Resource output above and below
the Resource’s average Setpoint Instruction over the Dispatch Interval where the
Resource will not be subject to charges associated with Uninstructed Resource Deviation.
Out-of-Merit Energy (“OOME”): (a) An instruction from the reliability coordinator or
a local transmission operator to address an Emergency Condition or reliability issue that
the market systems cannot resolve or (b) an instruction from a local transmission operator
to address a Local Emergency Condition.

P - Definitions
Part I: Tariff Definitions and Common Service Provisions contained in Sections 1
through 7.
Part II: Tariff Section 8 pertaining to special Tariff provisions related to participation by
the United States.
Partial Participation Resource (“PPR”): A non-participating entity resource that is
not available for WEIS economic dispatch registered by a Market Participant under their
obligation as the host Balancing Authority.
Power Purchaser: The entity that is purchasing the Energy to be transmitted under the
Tariff.
Price Node (“Pnode”): A node in the Commercial Model where Locational Marginal
Prices are calculated.

Q – Definitions
Qualifying Facility: A generating facility which meets the requirements for Qualifying
Facility status under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (“PURPA”) and
part 292 of the Commission’s Regulations (18 C.F.R. Part 292), and which has obtained
certification of its Qualifying Facility status.

R - Definitions
Real-Time Period: The time period during an Operating Hour in which SPP or the
Balancing Authority operator balances the system by deployment of Energy from Energy
Imbalance Service and the Ancillary Service Plan.
Regulation and Frequency Reserve Service:

Regulation and Frequency Reserve

Service is necessary to provide for the continuous balancing of resources (generation and
interchange) with load and for maintaining schedule interconnection frequency at sixty
cycles per second (60 Hz). This is part of the Ancillary Service Plan.
Reported Load: A Market Participant's actual value of Energy withdrawn from the
transmission system at a Settlement Location adjusted as described under Section 5.1 of
Attachment A to this Tariff and further adjusted, if necessary, to account for distribution
system losses between the actual metering point and SPP Settlement Location as
described under Appendix A of the WEIS Market Protocols.
Resettlement: The settlement of an Operating Day subsequent to the posting of the S120
Scheduled Settlement Statement for that Operating Day.
Resources: Assets which are defined within the WEIS Market systems which inject
Energy into the transmission grid, or which reduce the withdrawal of Energy from the
transmission grid, and may be self-dispatched or directly dispatchable by SPP. These
Resources may include generation, demand response, or storage that is part of the WEIS
Market Footprint through its physical interconnection and External Resources included in
the WEIS Market Footprint through an External Resource Pseudo-Tie.
Resource Plan: A Market Participant’s plan to meet its Energy obligations including
specification of Resource operating characteristics.

S - Definitions
S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement: As defined in Section 7.1(a) of Attachment A to
this Tariff.
S53 Scheduled Settlement Statement: As defined in Section 7.1(b) of Attachment A to
this Tariff.
S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement: As defined in Section 7.1(c) of Attachment A
to this Tariff.
Scheduled Generation: The amount of Energy scheduled to be injected at a Settlement
Location pursuant to submission of an Energy Schedule that is used in the calculation of
a Market Participant’s Imbalance Energy at a Settlement Location. This value is assumed
to be a negative value for settlement purposes.
Scheduled Load: The amount of Energy scheduled to be withdrawn at a Settlement
Location pursuant to submission of an Energy Schedule that is used in the calculation of
a Market Participant’s Imbalance Energy at a Settlement Location. This value is assumed
to be a positive value for settlement purposes.
Scheduled Settlement: The mandatory settlement of an Operating Day that is posted on
a prescribed schedule.
Scheduled Settlement Statement:

The statement produced from a Scheduled

Settlement.
Setpoint Instruction: The real-time desired megawatt output signal calculated for a
specific Resource by SPP’s control system for a specified period.
Settlement Area:

An area within a single Balancing Authority for which interval

metering can account for the net injections and net interchange associated with that area.
Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange: The algebraic sum of all Energy flowing
into or out of a Settlement Area during an hour.

Settlement Area Net Load: The sum of (a) net injections at each Settlement Location
within the Settlement Area and (b) Settlement Area Metered Net Interchange.
Settlement Invoice: A weekly summary of the WEIS net daily charges and payments by
Asset Owner and Operating Day that is generated for each Market Participant and
contains data for all of the Operating Days settled, either on a Scheduled Settlement or
Resettlement basis, during the invoice period. For each Operating Day, only the net
amounts (current total less previously invoiced – excluding the S7 Scheduled Settlement
Statement) contribute to the invoice amounts.
Settlement Location: Locations defined for the purpose of commercial operations and
settlement. A Settlement Location can be either a single Meter Settlement Location or,
for load, an aggregation of Meter Settlement Locations within one Settlement Area as
designated during the asset registration process by a Market Participant serving load.
Settlement Statement: A daily summary of the WEIS total daily charges and payments
by charge type, Asset Owner and Operating Day which is generated for each Market
Participant and contains data for all of the Operating Days settled, either on a Scheduled
Settlement or Resettlement basis, on that day. For each Operating Day, the current,
previous and net amounts are included on the statement.
Shadow Price: A price for a commodity that measures the marginal value of the
commodity.
Software Error: A software error is a software execution that is inconsistent with the
requirements of Attachment A to this Tariff.
Shut-down Mode: A period of time after the Resource operates below its Minimum
Capacity Operating Limit as indicated in the Resource Plan, but not to exceed one (1)
hour before and after the scheduled time for a Resource to be removed from the electrical
grid.
SPP: The Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

Start-up Mode: The period of time before the Resource reaches its Minimum Capacity
Operating Limit as indicated in the Resource Plan, but not to exceed two (2) hours before
and after the scheduled time for a Resource to synchronize to the grid.
State Estimator: A standard industry tool that produces a power flow model based on
available real-time metering information, information regarding the current status of
lines, generators, transformers, and other equipment, bus load distribution factors, and a
representation of the electric network, to provide a complete description of system
conditions, including conditions at busses for which real-time information is unavailable.
Statutory Obligation: As defined in Section 8.3(d) of this Tariff.

T - Definitions
Tariff:

The Western Energy Imbalance Service Tariff including all schedules or

attachments thereto, as amended from time to time and approved by the Commission.
Test Mode: Operation of new facilities not yet commercially accepted by the owner of
the Resource that is designed to assist in commercial acceptance testing of the Resource
by the owner or, the operation of a Resource that has been off-line due to an extended
maintenance period. This operation must be coordinated with SPP to the extent possible.

U - Definitions
Uninstructed Resource Deviation (“URD”) Charge: A Market Participant’s charge
associated with a Resource that is determined to have operated outside an acceptable
operating tolerance relative to dispatch instructions in accordance with procedures set
forth in Attachment A to this Tariff.
Uninstructed Resource Deviation Megawatt:

The megawatt amount by which a

Resource’s actual output in a Dispatch Interval is above or below that Resource’s
Setpoint Instruction in the Dispatch Interval.
Users: Market Participants or other entities that are parties to transactions under the
Tariff.

V – Definitions
Variable Energy Resource:

A device for the production of electricity that is

characterized by an energy source that: (1) is renewable; (2) cannot be stored by the
facility owner or operator; and (3) has variability that is beyond the control of the facility
owner or operator.
Violation Relaxation Limit (“VRL”):
Attachment A to this Tariff.

The values described under Section 4.6 of

W - Definitions
WEIS Market Protocols: The protocols implementing Attachment A of this Tariff, the
WEIS Market as amended from time to time.
Western Area Power Administration-Colorado River Storage Project Management
Center (“WAPA-CRSP”): A division of the Western Area Power Administration that
markets and transmits Federal power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
hydroelectric facilities collectively known as the Salt Lake City Area Integrated Projects
(“SLCA/IP”).

WAPA-CRSP is participating in the WEIS Market in the following

capacities: as CRSP and CRCM. CRSP is the Market Participant who represents the
SLCA/IP loads and Resources in the WEIS Market Footprint.

CRCM is the Joint

Dispatch Transmission Provider for the SLCA/IP transmission within the WEIS Market
Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the Tariff.
Western Area Power Administration-Rocky Mountain Region (“WAPA-RMR”): A
division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power generated from certain U.S. Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric facilities
collectively known as the Loveland Area Projects. WAPA-RMR also operates the
Western Area Colorado Missouri Balancing Authority Area, known as WACM, and the
Western Area Lower Colorado Balancing Authority Area, known as WALC, and
provides transmission services, including, but not limited to, transmission service across
Western-owned transmission facilities within the two Balancing Authority Areas.
WAPA-RMR is participating in the WEIS Market in the following capacities: as LAP,
LAPT, and WACM. LAP is the Market Participant that represents the Loveland Area
Project loads and Resources in the WEIS Market Footprint. LAPT is the Joint Dispatch
Transmission Provider for the LAP transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint
offered under Schedule 2 of the Tariff. WACM is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS
Market Footprint. Also, as a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WACM
is required to register loads and resources for non-participating entities in WACM.
WAPA-RMR is not participating in WEIS on behalf of the WALC Balancing Authority,
the Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest Intertie Project, the Central Arizona Project, or
the Parker-Davis Project. In the WEIS Market Footprint, WAPA-RMR will provide

transmission services for LAPT Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider and CRCM Joint
Dispatch Transmission Provider.
Western Area Power Administration-Upper Great Plains Region (“WAPA-UGP”):
A division of the Western Area Power Administration that markets and transmits Federal
power from reservoir projects under the control of the Department of the Army or the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, collectively known as Pick Sloan Missouri Basin Program-Eastern Division (“PS-ED”). WAPA-UGP operates the Western Area Power
Administration Upper Great Plains West (“WAUW”) Balancing Authority Area in the
Western Interconnection, where certain of its transmission facilities are located. For
purposes of the Tariff, WAPA-UGP is participating in the WEIS Market in the following
capacities: as PS-ED and WAUW. PS-ED is a Market Participant that represents the
Pick Sloan Missouri River Basin--Eastern Division loads and Resources in the WEIS
Market Footprint. WAUW is a Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint. As a
Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint, WAUW is required to register loads
and resources for non-participating entities in WAUW. Under a separate agreement,
WAPA-UGP transferred functional control of its transmission facilities in the Western
Interconnection. Under the terms and as a result of that separate agreement, SPP is the
Joint Dispatch Transmission Provider for the WAPA-UGP PS-ED transmission within
the WEIS Market Footprint offered under Schedule 2 of the Tariff for PS-ED
transmission within the WEIS Market Footprint.
Western Energy Imbalance Service (“WEIS”): The Schedule 1 Service defined in this
Tariff for the Western Energy Imbalance Service Region.
Western Energy Imbalance Service Market (“WEIS Market”):

The market for

Imbalance Energy administered by SPP in the Western Region.
Western Energy Imbalance Service Market Footprint (“WEIS Market Footprint”):
The loads and Resources that are located within a Balancing Authority Area participating
in the WEIS Market under this Tariff.
Western Energy Imbalance Service Region (“WEIS Region”): The geographic region
of the WEIS Market operated by SPP under this Tariff.

Western Interconnection:

A major alternating current power grid in North

America. The Western Interconnection stretches from Western Canada south to Baja
California in Mexico, reaching eastward over the Rockies to the Great Plains. Western
Interconnection is comprised of the states of Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Colorado, Wyoming, portions of Montana, South Dakota,
Nebraska, New Mexico and Texas in the United States, the Provinces of British
Columbia and Alberta in Canada, and a portion of the Comisión Federal de Electricidad’s
system in Baja California in Mexico.
Western Real-Time Balancing Market (“WRTBM”): The market operated by SPP
continuously in real-time to balance the system through deployment of Energy for the
WEIS Market.

2

Ancillary Service
SPP also shall maintain the Ancillary Service schedule which provides Western Energy

Imbalance Service.

3

Reserved for Future Use

4

Regulatory Filings
Nothing contained in the Tariff or any Service Agreement shall be construed as affecting

in any way the right of SPP, acting by and through authorization from the SPP Board of
Directors, to make application to the Commission for a change in rates, terms and conditions,
charges, classification of service, Service Agreement, rule or regulation under Section 205 of the
Federal Power Act and pursuant to the Commission's rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder.
Nothing contained in the Tariff or any Service Agreement shall be construed as affecting
in any way the ability of any party receiving service under the Tariff to exercise its rights under
the Federal Power Act and pursuant to the Commission's rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder.

5

Force Majeure and Indemnification

5.1

Force Majeure:
An event of Force Majeure means any act of God, labor disturbance, act of the public

enemy, war, insurrection, terrorism, riot, fire, storm or flood, explosion, breakage or accident to
machinery or equipment, any curtailment, order, regulation or restriction imposed by
governmental, military, or lawfully established civilian authorities, or any other cause beyond a
party's control. A Force Majeure event does not include an act of negligence or intentional
wrongdoing. Neither SPP, the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider(s), nor the Market
Participant will be considered in default as to any obligation under this Tariff if prevented from
fulfilling the obligation due to an event of Force Majeure. However, a party whose performance
under this Tariff is hindered by an event of Force Majeure shall make all reasonable efforts to
perform its obligations under this Tariff.

5.2

Liability:
(a)

SPP shall not be liable for money damages or other compensation to any
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer or Users for actions or
omissions by SPP or Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider in
performing its obligations under this Tariff or any Service Agreement
thereunder, except to the extent such act or omission by SPP is found to
result from its gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing.

(b)

A Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider shall not be liable for
money damages or other compensation to any Joint Dispatch
Transmission Service Customer or Users for actions or omissions by such
Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider or SPP in performing its
obligations under this Tariff or any Service Agreement thereunder, except
to the extent such act or omission by such Joint Dispatch Transmission
Service Provider is found to result from its gross negligence or intentional
wrongdoing.

(c)

A Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer or Users may not seek to
enforce any claims against the directors, members, shareholders, officers,
employees or agents of SPP or a Joint Dispatch Transmission Service
Provider or Affiliate of either solely by reason of their status as directors,
members, shareholders, officers, employees or agents of the SPP or a Joint
Dispatch

Transmission

Service

Provider

or

Affiliate

of

either.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Joint Dispatch Transmission Service
Customer or Users shall be liable to the SPP for all amounts owed for the
full term of any Service Agreement under the Tariff.
(d)

In no event shall SPP, a Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider or
any Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer or Users be liable for
any incidental, consequential, punitive, special, exemplary or indirect
damages, attorney’s fees and costs, loss of revenues or profits, arising out
of, or connected in any way with the performance or non-performance
under this Tariff or any Service Agreement thereunder.

5.3

Indemnification:
The Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer shall at all times indemnify, defend,

and save SPP and Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider(s) harmless from, any and all
damages, losses, claims, including claims and actions relating to injury to or death of any person
or damage to property, demands, suits, recoveries, costs and expenses, court costs, attorney fees,
and all other obligations by or to third parties, arising out of or resulting from SPP's or Joint
Dispatch Transmission Service Provider(s’) performance of obligations under this Tariff on
behalf of the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer, except in cases of gross negligence
or intentional wrongdoing by SPP or a Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider. If SPP
engages in gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing, but the Joint Dispatch Transmission
Service Provider(s) does (do) not, that will not affect the indemnification of the Joint Dispatch
Transmission Service Provider(s) under this Section 5.3 and vice-versa.

5.4

Further Limitation of Liability:
Neither the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider nor SPP shall be liable for

damages arising out of services provided under this Tariff including, but not limited to any act or
omission that results in an interruption, deficiency or imperfection of service, occurring as a
result of conditions or circumstances beyond the control of the Joint Dispatch Transmission
Service Provider or SPP, as applicable, or resulting from electric system design common to the
domestic electric utility industry or electric system operation practices or conditions common to
domestic electric utility industry. Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Providers shall not be
liable for acts or omissions done in compliance or good faith attempts to comply with directives
of SPP.

5.5

Limitation on Claims:
Except as otherwise specified Sections 7.1 or 7.3 of Attachment A to this Tariff, or as

may be required to comply with the requirements of this Tariff or applicable Commission
directives, no claim seeking an adjustment in the billing for any service, transaction, or charge
under the Tariff may be asserted if more than two years has elapsed since the first date upon
which the billing for that week or month occurred. SPP shall make no adjustment to billing with
respect to any service, transaction, or charge under this Tariff if more than two years has elapsed
since the first date upon which the billing for that week or month occurred, unless a claim
seeking such adjustment had been received by SPP prior to the end of the two-year period.

6

Creditworthiness:
SPP will specify its Creditworthiness procedures in Attachment H.

7

Dispute Resolution Procedures

7.1

Internal Dispute Resolution Procedures:
Any dispute between a Market Participant(s) and SPP involving service under the Tariff

(excluding applications for rate changes or other changes to the Tariff, or to any Service
Agreement entered into under the Tariff, which shall be presented directly to the Commission for
resolution) shall be referred to a designated senior representative of SPP and a senior
representative of the Market Participant for resolution on an informal basis as promptly as
practicable. In the event the designated representatives are unable to resolve the dispute within
thirty (30) days [or such other period as the parties may agree upon] by mutual agreement, such
dispute may be submitted to arbitration and resolved in accordance with the arbitration
procedures set forth below.

7.2

External Arbitration Procedures:
Any arbitration initiated under the Tariff shall be conducted before a single neutral

arbitrator appointed by the parties. If the parties fail to agree upon a single arbitrator within ten
(10) days of the referral of the dispute to arbitration, each party shall choose one arbitrator who
shall sit on a three-member arbitration panel, except that if more than two parties are involved,
the parties shall agree on procedures to choose these two arbitrators. If the parties are unable to
agree, then the American Arbitration Association shall be asked to appoint the arbitrator(s) who
must be knowledgeable in matters involving the electric power industry. The two arbitrators so
chosen shall within twenty (20) days select a third arbitrator to chair the arbitration panel. In
either case, the arbitrators shall be knowledgeable in electric utility matters, including electric
transmission and bulk power issues, and shall not have any current or past substantial business or
financial relationships with any party to the arbitration (except prior arbitration).

The

arbitrator(s) shall provide each of the parties an opportunity to be heard and, except as otherwise
provided herein, shall generally conduct the arbitration in accordance with the Commercial
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association and any applicable Commission
regulations or regional transmission group rules.

7.3

Arbitration Decisions:
Unless otherwise agreed, the arbitrator(s) shall render a decision within ninety (90) days

of appointment and shall notify the parties in writing of such decision and the reasons therefore.
The arbitrator(s) shall be authorized only to interpret and apply the provisions of the Tariff and
any Service Agreement entered into under the Tariff and shall have no power to modify or
change any of the above in any manner. The decision of the arbitrator(s) shall be final and
binding upon the parties, and judgment on the award may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction; provided, however, that final decisions with the Federal Government as one of the
parties are nonbinding. The decision of the arbitrator(s) may be appealed solely on the grounds
that the conduct of the arbitrator(s), or the decision itself, violated the standards set forth in the
Federal Arbitration Act and/or the Administrative Dispute Resolution Act. The final decision of
the arbitrator must also be filed with the Commission if it affects jurisdictional rates, terms, and
conditions of service or facilities.

7.4

Costs:
Each party shall be responsible for its own costs, including its attorney’s fees and costs,

incurred during the arbitration process and for the following costs, if applicable:
(i)

the cost of the arbitrator chosen by the party or parties to sit on the three member
panel and its equal share of the cost of the third arbitrator chosen; or

(ii)

its equal share of the cost of the single arbitrator jointly chosen by the parties.

7.5

Rights Under The Federal Power Act:
Nothing in this section shall restrict the rights of any party to file a Complaint with the

Commission under relevant provisions of the Federal Power Act.

II.

SPECIAL RULES ON USE OF TARIFF

8.

Applicability of Non-Rate Terms and Conditions

8.1

Subject to State Laws and Regulations and Public Power Rate Schedules
The participation in this Tariff by a User that is not a public utility under the Federal

Power Act, but rather is a public-power entity, is subject in all respects to the laws and
regulations of the state of its creation and to rate schedules adopted by its governing board under
state law. The Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to interpret the provisions of this Tariff and
how the provisions apply to such public-power entity(ies). However, in the event that the
governing board of such public-power entity(ies), subject to state court review, determines that a
conflict exists between the applicable state law, regulations, or rate schedules, and provisions of
this Tariff as interpreted by the Commission, such state law, regulations, or rate schedules shall
govern with respect to the application of this Tariff to such public-power entity(ies). Should the
governing board of such public-power entity(ies) determine that such a conflict exists, the
public-power entity(ies) must file, with the Commission, such necessary documents notifying the
Commission of the governing board determination of such a conflict and explaining both the
conflict (including what state law, regulations, or rate schedules, and what Tariff provisions are
at issue) and what actions the governing board is taking in response to that determination.

8.2

Applicability to Rural Electric Cooperatives
The participation in this Tariff by a User that is an electric cooperative that receives

financing under the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 (7 U.S.C. 901 et seq.) is subject in all
respects to the laws and regulations of the state of its creation and to rate schedules adopted by
its governing board under state law. The Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to interpret the
provisions of this Tariff and how the provisions apply to such entity. However, in the event that
the governing board of such entity, subject to state court review, determines that a conflict exists
between the applicable state law, regulations, or rate schedules, and provisions of this Tariff as
interpreted by the Commission, such state law, regulations, or rate schedules shall govern with
respect to the application of this Tariff to such entity. Should the governing board of such entity
determine that such a conflict exists, the entity must file with the Commission such necessary
documents notifying the Commission of the governing board’s determination of such a conflict
and explaining both the conflict (including what state law, regulations, or rate schedules and
what Tariff provisions are at issue) and what actions the governing board is taking in response to
that determination.

8.3

Participation by Western Area Power Administration Subject to Federal
Laws and Regulations
(a)

Subject to Acts of Congress

The participation by the United States through WAPA-UGP and/or WAPA-RMR
and/or WAPA-CRSP in this Tariff is subject in all respects to acts of Congress
and to regulations of the Secretary of Energy established thereunder, and to rate
schedules promulgated by the Secretary of Energy. This reservation includes, but
is not limited to, the statutory limitations upon the authority of the Secretary of
Energy to submit disputes arising under this Tariff to arbitration. In the event of a
conflict between these Federal participation provisions in Section 8.3 of this
Tariff and any other provision of this Tariff, these Federal participation provisions
shall have precedence with respect to the application of this Tariff to WAPA-UGP
and/or WAPA-RMR and/or WAPA-CRSP.
(b)

Contingent Upon Appropriations and Authorization

Where activities provided for in this Tariff extend beyond the current fiscal year,
continued expenditures by the United States through WAPA-UGP and/or WAPARMR and/or WAPA-CRSP are contingent upon Congress making the necessary
appropriations required for the continued performance of the obligations of the
United States under this Tariff. In case such appropriation is not made, the United
States is hereby released from its contractual obligations under this Tariff and
from all liability due to the failure of Congress to make such appropriation.
(c)

Employment Practices; Contractor Agreement

For the purpose of this Federal participation provision, the term “Contract” shall
mean this Tariff and the term “Contractor” shall mean a party having transactions
with WAPA-UGP and/or WAPA-RMR and/or WAPA-CRSP.

During the

performance of this Contract, the Contractor agrees to the provisions set forth in
Section 8.3 of this Tariff and its subdivisions. In addition, the Contractor will
include the following provisions in every subcontract or purchase order involving

WAPA-UGP and/or WAPA-RMR and/or WAPA-CRSP unless exempted by
rules, regulations, or order of the Secretary of Labor.
(i)

Equal Opportunity Employment Practices

Section 202 of Executive Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12319 (1965), as
amended by Executive Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46501 (1978),
which provides, among other things, that the Contractor will not
discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because
of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, is incorporated by reference
in the Contract by reference to same as if the specific language had been
written into the Contract, except that Indian Tribes and tribal organizations
may apply Indian Preference to the extent permitted by federal law.
(ii)

Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards

The Contract, to the extent that it is of a character specified in Section 103
of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (“Act”), 40 U.S.C.
§ 3701, as amended or supplemented, is subject to the provisions of the
Act, 40 U.S.C. § 3701-3708, as amended or supplemented, and to
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Labor pursuant to the Act.
(iii)

Use of Convict Labor

The Contractor agrees not to employ any person undergoing sentence of
imprisonment in performing the Contract except as provided by 18 U.S.C.
§ 3622(c), as amended or supplemented, and Executive Order No. 11755,
39 Fed. Reg. 779 (1973), as amended or supplemented.
(d)

Statutory Obligation

Western Area Power Administration was established on December 21, 1977,
pursuant to Section 302 of the Department of Energy Organization Act, Public
Law 95-91, dated August 4, 1977. By law, WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR and
WAPA-CRSP market hydropower resources to meet Statutory Obligations.
WAPA transmission system was built primarily to enable the delivery of Federal

power to satisfy these obligations. Use of transmission facilities that WAPA
owns, operates, or to which it has contract rights for delivery of Federal long-term
firm capacity and energy to project use and firm electric service customers is a
WAPA responsibility under the terms and conditions of marketing criteria and
electric service contracts implementing Statutory Obligations to market Federal
power. Capacity in WAPA transmission facilities under the WAPA tariff and SPP
open access transmission tariff is solely for the use of available transfer
capability, as that term is defined in WAPA’s tariff, in excess of the capability
WAPA requires for the delivery of long-term firm capacity and energy to
Statutory Obligations and otherwise committed both currently and in the future
under transmission agreements. Nothing in this Tariff will interfere with WAPA’s
transmission capacity and deliveries of Statutory Obligations. WAPA retains the
available transfer capability, as that term is defined in WAPA’s tariff, from its
resources to deliver to its Statutory Obligations.
(e)

Advance Funding

In the absence of appropriated funds, WAPA requires advance deposit of funds
when it is required to perform any work for third parties. As such, WAPA must
receive an advance deposit of funds pursuant to Federal law prior to WAPA
committing to perform any work pursuant to this Tariff.
(f)

Net Billing

Payments due WAPA may be offset against payments due SPP. For services
included in net billing procedures, payments due one party in any month shall be
offset against payments due the other party in such month, and the resulting net
balance shall be paid to the party in whose favor such balance exists. The parties
shall exchange such reports and information that either party requires for billing
purposes. Net billing shall not be used for any amounts due which are in dispute.
(g)

Bill Crediting

Payments to WAPA-UGP’s, WAPA-RMR, and/or WAPA-CRSP’s by SPP shall
be paid by SPP to a third party when so directed by the WAPA entity (WAPAUGP, WAPA-RMR, and WAPA-CRSP) to whom payment was due. Any third
party designated to receive payment and the amount to be paid to that party will
be so identified in writing to SPP. The payment to the third party shall be due and
payable by the payment due date specified on WAPA-UGP’s, WAPA-RMR,
and/or WAPA-CRSP’s bill. When remitting payment to a designated third party,
SPP shall indicate that such payment is being made on behalf of WAPA-UGP,
WAPA-RMR, and/or WAPA-CRSP. Each WAPA entity (WAPA-UGP, WAPARMR, and WAPA-CRSP) shall credit SPP for the amount paid as if payment had
been made directly to it (WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR, or WAPA-CRSP).

(h)

Regulatory Filings/No Waiver of Jurisdictional Immunity

If Market Participant (MP) is not subject to the jurisdiction of FERC as a public
utility under the Federal Power Act, Market Participant shall not be required to
take any action or participate in any filing or appeal that would confer FERC
jurisdiction over Market Participant that does not otherwise exist. Any order,
decision, rule or regulation issued by FERC to SPP or any other Market
Participants relating to matters exempt from FERC jurisdiction under Section
201(f) of the Federal Power Act shall not apply directly or separately to a nonjurisdictional Market Participant. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
except as otherwise provided in the Federal Power Act, a non-jurisdictional
member shall not be bound or obligated by any FERC order, decision, rule or
regulation requiring a change in the rates, terms or conditions for transmission
service or compensation for utilizing the transmission facilities of a nonjurisdictional member, which conflicts with applicable Federal or state law,
including any order requiring the suspension of the use of such rates, terms or
conditions or the payment of refunds of rates or compensation previously
collected or received. A non-jurisdictional member and SPP acknowledge that
FERC, in the context of its jurisdiction over SPP’s rates, may review a non-

jurisdictional member’s revenue requirement and rates to the extent they comprise
or affect the rates charged by SPP or other members. In the case of a Federal
Power Marketing Agency, this review shall be consistent with the Delegation
Order No. 00-037.00B, as superseded or amended, from the Secretary of Energy
to the Power Marketing Administrations and the FERC, including the regulations
implementing this review authority. If FERC does not accept a non-jurisdictional
member’s revenue requirement or rates, the non-jurisdictional member may
terminate this Agreement pursuant to the withdrawal provisions of the
Agreement.

In such event, the non-jurisdictional MP and SPP agree to meet and

confer prior to any termination of this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement, or
the participation of a non-jurisdictional MP in the WEIS waives any objection to
otherwise constitutes a consent to, the jurisdiction by FERC that does not
otherwise exist over the non-jurisdictional MP or its transmission service,
facilities and rates
(i)

Pricing

Market Participant shall possess the unilateral right to file with FERC, and, if the
Market Participant is non-jurisdictional, the Market Participant shall have the
option to file with FERC, or submit to SPP for filing with FERC, pursuant to
Section 205 of the Federal Power Act and Federal statutory and regulatory
requirements, including Delegation Order No. 00-37.00B, 10 CFR Part 903 and
18 CFR Part 300, as amended or superseded, modifications to change the rates or
rate structure for transmission service, including filing a fixed revenue
requirement and supporting data or a rate formula template for its cost of service
revenue requirements.

(j)

Projects

The individual hydroelectric projects from which WAPA markets power and
energy are owned and controlled by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation. These projects are operated to satisfy multiple purposes

such as irrigation, navigation, flood control, fish and wildlife, and recreation, as
well as power production. Any operation of, and maintenance, modification or
addition to such projects is subject to the express approval of either the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. WAPA’s transmission
systems are integrated with the Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation owned and operated switchyard facilities. Any operation of, and
maintenance, modification, or addition to such facilities, including the funding of
such activities, is subject to the requirements and express approval of the
Department of the Army or U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.

WAPA shall

communicate and coordinate with the Department of the Army or the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation on any operation of, and maintenance, modification, or addition to
the Department of the Army or the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation facilities,
whichever is applicable, as requested by SPP.
(k)

Liability

WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR, and WAPA-CRSP cannot indemnify, defend, and
save harmless pursuant to any provisions of this Tariff, including any
Attachments to this Tariff, due to the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. § 1341, et
seq, as amended or supplemented. WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR, and/or WAPACRSP’s liability is instead determined in accordance with the Federal Tort Claims
Act, 28. U.S.C. § 1346(b), 2401(b), 2402, 2671, 2672, 2674-2680, as amended or
supplemented.
(l)

WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR and WAPA-CRSP Rate Review

WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR and/or WAPA-CRSP rates and revenue requirements
shall only be reviewed in accordance with Delegation Order No. 00-037.00B from
the Secretary of Energy to the Federal Power Marketing Agencies and the
Commission, as superseded or amended, and in accordance with the regulations
implementing the review authority found in 10 C.F.R. Part 903 and 18 C.F.R. Part
300, as superseded or amended.

(m)

Inapplicability of (public power entity rate review) to a Federal Power
Marketing Agency

Section 8.1 of this Tariff shall not apply to WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR, and
WAPA-CRSP.
(n)

No Expansion of Jurisdiction, Waiver of Defenses, Liability for
Penalties, or Inconsistent Obligations.

Western Area Power Administration has not waived or conceded any defense,
including sovereign immunity, intergovernmental immunity, or lack of subject
matter jurisdiction in any action against it by an Enforcement Authority, nor has
Western Area Power Administration accepted any liability, responsibility, or
obligation to pay any civil monetary penalties or fines imposed by an
Enforcement Authority to which it would not have been subject in the absence of
this Tariff. “Enforcement Authority” means the Commission, Electric Reliability
Organization (“ERO”), or Regional Entities with enforcement authority pursuant
to a delegation from an ERO or Commission for the purpose of proposing and
enforcing reliability standards. SPP does not concede or accept responsibility for
any portion of a penalty or fine attributable to the actions or omissions of Western
Area Power Administration. SPP will identify the amount of any penalty or fine
that SPP allocates to Western Area Power Administration or that SPP determines
is attributable to Western Area Power Administration and will identify that
amount to the Commission as uncollectable and not otherwise owed by SPP.
(o)

Assignment

Any Agreement in which WAPA-UGP, WAPA-RMR, and/or WAPA-CRSP is a
Party shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties and their
respective successors and assigns, but shall not be assigned by any Party, except
to successors to all or substantially all of the electric properties and assets of such
Party, without the written consent of the other Parties. Such written consent shall
not be unreasonably withheld.

SCHEDULE 1
ENERGY IMBALANCE SERVICE
Energy Imbalance Service is provided when a difference occurs between the expected
and the actual delivery of Energy within the Western Interconnection over a Dispatch Interval.
The Market Participant must purchase this service, from SPP or make comparable alternate
arrangements with another Market Participant who will purchase this service from SPP. All
loads in the WEIS Region will be subject to settlement in the WEIS Market. SPP will obtain and
provide this service and the Market Participant shall utilize this service in accordance with
Attachment A to this Tariff.

Charges and credits to and payments from and to Market

Participants for use and provision of this service shall be calculated by SPP based upon the
applicable Locational Marginal Prices pursuant to Attachment A to this Tariff.

SCHEDULE 2
JOINT DISPATCH TRANSMISSION SERVICE

This is a service provided by the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider and
administered by SPP, subject to the terms and conditions of this Tariff.

Joint Dispatch

Transmission Service is provided in real-time on an intra-hour, non-firm, as available basis
having the lowest curtailment priority. For Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customers, the
rate to be assessed for Joint Dispatch Transmission Service for receipt or delivery of energy
dispatched pursuant to this Tariff shall be:

(1)

Hourly delivery: On-Peak Hours: the on-peak rate $0.00/MWh of
Reserved Capacity. Off-Peak Hours: the off-peak rate $0.00/MWh
of Reserved Capacity.

ATTACHMENT A
WESTERN ENERGY IMBALANCE SERVICE MARKET
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Addendum 1 Violation Relaxation Limit Values (VRLs)

1.

Introduction
This Attachment sets forth the scheduling and dispatching responsibilities of SPP and

Market Participants relating to the provision of Western Energy Imbalance Service and sets forth
the operation, pricing and settlement of the market for the WEIS Market. This Attachment
addresses the four time frames that are pertinent to the administration of the WEIS Market: DayAhead Period, Hour-Ahead Period and Real-Time Period for market operations and postOperating Day period for settlement.

1.1

Defined Terms in Part I, Common Service Provisions of this Tariff

1.2

Market Participant Obligations

1.2.1

Service Agreement
Each Market Participant must execute the Service Agreement specified in Attachment E.

If the Market Participant fails or refuses to execute this service agreement, SPP will file an
unexecuted agreement with the Commission in accordance with Section 1.2.2(e) of this
Attachment A.

1.2.2

Application and Asset Registration
(a)
Applications for a Market Participant to provide services in the WEIS Market
must be submitted to SPP prior to the expected date of participation consistent
with the WEIS Market Protocols.

Completed applications must contain the

required information specified under the application procedures specified in the
WEIS Market Protocols. New Market Participants will follow the timeframe as
specified in the WEIS Market Protocols in addition to the detailed model update
timing requirements in the WEIS Market Protocols.
(b)

As part of the application process, Market Participants must register all load and
Resources, excluding Behind-The-Meter Generation less than 10 MWs, with SPP
in accordance with the registration process specified in the WEIS Market
Protocols.

(c)

Market Participants may elect to define a single Settlement Location that
aggregates multiple Meter Settlement Locations associated with their load assets.
Such a Settlement Location is used for settlements purposes only and the Meter
Settlement Locations being aggregated must be within a single Settlement Area.

(d)

Market Participants may subsequently modify their initially registered assets once
their participation in the WEIS Market has commenced in accordance with the
asset registration procedures specified in the WEIS Market Protocols.

(e)

In the event an entity within a participating WEIS Balancing Authority chooses
not to register its load or Resources in the WEIS Market, the responsibility for
registering those assets will be with the participating host Balancing Authority.
SPP will not be a party to any agreement between the host Balancing Authority
and the non-participating entity. Failure or refusal to register a load or Resource
will result in SPP filing an unexecuted version of the Service Agreement as
specified in Attachment E to this Tariff for that Resource with the Commission
under the name of the Market Participant representing the participating host
Balancing Authority.

(f)

In the case of a Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver
all of its net output to its host utility, such registration will not require the
Qualifying Facility to participate in the WEIS Market or subject the Qualifying

Facility to any charges or payments related to the WEIS Market. Any WEIS
Market charges or payments associated with the output of such Qualifying
Facility will be allocated to the Market Participant representing the host utility
purchasing the output of the Qualifying Facility under PURPA, and the Market
Participant will be provided the settlement data required to verify the settlement
charges and payments.
(g)

A Market Participant wishing to offer an External Resource in the WEIS Market
will utilize an External Resource Pseudo-Tie. The Market Participant registering
the External Resource will be responsible for registering and performing all
responsibilities that are required of Resources in the WEIS Market, except as
provided in this Attachment A.

(h)

A Market Participant wishing to offer Demand Response Load in the form of a
demand response Resource in the WEIS Market must include in its application
and registration a certification that participation in the WEIS Market by its
demand response Resource is not precluded under the laws or regulations of the
relevant electric retail regulatory authority. Consistent with Section 1.2.10 of this
Attachment A, an aggregator of retail customers (“ARC”) wishing to offer
Demand Response Load in the form of a demand response Resource on behalf of
one or more retail customers must also include in its application and registration a
certification that participation of each retail customer is either: (1) not precluded
by the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority if the
customer is served by a utility that distributed more than 4 million MWh in the
previous fiscal year; or (2) affirmatively permitted by the laws or regulations of
the relevant electric retail regulatory authority if the customer is served by a
utility that distributed 4 million MWh or less in the previous fiscal year. Demand
response Resources must meet all application, registration and technical
requirements applicable to other resources offering Imbalance Energy in the
WEIS Market. SPP is not responsible for interpreting the laws or regulations of a
relevant electric retail regulatory authority and shall be required only to verify that
the Market Participant has included such a certification in its application
materials. SPP is not liable or responsible for Market Participants participating in

the WEIS Market in violation of any law or regulation of a relevant electric retail
regulatory authority including state-approved retail tariff(s).
(i)

An ARC offering Demand Response Load of one or more end-use retail
customers as a demand response Resource in the WEIS Market must be a Market
Participant, satisfying all registration and certification requirements applicable to
Market Participants as well as certification consistent with Section 1.2.10 of this
Attachment A.

1.2.3

Market Manipulation
Market Participants shall not engage in any market manipulation activities. Such actions

or transactions that are without a legitimate business purpose and that are intended to or
foreseeably could manipulate market prices, market conditions, or market rules for electric
Energy or electric products are prohibited. Such activities include but shall not be limited to the
activities specified in Section 4.2 of Attachment C to this Tariff.

1.2.4

Resource Plans and Energy Schedules
Market Participants with assets in the WEIS Market Footprint that have been registered

pursuant to Section 1.2.2 shall submit to SPP Resource Plans to meet all their Energy obligations
in accordance with the timelines and data requirements specified in Section 2.2 of this
Attachment A. Market Participants who submit an Energy Schedule to SPP shall follow the
timelines and data requirements specified in Section 2.2 of this Attachment A.

1.2.5

Ancillary Service Plans
Market Participants with obligations to supply regulation service and contingency reserve

service to load within the WEIS Market Footprint shall submit to SPP an Ancillary Service Plan
to meet these obligations in accordance with the timelines and data requirements specified in
Section 2.3 of this Attachment A.

1.2.6

Resource Offer Curves
Market Participants electing to submit Offer Curves to SPP for the provision of

Imbalance Energy service shall submit such Offer Curves in accordance with the timelines and
data requirements specified in Section 2.5 of this Attachment A.

1.2.7

Scheduling and Dispatch
Market Participants shall, where applicable:
(a)

Follow SPP’s dispatch instructions where such dispatch instructions are described
under Section 4.1 of this Attachment A;

(b)

Incorporate SPP’s Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange, as calculated pursuant to
Section 4.1 of this Attachment A, into their respective Balancing Authority
energy management systems;

(c)

Report Resource Plan changes to SPP throughout the Operating Day resulting
from changes in Resource availability;

(d)

Report changes to Ancillary Service Plans resulting from changes in Resource
availability to SPP; and

(e)

Abide by the procedures set forth in the WEIS Market Protocols.

1.2.8

Meter Data Submission
Market Participants, or their designated Meter Agent, shall submit to SPP for the

Operating Day meter data representing the actual generation output and actual load consumption,
or where actual data is not available estimates thereof, associated with their registered load and
Resources in accordance with the timelines specified in the WEIS Market Protocols. A Market
Participant may designate any qualified entity to perform the Meter Agent or perform this
function on its own behalf.
Any entity performing the Meter Agent function for a Market Participant must execute
the Meter Agent Agreement specified in Attachment G to this Tariff prior to performing such
function.

1.2.9

Calculation of Real-Time Demand Response Load from Demand Response
Resources
The demand response provided by the Demand Response Load associated with a demand

response Resource is sent directly to SPP. This value will represent the actual net generation.

1.2.10

Aggregation of Demand Response Load as a Resource
For purposes of participation in the WEIS Market, an ARC may aggregate Demand

Response Load of: (1) end-use retail customers of utilities that distributed more than 4 million
MWh in the previous fiscal year, unless precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant
electric retail regulatory authority including state-approved retail tariff(s); and (2) end-use retail
customers of utilities that distributed 4 million MWh or less in the previous fiscal year, where the
relevant electric retail regulatory authority, including any state-approved retail tariff(s),
affirmatively permits such customer’s demand response to be bid into the WEIS Market by an
ARC. An ARC wishing to offer Demand Response Load in the WEIS Market must execute all
agreements necessary to become a Market Participant and to participate in the WEIS Market
under the Tariff and this Attachment A. ARCs shall be treated comparably to other Market
Participants offering Resources in the WEIS Market.
Aggregations pursuant to this section shall be subject to the following requirements:
(a)

End-use customers aggregated into a single Resource must be located at the same
electrically equivalent withdrawal point from the transmission system and must be
served by the same retail provider; and

(b)

All end-use customers in an aggregation shall be specifically identified.

1.3

SPP Obligations

1.3.1

WEIS Market Protocols
SPP shall prepare, maintain and update the WEIS Market Protocols consistent with this

Tariff. The WEIS Market Protocols shall be posted on the SPP website.

1.3.2

Scheduling and Dispatch
SPP shall evaluate Resource Plans submitted by Market Participants during the Day-

Ahead Period and the Hour-Ahead Period in accordance with Sections 2 and 3 of this
Attachment A.
(a)

In the Real-Time Period, SPP shall dispatch Dispatchable Resources between
their Dispatchable Minimum Limit and Dispatchable Maximum Limit to provide
Energy
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1.3.3

Ancillary Service Plans
SPP shall evaluate the Ancillary Service Plan submitted by a Market Participant to ensure

that the Market Participant has identified sufficient Resources or that the Market Participant has
entered into bilateral transactions to meet its Ancillary Service Plan obligations for the next
Operating Day.
SPP shall attempt to supply the results of a supply adequacy analysis for the next
Operating Hour utilizing the same methodology described under Section 2.4.2 of this Attachment
A.

1.3.4

Energy Imbalance Service Pricing
SPP shall calculate a Locational Marginal Price at each Settlement Location in

accordance with Section 4.4 of this Attachment A.

1.3.5

Energy Imbalance Service Settlements
SPP shall calculate Energy Imbalance Service settlement quantities at each Settlement

Location, calculate charges and credits associated with the provision of Energy Imbalance
Service based upon the settlement quantities and the associated Location Marginal Prices in
accordance with Section 5 of this Attachment A and render invoices to Market Participants
detailing net charges or credits associated with provision of Energy Imbalance Service in
accordance with Section 7 of this Attachment A.

1.3.6

WEIS Market Participation Readiness
SPP shall validate each Market Participant’s ability to provide services in the WEIS

Market, as applicable. Such validation shall include verification that the Market Participant has
met the technical and communications requirements for WEIS Market participation specified in
the WEIS Market Protocols and has met the credit requirements specified under the Credit Policy
in Attachment H to this Tariff.

1.3.7 Electronic Delivery of Data to the Commission
SPP will electronically deliver to the Commission, on an ongoing basis and in a form and
manner consistent with its collection of data and in a form and manner acceptable to the
Commission, data related to the markets that it administers, in accordance with the
Commission’s regulations.

1.3.8 Transparency Reporting Requirements
The following reports shall be compiled by SPP monthly and posted on a publiclyaccessible portion of its website, with the time frame specified for each report.

1.3.8.1 Settlement Area Uplift Report
Within twenty (20) days of the end of each month, a report of uplift categories, paid
in dollars, and categorized by Settlement Area and uplift category shall be compiled and
posted. Uplift categories reported, broken out by day, will include real-time out-of-merit
energy amounts. If any Settlement Area has fewer than four Resources, it may be
aggregated with one or more neighboring Settlement Areas until each aggregated zone
contains at least four Resources, and reported collectively.

1.3.8.2 Resource-Specific Uplift Report
Within ninety (90) days of the end of each month, a report of the total amount of uplift
paid in dollars aggregated across the month by Resource shall be compiled and posted. The
report shall include the uplift category for real-time out-of-merit energy amount.

2.

Day-Ahead Period Activities
SPP and Market Participants shall adhere to the following scheduling procedures

regarding development of the next day operating plan.

2.1

SPP Forecast Information
No later than 0600 Central Prevailing Time on the day prior to the Operating Day, SPP

shall develop an hourly load forecast for each Settlement Area, Balancing Authority and for the
WEIS Region for the next seven days.

2.2

Resource Plan and Energy Schedule Submittal Requirements
No later than 1100 Central Prevailing Time on the day prior to the Operating Day,

Market Participants must submit Resource Plans for each hour of the next Operating Day to SPP.
A Market Participant must submit a Resource Plan that provides a sufficient amount of available
Energy to meet all of the Market Participant’s Energy obligations, where such Energy
obligations are equal to the load forecast plus third party sales minus third party purchases.
Market Participants must satisfy their Energy obligations through any combination of: (1)
scheduling Energy from third parties, (2) planned operating levels of self-dispatched Resources
as identified in the Resource Plan or (3) by making its Resources available to SPP for dispatch
with sufficient dispatchable operating range, as identified in the Resource Plan, such that in
aggregate, they are capable of producing sufficient Energy to meet the Market Participant’s
Energy obligations at all times. SPP shall also calculate an Energy obligation associated with
each Balancing Authority for use in the analyses performed under Section 2.4 of this Attachment
A that is equal to the Balancing Authority load forecast developed under Section 2.1 of this
Attachment A plus third party sales minus third party purchases out of or into the Balancing
Authority Area.

2.2.1

Market Participant’s Resource Plan
A Market Participant’s Resource Plan covers a rolling seven-day horizon (with hourly

detail) beginning with the Operating Day and may be modified before each operating hour and is
binding for that operating hour.

Specifically, the Resource Plan contains entries for each

Resource for each hour of the seven day horizon, and includes the following information:


Resource ID



Resource Type



Planned Megawatts



Minimum Capacity Operating Limit – Demand response Resources will submit a
value of 0 MW for this field.



Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit – Demand response Resources
will submit a value of 0 MW for this field.



Minimum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit – Demand response Resources
will submit a value of 0 MW for this field.



Maximum Capacity Operating Limit – For demand response Resources, this will
be the maximum amount of response or interruption that can be provided.



Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit – For demand response
Resources, this will be the maximum amount of response or interruption that can
be provided under normal market operations. Must be equal to or less than the
value provided for Maximum Capacity Operating Limit.



Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit – For demand response
Resources, this will be the maximum amount of response or interruption that can
be provided under emergency operating conditions. Must be equal to or greater
than the value provided for Maximum Capacity Operating Limit.



Ramp Rate



Resource Status



The Resource Plan may not be the only source of Resource data required by SPP.
Market Participants with registered Resources, or the Balancing Authorities
within which such Resources are located, may be requested to provide to SPP
additional Resource information beyond that contained in the Resource Plan.

2.2.2

Market Participant’s Energy Schedule
A Market Participant’s Energy Schedule shall be submitted according to the following:
(a)

Energy Schedules shall be submitted using the data formats and procedures
defined in the WEIS Market Protocols.

(b)

Such hourly Energy Schedules must specify a megawatt per hour amount of
Energy at the source, which may include self-provision of transmission system
losses, and a megawatt per hour amount of Energy at the sink.

(c)

Market Participants must associate Energy Schedules with a specified source and
sink that are valid Settlement Locations in order for the Energy Schedules to be
utilized in the calculation of Imbalance Energy.

(d)

Market Participants that submit Energy Schedules are required to ensure that the
total of the scheduled megawatt per hour injections submitted is equal to the total
of the scheduled megawatt per hour withdrawals submitted.

2.3

Ancillary Service Plans
Market Participants must submit Ancillary Service Plans, to the extent that such

obligations exist, to SPP no later than 1100 Central Prevailing Time on the day prior to the
Operating Day. Ancillary Service Plans shall include identification of the Market Participant’s
Resources providing the Services and identification of any bilateral transactions that transfer
these obligations to or from the Market Participant. A Market Participant’s Ancillary Service
Plan shall be submitted according with the data formats and submittal procedures specified in the
WEIS Market Protocols.

2.4

Resource Plan and Ancillary Service Plan Evaluation

2.4.1

Evaluation of Ancillary Service Plan
No later than 1200 Central Prevailing Time on the day prior to the Operating Day, SPP

shall complete an evaluation of the Ancillary Service Plans submitted pursuant to Section 2.3 to
verify that each Market Participant has met its Ancillary Service Plan obligations. If SPP
determines that a Market Participant has not met one or more of these ancillary service
obligations, SPP shall notify the Market Participant.

2.4.2

Review and Assessment of Resource Plans
Prior to each Operating Day and each Operating Hour, SPP shall assess the supply

adequacy of operating capacity scheduled in each Market Participant’s Resource Plan. SPP shall
perform this assessment using the Supply Adequacy Analysis described below.

Supply Adequacy Analysis
SPP will perform supply adequacy analysis to ensure that each Balancing Authority
participating in WEIS Market and the Market Participants within those Balancing
Authority Areas have sufficient generation in their operating plan to meet the load and
Ancillary Service obligations of both the Market Participant and Balancing Authority.
The supply adequacy analysis will occur on both day-ahead and hour-ahead time
horizons.
The supply adequacy calculations will use the Balancing Authority load forecast
performed by SPP. Supply adequacy will be analyzed bi-directionally. An over-supply
situation will be defined as minimum generation being greater than the load plus
purchases minus sales. An under-supply situation will be defined as maximum generation
being less than the load plus purchases minus sales. The Market Participant will be
deemed supply inadequate in the event that either an over-supply situation or undersupply situation occurs.
SPP will notify both supply inadequate Market Participants and the associated Balancing
Authority of the supply inadequacy situation existing in that area.
The Market Participant must make the appropriate modifications not later than thirty (30)
minutes prior to the Operating Hour (“OH”) for any supply inadequacy revealed by the
hourly study, if provided by SPP.
In all instances where the Market Participant fails to resolve an identified issue at or prior
to real-time, and that failure contributes to an Emergency Condition, the instance will be
reported to FERC on an after-the-fact basis.

2.5

Offer Submittal
Beginning seven (7) days prior to the Operating Day, Market Participants may
begin to submit offers for use in the WRTBM. WRTBM offers may be updated thirty
(30) minutes prior to each Operating Hour.

Offer submittals shall conform to the

following:
(1)

Submitted Resource offers will automatically roll forward hour to hour within
each respective market only when no Resource offer has been submitted for that
interval;

(2)

Offers may be submitted that vary for each hour of the Operating Day;

(3)

Offers submitted for use in the WRTBM will be used for Supply Adequacy
Analysis as specified in Section 2.4.2 of this Attachment A and any analysis for
timepoints past the current Operating Hour;

(4)

Resource offers may only be submitted at Resource Settlement Locations;

(5)

Resource offers are limited by the offer caps and floors specified in Section 4.1.1
of this Attachment A;

(6)

The Resource offer parameters that constitute a valid offer for use in the WRTBM
are submitted using the data formats, procedures, and information defined in the
WEIS Market Protocols and will include the following (as further defined in the
WEIS Market Protocols):


Resource Name



Resource Type



Energy Offer Curve (a PPR is not obligated to submit an Energy Offer
Curve)



Minimum Normal, Economic, and Regulation Capacity Operating Limits



Maximum Normal, Economic, and Regulation Capacity Operating Limits



Ramp-Rate-Up and Ramp-Rate-Down



Turn-Around Ramp Rate Factor


(7)

Resource Status

Market Participants must specify a Resource dispatch status as part of the
Resource offer using the data formats, procedures and information defined in the
WEIS Market Protocols. Market Participants use the dispatch status to notify SPP
whether the Resource is:
(a)

eligible for Energy dispatch; or

(b)

carrying contingency reserves service.

If the dispatch status for a Resource does not indicate it is eligible for Energy
Dispatch, then such Resource shall not be subject to charges and credits
calculated under Section 5 of this Attachment A and shall not be subject to the
deviation calculations under Section 5 of this Attachment A.
(8)

Resource limits submitted as part of the Resource offer must pass the validation
rules defined in the WEIS Market Protocols, otherwise, the Resource offer will be
rejected.

3.

Hour-Ahead Period Activities

3.1

Modifying Resource Plans, Ancillary Service Plans, and Offer Curves
Following the Day-Ahead Period, Market Participants may amend the information

submitted during the Day-Ahead Period as follows:
(a)

Market Participants may submit new or revised Resource Plans for the next
Operating Hour up to thirty (30) minutes prior to the Operating Hour;

(b)

Market Participants may submit new or revised Offer Curves up to thirty (30)
minutes prior to the Operating Hour. The last Offer Curve submitted as of thirty
(30) minutes prior to the Operating Hour shall become final and shall be utilized
by SPP in determining the dispatch of Energy Imbalance Service Resources and
in the calculation of Locational Marginal Prices for the applicable Operating
Hour.

(c)

Market Participants may submit new or revised Ancillary Service Plans up to
thirty (30) minutes prior to the Operating Hour.

3.2

Hour-Ahead Resource Plan and Ancillary Service Plan Evaluation
Prior to the start of the Operating Hour, SPP shall attempt to supply the results of a

Supply Adequacy Analysis for the next Operating Hour utilizing the same methodology
described under Section 2.4.2.
(a)

A Market Participant with an Energy Obligation Deficiency or Energy Obligation
Excess in any hour during the Operating Day shall correct the deficiency or
excess and resubmit revised plans and/or schedules to SPP by thirty (30) minutes
prior to the applicable Operating Hour.

(b)

A Market Participant shall modify its Ancillary Service Plan and/or its Resource
Plan as necessary to meet its ancillary service obligations and shall submit such
modifications to SPP no later than thirty (30) minutes prior to the applicable
Operating Hour.

4.

Real-Time Period Activities

4.1

Dispatch Process
(a)

Throughout the Operating Day, generally every 5 minutes, SPP shall:
(i)

Perform a security constrained economic dispatch (“SCED”) for
the WEIS Region utilizing an optimization method to determine
the least costly means of obtaining Energy to serve the next
increment of load based upon submitted Offer Curves, Resource
operating data submitted as part of the Resource Plan, binding
transmission constraints, forecasted WEIS Region load and system
conditions from the State Estimator; relaxation of operating limits
(Violation Relaxation Limit or “VRL”).

(ii)

Communicate to Market Participants dispatch instructions that
specify the desired megawatt output of Dispatchable Resources
based upon the security constrained economic dispatch solution;

(iii)

Communicate OOME to Market Participants that specify the
desired output of Dispatchable Resources and/or Non-Dispatchable
Resources;

(iv)

Calculate an Adjusted Net Scheduled Interchange for each
Balancing Authority in the WEIS Market Footprint to account for
the Dispatchable Resource dispatch instructions, including any
OOMEs, and communicate this Adjusted Net Scheduled
Interchange to the Balancing Authorities for implementation.

Procedures for communication of dispatch instructions shall be specified
in the WEIS Market Protocols.
(b)

In performing the security constrained economic dispatch under this
Section 4.1, SPP shall ensure that the Energy dispatch of Dispatchable
Resources does not conflict with any specified provision of the Ancillary
Service Plan with said Dispatchable Resources. To accomplish this, SPP
shall limit the dispatchable Energy range of Dispatchable Resources to
between the Resource’s Economic Minimum Limit and Economic

Maximum Limit.

Details of the Dispatchable Resource dispatchable

Energy range adjustment shall be specified in the WEIS Market Protocols.
(c)

An acceptable operating tolerance will be defined for Dispatchable and
Non-Dispatchable Resources.

A Resource shall be considered as

following a dispatch instruction in a Dispatch Interval if the actual output
of that Resource is within the acceptable operating range. Resources
whose actual output falls outside this operating tolerance shall be
considered as failing to follow a dispatch instruction.

A Resource’s

acceptable operating range shall be defined by a high and low tolerance
level calculated as follows subject to a minimum range of 5 megawatts
above or 5 megawatts below the expected output level and a maximum
acceptable operating range of 20 megawatts above or 20 megawatts below
the expected output level:
RHi = Max( 5 , Min ( ( MaxMWi * DBP ) , 20) ) + REGUP
RLi = Max ( 5, Min ( ( MaxMWi * DBP ) , 20) ) + REGDN
Where:
RH =

Resource high operating tolerance or over generation limit

(megawatt)
RL =

Resource low operating tolerance or under generation limit

(megawatt)
i =

Dispatch Interval within Operating Hour.

MaxMW =

Maximum Capacity Operating Limit - Resource physical

maximum sustainable output for each Operating Hour from Resource
Plan.
DBP =

Dead band percentage for all Resources is initially set to 10

%,
REGUP = Regulation up service being maintained on the Resource as
indicated in the Ancillary Service Plan (MW) for the Operating Hour.
REGDN = Regulation down service being maintained on the Resource as
indicated in the Ancillary Service Plan (MW) for the Operating Hour.

Resources providing contingency reserve service shall be considered
following dispatch instructions during any Dispatch Interval in which
these Services have been deployed.
(d)

To the extent that a Resource is determined by SPP to have failed to
follow SPP’s dispatch instructions, such failure to follow dispatch
instruction determination in accordance with the procedures set forth
under Section 4.1(c) of this Attachment A, the Market Participant owner
of that Resource shall be subject to an URD Charge. Resources shall not
be subject to URD Charges for any URD Megawatts caused by: (1)
OOME(s); (2) redeployment by the Balancing Authority; (3) instances
when a Resource trips or is derated after receiving dispatch instructions
from SPP; (4) Non-Dispatchable Resources during uncongested intervals;
or (5) the dispatch instructions issued to a Resource were beyond the
reported capabilities in the Resource Plan due to the application of a VRL.
In order to receive an URD Charge exemption for a Resource under (3)
above, the Market Participant must immediately report the change in its
Resource Plan, in accordance with Section 1.2.7 (c) of this Attachment A,
specifying the Resource trip or deration and must submit an invoice
dispute utilizing the process described under Section 7.3 of this
Attachment A prior to SPP determination of the exemption under the
Section 7.3 process.

(e)

URD Charges shall be calculated by SPP in accordance with Section 5.3
of this Attachment A.

(f)

In the event of a system failure related to the WEIS Market systems or
Market Participant systems providing data to SPP that impact SPP’s
ability to calculate dispatch instructions for a Resource or Resources, SPP
will suspend the calculation of dispatch instructions for such Resources
and treat them as self-dispatched Resources until the calculations of
dispatch instructions can be restored.

4.1.1

Offer Caps and Floors
Submission of Energy Offer Curves by Market Participants for use in the WRTBM shall

be limited by the following Offer caps and floors:
(1)

Safety-net Energy Offer cap = $1,000/MWh; Energy Offers greater than
$1,000/MWh are subject to additional mitigation measures outlined in Section
3.2(H) of Attachment B to this Tariff.

(2)

Energy Offer floor = Negative $500/MWh.

4.2

Reserved for Future Use

4.3

Coordination of Market Operations under SPP Congestion Management
SPP will incorporate the data from reliability coordinators and transmission operators for

congestion management in the dispatch solution. This data includes:
(a)

Out-of-merit dispatch instructions,

(b)

Binding transmission constraints, and

(c)

Changes in import and export transactions associated with the WEIS Market.

4.4

Calculation of Locational Marginal Prices
The LMP at a PNode is the cost of delivering an incremental MW of energy at that

specific PNode, while satisfying all operational constraints where such cost will include
applicable VRL prices if the incremental MW of energy causes a corresponding increase in
shortage conditions where such VRL prices and shortage conditions are as described under
Section 4.6 of this Attachment A. The LMP at any PNode is the sum of two components: the
marginal costs of Energy (“MEC”) and the marginal cost of congestion (“MCC”).
LMP components at PNodei are calculated based upon the following formula:
LMPi = MEC + MCCi
Where:
(1) MEC is the component of LMPi representing the marginal cost of Energy;
(2) MCCi is the component of LMPi representing the marginal cost of congestion at
ENodei relative to the Reference Bus; and
(3) The Reference Bus represents the network distributed load bus.

4.4.1 Marginal Congestion Component Calculation
The MCC at each PNodei is defined by the following equations:
MCCi = - ( Sensik * SPk )
Sensik = Flowk / Pi
Where:
(1) k is the number of transmission constraints;
(2) Sensik is the linearized estimate of the change in the constraint k flow resulting
from an incremental energy injection at PNodei coupled with an incremental
energy withdrawal at the Reference Bus;
(3) SPk = is the Shadow Price of constraint k;
(4) Flowk = Calculated flow for constraint k;
(5) Pi = Net injection at PNodei.

4.4.2 Marginal Energy Component Calculation
The MEC is defined as the computed LMP at the Reference Bus. By definition, the MCC
component is zero (0) at the Reference Bus.

4.4.3 Market System Outages
In the event of a WEIS Market systems outage that results in a loss of data required for
calculation of Locational Marginal Prices, Imbalance Energy will continue to be settled
financially under this Tariff based upon estimated Locational Marginal Prices. SPP shall notify
Market Participants if Imbalance Energy is to be settled using estimated prices. The estimated
Locational Marginal Prices shall be calculated as follows:
(i)

If Locational Marginal Pricing data is missing for two hours or less, the most
recently calculated Locational Marginal Prices for each affected Settlement
Location shall be utilized for settlement purposes for each of the Dispatch
Intervals in which Locational Marginal Pricing data is missing.

(ii)

If more than two hours of Locational Marginal Pricing data is missing, the
Locational Marginal Prices for each Dispatch Interval for which data is missing
shall be calculated on a Settlement Area basis based upon the cost associated with
the provision of Schedule 1 Service.

The cost associated with provision of

Schedule 1 Service shall be computed as the greater of (1) actual cost of the
highest-cost MWh of Energy procured for the purposes of providing Schedule 1
Service, if such Energy was procured; or (2) the fuel cost and other variable costs
associated with the production of the highest-cost MWh of Energy produced for
the purpose of providing Schedule 1 Service, such costs not to include
opportunity costs. SPP must specifically request the Schedule 1 Service cost
information from affected Settlement Area suppliers and the affected Settlement
Area suppliers must provide the requested cost information to SPP no later than
24 hours after the request is made.

4.5

Locational Marginal Price Corrections
(1)

There may be instances in which Software Errors and/or Data Errors affect the
prices in a manner that is inconsistent with economic efficiency. If such an
instance occurs, price corrections in WRTBM may be performed in accordance
with paragraph (2) of this Section 4.5.
Data Error is defined as:
(a) Data received by SPP from an independent source, including data produced by
a system or submitted by a third party, that is inaccurately modified by SPP
during the execution of a market function; or
(b) Anomalous data received by SPP from an independent source, including data
produced by a system or submitted by a third party that is patently incorrect
and is used by SPP during the execution of a market function; or
(c) Incorrect data produced and used by SPP during the execution of a market
function.

Software Error is defined as a software execution that is inconsistent with this
Attachment A.
(2)

SPP, in its sole discretion, may make LMP corrections, and such corrections shall
be made in accordance with this Section 4.5. Such price corrections may only be
performed if the underlying causes result in a significant WRTBM impact. In the
exercise of its discretion pursuant to this Section 4.5, SPP may consider all
relevant facts, including, but not limited to, the degree of the economic impact to
the market results in terms of production cost. For purposes of this section,
"production cost" is defined as the settlement cost for the market and can be
calculated as the sum of the cleared MW * LMP for all Resources.

(3)

If SPP, in its sole discretion, determines that an error requiring correction has
occurred, SPP shall address such errors in accordance with the following
procedures:
(a)

SPP shall notify Market Participants of the contemplated price correction.

(b)

If SPP provides the notification described in (3)(a) later than 1700 hours
CPT five (5) calendar days following the operating day in which the LMPs
would be affected by the contemplated price correction, SPP shall request
Commission approval prior to making the price correction.

(c)

If SPP performs a price correction for the WRTBM, it shall recalculate
LMPs for the WRTBM in a manner that reflects, as closely as practicable,
the LMPs that would have resulted but for the relevant software or data
error and shall perform any necessary resettlement using these
recalculated values. Such recalculated LMPs shall be provided to Market
Participants in the same manner as LMPs determined in the ordinary
course of business. Compensation to Market Participants in connection
with recalculated prices in the WRTBM shall be as follows:
(i)

For instances where the recalculated WRTBM LMP is less than a
Resource’s Energy Offer Curve price, compensation shall be as
described under Section 5.4 of this Attachment A.

4.6

Violation Relaxation Limit Values
The WRTBM SCED enforces a number of operating constraints in developing the market

solution. In certain situations, attempting to enforce all constraints may result in a solution that is
not feasible at a Shadow Price less than an appropriately priced VRL. In such cases, SPP must
apply VRLs in SCED. The VRL values are listed in Addendum 1 to this Attachment A.
There are four (4) categories of constraints and associated VRLs: (1) Resource capacity
constraints; (2) global power balance constraints; (3) Resource ramp constraints; and (4)
operating constraints. A higher VRL value is an indication of the relative priority for enforcing
the constraint type. For example, the VRL value assigned to a ramp rate limit exceeds that
assigned to a flowgate limit indicating that the flowgate constraint should be relaxed before the
ramp rate constraint. If the VRL with the lowest value will not allow SCED to balance the
Energy obligations, a higher VRL will be applied. In the case of the operating constraint VRLs,
the values limit the cost of the dispatch needed to balance system injections and withdrawals by
capping the Shadow Price depending upon the level of the violation.

4.6.1 Impact of Violation Relaxation Limits on Locational Marginal Prices
The applicable VRLs impact the calculation of LMPs in the following manner:
(1)

When a Resource capacity, global power balance, Resource ramp, or operating
constraint is reached but not exceeded, it is referred to as “binding.” In this state,
VRLs are not applicable and LMPs are calculated through the normal SCED
solution; and

(2)

When a Resource capacity, global power balance, Resource ramp, or operating
constraint is exceeded and cannot be resolved, the applicable constraint is relaxed
so that SCED can solve. The VRL values applied by SCED in this case act as a
cap on the Shadow Price on the applicable constraint. LMPs are determined by
the relaxed SCED solution.

4.6.2 Modifications to Violation Relaxation Limits
By August 1 of each year, SPP shall produce a report with supporting documentation that
will analyze the effectiveness of VRLs and associated values on reliability and prices. If changes
are warranted, SPP shall recommend changes to the appropriate stakeholder groups for
consideration.
By November 1 of each year, taking into consideration the recommendations of
stakeholders and staff, any changes to the VRLs or associated values must be approved by the
SPP Board of Directors and then filed with the Commission. The most recent Commissionapproved VRLs and associated values shall be posted on SPP’s website and also are found the
Addendum 1 to this Attachment A.

4.7

Out-of-Merit Energy Dispatch
During the period of time an OOME is imposed, SPP will take the following actions:
(1)

SPP will incorporate an OOME at either the fixed MW level or an OOME cap
and/or OOME floor MW level the Resource is expected to produce and issue
appropriate Setpoint Instructions.

(2)

Resources are compensated under Section 5.4 of this Attachment A.

5.

WEIS Settlement Activities
Post Operating Day activities begin on the day immediately following the Operating Day.

SPP issues initial Settlement Statements for each Operating Day on the seventh (7) day following
the Operating Day and final Settlement Statements on the one hundred twentieth (120) day
following the Operating Day to both Asset Owners and Market Participants. Settlement Invoices
are issued to Market Participants on a weekly basis.

5.1

Calculation of WEIS Market Settlement Quantities
SPP shall calculate each Market Participant’s Imbalance Energy per Dispatch Interval by

Asset Owner at each Settlement Location as follows. The settlement interval for Imbalance
Energy shall be a Dispatch Interval.
(a)

The sum of the Reported Load within a Settlement Area must equal the
Settlement Area Net Load. To the extent that SPP observes that a difference
exists, SPP shall adjust each Market Participant’s Reported Load within the
Settlement Area such that the sum of Reported Load within the Settlement Area is
equal to the Settlement Area Net Load. The adjustments to Reported Load within
the Settlement Area shall be performed by SPP utilizing interval meter data as
described in the WEIS Market Protocols. To the extent that the Reported Load is
associated with Statutory Obligations, the Reported Load shall not be adjusted.
To the extent that the Reported Load is associated with a Meter Data Submittal
Location that includes a Demand Response Load, SPP shall adjust such Reported
Load by adding all associated calculated or submitted demand response Resource
output to such Reported Load, where the calculated demand response Resource
output is as described under Section 1.2.9 of this Attachment A.

(b)

Load obligation is calculated by Asset Owner based on Energy exported out of
the WEIS Market Footprint plus the Reported Load meter values adjusted for
Energy scheduled from other entities.

(c)

Resource supply by Asset Owner is based on Energy imported into the WEIS
Market Footprint plus the reported Resource meter values adjusted for Energy
scheduled to any other entity. First, the Energy imported into the WEIS Market
Footprint is applied to serve the load. Second, Energy from Non-Dispatchable
Resources are applied to serve the remaining load followed by Dispatchable
Resources in the order of least cost submitted Resource offers.

(d)

Imbalance Energy for each Dispatch Interval is calculated as the difference
between load obligation and Resource supply by Asset Owner within the WEIS
Market Footprint. If the load obligation is greater than the Resource supply, a
charge or credit will be calculated by multiplying the Imbalance Energy by the

load LMP. If the load obligation is less than Resource supply, a charge or credit
will be calculated by multiplying the Imbalance Energy by the Resource LMP.

5.2

Energy Imbalance Service Charges/Credits
SPP shall calculate each Asset Owner’s Energy Imbalance Service Charge/Credit for

each Dispatch Interval as that Asset Owner’s Imbalance Energy within the Settlement Area
multiplied by the Locational Marginal Price for that Settlement Location. To calculate actual
Imbalance Energy in a Dispatch Interval for Market Participants that have not directly submitted
five (5) minute interval meter data, SPP allocates the submitted hourly meter data for Resources
and loads into five (5) minute values using five (5) minute telemetered or State Estimator
profiles for the corresponding hour. The profiling of the hourly meter data maintains the shape
of the five (5) minute telemetered or State Estimator values even if there are both positive and
negative values contained within the twelve (12) intervals.
The subsections that follow below describe the WEIS settlement charge types. For each
charge type, the calculation is performed either at the Dispatch Interval level or hourly level for
each Asset Owner at each Settlement Location. SPP shall calculate hourly summations for each
Market Participant for all Asset Owners it represents and shall calculate daily summations as
specified in the WEIS Market Protocols.

5.2.1 Settlement Sign Conventions
For the purposes of settlement calculation of charges and payments described under this
Section 5, negative signs shall reflect payments to Market Participants and positive signs to shall
reflect charges to Market Participants. Throughout the settlement calculations, multiplication by
(-1) is used to attain the proper sign convention where needed. The following sign conventions
for variables used in the settlement calculations are assumed as follows:
(1)

Cleared Resource MWh is negative value;

(2)

Cleared load MWh is a positive value;

(3)

Actual Meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for Resource output
is a negative value; and

(4)

Actual meter values and telemetered/State Estimator values for load consumption
is a positive value.

5.3

Uninstructed Resource Deviation Charges
The following rules apply to the calculation of Uninstructed Resource Deviation.
(a)

A generating unit Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval is
equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limit
multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of five (5) MW and a
maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(b)

A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each
Dispatch Interval is equal to the Resource’s Maximum Emergency Capacity
Operating Limit multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of five (5)
MW and a maximum of twenty (20) MW.

(c)

The Common Bus Operating Tolerance for each Market Participant registered at a
Common Bus is equal to the sum of that Market Participant’s Resources’
Maximum Emergency Capacity Operating Limits for Resources that are on-line
multiplied by five percent (5%), subject to a minimum of five (5) MW and a
maximum of twenty (20) MW.
For the purposes of determining URD exemptions for Resources that are part of a
Common Bus as described under Section 5.3.1(a)(iv) of this Attachment A, each
Asset Owner’s Resources’ combined average ramped MW Setpoint Instruction
and combined actual average MW output at the Common Bus will be used to
calculate URD Megawatts at the Common Bus for the Dispatch Interval for each
Asset Owner.

(d)

If the absolute value of a Resource’s URD is greater than the Resource’s
Operating Tolerance in any Dispatch Interval, SPP shall calculate an URD Charge
equal to the Resource URD Megawatt multiplied by the Locational Marginal
Price for that Settlement Location.

(e)

A Resource’s Operating Tolerance in each Dispatch Interval is increased by the
quantity of regulation service being maintained on the Resource as indicated in
the Ancillary Service Plan (MW) for the Operating Hour.

5.3.1

Uninstructed Resource Deviation Exemptions
(a)

A Resource will receive a URD exemption in a Dispatch Interval under the
following situations:
(i)

The Resource trips off-line or is derated after receiving Dispatch
Instructions; or

(ii)

There is missing or bad Resource Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (“SCADA”) data in the Dispatch Interval; or

(iii)

If a Dispatch Instruction is issued to a Resource beyond the reported
capabilities due to the application of a VRL; or

(iv)

If the Resource is part of a Common Bus and the URD calculated at the
Common Bus is less than the Operating Tolerance calculated at the
Common Bus; or

(v)

If the URD results from an event of force majeure or, in the case of a
Variable Energy Resource, if the URD results from extremely high wind
or other extreme weather-related conditions materially and directly
impacting a Variable Energy Resource’s ability to provide or reduce
output of Energy. For purposes of this subsection, the term force majeure
shall have the meaning described under Section 5.1 of this Tariff except
that acts of curtailment shall not qualify for exemption; or

(vi)

If the Resource has been issued an OOME for Energy.

In the event a Resource does not receive a URD exemption in a Dispatch Interval, SPP
shall determine through the dispute process, in accordance with the invoice dispute process as
provided in Section 7.3 of this Attachment A, whether an exemption to a URD will be given. The
Market Participant may provide SPP with adequate documentation in order for the Market
Participant to be eligible to avoid such URD. Adequate documentation may include but is not
limited to an audio file documenting a call between the Market Participant and SPP.

5.4

Real-Time Out-of-Merit Energy Amount
A Setpoint Instruction from a WRTBM OOME that results in a cost at the Resource

qualifies the Resource for a payment. Resources that the Market Monitor determines were
selected in a discriminatory manner, and such Resources were affiliated with the issuing party
are not eligible to receive a WRTBM OOME payment. The amount will be calculated on a
Dispatch Interval basis as follows:
(1)

Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in an increase in Resource
output that creates a sale or an increase in a sale to the WEIS Market will be paid,
for its additional output attributable to its response to the OOME dispatch
instruction, at the higher of the LMP determined by the security constrained
economic dispatch for the Resource Settlement Location or the Resource offer
curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Sale Compensation”). If such
offer price exceeds the LMP, the difference between the two prices will be
multiplied by the minimum of the OOME dispatch instruction and actual output
minus the Resource schedule quantity in order to calculate the credit that is
recoverable through the revenue neutrality uplift process (Section 5.5 of this
Attachment A). The OOME Sale Compensation shall be limited to the amount
necessary to compensate the resource for any under-recovery resulting from its
response to the OOME dispatch instruction.

(2)

Each Resource with an OOME instruction that results in a decrease in Resource
output that creates a purchase or an increase in a purchase from the WEIS Market
will pay, for its WEIS Market purchase attributable to its response to the OOME
dispatch instruction, at the lower of the LMP determined by the security
constrained economic dispatch for the Resource at the Settlement Location or the
Resource offer curve price at the OOME dispatch point (“OOME Purchase
Compensation”). If the LMP exceeds such offer price, the difference between the
two prices will be multiplied by the Resource expected quantity minus the
maximum of the OOME dispatch instruction and the actual output in order to
calculate the credit that is recoverable through the revenue neutrality uplift
process (Section 5.5 of this Attachment A). The OOME Purchase Compensation

shall be limited to the amount necessary to compensate the resource for any
under-recovery resulting from its response to the OOME dispatch instruction.
(3)

To the extent that additional costs are incurred as a direct result of an OOME that
are not addressed through the compensation mechanisms described in (1) and (2)
above, Market Participants may request additional compensation through
submittal of actual cost documentation to SPP. SPP will review the submitted
documentation and confirm that the submitted information is sufficient to
document actual costs and that all or a portion of the actual costs are eligible for
recovery.

5.5

Revenue Neutrality Uplift Distribution Amount
SPP shall perform the following calculation for each hour of the Operating Day for each

Asset Owner and Settlement Location to ensure that SPP is revenue neutral over the Operating
Day. SPP shall calculate hourly summations to each Market Participant for all Asset Owners it
represents and shall calculate daily summations as specified in the WEIS Market Protocols. The
calculations below can result in residual amounts due to rounding. SPP will sum up those
residual amounts per Operating Day and include them in the WEIS Market budgeted expenses
used to calculate the service cost.
Revenue Neutrality Uplift (“RNU”) Distribution Amount =
Daily RNU Distribution Rate * RNU Distribution Volume * (-1)
(a)

The Daily RNU Distribution Rate is equal to the Daily RNU Distribution Amount
divided by the Daily RNU Distribution Volume.
(i)

The Daily RNU Distribution Amount is equal to:
(1)

The sum of all Asset Owners’ charges and payments calculated
under Section 5.2 through 5.4 for the Operating Day; plus

(2)

Any other charges and credits not accounted for under Section 5.2
through 5.4 for the Operating Day.

(ii)

The Daily RNU Distribution Volume is equal to the sum of all Asset
Owners’ RNU Distribution Volumes for the Operating Day.

(b)

An Asset Owner’s RNU Distribution Volume at a Settlement Location for an hour
is equal to the sum of:
(i)

The absolute value of actual metered generation or load in the hour; and

(ii)

The absolute value of scheduled Interchange Transactions in the hour.

6.

Release of Offer Curve Data
SPP will release the hourly Offer Curves for Dispatchable Resources ninety (90) days

after the day for which the offer was submitted. Such information released by SPP will not
include the identity of the Market Participant that submitted the Offer Curve.

7.

Billing
SPP shall prepare a billing statement each billing cycle in accordance with this Section of

Attachment A.

Such billing statements shall be prepared for each Market Participant in

accordance with the charges and credits specified in Section 5 of this Attachment A, and
showing the net amount to be paid or received by the Market Participant. Billing statements
shall provide sufficient detail, as specified in the WEIS Market Protocols, to allow verification of
the billing amounts and completion of the Market Participant’s internal accounting. Unresolved
billing disputes shall be settled in accordance with procedures specified in the Dispute
Resolution Procedures in Section 7 of this Tariff.
For purposes of Section 7 of this Attachment A, data and invoices are “finalized” 365 days
after the relevant Operating Day. Finalized data and invoices shall not be subject to further
correction, including by SPP, except as ordered by the Commission or a court of competent
jurisdiction; provided, however, that nothing herein shall be construed to restrict any stakeholder’s
right to seek redress from the Commission in accordance with the Federal Power Act.

7.1

Settlement Statements
(a)

SPP shall issue a preliminary Scheduled Settlement Statement for an Operating
Day no later than seven (7) Calendar Days following the applicable Operating
Day unless the seventh (7) day following the applicable Operating Day is not a
Business Day, in which case, the preliminary Settlement Statement shall be issued
on the first Business Day thereafter. This preliminary Scheduled Settlement
Statement is defined as an S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement.

(b)

SPP shall issue a second Scheduled Settlement Statement for an Operating Day no
later than fifty-three (53) Calendar Days following the applicable Operating Day
unless the fifty-third (53) Calendar Day following the applicable Operating Day is
not a Business Day, in which case, the S53 Settlement Statement shall be issued
on the first Business Day thereafter. This second Scheduled Settlement Statement
is defined as an S53 Scheduled Settlement Statement.

(c)

SPP shall issue a final Scheduled Settlement Statement for an Operating Day no
later than one hundred and twenty (120) Calendar Days following the applicable
Operating Day unless the one hundred and twentieth (120) Calendar Day
following the applicable Operating Day is not a Business Day, in which case, the
S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement shall be issued on the first Business Day
thereafter. This final Scheduled Settlement Statement is defined as an S120
Scheduled Settlement Statement.

(d)

SPP shall make corrections to Settlement Statements for an Operating Day for
Data Errors, Software Errors, and Settlement Statement disputes in accordance
with Section 7.3 of this Attachment A. Settlement associated with a specific
Operating Day shall be considered final at the end of the three hundred sixty-fifth
(365) Calendar Day following the applicable Operating Day. “Finalized” data and
invoices shall not be subject to further correction, including by SPP, except as
ordered by the Commission or a court of competent jurisdiction; provided, however,
that nothing herein shall be construed to restrict any stakeholder’s right to seek
redress from the Commission in accordance with the Federal Power Act.

(e)

To the extent that a Market Participant, or its designated Meter Agent, does not
submit meter data representing that Market Participant’s actual Resource output
and load consumption, either on a five (5) minute basis or an hourly basis in
accordance with the timelines and formats specified in the WEIS Market
Protocols, SPP shall use estimated data for that Market Participant that is equal to
that Market Participant’s telemetered generation and load for the applicable
intervals or State Estimator values if telemetered values are not available for the
purposes of calculating the preliminary statements specified under Section 7.3 of
this Attachment A.

To the extent a Meter Agent does not submit data

representing the metering of each interconnecting tie-line between Settlement
Areas, SPP will substitute State Estimator values. In the event that actual meter
data is not submitted prior to the issuance of an S120 Scheduled Settlement
Statement, SPP shall use the best available data, which may include estimated
meter data as developed by SPP, for the purposes of calculating S120 Scheduled
Settlement Statements.

7.1.1

Resettlements
Resettlements for a given Operating Day will be considered by SPP for the following

reasons:
(a)

Software Errors and Data Errors
(i) SPP, in its discretion, may correct its Software Errors and/or Data Errors and
resettle the relevant Operating Day(s), as closely as practicable, to the outcome
that would have resulted but for the relevant Software Error or Data Error based
on the following:
(1)

Software Errors and/or Data Errors that are identified by SPP or submitted
through the dispute process within ninety (90) Calendar Days of the affected
Operating Day will be considered for Resettlement.

(2)

Software Errors and/or Data Errors that result in incremental differences
between any two consecutive Settlement Statements subsequent to S7
Scheduled Settlement Statement will be considered for Resettlement if
identified by SPP or submitted through the dispute process within thirty (30)
Calendar Days of the posting of the applicable Settlement Statement.

(ii) If the correction of the relevant Software Error and/or Data Error would require
WEIS Market price corrections, SPP will address such errors in accordance with
the procedures in Section 4.5 of this Attachment A.
(b)

Granted Disputes
(i) SPP will resettle Operating Days for a granted dispute in accordance with the
guidelines in Section 7.3 of this Attachment A.

(c)

Per FERC or court order
(i) SPP will resettle Operating Days as required by FERC or court order.

7.2

Invoices
(a)

SPP shall issue an invoice detailing all charges and credits specified in Section 5
of this Attachment A on a weekly basis in accordance with the invoice issue dates
specified in the WEIS Market Protocols.

(b)

SPP shall make payments to the Market Participant for any net credit shown on
the invoice and the Market Participant shall make payment to SPP for any net
charge shown or the invoice, including disputed amounts. Resolution of disputed
amounts shall be shown as an adjustment on future invoices.

(c)

Market Participants shall make payment to SPP that is equal to the net charge
shown on the invoice by no later than 1700 CPT on the 4th Business Day
following the day the invoice was issued.

(d)

SPP shall make payment to the Market Participant that is equal to the net credit
shown on the invoice by no later than 1700 CPT on the 6th Business Day
following the day the invoice was issued subject to the procedures specified under
Attachment I to this Tariff.

(e)

All payments to the Market Participant and all payments to SPP shall be made by
electronic funds transfer in U.S. dollars.

7.3

Invoice Disputes
In the event that a dispute arises between the Market Participant and SPP concerning any

Settlement Statements contained within an invoice that cannot be resolved to the Market
Participant’s satisfaction, such disputes shall be resolved as follows:
(a) Disputes relating to an S7 Scheduled Settlement Statement or S53 Scheduled
Settlement Statement:
(i) The Market Participant must notify SPP within ninety (90) Calendar Days of the
applicable Operating Day of the items that the Market Participant wishes to
dispute.
(b) Disputes relating to the S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement, or any subsequent
Settlement Statement:
(i) Must relate only to material incremental changes between issuance of the relevant
consecutive Settlement Statements. Material for the purpose of this section is
defined as a dispute wherein more than $2,000.00 is at issue for the Market
Participant for the impacted Operating Day. The Market Participant must submit
documentation supporting the materiality of the dispute for consideration.
(ii) Must be filed within thirty (30) Calendar Days following the posting of the
applicable Settlement Statement that the Market Participant wishes to dispute.
(c) The notice of dispute must contain the following minimum information:
•

Request Type

•

Subject

•

Full Description

•

Statement Type

•

Charge Type

•

Settlement Location

•

Operating Day

•

Start Interval

•

End Interval

•

Dispute Amount

•

Proposed Resolution

•

Market Participant

•

Asset Owner

(d) If SPP determines that additional information is required concerning a submitted
notice of dispute, SPP shall notify the Market Participant no later than thirty (30) days
following the date the notice of dispute was submitted to SPP.

The Market

Participant must then submit additional information to SPP within thirty (30) days in
order to have the notice of dispute considered valid.
(e) SPP shall use its best efforts to notify the Market Participant of approval or denial of
the submitted notice of dispute within twenty (20) Business Days following the close
of the applicable ninety (90) day or thirty (30) day window specified under this
subsection 7.3 of this Attachment A. If SPP estimates that it will take longer than the
twenty (20) Business Day window to analyze a specific billing dispute, SPP shall
notify the Market Participant and provide an estimate of the amount of time required
to complete this analysis.
If SPP denies a Market Participant’s notice of dispute or the Market Participant is not
satisfied that it is receiving timely consideration of the dispute, the Market Participant
may initiate the dispute resolution procedures specified under the Dispute Resolution
Procedures in Section 7 of the Tariff.

7.4

Interest on Unpaid Balances
Interest on any unpaid amounts shall be calculated in accordance with the methodology

specified for interest on refunds in the Commission's regulations at 18 C.F.R. § 35.19a(a)(2)(iii).
Interest on delinquent amounts shall be calculated from the due date of the invoice to the date of
payment.

7.5

Customer Default
Customer default will be handled in accordance with Attachment I to this Tariff

(Distribution of Other Revenues) and Attachment H to this Tariff (Credit Policy).

8.

Confidentiality Provisions
This Section 8 shall apply to Confidential Information disclosed by a Market Participant

to SPP or by SPP to a Market Participant or its designee, the Market Monitor, the Commission,
or an Authorized Requestor and shall only be applicable to Confidential Information referenced
within this Attachment A as well as Attachment B and Attachment C to this Tariff.

8.1

Restrictions on Confidential Information Provided to Receiving Party
SPP or any Market Participant ("Receiving Party") may not Disclose Confidential

Information received from the other ("Disclosing Party") to any person, corporation, or any other
entity except as specifically permitted in this Section 8 of this Attachment A.
A Market Participant that is subject to a freedom of information or similar statute must,
prior to receiving Confidential Information, provide SPP a statement identifying and forwarding
copies of the particular statute, rule or regulation, protective order, or practice that will allow that
Market Participant to keep Confidential Information received by it hereunder confidential and
non-public, and of limited distribution within the Market Participant as described above. In the
event that such Market Participant receives a request pursuant to the applicable freedom of
information or similar statute for information deemed confidential pursuant to this section, the
Market Participant shall promptly notify the Disclosing Party of such request.

8.1.1

Procedures for Confidential Information
Receiving Party shall adopt procedures within its organization to maintain the

confidentiality of all Confidential Information. Such procedures must provide that:
(a)

The Confidential Information will be Disclosed to Receiving Party's directors,
officers, employees, representatives and agents only on a "need to know" basis;

(b)

Receiving Party shall make its directors, officers, employees, representatives and
agents aware of Receiving Party's obligations under this Section 8;

(c)

Receiving Party shall cause any copies of the Confidential Information that it
creates or maintains, whether in hard copy, electronic format, or other form, to
identify the Confidential Information as such; and to retain such confidential
marking;

(d)

Before Disclosing Confidential Information to a representative or agent of
Receiving Party, Receiving Party shall require a nondisclosure agreement with
each such representative or agent. Such nondisclosure agreement shall contain
confidentiality provisions substantially similar to the terms of this Section 8.

Any Receiving Party seeking to dispute the designation of information as confidential
may challenge such designation through the SPP dispute resolution process as established in the
Dispute Resolution Procedures in Section 7 of this Tariff, unless the Receiving Party has
received Confidential Information in connection with a proceeding at the Commission or in
connection with a state regulatory proceeding.

Any challenge to the confidentiality of

Confidential Information obtained in connection with an administrative or legal proceeding
shall be presented for consideration to the appropriate court or tribunal.

8.1.2

Exceptions
Without violating the confidentiality provisions of this Section 8, a Receiving Party may

disclose certain Confidential Information:
(a)

As required by any law, regulation, or order, or expressly required or permitted by
this Tariff, provided that the Receiving Party must make reasonable efforts to
restrict public access to the Disclosed Confidential Information by protective
order, by aggregating information, or otherwise if reasonably possible; or

(b)

If the Disclosing Party that supplied the Confidential Information to the Receiving
Party has given its prior written consent to the Disclosure as set forth in
subsection 8.1.4(c), which consent may be given or withheld in Disclosing Party's
sole discretion; or

(c)

If, before it is furnished to Receiving Party, the Confidential Information is in the
public domain; or

(d)

If, after it is furnished to Receiving Party, the Confidential Information enters the
public domain other than through a manner inconsistent with the provisions of
this Section 8; or

(e)

If reasonably deemed by the Receiving Party to be required to be Disclosed in
connection with a dispute between Receiving Party and Disclosing Party;
provided that the Receiving Party must make reasonable efforts to restrict public
access to the Disclosed Confidential Information by protective order, by
aggregating information, or otherwise if reasonably possible; or

(f)

To a vendor or prospective vendor of goods and services to SPP so long as such
vendor or prospective vendor: (i) is not a Market Participant and (ii) executes a
confidentiality agreement with terms substantially similar to those in this Section
8.

8.1.3

Injunctive Relief and Specific Performance
It may be impossible or very difficult to measure in terms of money the damages that

would accrue due to any breach by Receiving Party of this Section 8, or any failure to perform
any obligation contained in this Section 8, and, for that reason, among others, a Disclosing Party
affected by a Disclosure or threatened Disclosure is entitled to injunctive relief, including
specific performance, of this Section 8 (but is not hereby precluded from seeking other forms of
relief). In the event that a Disclosing Party institutes any proceeding to enforce any part of this
Section 8, the affected Receiving Party, by entering any agreement incorporating this Tariff, now
waives any claim or defense that an adequate remedy at law exists for such a breach.

8.1.4

Market Participant Access and SPP Use of Confidential Information
(a)

No Market Participant shall have a right hereunder to receive or review any
documents, data, or other information of another Market Participant, including
documents, data, or other information provided to SPP, to the extent such
documents, data, or information have been designated as Confidential Information
under this Section 8; provided, however, a Market Participant may receive and
review any composite documents, data, and other information that may be
developed based on such Confidential Information if the composite does not,
directly or by its nature, disclose any individual Market Participant's confidential
data or information.

(b)

SPP shall collect and use Confidential Information only in connection with its
authority under this Tariff and the retention of such information shall be in
accordance with SPP's retention policies.

Except as otherwise provided in

Sections 8.1.2, 8.1.5, 8.2 and 8.3, SPP shall not disclose to Market Participants or
to third parties, any Confidential Information of a Market Participant or a Market
Participant Applicant; provided that nothing contained herein shall prohibit SPP
from providing Market Participant Confidential Information to NERC or any of
its Regional Reliability Councils to the extent that: (i) SPP determines, in its
reasonable discretion, that the exchange of such information is required to
enhance and/or maintain reliability within the WEIS Region and its neighboring
Balancing Authorities; (ii) such receiving entity is bound by a written agreement
to maintain such confidentiality; and (iii) SPP has notified the affected Market
Participant of its intention to release such information no less than five (5)
Business Days prior to the release.
(c)

Nothing contained herein shall prevent SPP from releasing a Market Participant's
Confidential Information to a third party provided that the Market Participant has
delivered to SPP specific, written authorization for such release setting forth the
data or information to be released, to whom such release is authorized, and the
period of time for which such release shall be authorized. SPP shall limit the
release of a Market Participant's Confidential Information to that specific
authorization received from the Market Participant. Nothing herein shall prohibit

a Market Participant from withdrawing such authorization upon written notice to
SPP who shall cease such release as soon as practicable after receipt of such
withdrawal notice.
(d)

Nothing contained herein shall prevent SPP from releasing a Market Participant's
Confidential Information to a Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider for
purposes of transmission operations provided that: (i) SPP determines, in its
reasonable discretion, that the exchange of such information is required to
enhance and/or maintain reliability within the WEIS Region and its neighboring
Balancing Authorities; (ii) such receiving entity is bound by a written agreement
to maintain such confidentiality; and (iii) SPP has notified the affected Market
Participant of its intention to release such information no less than five (5)
Business Days prior to the release.

8.1.5

Required Disclosure
(a)

Notwithstanding anything in this Section 8 to the contrary except Section 8.2,
Section 8.3 and Section 8.4, if a Receiving Party is required by applicable law, or
in the course of administrative or judicial proceedings, other than Commission or
state regulatory proceedings or investigations, to Disclose to third parties, other
than to the Commission or its staff, Confidential Information that is otherwise
required to be maintained in confidence pursuant to this Tariff, the Receiving
Party subject to such Disclosure requirement may Disclose such information;
provided, however, that the Receiving Party shall not release the data until the
affected Disclosing Party(ies) provide written consent or until the affected
Disclosing Party's(ies') legal avenues to prevent the disclosure are exhausted.
As soon as the Receiving Party learns of the Disclosure requirement and prior to
making Disclosure, it shall notify the affected Disclosing Party(ies) of the
requirement and the terms thereof and the date on which it may be required to
Disclose the information. The affected Disclosing Party(ies) may direct, at their
sole discretion and cost, any challenge to or defense against the Disclosure
requirement. The Receiving Party shall cooperate with such affected Disclosing
Party(ies) to the maximum extent practicable to minimize the Disclosure of the
Confidential Information consistent with applicable law. To the extent reasonably
possible, the confidentiality of Confidential Information subject to this Section
8.1.5 will be maintained with (a) a protective order, (b) other procedures available
for protecting confidential data or (c) by aggregating data to prevent Disclosure of
Confidential Information.
Each Receiving Party shall cooperate with the affected Disclosing Party(ies) to
obtain proprietary or confidential treatment of such Confidential Information by
the person to whom such information is Disclosed prior to any such Disclosure.

(b)

Section 8.1.5(a) does not apply to Disclosure of information to the Commission or
its staff or to a state regulator or its staff.

8.1.6

Limitations
Nothing contained in Section 8.1 through and including 8.1.5 shall require any Receiving

Party to violate any law or file a lawsuit in order to prevent disclosure of Confidential
Information.

8.2

Confidentiality Provisions Applicable to the Market Monitor Reporting to the Board
of Directors
For the purposes of this Section 8.2, references to Market Monitor shall mean the Market

Monitor as defined under Section 3.1 of Attachment C to this Tariff.
(a)

Notwithstanding anything in this Section 8 to the contrary, in order to enable the
Market Monitor to discharge its duties, SPP is authorized to provide Market
Participant Confidential Information and any other information, data or materials
that constitutes Confidential Information under this Tariff to the Market Monitor.
For purposes of Confidential Information provided by SPP to the Market Monitor,
SPP will be considered to be a Disclosing Party, and for purposes of this Section
8.2, the Market Monitor will treat both SPP and, if known to the Market Monitor,
the Market Participant originally providing specific Confidential Information as
Disclosing Parties in the event the Market Monitor receives a request for
Confidential Information under this Section 8.2.

(b)

The Market Monitor shall use all reasonable procedures necessary to protect and
preserve the confidentiality of all Confidential Information as defined in Section
8.1 received by it in connection with the discharge of its duties.

(c)

Except as may be required by subpoena or other compulsory process or as set
forth in Sections 8.4(a) and 8.4(b), the Market Monitor shall not disclose
Confidential Information to any person or entity except to the Commission or its
staff or without prior written consent. Upon receipt of a subpoena or other
compulsory process for the Disclosure of Confidential Information, the Market
Monitor shall promptly notify the affected Disclosing Party(ies) that originally
provided the data and shall provide all reasonable assistance requested by the
affected Disclosing Party(ies) to prevent Disclosure, and if possible under the
terms of the subpoena or other compulsory process shall not release the data until
the affected Disclosing Party(ies) provide written consent or until the affected
Disclosing Party(ies’) legal avenues to prevent disclosure are exhausted. To the
extent reasonably possible, the confidentiality of a Confidential Information
subject to this Subsection 8.2(b) will be maintained with (i) a protective order, (ii)
other procedures available or protecting confidential data or (iii) by aggregating
data to prevent Disclosure of Confidential Information.

8.3

Disclosure to Commission
(a)

Notwithstanding any provisions of this Section 8 to the contrary, if the
Commission or its staff, during the course of an investigation or otherwise,
requests Confidential Information from SPP and/or the Market Monitor that is
otherwise required to be maintained in confidence pursuant to this Tariff, SPP
and/or the Market Monitor, as applicable shall provide the requested information
to the Commission or its staff, within the time provided for in the request for
information. Should SPP and/or the Market Monitor require additional time to
provide the information requested due to logistical matters such as the volume of
information requested or technical complexity involved, SPP and/or the Market
Monitor will promptly communicate that need to the individual requesting the
information and they shall establish the time for production of the requested
information.

(b)

In providing the information to the Commission or its staff, SPP and the Market
Monitor shall, consistent with 18 C.F.R. §§ 1b.20 and/or 388.112, request that the
Confidential Information be treated as confidential and non-public by the
Commission and its staff and that the Confidential Information be withheld from
public disclosure. SPP and/or the Market Monitor shall promptly notify the
affected Disclosing Party(ies) that originally submitted the requested Confidential
Information when it receives from the Commission or its staff a request for
Disclosure of Confidential Information.

8.4

Disclosure to Authorized Agencies

8.4.1

Basic Requirements for Disclosure
For the purposes of this Section 8.4 Authorized Agency is a state regulatory commission

which is authorized (or will be authorized upon satisfaction of the requirements herein) to
receive confidential information pursuant to this section. The term Authorized Agency also
includes state commissions acting jointly either through a regional state committee or otherwise.
An Authorized Requestor is a representative of an Authorized Agency.
SPP and/or Market Monitor shall only disclose Confidential Information, otherwise
required to be maintained in confidence pursuant to Attachment A to this Tariff, to an
Authorized Requestor solely under the following conditions:
(a)

The Authorized Requestor has executed a non-disclosure agreement with SPP,
stating:
i.

the position he or she holds within or the relationship he or she has with
the Authorized Agency for which he or she will be an Authorized
Requestor;

ii.

that he or she is authorized to enter into and perform the obligations of the
non-disclosure agreement;

iii.

that the relevant Authorized Agency has practices or procedures adequate
to protect against the unauthorized release of any Confidential Information
received pursuant to the non-disclosure agreement;

iv.

that he or she is familiar with, and will comply with, any applicable
practices or procedures of the Authorized Agency which the Authorized
Requestor represents; and

v.

that he or she is not in breach of any non-disclosure agreement entered
into with SPP.

(b)

SPP is able to verify that the Authorized Agency employing or retaining the
Authorized Requestor has provided SPP with the following information pursuant
to Attachment F (Form of Non-Disclosure Agreement for Authorized Requestors)
to this Tariff:
i.

a list of

authority (including statutory) specifying the particular

Authorized Agency’s duty, responsibility or authority in fulfillment of
which it will make requests to SPP or the Market Monitor under this

Section for information, including, but not limited to, that enumerated and
described as available to the Market Monitor in Attachment C to this
Tariff; or, in the case of regional state committee, an order of the
Commission prohibiting the release of Confidential Information by the
regional state committee, except in accordance with the terms of the nondisclosure agreement;
ii.

a statement notifying and identifying to SPP that the Authorized Agency
has practices or procedures in place adequate to protect against the
unauthorized release of Confidential Information; and

iii.

confirmation in writing that the Authorized Requestor is authorized by the
Authorized Agency to enter into the non-disclosure agreement and to
receive Confidential Information under Attachment A to this Tariff.

(c)

The Authorized Agency has provided either an order or a certification from
counsel to such Authorized Agency or some other means acceptable to SPP,
confirming that:
(i)

the Authorized Agency has statutory authority (or in the case of regional
state committee is in receipt of and bound by a Commission Order referred
to in subsection (b)(i) above) to protect the confidentiality of any
Confidential Information received pursuant to the non-disclosure
agreement from public release or disclosure and from release or disclosure
to any other entity, including other agencies of state government, except to
the extent that such disclosure is required or permitted by state law;

(ii)

except as provided in subsection (d) below, the Authorizing Agency will
defend against any disclosure of Confidential Information pursuant to any
third party request through all available legal process, including, but not
limited to, obtaining any necessary protective orders;

(iii)

the Authorizing Agency will provide SPP with prompt notice of any such
third party request or legal proceedings and will consult and cooperate
with SPP and/or any affected Market Participant in its efforts to deny the
third party request or defend against such legal process;

(iv)

in the event a protective order or other remedy is denied, the Authorizing
Agency will direct Authorized Requestors authorized by it to furnish only
that portion of the Confidential Information that its legal counsel advises
SPP in writing is legally required to be furnished;

(v)

the Authorizing Agency will exercise its best efforts to obtain assurance
that confidential treatment will be accorded to such Confidential
Information;

(vi)

the Authorizing Agency has adequate practices or procedures in place to
protect against the release of such Confidential Information; and

(vii)

the Authorizing Agency has authorized the Authorized Requestor to enter
into the non-disclosure agreement and to receive Confidential Information
pursuant to this Attachment A to this Tariff and under the non-disclosure
agreement, and can provide a written copy of such authorization.

(d)

The certification from counsel for the Authorized Agency referred to in
subsection (c)(ii) above must affirmatively disclose any state law that will
prohibit or prevent the Authorized Agency from defending against any
disclosure of Confidential Information pursuant to any third party request
as otherwise required by subsection (c)(ii). In an instance where there is
such a state law disclosed, such certification shall confirm that SPP would
have notice of the third party request and standing to pursue legal
processes, including the obtaining of a protective order, before the forum
in which state law prohibits or prevents the Authorized Agency from
taking such actions itself.

8.4.2

Schedule of Authorized Requestors
SPP shall maintain a schedule of all Authorized Requestors and the Authorized Agencies

they represent, which shall be made available on its website or by written request. The schedule
shall include phone numbers and e-mail addresses. Such schedule shall be compiled by SPP,
based on information provided by any Authorized Requestor and/or Authorized Agency. SPP
shall update the schedule promptly upon receipt of information from an Authorized Requestor or
Authorized Agency, but shall have no obligation to verify or corroborate any such information,
and shall not be liable or otherwise responsible for any inaccuracies in the schedule due to
incomplete or erroneous information conveyed to and relied upon by SPP in the compilation
and/or maintenance of the schedule.

8.4.3

Use of Confidential Information
The Authorized Requestor shall use the Confidential Information solely for the purpose

of assisting an Authorized Agency in discharging its duty, responsibility or authority in
fulfillment of which it authorizes Authorized Requestors to make requests for Confidential
Information and for no other purpose. Any and all Authorized Requestors sponsored by the
same Authorized Agency may have access to the Confidential Information that is provided to the
sponsoring Authorized Agency pursuant to an information request described in Section 8.4.5 of
this Attachment A.

8.4.4

Limited Oral Disclosures
(a)

SPP or the Market Monitor may, in the course of discussions with an Authorized
Requestor or Authorized Requestors in meetings or teleconferences, orally
disclose information otherwise required to be maintained in confidence, without
the need for a prior information request. Such oral disclosures shall provide
enough information to enable the Authorized Requestors or their Authorized
Agency to determine whether additional information requests are appropriate.
SPP or the Market Monitor will not make any written or electronic disclosures of
Confidential Information to the Authorized Requestor pursuant to this section. In
any such discussions, SPP or the Market Monitor shall ensure that the individual
or individuals receiving such Confidential Information are Authorized
Requestors, orally designate Confidential Information that is disclosed, and
refrain from identifying any specific affected Market Participant whose
information is disclosed. SPP or Market Monitor shall also be authorized to assist
Authorized Requestors in interpreting Confidential Information that is disclosed.

(b)

SPP or the Market Monitor shall provide any affected Market Participant with
oral notice of any oral disclosure promptly, but not later than one (1) Business
Day after the oral disclosure. Such oral notice to the affected Market Participant
shall include the substance of the oral disclosure, but shall not reveal any
Confidential Information of any other entity and must be received by the affected
Market Participant before the name of the affected Market Participant is released
to the Authorized Requestor; provided, however, the identity of the affected
Market Participant must be made available to the Authorized Requestor within
two (2) Business Days of the initial oral disclosure.

8.4.5

Information Requests
(a)

Form: Information requests to SPP or the Market Monitor shall be in writing, and
shall include electronic communications addressed to SPP or to the Market
Monitor as appropriate.

(b)

Content: Each information request shall describe, in as much detail as possible,
the particular information sought, including the time period for the requested
information; provide a description of the purpose for which the information is
being sought and state the time period for which it is expected that the
information will need to be retained by the Authorized Requestor.

(c)

Notice:
i.

SPP or the Market Monitor shall provide an affected Market Participant
with notice of and a copy of an information request by an Authorized
Requestor as soon as possible, but not later than two (2) Business Days
after the receipt of the information request.

ii.

SPP shall maintain all information requests of a general nature in an
electronic form accessible by Market Participants and Authorized
Requestors. Such list shall not include those information requests that
sought information of or about a named Market Participant or that would,
in SPP’s view, otherwise be readily ascertainable as being directed toward
Confidential Information from or about an individual Market Participant.
On at least an annual basis SPP shall delete from the list all information
requests for which the Confidential Information has been returned or
destroyed by the Authorized Requestor.

(d)

Disclosure: Subject to the provisions of Section 8.4.5(f) and (g) below, SPP or
the Market Monitor shall supply the information sought to the Authorized
Requestor in response to any information request within five (5) Business Days
after the receipt of the information request, or within such longer period as may
be specified by the information request, unless a timely objection has been made
to the information request, or unless the requested information can only
reasonably be made available within an extended time period.

To the extent that SPP or the Market Monitor cannot reasonably prepare and
deliver the requested information within the five (5) Business Day period or any
longer period specified in the information request, it shall, within such period,
hold discussions with the Authorized Requestor and provide the Authorized
Requestor with a mutually agreed upon written schedule for the provision of such
remaining information.

Upon providing the requested information to the

Authorized Requestor, SPP or the Market Monitor shall provide a copy of the
disclosed information to the Affected Participant(s), or provide a listing of the
Confidential Information disclosed; provided, however, that SPP or the Market
Monitor shall not reveal any affected Market Participant’s Confidential
Information to any other Market Participant.
(e)

Objection and Clarification:

Notwithstanding Section 8.4.5(d) above, should

SPP, the Market Monitor or an affected Market Participant object to an
information request or any portion thereof, any of them or the Authorized
Requestor may, within four (4) Business Days following SPP’s or the Market
Monitor’s receipt of the information request, request, in writing, a conference
with the Authorized Agency, or the Authorized Agency’s Authorized Requestor,
to resolve differences concerning the scope or time period covered by the
information request; provided, however, nothing herein shall require the
Authorized Agency to participate in any conference.

Any party to the conference may seek assistance from FERC staff in resolution of
the dispute. Should such conference be refused by any participant, or not resolve
the dispute, then SPP, the affected Market Participant or the Authorized Agency
may initiate appropriate legal action at FERC within three (3) Business Days
following receipt of written notice from any participant refusing or terminating
such conference.

Any complaints filed at FERC objecting to a particular

information request shall be designated by the party as a “fast track” complaint
and each party shall bear its own costs in connection with such FERC proceeding.

If no FERC proceeding regarding the information request is commenced within
such three-day period, SPP or the Market Monitor shall respond to the
Information Request within five (5) Business Days or any longer period that may
be specified by the information request, counted from the expiration of such
three-day period.

When an information request pertains to a Market Participant, the affected Market
Participant may request that clarifying information be included in the response.
(f)

Opportunity to Respond to Confidentiality Claims:

If the affected Market

Participant, SPP or the Market Monitor considers the information sought by the
information request as Confidential Information, the Authorized Requestor shall
be provided an opportunity to challenge the designation or classification of the
requested information as Confidential Information.
(g)

Response to Tailored Request for Information from State Commissions: Market
Monitor may respond to tailored requests for information from state commissions
regarding general market trends and the performance of the wholesale market, but
not for information designed to aid state enforcement actions.

Granting or

refusing such requests will be at the Market Monitor’s discretion, based on
agreements worked out between SPP and the states, or otherwise based on time
and resource availability.
(h)

Limitation On Disclosure Obligation: SPP or the Market Monitor shall not be
required to make disclosure in response to an information request: (i) in
circumstances where an electronic data link, dedicated communication circuit or
other hardware or third party services would be necessary to effectuate the
disclosure; (ii) that is of a scope or extent materially similar to the flow of data
from Market Participants to SPP or from SPP to the Market Monitor; (iii) that is
unduly burdensome; or (iv) that is not pertaining to general market trends or the
performance of SPP.

8.4.6

Limited Discussion of Confidential Information Among Authorized Requestors
Sponsored By Different Authorized Agencies
Authorized Requestors who are parties to non-disclosure agreements but who are

sponsored by different Authorized Agencies may discuss Confidential Information with each
other, provided that:
(a)

They have each requested and received from SPP or the Market Monitor such
Confidential Information;

(b)

At least one of such Authorized Requestors notifies SPP in advance of the identity
of the other Authorized Requestor(s) with whom such Confidential Information
will be discussed; and

(c)

SPP confirms that the Authorized Requestors who will participate in the
discussion received the Confidential Information as provided in subsection (a)
above. SPP shall respond to a notification under subsection (b) above within two
(2) Business Days from receipt of the notification.

SPP shall provide an affected Market Participant with notice of the planned discussion
within two (2) Business Days from receipt of notification of the planned discussion. Such
discussion among Authorized Requestors shall not change the status of the Confidential
Information. It shall remain Confidential Information.

8.4.7

Breach of Non-Disclosure Obligations
In the event of any breach of a non-disclosure agreement:
(a)

The Authorized Requestors and/or their respective Authorized Agency shall
promptly notify SPP or the Market Monitor, who shall, in turn, promptly notify
any affected Market Participant of any unauthorized release of Confidential
Information provided pursuant to any non-disclosure agreement.

Upon notification, SPP will cease disclosure to the Authorized Requestor
pursuant to any information requests and will make no disclosure pursuant to any
information request pending from the Authorized Requestor until it can be
determined after consultation with the Authorized Requestor, his or her
Authorized Agency and the affected Market Participant that an appropriate
combination of the following factors justifies resumption of the Authorized
Requestor’s access to Confidential Information: (i) the unauthorized disclosure
was not due to the intentional, reckless or negligent action or omission of the
Authorized Requestor; (ii) there was no harm or economic damage suffered by the
Affected Participant; (iii) there are now practices or procedures in place adequate
to prevent a recurrence of the unauthorized disclosure; and/or (iv) similar good
cause shown.

(b)

If SPP or the Market Monitor receives from an Authorized Requestor or
Authorized Agency a written notice that a breach has occurred, or FERC has
made a ruling that a breach has occurred, SPP and/or, the Market Monitor shall
terminate the non-disclosure agreement and require either the immediate return of
all Confidential Information obtained by the Authorized Requestor pursuant to the
non-disclosure agreement or a certification of its destruction.

SPP shall verify the breach in consultation with the Authorized Agency. If it is
subsequently determined that there was no breach, or if otherwise justified by
circumstances described in subsection (b) above, SPP shall restore the status of

the Authorized Requestor. Any other rights and remedies shall be pursuant to the
terms of the non-disclosure agreement.

(c)

No Authorized Requestor, who is an employee of an Authorized Agency, shall
have responsibility or liability whatsoever under the non-disclosure agreement or
Attachment A to this Tariff for any and all liabilities, losses, damages, demands,
fines, monetary judgments, penalties, costs and expenses caused by, resulting
from, or arising out of or in connection with the release of Confidential
Information to persons not authorized to receive it.

However, nothing in this Section 8.4.7.c is intended to limit the liability of any
person who is not an employee of or a member of an Authorized Agency, to the
degree not granted limitations as to liability under applicable state law of the
Authorized Agency’s state, when such a person is under contract to perform
services for the Authorized Agency, for any and all economic losses, damages,
demands, fines, monetary judgments, penalties, costs and expenses caused by,
resulting from, or arising out of or in connection with such unauthorized release.

8.5

Preservation of Rights
Notwithstanding any provision in this Section 8, a Disclosing Party shall have the right to

pursue all appropriate actions to prevent or contest any attempt to remove the confidential status
or any order removing such confidential status of its Confidential Information.

8.6

Notice
Notwithstanding any provision in this Section 8 (except as detailed in Section 8.4), SPP

shall provide at least five (5) Business Days notice to the Disclosing Party of its intent to provide
Confidential Information to any other entity. SPP shall not be required to provide such notice if
such disclosure is prohibited by law or Order or required by law or Order prior to five (5)
Business Days.

Addendum 1 to Attachment A
Violation Relaxation Limit Values (VRLs)
This Addendum 1 to Attachment A sets forth the Violation Relaxation Limit Values (VRLs) to
be used in conjunction with the operation of the WEIS Market.
Constraint Type
(1) Resource Capacity

(2) Global Power Balance
(3) Resource Ramp

(4) Operating Constraint

Description
The minimum and maximum
MW dispatchable output of a
resource as indicated in a
Resource Offer.
Energy needed to balance
resources and load.
The ramp capability of a
resource as indicated in the
resource plan.
A MW limit that can be imposed
on SPP related to MW flow
across a market node, a
manually-identified
transmission constraint, a Watch
List transmission constraint, a
flowgate constraint, or a
transmission constraint
identified by SPP’s real-time
contingency analysis.

VRL [$/MW]
100,000

50,000
5,000

$750 when the loading is greater
than 100% and less than or
equal to 101% at each network
constraint at each Operating
Constraint.
$750 when the loading is greater
than 101% and less than or
equal to 102% at each network
constraint
$1,000 when the loading is
greater than 102% and less than
or equal to 103% at each
network constraint
$1,250 when the loading is
greater than 103% and less than
or equal to 104% at each
network constraint
$1,500 when the loading is
greater than 104% at each
network constraint
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1.

Purpose and Objective
The Market Mitigation Measures (the “Measures”) contained within this Market Power

Mitigation Plan provide for mitigation of the exercise of horizontal and vertical market power
by Market Participants in certain specified circumstances. SPP shall implement the Market
Power Mitigation Plan as defined in this Attachment B.

2.

Definitions
For purposes of this Plan, capitalized terms shall have the meanings specified below:
2.1

Frequently Constrained Areas
As defined in Section 3.1.1 of this Attachment B.

2.2

Measures
Market Mitigation Measures for the WEIS Market as set forth in this document.

2.3

Performance Factor
The calculated ratio of actual fuel burn to either theoretical fuel use (design heat
input) or the most recent heat rate performance test, consistent with the WEIS
Market Protocols.

2.4

Plan
The Market Power Mitigation Plan for the WEIS Market as set forth in this
document.

2.5

Resource-to-Load Distribution Factor (RLDF)
The simulated impact of incremental power output from a specific Resource
("source") on the loading of a specific flowgate based on delivery to a
representation of the locational weighting of all loads within all Settlement
Locations ("sink").

2.6

Transmission/Generation Owners
Any Market Participant owning or controlling both transmission and generation
assets in the WEIS Region.

3.

Mitigation Measures for Economic Withholding – Market Power in the Western
Energy Imbalance Service Market
This section sets forth the market power mitigation measures that are applied in the WEIS

Market.

3.1

Local Market Power Test
A Resource satisfying at least one of the following conditions is determined to have local

market power:
(1)

The Resource is located in a Frequently Constrained Area, as described in Section
3.1.1, and one or more of the transmission constraints that define the Frequently
Constrained Area is binding.

(2)

The Resource is not in a Frequently Constrained Area has a Resource-to-LoadDistribution Factor less than or equal to negative five percent (-5%) relative to a
binding transmission constraint.
3.1.1

Frequently Constrained Areas
A Frequently Constrained Area is an electrical area identified by the
Market Monitor that is defined by one or more binding transmission
constraints that are expected to be binding for at least five-hundred (500)
hours during a given twelve (12)-month period and within which one (1)
or more suppliers are pivotal.

All Frequently Constrained Area

designations along with supporting analysis shall be posted on SPP’s
website.
3.1.1.1 Pivotal Supplier Test
A supplier is pivotal when the energy output by any or some of its
Resources jointly must be increased or decreased to resolve the
binding transmission constraint during some or all hours. This will
be determined utilizing transmission load flow cases or WRTBM
market cases reflecting a variety of market conditions.
These load flow or market cases will be used to estimate: (i) the
generation shift factors for all relevant Resources and relevant
resources outside the WEIS Region relative to each potentially
constrained flowgate; (ii) the base loadings of Resources; and (iii)
the base flows on each flowgate. A supplier is pivotal when a
binding transmission constraint cannot be relieved by changing the
base loadings for other suppliers’ Resources.

3.1.1.2 Initial Designation of Frequently Constrained Areas
The Market Monitor will define and recommend the Frequently
Constrained Areas to the SPP Board of Directors prior to the start
of the WEIS Market.
3.1.1.3 Changes to Frequently Constrained Area Designation
The Market Monitor shall reevaluate the Frequently Constrained
Areas at least annually. A reevaluation may be performed more
frequently if the Market Monitor believes that conditions have
changed with respect to the binding transmission constraints that
define a Frequently Constrained Area, or if congestion on
constraints that are not designated as a Frequently Constrained
Area warrant a new analysis. SPP may also propose an area be
designated or undesignated as a Frequently Constrained Area to
the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor will post the updated
Frequently Constrained Area information along with the associated
analysis on SPP’s website at least 14 calendar days prior to the
Frequently Constrained Area updates becoming effective and will
notify Market Participants of the posting. Market Participants may
contact the Market Monitor within the 14 day posting period if
there are concerns with the Market Monitor’s proposed updates.
The Market Monitor will consider and respond to Market
Participant concerns and will make updates if needed. The Market
Monitor will notify Market Participant when updates become
effective.

3.2

Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves
Mitigated Energy Offer Curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market

Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the WEIS Market
Protocols. PPRs are not obligated to submit mitigated Energy Offer Curves. The mitigated
Energy Offer Curve may be updated by the same schedule as the real-time Energy Offer.
A.

The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:
(1)

For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area, the conduct
threshold is a 17.5% increase above the mitigated Energy Offer Curve;

(2)

For all other Resources the conduct threshold is a 25% increase above the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve.

B.

SPP shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Energy Offer Curve with
the mitigated Energy Offer Curve if:
(1)

The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the mitigated Energy Offer
Curve by the applicable conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1; and

(3)

The Resource fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7

An Energy Offer Curve below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation
measures for economic withholding.
C.

The mitigated energy offer shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost of
producing energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate, where applicable; fuel
costs and the costs related to fuel usage, such as transportation and emissions
costs (“total fuel related costs”); and Energy Offer Curve (“EOC”) variable
operations and maintenance costs (“VOM”) as detailed in the WEIS Market
Protocols.

D.

Opportunity cost shall be an estimate of the Energy revenues net of short run
marginal costs for the marginal forgone run time during the timeframe when the
Resource experiences the run-time restrictions as detailed in the WEIS Market
Protocols. The run-time restrictions shall be updated as specified in the WEIS

Market Protocols, with more frequent updating to occur the fewer hours that
remain available, consistent with the WEIS Market Protocols.

The Market

Participant may include in the calculation of its mitigated Energy Offer Curve an
amount reflecting the resource-specific opportunity costs expected to be incurred
under the following circumstances:
(1)

Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or

(2)

Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or run-hours, as
verified by the Market Monitoring Unit and determined by reference to the
manufacturer’s recommendation or bulletin, or a documented restriction
imposed by the applicable insurance carrier; or

(3)

Fuel Supply Limitations.

Resource specific opportunity costs are calculated by forecasting Locational
Marginal Prices based on futures contract prices for natural gas and the historical
relationship between the SPP system marginal Energy component of LMP and the
price of natural gas, as determined by the Market Monitoring Unit. The formulas
and instructions in the price forecast model shall be determined by the Market
Monitoring Unit and published in the WEIS Market Protocols as part of the
Mitigated Energy Offer Development Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the
Market Monitoring Unit.

Such forecasts of LMPs shall take into account

historical variability, and basis differentials affecting the Settlement Location at
which the Resource is located for the three-year period immediately preceding the
period of time in which the Resource is bound by the referenced restrictions, and
shall subtract therefrom the forecasted costs to generate energy at the Settlement
Location at which the Resource is located, as specified in more detail in Appendix
E of the WEIS Market Protocols.

If the difference between the forecasted

Locational Marginal Prices and forecasted costs to generate energy is negative,
the resulting opportunity cost shall be zero. The Market Monitoring Unit will
verify all Market Participants’ opportunity cost calculations for consistency and
accuracy. When the Market Monitoring Unit determines that the market price for

any period was not competitive, it will adjust the LMP forecasting process used in
the opportunity cost calculations to ensure that forecasted LMPs do not reflect
non-competitive market conditions.
The following formula shall apply to all mitigated Energy Offer Curves, where
HeatRate = 1 for Resources for which heat rate is not applicable:
Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) = HeatRate (mmBtu/MWh) *
Performance Factor * Total Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) + EOC VOM
($/MWh) + Opportunity Costs ($/MWh)
E.

The Market Participant shall submit heat rate curves, where applicable,
descriptions of how spot fuel prices and/or contract prices are used to calculate
fuel costs, variable fuel transportation and handling costs, emissions costs, and
VOM to the Market Monitoring Unit.

All cost data and cost calculation

descriptions are subject to the review and approval of the Market Monitoring Unit
to ensure reasonableness and consistency across Market Participants.

The

information will be sufficient for replication of the mitigated Energy Offer Curve
and shall include, among other data, the following information:
(1)

For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring
Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy,
indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed contract price
and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract price and/or referenced
spot market prices. Any included fuel transportation and handling costs
must be short-run marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs.

(2)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of
each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost.

(3)

For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated
in adherence with the Appendix E of the WEIS Market Protocols,
reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.

Further details associated with the development, validation, and updating of these
costs are included in Appendix E of the WEIS Market Protocols.
F.

For Demand Response Resources utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation, the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be developed in the same manner as any other
generating Resource as described above.

For Demand Response Resources

utilizing load reduction, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall reflect the
quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the reduction, net of related
offsetting increases in usage.
G.

For Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may include,
but shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary by MWh output, including
short-run incremental VOM. Foregone opportunity revenue, such as Production
Tax Credits, grossed-up for current marginal tax rates, and tradable emissions
credits, may lead to a negative mitigated Energy Offer Curve.

H.

A Market Participant that has a Resource with short-run marginal costs greater
than the Safety-net Energy Offer Cap specified in Section 4.1.1 of Attachment A
to this Tariff may submit an Energy Offer Curve using the same guidelines for
development of the Resource’s Mitigated Energy Offer Curve established in
Appendix E of the WEIS Market Protocols. The Energy Offer Curve above
$1,000/MWh must be equal to the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve and may include
an adder with a maximum of $100/MWh due to the uncertainty of expected costs.
For purposes of LMP calculation, the Energy Offer Curve will be limited to a
maximum of $2,000/MWh and will have to be verified by the Market Monitor
prior to the start of the applicable market clearing process. If the Energy Offer
Curve cannot be verified prior to the start of the applicable market clearing
process, then the Resource may be eligible to receive Real-Time Out-of-Merit
payments for its actual costs after verification by the Market Monitor. The default
value is $1,000/MWh for any offer above $1,000/MWh until the offer can be
verified. If the verified Energy Offer Curve is greater than $2,000/MWh, the
Energy Offer Curve will be capped at $2,000/MWh in the applicable market
clearing process, and the Resource may be eligible for Real-Time Out-of-Merit

Energy payments for actual costs exceeding $2,000/MWh. Market Participants
must submit evidence of actual costs to the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor
shall verify the actual costs for use in Real-Time Out-of-Merit Energy payments.
In order to include the costs in the Real-Time Out-of-Merit Energy payments of
the S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement, the submission must occur within 105
calendar days after the Operating Day and the verification must be complete no
later than noon on the business day prior to 115 calendar days after the Operating
Day.
I.

In all cases under this Section 3.2, cost data submitted for the development of
mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 8 of Attachment A to this Tariff.

3.3

Validation of Mitigated Resource Offer Parameters
The Market Monitor shall review the costs included in each mitigated Resource Offer on

an ex-post basis relative to the relevant Operating Day in order to ensure that the Market
Participant has correctly applied the formulas and definitions in Section 3.2 of this Attachment B
and in the WEIS Market Protocols and that the level of the mitigated offer is otherwise
acceptable. If the mitigated offer determined by the Market Monitor and the Market Participant
differ, Market Participant shall use the mitigated offer calculated by the Market Monitor going
forward. If a Market Participant submits a dispute over its mitigated offer, the previously
approved mitigated offer shall be used from the time the dispute is submitted until the dispute is
resolved. The procedures for submitting and processing disputes related to mitigated energy
offers shall be those specified in the WEIS Market Protocols. SPP shall remedy mitigated offer
disputes resolved in favor of the Market Participant by providing payments through a
miscellaneous adjustment, as necessary, to the Market Participant whose mitigated offer was
improperly determined by the Market Monitor.
Each Market Participant is obligated to provide to the Market Monitor any cost data
necessary to allow the Market Monitor to validate its mitigated Resource Offer.
The Market Monitor shall keep such data confidential, and all cost data submitted under
this Section 3.3, including any opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality
provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment A to this Tariff. The Market Monitor shall
develop and maintain on SPP’s website the mechanism and procedures to allow Market
Participants to submit such cost data.

3.4

Additional Mitigation Measures for Resource Offer Parameters
The mitigation measures in this section apply to all Resource Offer parameters expressed

in units other than dollars. A reference level for each applicable Resource Offer parameter that
reflects the physical capability of the Resource shall be determined prior to the start of the WEIS
Market by one or both of the following methods: (i) the reference levels will be determined
through consultation between the Market Participant and the Market Monitor; and/or (ii) the
reference levels will be based on averages of Resource Offer parameters from similar Resources.
This methodology for setting reference levels for Offer parameters shall apply to all Resources at
the start of the WEIS Market and to all Resources that register subsequent to the start of the
WEIS Market. SPP’s output forecast for a wind-powered Variable Energy Resource shall be
used as the reference maximum output limit for the wind-powered Variable Energy Resource.
The following thresholds shall be used by SPP to identify Resource offers that may
warrant mitigation and shall be determined with respect to the corresponding reference level:
Time-based Resource Offer parameters: An increase of three (3) hours, or an increase of
six (6) hours in total for multiple time-based Resource Offer parameters.
Resource Offer parameters expressed in units other than time or dollars: One hundred
percent (100%) increase for Resource Offer parameters that are minimum values, or a fifty
percent (50%) decrease for Resource Offer parameters that are maximum values.
In the case that a Resource Offer fails the thresholds described above, the Market
Monitor shall determine the impact on prices. If an impact exceeds the LMP thresholds in
Section 3.7, the Market Monitor will initiate a discussion with the Market Participant concerning
an explanation of the parameter changes. The Market Monitor will inform SPP of any potential
issue. If SPP, in consultation with the Market Monitor, concludes that the Market Participant has
demonstrated the validity of the submitted Resource Offer parameter, no further action will be
taken. If not, SPP shall replace the Resource Offer parameter with the corresponding reference
level. Mitigation measures will remain in place until such time that the Market Participant
demonstrates the validity of the Resource Offer parameter or the Market Participant notifies the
Market Monitor that the Resource Offer parameter has been changed to a value that is within the
tolerance range as described above, and the Market Monitor has verified that this change has

occurred. In the event that the Market Participant submits a dispute, the mitigation measure will
remain in place until the resolution of the dispute.
In all cases under this Section 3.4, cost data submitted for the development of mitigated
offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth
in Section 8 of Attachment A to this Tariff.

3.5

Market Impact Test
SPP will apply the following market impact test in the WEIS Market in the event the

conditions described in Section 3.1 or 3.4 are satisfied:
After an initial market solution is computed with no mitigation measures in place, a
second market solution, called the mitigated market solution, will be computed with the
appropriate mitigation measures applied. If an LMP at a Settlement Location from the initial
market solution exceeds the corresponding price from the mitigated market solution by the
applicable impact test threshold then the mitigated market solution will be used for dispatch,
commitment, and settlement purposes.
The LMP impact threshold is twenty-five dollars ($25) per megawatt hour.

4.

Miscellaneous Provisions

4.1

Rights and Remedies
The Plan does not restrict SPP and Market Participants from asserting any rights they

may have under state and federal regulation and laws, including initiating proceedings before the
FERC regarding any matter which is subject to this Plan. Except as otherwise stated in this Plan,
disputes as to the implementation of, or compliance with, this Plan shall be subject to the Dispute
Resolution Procedures in Section 7 of this Tariff or may be raised with FERC.
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1.

Purpose and Objective
1.1

Purpose of the Plan
This Market Monitoring Plan (the “Plan”) is intended to provide for the
monitoring of the WEIS Market and submissions of recommendations to the
FERC and the SPP Board of Directors.

1.2

Market Monitoring Plan
The Plan shall be developed, implemented and maintained by the Market
Monitor. The Market Monitor has the responsibility for implementing the Plan by
(a) continuously monitoring the WEIS Market, (b) recommending compliance and
corrective actions per this Tariff, (c) collecting and retaining the data and
information necessary for the performance of the Plan, (d) recommending updates
to the monitoring plan contained within Attachment C to this Tariff, and (e)
periodically reporting on the WEIS Market.

1.3

Mission Statement and Objectives of the Market Monitor
1.3.1

Mission Statement

The mission of the Market Monitor is to (a) monitor and report on possible abuses
of horizontal and vertical market power and gaming in the WEIS Market by any
Market Participant (b) identify market design flaws and recommend any changes
in design to improve the operation of the WEIS Market for the benefit of
consumers and Market Participants and (c) monitor Market Participants’
compliance with market rules.
1.3.2

Objectives

The Market Monitor will work to ensure that its functions and activities are
implemented fairly and consistently, and that it protects and fosters competition
while minimizing interference with open and competitive markets.

Making

recommendations to improve the operation of markets and preventing the exercise
of market power in advance rather than punishing offenders afterward shall be the
preferred approach.
The Market Monitor will evaluate existing and proposed market rules, Tariff
provisions, and market design elements and recommend proposed rules and Tariff
changes to SPP, the Commission’s Office of Energy Market Regulation (or its

successor organization) staff, and other interested entities such as state
commissions and Market Participants. The Market Monitor will limit distribution
of its identifications and recommendations to SPP and the Commission’s Office
of Energy Market Regulation (or its successor organization) staff in the event that
the Market Monitor believes that broader dissemination could lead to exploitation,
with an explanation of why further dissemination should be avoided.
The Market Monitor will review the performance of the WEIS Market and
provide an annual report on the state of the market as provided in Section 7 of this
Attachment C.
The Market Monitor will recognize that entities otherwise identified as having
market power may engage in conduct giving the impression of market power but,
after analysis by the Market Monitor, may prove to be pro-competitive and
efficient. In making this distinction, the Market Monitor will generally focus on
an analysis of the identified conduct and associated market impacts, rather than
seeking to determine the intent of the Market Participant (e.g., conducting
profitability analyses that would require comprehensive information on all the
physical and final positions of a participant).
1.4

Independence of the Market Monitor
The Market Monitor shall be independent from Market Participants to perform
those activities necessary to provide impartial and effective market monitoring
within the scope of the Plan. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the normal course
the Market Monitor shall verify information with affected Market Participants
prior to making recommendations or reports.

1.5

Resolution of Conflicts
In the event there is a conflict between this Attachment C and any other provision
of this Tariff, this Attachment C will control.

2.

Definitions
For purposes of this Plan, capitalized terms shall have the meanings specified below:
2.1

Confidential Information
The term defined under Attachment A to this Tariff.

2.2

Data and Information
Writings, documents and records of every type, including audio recordings and
electronic files.

2.3

FERC Staff
The responsible office within FERC designated to receive reports submitted by
market monitors.

2.4

Interested Government Agencies
The FERC and any state regulatory commission or agency with regulatory
oversight responsibilities for the WEIS Region.

2.5

Western Energy Imbalance Service Market (“WEIS Market”)
The market as defined in Attachment A to this Tariff.

2.6

Plan
The Market Monitoring Plan set forth in this Attachment C.

3.

Market Monitor
The Market Monitor is responsible for implementing the Market Monitoring Plan as

defined in this Tariff.
3.1

Staffing and Resources
The Market Monitor shall be an organization within SPP reporting to the Board of
Directors, excluding any SPP management representatives serving on the Board
of Directors. The Market Monitor shall be comprised of employees of SPP with
the necessary experience and qualifications to perform the duties of the Market
Monitor. The duties and responsibilities of the Market Monitor shall be assigned
by the Board of Directors.

However, the Market Monitor’s duties and

responsibilities will not include purely administrative matters (e.g., enforcement
of late fees and the untimely submission of outage reports and meter data). SPP
management representatives on the Board of Directors will be excluded from the
Board of Directors’ oversight of the Market Monitor. SPP shall establish and
provide appropriate staffing and/or resources for the Market Monitor and shall
ensure that the Market Monitor has such adequate employees, funding and/or
other resources, access to required information, and the full cooperation of SPP
Staff, Organizational Groups, and other persons, as necessary, for the effective
functioning of the Market Monitor and implementation of this Plan. The Market
Monitor shall have full responsibility for implementing Attachment C.
3.2

Relationships and Notifications
As a general principle, the Market Monitor may obtain input from SPP, FERC
Staff, SPP Staff, the regional state committee, and affected state regulatory
authorities for the purpose of executing its duties. However, in accordance with
this Tariff, the Market Monitor shall at any time bring any instances of market
behavior that may require investigation (including, but not limited to, suspected
Tariff violations, suspected violations of Commission-approved rules and
regulations, suspected market manipulation, and inappropriate dispatch) to the
attention of FERC’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor organization) staff.
After any initial investigation of market design/policies, the Market Monitor shall
also provide notification to the Board of Directors, the President of SPP, and

FERC’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor organization) staff, and other
interested entities such as relevant state regulatory commissions and Market
Participants, as soon as practicable in the event it identifies a significant market
problem that may require (a) further investigation, (b) a change to this Tariff, or
(c) referral to FERC.

In the event the Market Monitor believes broader

dissemination could lead to exploitation, it may limit distribution of its
identifications and recommendations to the Board of Directors, the President of
SPP, and FERC Staff with an explanation of why further dissemination should be
avoided at that time.

The Market Monitor shall also interface with FERC Staff and other RTO and ISO
market monitors in adjacent regions as needed for the purpose of addressing
electricity market issues in a comprehensive manner. The Market Monitor shall
promptly notify the President of SPP of all such notifications, communications or
reports.
3.3

Independence and Ethics Standards
The Market Monitor and its employees shall abide by SPP’s Standards of
Conduct, which shall be appropriate for establishing the professional and financial
independence of the Market Monitor.

Consistent with this requirement, the Market Monitor and its employees shall:
(a)

have no material affiliation with any Market Participant or any affiliate of
a Market Participant;

(b)

not serve as an officer, employee, or partner of a Market Participant;

(c)

have no material financial interest in any Market Participant or any
affiliate of a Market Participant (allowing for such potential exceptions as
mutual funds and non-directed investments);

(d)

not engage in any market transactions other than the performance of their
duties under this Tariff;

(e)

not be compensated, other than by SPP, for any expert witness testimony
or other commercial services to SPP or to any other party in connection

with any legal or regulatory proceeding or commercial transaction relating
to SPP;
(f)

not accept anything of value from a Market Participant in excess of a de
minimis amount;

(g)

advise their relevant supervisor (or, in the case of the Market Monitoring
management, SPP’s Board of Directors) in the event they seek
employment with a Market Participant, and must disqualify themselves
from participating in any matter that would have an effect on the financial
interest of such Market Participant.

These restrictions are not exclusive of the other requirements specified in SPP’s
Standards of Conduct. In the event there is a conflict between this Attachment C
and SPP’s Standards of Conduct, this Attachment C will control.
The Market Monitor shall certify compliance with such policies to the President
of SPP. The Market Monitor shall require any external consultants or experts to
certify compliance with these policies.

4.

Market Monitoring
4.1

Markets to be Monitored
The Market Monitor will monitor the WEIS Market. The Market Monitor will
not monitor bilateral energy, transmission or capacity markets and services not
administered, coordinated or facilitated by SPP, except to assess the effect of
these markets and services on the WEIS Market, or the effects of the WEIS
Market on these unmonitored markets. Similarly, the Market Monitor will not
monitor the energy, transmission or capacity markets and services in regions
adjacent to the WEIS Region except to assess the effect of these markets and
services on the WEIS Market, or the effects of the WEIS Market on these
adjacent markets.

4.2

Market Monitoring Scope
The Market Monitor will implement the Plan.

The markets will require

continuous monitoring by the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor will monitor
the WEIS Market by reviewing and analyzing market data and information
including, but not limited to:
(a)

Resource registration data;

(b)

Resource Offer data including non-price related offer parameters required
for use in the WEIS Market;

(c)

Interchange Transaction bids and offers for the purchase and sale of
Energy Imbalance in WEIS Market;

(d)

Actual commitment and dispatch of Resources, including but not limited
to Resource MW capability and output, MVAR capability and output,
status, and outages;

(e)

Locational Marginal Prices at all Settlement Locations in or affecting any
of the WEIS Market;

(h)

Data, including but not limited to demand, area control error, Net
Scheduled Interchange, actual total net interchange, and forecasts of
operating reserves and peak demand;

(i)

Conditions or events affecting the supply and demand for, and the quantity
and price of, products or services sold or to be sold in the WEIS Market;

(j)

Information regarding transmission services and rights, including the
estimating and posting of Available Transfer Capability (“ATC”) or
Available Flowgate Capability (“AFC”), administration of this Tariff, the
operation and maintenance of the transmission system, any auctions or
other markets for transmission rights, and the reservation and scheduling
of transmission service;

(k)

Information regarding the nature and extent of transmission congestion in
the region and, to the extent practicable, transmission congestion on any
other system that affects the WEIS Market, including but not limited to
causes of, costs of and charges for transmission congestion, transmission
facility loading, MVA capability, line status and outages;

(l)

Settlement data for the WEIS Market;

(m)

Any information regarding collusive or other anticompetitive or inefficient
behavior in or affecting the WEIS Market;

(n)

Generation resource operating cost data for estimating resource
incremental cost, including fuel input costs, heat rates where applicable,
start-up fuel requirements, environmental costs and variable operating and
maintenance expenses;

(o)

Logs of transmission service requests and Generation Interconnection
Requests along with the disposition of each request and the explanation of
any refused requests; and

(p)

Any additional Resource and transmission facility outage data not
otherwise provided for in this Section 4.2.

4.2.1

Additional Market Monitor Duties
(a)

In addition to the monitoring of market Data and Information, the
Market Monitor may communicate with SPP Staff and Market
Participants at any time for the purpose of monitoring and assessing
market conditions.

(b)

The Market Monitor shall evaluate the effectiveness of the WEIS
Market in signaling the need for investment in new generation,

transmission or demand response infrastructure and report on its
findings at least annually.
4.3

Referrals to the Commission
(a)

The Market Monitor shall report suspected market violations, as defined in
18 CFR 35.28(b)(8), to FERC’s Office of Enforcement (or its successor
organization) staff in accordance with the FERC’s reporting protocols for
referrals by market monitors as specified in 18 C.F.R. § 35.28(g)(3)(iv) in
a timely manner. Any such reports by the Market Monitor to FERC Staff
shall be on a confidential basis, and all information and documents
included in such reports will not be released to any other party except to
the extent FERC directs or authorizes such release, unless such
information and documents are already in the public domain.

4.4

WEIS Manipulation
The Market Monitor will monitor for potential instances of market manipulation
in the WEIS. Such actions or transactions that are without a legitimate business
purpose and that foreseeably could manipulate market prices, market conditions,
or market rules for electric energy or electric products are prohibited. As listed by
the FERC, prohibited behavior includes, but is not limited to (a) wash trades, (b)
submission of false data, (c) actions to cause artificial congestion and (d)
collusive acts. The Market Monitor will report any market manipulation in the
WEIS Market in a timely manner.

4.5

Prohibited Exercise of Transmission Market Power
The Market Monitor shall monitor the WEIS Market for the exercise of
transmission market power by reviewing and analyzing data and information
related to the availability of transmission facilities that impact access to services
under this Tariff. The Market Monitor will monitor for prohibited activities
particularly with respect to the withholding of transmission facilities or
transmission capacity, including activities such as but not limited to, the
following:

(a)

Physical withholding by Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider(s) by
providing improper information related to the availability of transmission,
such as information related to the capability or other modeling data used by
SPP for use in system operations;

(b)

Economic withholding by Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider(s)
through the use of methods and data for estimating costs of interconnection
and system upgrades that is not comparable for affiliates and non-affiliates;

(c)

Unavailability of transmission facilities through planned and unplanned
maintenance outages that routinely exceed historical baselines; and

(d)

Withholding of transmission capacity through excess reservations that are
not actually used.

The Market Monitor shall refer any perceived market design flaws and
recommended Tariff language changes to the Commission’s Office of
Energy Market Regulation (or its successor office/organization).

In

addition, the Market Monitor shall refer any instance(s) of the suspected
exercise of transmission market power directly to the Commission’s Office
of Enforcement (or its successor organization) utilizing the protocols for
referrals to the Commission for suspected instances of the exercise of
market power that may be part of a suspected market violation, such as
manipulation, in accordance with 18 C.F.R. § 35.28(g)(3)(iv).

Where

appropriate, the Market Monitor shall also provide the FERC with an
estimate of damages equal to (i) the effect on prices multiplied by (ii) the
affected energy produced by the Transmission/Generation Owner.

The

Market Monitor may also request the FERC to impose additional sanctions
and penalties, which may consist of a fixed dollar amount based on each
instance, or an amount up to (i) the effect on prices multiplied by (ii) the
affected energy produced by Market Participants other than the
Transmission/Generation Owner. All such referrals by the Market Monitor
to FERC will be on a confidential basis, and all information and documents
included in such reports will not be released to any other party except to the
extent FERC directs or authorizes such release.

4.6

Prohibited Market Participant Behavior
The Market Monitor shall monitor the WEIS Market for potential abuse
associated with the following categories of prohibited Market Participant
behavior: (1) economic withholding; (2) uneconomic production; and (3) physical
withholding. The mitigation measure for each of the behaviors identified in item
(1) of this paragraph is described in Attachment B. When the Market Monitor
determines that there is sufficient credible information about a specific abusive
practice, the issue will be referred to the Commission’s Office of Enforcement (or
its successor organization).

Nothing in this section shall limit the Market

Monitor’s obligation to refer other suspected market violations to the
Commission’s Office of Enforcement, even where suspected behavior does not
fall explicitly within the abovementioned categories or descriptions.
4.6.1

Uneconomic Production
The Market Monitor will monitor for cases where uneconomic production
by a Resource causes congestion on transmission facilities that is not
justified by reliability concerns. The provisions of this Section 4.6.1 shall
not apply to Demand Response Resources.
(a)

Potential uneconomic production will be indicated, and subject to
further analysis as described in (b) of this Section 4.6.1, when the
Resource has a positive Resource-to-Load Distribution Factor and
any of the following conditions are met:
(1)

a Resource is identified with an incremental energy offer
price less than 50 percent of the applicable reference level;
or

(2)

a Resource is determined to be generating outside of its
Operating Tolerance; or

(3)

a Resource is subject to a time-based or other resource offer
parameter (non-time and non-dollar based) that appears to
facilitate production that is otherwise uneconomic.

(b)

For any Resource meeting the conditions described in (a) of this
Section 4.6.1, the Market Monitor shall determine whether: (i) the
MW impact from uneconomic production associated with such
Resource is exacerbating the transmission congestion; and (ii) the
uneconomic production is not obviously justified by reliability or
other operational concerns.

The Market Monitor will conduct evaluations as specified above and other
related assessments to determine if there is sufficient credible information
to justify referral to the Commission.
4.6.2

Physical Withholding
The Market Monitor will monitor for physical withholding of capacity
from the WEIS, and unavailability of facilities. Physical withholding and
unavailability of facilities may include:
(a)

Declaring that a Resource has been derated, forced out of service
or otherwise been made unavailable for technical reasons that are
untrue or that cannot be verified;

(b)

Refusing to provide offers or schedules for a Resource when it
would otherwise have been in the economic interest to do so
without market power;

(c)

Operating a Resource in real-time to produce an output level that is
less than the Dispatch Instruction minus the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance defined in Section 4.1 of Attachment A to this Tariff and
the Resource is not exempt from URD under Section 4.1 of
Attachment A to this Tariff;

(d)

Derating a transmission facility for technical reasons that are not
true or verifiable;

(e)

Operating a transmission facility in a manner that is not economic
and that causes a binding transmission constraint or local reliability
issue; and

(f)

Declaring that the capability of Resources to provide Energy is
reduced for reasons that are not true or verifiable.

Market Participants will not be deemed to be physically withholding if
they are following the directions of SPP or the reliability coordinator, or
applicable reliability standards. In addition, Market Participants will not
be determined to have physically withheld if they are selling into another
market at a higher price.
4.6.2.1 Thresholds for Identifying Physical Withholding of Resource
Capacity
4.6.2.1.1 A Market Participant is deemed to be physically
withholding capacity in a Frequently Constrained Area if
all of the following conditions exist:
(a)

One or more of the transmission constraints that
define the Frequently Constrained Area are binding;
and

(b)

The Market Participant controls or owns a Resource
that satisfies condition 4.6.2(a), 4.6.2(b), 4.6.2(c), or
4.6.2(f) of this Attachment C and is located in the
Frequently Constrained Area identified in (a).

4.6.2.1.2 A Market Participant is deemed to be physically
withholding capacity in an area not designated as a
Frequently Constrained Area if all of the following
conditions exist:
(a)

One or more transmission constraints are binding;
and

(b)

The Market Participant owns or controls one of
more Resources that have local market power as
defined in Section 3.1 of Attachment B to this
Tariff; and

(c)

One of the following conditions apply:

(1)

Such

Resource(s)

satisfy

one

of

the

conditions in Sections 4.6.2(a), 4.6.2(b), or
4.6.2(f) of this Attachment C and the total
withheld capacity exceeds the lower of 5
percent of the total capability owned or
controlled by the Market Participant or 200
MW; or
(2)

Where the real-time output of each such
Resource

is

less

than

the

Dispatch

Instruction minus the Resource’s Operating
Tolerance defined in Attachment A, Section
4.1 of this Tariff and the Resource is not
exempt from URD under Attachment A,
Section 4.1 of this Tariff.
4.6.2.2 Thresholds for Screening of Potential Physical Withholding of
Transmission Facilities
A transmission facility fails the physical withholding screen if
either of the following conditions is met:
(a)

The transmission facility satisfies a condition in
Section 4.6.2(d) or 4.6.2(e) of this Attachment C; or

(b)

The Market Monitor identifies a pattern of
scheduling outages resulting in increased market
costs compared to an alternative and lower cost
impact outage schedule.

4.6.4.3 Sanctions
The Market Monitor will record instances where Market
Participants have failed the screens in Sections 4.6.2.1 and 4.6.2.2 of this
Attachment C. The Market Monitor will notify the Commission’s Office
of Enforcement, or successor organization, of suspected physical
withholding behavior. In the event the Market Monitor determines there is
credible evidence of a market violation, the Market Monitor shall make a

referral to the Commission as described in Section 4.3 of this Attachment
C.

5.

Review of Market Activity
5.1

Requests
Any Market Participant or Interested Government Agency may raise any issue
with the Market Monitor and request that the Market Monitor consider the issue
in its monitoring and reporting. The Market Monitor may include this issue in its
monitoring or reporting if it determines it is appropriate to do so. The Market
Monitor should not monitor or report on any complaint pertaining to issues not
related to the WEIS Market or activities not monitored and overseen by the
Market Monitor.
Any requests by Market Participants and Interested Government Agencies to the
Market Monitor may be made confidentially. The Market Monitor shall maintain
the confidentiality to the extent practicable.

6.

Compliance and Corrective Actions
6.1

Compliance
The Market Monitor shall administer the Market Monitoring Plan as described in
this Attachment C and report any actual or potential abuse of market power or
market design inefficiencies as part of its monitoring process. However, the
Market Monitor’s activities are limited to matters that (i) are expressly set forth in
this Tariff; (ii) involve objectively-identifiable behavior; and (iii) do not subject
the Market Participant to sanctions or other consequences other than those
expressly approved by the Commission and set forth in this Tariff.
As part of the monitoring process, the Market Monitor may issue a demand letter
requesting Market Participants causing the issue to arise to change actions as the
Market Monitor deems proper to achieve compliance and the Market Monitor
may also engage in discussions with persons or entities other than Market
Participants as necessary as part of any investigatory or compliance process.

6.2

Corrective Actions for Market Design
If the Market Monitor discerns any weaknesses or failures in market design and
market rules, including the determination that the WEIS Market are not resulting
in just and reasonable prices or providing appropriate incentives for investment in
needed infrastructure, the Market Monitor shall advise the appropriate
Organizational Group of SPP, the President of SPP, the regional state committee,
appropriate state authorities, FERC Staff, and relevant Market Participants. In the
event the Market Monitor believes providing such information could lead to
exploitation, it will restrict such notification to the President of SPP, the Chairman
of the SPP Oversight Committee, and FERC Staff, and will provide a justification
for such limited notification.
Should SPP not respond within 60 days, the Market Monitor may recommend
changes in market design and market rules to the Board of Directors, FERC and
the regional state committee, as needed.

If SPP responds, but does not

recommend changes to market design and market rules that are acceptable to the
Market Monitor, the Market Monitor shall report to the Board of Directors and the
appropriate regulatory body or bodies as needed, and then SPP may file a petition

or submission seeking appropriate action from FERC or any other appropriate
enforcement agency. The Market Monitor shall make recommendations for
changes to this Tariff as necessary to correct weaknesses or failures in the WEIS
Market.

In the event that any weaknesses or failures in market design require immediate
corrective action to ensure just and reasonable prices, the Market Monitor may
request the President of SPP to authorize an immediate FERC filing requesting
implementation of a corrective action while the appropriate Organizational Group
of SPP responds to the Market Monitor’s notification as described above. The
requested immediate corrective action should be the method least intrusive or
disruptive to the WEIS Market necessary to resolve the market weakness or
failure as determined by the Market Monitor. Prior to making such a request to
the President of SPP, the Market Monitor will make reasonable efforts to discuss
with affected Market Participants and the staff of affected Interested Government
Agencies the market weakness or failure potentially requiring immediate
corrective action, unless the Market Monitor determines that such discussions
would lead to exploitation.

7.

Periodic Reports and Updates to SPP, Government Agencies, and Market
Participants
7.1

Reports and Updates to the Board of Directors
The Market Monitor shall prepare and submit to the Board of Directors periodic
reports on an annual basis (and any other reports required by the Board of
Directors) relating to its activities. In such reports, the Market Monitor may make
recommendations regarding any matter within its purview. The reports to the
Board of Directors shall include recommendations as to whether changes are
necessary to the Market Monitor, this Plan, this Tariff, agreements between SPP
and its Members, or any other policies, procedures, and standards under the
Market Monitor’s purview. Any such reports may be subject to confidentiality
provisions consistent with Section 8.1 of this Attachment C.
7.1.1

The Market Monitor shall also prepare and submit to the Board of
Directors updates of the reports, at least quarterly, which will emphasize
any issues of concern to the Market Monitor.

7.2

Reports to Government Agencies, SPP, and Market Participants
After an annual review of the performance of the wholesale markets as discussed
in Section 1.3.2 of this Attachment C, the Market Monitor shall provide its annual
State of the Market Report to the Commission, the SPP Board of Directors, SPP,
state commissions, Market Participants, and other interested entities. The Market
Monitor shall also make available, as described below, the reports provided to the
Board of Directors and other such reports as may be requested by the FERC Staff
or such authorities subject to protection of confidential, proprietary and
commercially sensitive information and the protection of the confidentiality of
ongoing monitoring activities.
7.2.1

The Market Monitor shall submit such reports to the FERC Staff and other
affected regulatory authorities.

7.2.2

The Market Monitor reports shall be made available on the SPP Website.

7.2.3

Conference calls related to the Market Monitor reports may be attended by
SPP, the Board of Directors, FERC Staff and other affected regulatory

authorities, regional state committee, and Market Participants regardless of
which party initiates the conference call. The Market Monitor shall make
one or more of its staff members available for regular conference calls.

8.

Data Access, Collection and Retention
The Market Monitor shall regularly collect and maintain Data and Information necessary
for monitoring the WEIS Market and implementing mitigation protocols.
8.1

Confidentiality
SPP and Market Participants may designate Data and Information as Confidential
Information consistent with the terms of Section 8 of Attachment A to this Tariff.
If the designation of Confidential Information appears to be unreasonable, the
Market Monitor may challenge such designation of Confidential Information
consistent with Section 8 of Attachment A to this Tariff.

The Market Monitor shall provide Confidential Information to Interested
Government Agencies consistent with the terms of Section 8 of Attachment A to
this Tariff.
8.2

Access to SPP Data and Information
The Market Monitor shall have access to all Data and Information gathered or
generated by SPP in the course of its operations. This Data and Information shall
include, but not be limited to, that listed in Section 4 of this Plan. All Data and
Information listed in Section 4 of this Plan shall be retained by SPP for a
minimum period of three years.

8.3

Access to Market Participant Data and Information
Market Participants shall retain all Data and Information listed below, and in
Section 4 of this Plan as applicable, that is in the custody and control of Market
Participants, for a minimum of three years and will promptly provide any such
Data and Information to the Market Monitor upon request.

Market Participants shall be capable of providing the Data and Information to the
Market Monitor, upon request, in the Market Participant’s native format along
with a description of the native data format used. If necessary, due to proprietary
format restrictions, the Market Participant shall be capable of providing the data
to the Market Monitor in a non-proprietary format, such as CSV or XML format
along with a description of the data format used. Any such request will be

accompanied by an explanation of the need for such Data and Information.
Market Participants may designate such Data and Information as Confidential
Information, but such Data and Information may not be redacted or modified in
any manner prior to delivery to the Market Monitor by the Market Participant.

Data and Information to be retained by Market Participants and provided to the
Market Monitor upon request:
(a)

All Data and Information relating to the costs of operating a generating
unit, including but not limited to, heat rates, start-up fuel requirements,
fuel purchase costs, environmental costs, and operating and maintenance
expenses;

(b)

All Data and Information regarding opportunity costs of a generating unit,
including but not limited to, regulatory, environmental, technical, or other
restrictions that limit the run-time or other generating unit operating
characteristics;

(c)

All Data and Information relating to the operating status of a generating
facility, including generator logs showing the generating status of a
specified unit, including information relating to a forced outage, planned
outage or derating of a generating unit;

(d)

All Data and Information relating to the operating status of a transmission
facility, a contingency, or other operating consideration, including forced
outages, planned outages or derating of a transmission system component;

(e)

All Data and Information relating to transmission system planning,
including studies, reports, plans, models, analyses, and filings with FERC
or any state regulatory commission;

(f)

All Data and Information relating to the ability of a Market Participant or
its Affiliate to determine the pricing or output level of generating capacity
owned by another entity, including but not limited to any document setting
forth the terms or conditions of such ability.

If any additional Data and Information not listed above or in Section 4 of this Plan
is required from Market Participants by the Market Monitor for the purpose of

fulfilling its responsibilities, the Market Monitor may request such Data and
Information from Market Participants.

Such Data and Information shall be

provided in a timely manner by Market Participants. Any such request shall be
accompanied by an explanation of the need for such data or other information, a
specification of the form or format in which the data is to be produced, and an
acknowledgement of the obligation of the Market Monitor to maintain the
confidentiality of the data. If a Market Participant receiving a request for Data
and Information not listed above or in Section 4 of this Plan believes that
production of the requested Data and Information would impose a substantial
burden or expense, or would require the party to produce information that is not
relevant to achieving the purposes or objectives of this Plan, the Market
Participant receiving the request shall promptly so notify the Market Monitor.
The Market Monitor shall review the request with the receiving Market
Participant to determine whether, without unduly compromising the objectives of
this Plan, the request can be narrowed or otherwise modified to reduce the burden
or expense of compliance, and if so shall so modify the request. No party that is
the subject of a data request shall be required to produce any summaries, analyses
or reports of the data that do not exist at the time of the data request.

If the Market Monitor determines that the requested Data and Information has not
or will not be provided in a timely manner, the Market Monitor may utilize (a) the
dispute resolution procedures under this Tariff or (b) a filing with the appropriate
regulatory or enforcement agency to compel the production of the requested
information.
8.4

Data Created by Market Monitor
Any data created by the Market Monitor, including any reconfiguration of Data
and Information obtained from SPP or Market Participants, will remain within the
Market Monitor’s exclusive control. Such data may be shared with SPP and
Market Participants at the Market Monitor’s sole discretion and on a nondiscriminatory basis, subject to the confidentiality provisions specified in this
Attachment C and Section 8 of Attachment A to this Tariff.

9.

Miscellaneous Provisions
9.1

Rights and Remedies
This Plan does not restrict SPP and Market Participants from asserting any rights
they may have under state and federal regulation and laws, including initiating
proceedings before the FERC regarding any matter which is subject to this Plan.

9.2

Disputes
Disputes as to the implementation of, or compliance with, this Plan shall be
subject to the dispute resolution procedures under this Tariff or subject to review
by FERC.

10.

Review of Market Monitor
The activities of the Market Monitor shall be reviewed from time to time by the Board of

Directors.

ATTACHMENT D
JOINT DISPATCH TRANSMISSION SERVICE

Service pursuant to Attachment D to this Tariff shall be applicable to i) Joint Dispatch
Transmission Service Providers that have provided within their open access transmission tariff,
a transmission service schedule for Energy dispatched at the rate specified in Schedule 2 of this
Tariff for Joint Dispatch Transmission Service on an intra-hour non-firm, as-available basis
with the lowest curtailment priority and ii) Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customers
receiving Energy Imbalance Service pursuant to Schedule 1 to this Tariff.

Limited Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider Responsibilities. The Joint
Dispatch Transmission Service Provider shall have the obligation to operate its transmission
system in accordance with Good Utility Practice. For purposes of Joint Dispatch Transmission
Service, the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Provider shall have no obligation to plan,
construct, or maintain its transmission system for the benefit of any Joint Dispatch
Transmission Service Customer.

Restrictions on Use of Service. The Joint Dispatch Transmission Service Customer shall not
use Joint Dispatch Transmission Service for (i) off-system sales of capacity or Energy or (ii)
direct or indirect provision of transmission service by the Joint Dispatch Transmission Service
Customer to any third party. Joint Dispatch Transmission Service may be used only for receipt
or delivery of Energy dispatched within a Balancing Authority Area in the WEIS Market on an
intra-hour, non-firm basis to serve wholesale or retail native load. Energy produced within a
Resource’s Operating Tolerance and in response to WEIS Market dispatch instruction is
considered delivered utilizing Joint Dispatch Transmission Service.

Conditions Precedent for Receiving Service. Subject to the terms and conditions of this
Attachment D of the Tariff, and related schedules and attachments, the Joint Dispatch
Transmission Service Provider will provide Joint Dispatch Transmission Service to any Joint
Dispatch Transmission Service Customer. Joint Dispatch Transmission Service is provided
commensurate with Energy dispatched within the WEIS Market pursuant to the provisions of

this Tariff. As such, the Joint Dispatch Transmission Customer is not required to separately
request or make application for Joint Dispatch Transmission Service.

A Joint Dispatch

Transmission Service Provider that also takes Joint Dispatch Transmission Service under a
tariff agrees to provide comparable service that it is capable of providing to all Joint Dispatch
Transmission Service Providers on similar terms and conditions over facilities used for the
transmission of electric Energy in interstate commerce owned, controlled or operated by Joint
Dispatch Transmission Service Providers.

ATTACHMENT E
MARKET PARTICIPANT SERVICE AGREEMENT
FOR MARKET PARTICIPANTS IN THE WESTERN ENERGY IMBALANCE
SERVICE MARKET
1.

This Service Agreement dated as of _______________ is entered into by and between
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) and ______________________ (“Market
Participant”). SPP and Market Participant are each sometimes referred to in the Service
Agreement as a “Party” and collectively as the “Parties.”

2.

The Market Participant has submitted an application for participation in the Western
Energy Imbalance Service Market (“WEIS Market”) and desires to register as a Market
Participant in accordance with the market application and registration procedures
specified in the WEIS Market Protocols and has provided the information specified in
Appendix 1 to this Service Agreement.

3.

The Market Participant understands that the WEIS Market will use registered Resources
and loads, existing transmission service and then, Joint Dispatch Transmission Service in
the performance of its activities.

4.

The Market Participant represents and warrants that it has met all applicable requirements
set forth in the Tariff and has complied with all applicable procedures under the Tariff.

5.

SPP agrees to provide and the Market Participant agrees to take and pay for, or to supply
to SPP, any or all of the products defined in the Tariff in accordance with its provisions
and to satisfy all obligations under the terms and conditions of the Tariff, as may be
amended from time-to-time, filed with the Commission.

6.

SPP and the Market Participant agree that this Service Agreement shall be subject to, and
shall incorporate by reference, all of the terms and conditions of the Tariff.

7.

It is understood that, in accordance with the Tariff, SPP may amend the terms and
conditions of this Service Agreement by notifying the Market Participant in writing and
making the appropriate filing with the Commission.

8.

The Market Participant represents and warrants that:
(a)

At any time it has registered one or more Resources that the Market Participant
intends to offer for sale into the WEIS Market in accordance with procedures
specified in the WEIS Market Protocols, the participation of its Resource(s) in the
WEIS Market is not precluded under the laws or regulations of the relevant

electric retail regulatory authority, including state-approved retail tariff(s), and it
either (a) has on file with the Commission for each of such Resources marketbased rate authority and/or other Commission-approved basis for setting prices in
the WEIS Market, or (b) is exempt from the requirement to have rates for services
on file with the Commission;
(b)

This Service Agreement, or any transaction entered into pursuant to the Service
Agreement, as applicable, has been duly authorized;

(c)

This Service Agreement is the legal, valid, and binding obligation of the Market
Participant enforceable in accordance with its terms, except as it may be rendered
unenforceable by reason of bankruptcy or other similar laws affecting creditors'
rights, or general principles of equity.

9.

The Market Participant warrants and covenants that, during the term of the Service
Agreement, the Market Participant shall be in compliance with all federal, state, and local
laws, rules, and regulations related to the Market Participant's performance under the
agreement.

10.

Service under this Service Agreement shall commence on the later of the date of
execution of the Service Agreement, or such other date as it is permitted to become
effective by the Commission. Service under this Service Agreement shall terminate in
accordance with Section 13 below.

11.

Any notice or request made to or by either Party regarding this Service Agreement shall
be made to the representative of the other Party as indicated below:

SPP: ________________________________

Market Participant: ______________________________________________

12.

Cancellation Rights:
If the Commission or any regulatory agency having authority over this Service
Agreement determines that any part of this Service Agreement must be changed SPP
shall offer to the Market Participant within fifteen (15) days of such determination an
amended Service Agreement reflecting such changes.

In the event that the Market

Participant does not execute such an amendment within thirty (30) days, or longer if the
Parties mutually agree to an extension, after the Commission's action, this Service
Agreement and the amended Service Agreement shall be void.
13.

Termination:
(a)

The Market Participant may terminate service under this Service Agreement no
earlier than ninety (90) Calendar Days after providing SPP with written notice of
the Market Participant's intention to terminate. The Market Participant's provision
of notice to terminate service under this Service Agreement shall not relieve the
Market Participant of its obligation to pay any rates, charges, or fees due under
this Service Agreement, and which are owed as of the date of termination.

(b)

SPP may terminate service under this Service Agreement if the Market Participant
is in default, such default condition as defined under Section 8 of the Tariff Credit
Policy in Attachment H to this Tariff, in accordance with the procedures specified
under Attachment I to this Tariff and Section 7.5 of Attachment A to this Tariff,
as applicable.

14.

The Market Participant hereby appoints SPP as its agent for the limited purpose of
effectively transacting on the Market Participant's behalf in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the Tariff. The Market Participant agrees to pay all amounts due and
chargeable to the Market Participant and SPP agrees to pay all amounts creditable to the
Market Participant in accordance with the terms of the Tariff.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Service Agreement to be executed by
their respective authorized officials.
SPP:
By:

Market Participant:
______________________

By:

_____________________

Printed Name:_________________

Printed Name:________________

Dated: ______________________

Dated: _____________________

Title: _______________________

Title: _____________________

Appendix 1 to Attachment E
MARKET PARTICIPANT INFORMATION:
Requested
Market
2
Change
Market Participant Name
Participant
Type 1
Acronym 3
(Add,
(4 characters)
Modify,
Terminate)

ASSET OWNER INFORMATION:
Requested
Change
Asset Owner Name 6
1
Type
(Add,
Modify,
Terminate)

Asset Owner
Acronym 7
(4 characters)

METER AGENT INFORMATION:
Requested
Meter Agent Name 11
Change
Type 1
(Add,
Modify,
Terminate)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Contact Last Name
Contact First
Name

Registered
in EIR? 4
(yes/no)

Registered
in EIR? 8
(yes/no)

Meter Agent
Acronym 12
(4 characters)

Contact
Type14
(A,B,C)

Phone Number
(nnn) nnnnnnn

Credit Customer
Name5

Resource
Owner 9
(yes/no)

Load
Serving
Entity 10
(yes/no)

Registered
in EIR? 13
(yes/no)

Email Address

PROPOSED EFFECTIVE DATE15: ____________________________________

1

Requested Change Type – Indication of the type of change for each record. For adding
an entity or relationship this will be Add. To terminate an entity or relationship from the
WEIS Market, enter Terminate. For requesting a modification or name change of an entity,
enter Modify. When requesting a name change to an entity, enter the existing name
followed by a forward slash “/” and then the new name.

2

Market Participant Name - Full name of the Market Participant.

3

Market Participant Acronym - The NAESB Electric Industry Registry (“EIR”) acronym
that will be used for the Market Participant. If the entity is not registered in the EIR, the
acronym should conform to the EIR format of no more than four (4) alpha numeric
characters. Any acronym for an entity that is not registered in EIR must also be unique
from any abbreviation that is registered in EIR by another party.

4

Registered in EIR – Enter “yes” if the entity is registered at EIR.

5

Credit Customer Name - The name of the entity that will be providing secured and
unsecured credit for the Market Participant's activities in the WEIS Market in accordance
with Attachment H of this Tariff.

6

Asset Owner Name - The name of the Asset Owner that is represented by the Market
Participant.

7

Asset Owner Acronym - The Asset Owner acronym abbreviation that will be used for this
Asset Owner will be the same as the acronym in the EIR if the entity is registered in the
EIR. If the entity is not registered in the EIR, the abbreviated name should conform to the
EIR format of no more than four (4) alpha numeric characters. Any abbreviation for an
entity not registered in the EIR must also be unique from any abbreviation that is registered
in the EIR by another party.

8

Registered in EIR? - This field is used to identify if the entity is registered at EIR. For
Asset Owners not registered at EIR, SPP will validate the acronym used is not registered at

EIR by another party currently. To ensure uniqueness against EIR in the future, SPP will
also append “_X” to the Asset Owner Acronym supplied for those that are not registered.

9

Resource Owner - This is a Yes or No answer indicating whether or not the Asset Owner
is a Resource owner and will be registering Resources to participate in the WEIS Market.

10

Load Serving Entity - This is a Yes or No answer indicating whether or not the Asset
Owner is a Load Serving Entity and will be registering load assets to be supplied in the
WEIS Market.

11

Meter Agent Name - Any Market Participant with load and/or Resources will either be a
Meter Agent or have a relationship with at least one Meter Agent (MA). Identify the Meter
Agent(s) registered with SPP that will be responsible for the acquisition of end-use meter
data, aggregation of meter data, application of data to settlement intervals, and transfer of
meter data to SPP on behalf of this Market Participant. This entity can be a traditional
utility entity or other competitive entity. Show the Meter Agent as the entity’s name as it is
registered on the Meter Agent Agreement form in Attachment G of the Tariff.

12

Meter Agent Acronym - The applicable abbreviation that will be used for this Meter
Agent which agrees with EIR if the entity is registered in the EIR. If the entity is not
registered in the EIR, the abbreviated name should conform to the EIR format of no more
than four (4) alpha numeric characters. Any abbreviation for an entity not registered in
EIR must be unique from any abbreviation that is registered in TSIN by another party.

13

Registered in EIR - This field is used to identify if the entity is registered at EIR. For
Meter Agents not registered at EIR, SPP will validate the acronym used is not registered at
EIR by another party currently. To ensure uniqueness against EIR in the future, SPP will
also append “_X” to the MA Acronym supplied for those that are not registered.

14

Contact Type - Specific points of contact for each Market Participant for questions
regarding the network and commercial models as well as a primary market operations
contact for the Market Participant.

Type A - Primary Market Operations and Commercial Model Point of Contact required
Type B - EMS and ICCP contacts - required for MPs with physical assets.
Type C - Secondary Market Operations Contacts - optional.

15
Proposed Effective Date: The date on which the Market Participant would like these
changes to be effective in SPP’s models and systems.

ATTACHMENT F
FORM OF NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT FOR AUTHORIZED REQUESTORS
THIS NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”) is made this ___ day of ___ by
and between, ______________________, an Authorized Requestor employed or retained by an
Authorized Agency with offices at _____________________, and Southwest Power Pool, Inc.,
an Arkansas not for profit corporation, with offices at 201 Worthen Drive, Little Rock, Arkansas
72223-4936 (“SPP”). The Authorized Requestor and SPP shall be referred to herein individually
as a “Party,” or collectively as the “Parties.” Unless otherwise stated herein, capitalized terms
shall have the same meaning as set forth in Section 1.1 to the Tariff on file with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission.

RECITALS
Whereas, SPP operates and oversees certain wholesale markets for electricity pursuant to the
requirements of this Tariff; and
Whereas, SPP’s Market Monitor serves as the monitor for certain wholesale markets for
electricity in the WEIS region as specified in the Tariff; and

Whereas, Attachment A to the Tariff requires that SPP and the Market Monitor maintain the
confidentiality of Confidential Information; and

Whereas, Section 8 of Attachment A to the Tariff requires SPP and the Market Monitor to
disclose Confidential Information to Authorized Requestors upon satisfaction of conditions
stated in Attachment A to the Tariff, including the execution of this Agreement by the
Authorized Requestor; and

Whereas, SPP desires to provide Authorized Requestors with the broadest possible access to
Confidential Information, consistent with SPP’s and the Market Monitor’s obligations and duties
under the Tariff and applicable FERC Orders; and

Whereas, this Agreement is a statement of the conditions and requirements, consistent with the
requirements of Attachment A to the Tariff, whereby SPP or the Market Monitor shall provide
Confidential Information to the Authorized Requestor.

NOW, THERFORE, agreeing to be legally bound, the Parties hereby agree as follows:

1.

DEFINITIONS.
1.1 Information Request. A written request in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement for disclosure of Confidential Information pursuant to Section 8 of
Attachment A to the Tariff.

1.2 Third Party Request. Any request or demand by any entity upon an Authorized
Requestor or an Authorized Agency for release or disclosure of Confidential Information.
A Third Party Request shall include, but shall not be limited to, any subpoena, discovery
request, request pursuant to state freedom of information or public records access statutes
or regulations, or other request for Confidential Information made by any: (i) federal,
state or local government subdivision, department, official, agency or court, or (ii)
arbitration panel, business, company, entity or individual. This provision is subject to any
applicable exception under Attachment A to the Tariff.

2.

Protection of Confidentiality.
2.1

Representation as to Status and Acceptance of Duty to Not Disclose.
The Authorized Requestor states that: (a) he or she is an Authorized Requestor as
defined herein; (b) he or she is employed or retained by ______ [name of
Authorized Agency] as __________; (c) he or she is authorized by the _______
[name of Authorized Agency] to enter into and perform the obligations of this
Non-Disclosure Agreement; (d) the Authorized Agency identified in subsections
(b) and (c) above has practices or procedures adequate to protect against the
unauthorized release of Confidential Information received; (e) he or she is
familiar with, and will comply with, all such applicable Authorized Agency
practices or procedures; (f) he or she is authorized to represent and warrant and

does so represent and warrant that the Authorized Agency identified in
subsections (b) and (c) above will deny Third Party Requests and defend,
consistent with the terms of Section 2.4.6 below, against any legal process that
seeks the release of any Confidential Information in contravention of the terms of
the Non-Disclosure Agreement; and (g) he or she is not in breach of any NonDisclosure Agreement entered into with SPP. The Authorized Requestor also
states that he or she will act consistently with the representations and
confirmations made to SPP under Section 8 of Attachment A of the Tariff.

2.2.

Conditions Precedent.
The Authorized Requestor agrees that as a condition of the execution, delivery
and effectiveness of this Agreement by SPP and the continued provision of
Confidential Information pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, the Authorized
Agency shall, prior to the initial Information Request for Confidential Information
by an Authorized Requestor on its behalf, provide SPP with information,
documents and certifications required of the Authorized Agency and its
Authorized Requestor under the Tariff.

The Authorized Agency and its

Authorized Requestor also agree that as a condition of the execution, delivery and
effectiveness of this Agreement that they will fully comply with any other terms
of Section 8 of Attachment A of the Tariff.

2.3

Care and Use of Confidential Information.
2.3.1

Control of Confidential Information. The Authorized Requestor shall

be the custodian of any and all Confidential Information received pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement from SPP or the Market Monitor.

2.3.2 Access to Confidential Information. Except when inconsistent with state
or federal law, the Authorized Requestor shall ensure that Confidential
Information received by that Authorized Requestor is disclosed, only as allowed
under Section 8 of Attachment A of the Tariff.

2.3.3 Notice of Change in Status. The Authorized Requestor or Authorized
Agency shall promptly notify SPP of any change that would affect the Authorized
Requestor’s status as an Authorized Requestor.

2.3.4

Use of Confidential Information. The Authorized Requestor shall use the

Confidential Information only as provided in the Section 8 of Attachment A of the
Tariff.

2.3.5

Return of Confidential Information. When the Authorized Agency

determines that it no longer needs the Confidential Information that was disclosed
to the Authorized Requestor (e.g., if for any reason the Authorized Requestor is
not, or will no longer be an Authorized Requestor, and the Confidential
Information he or she received is no longer needed by the Authorized Agency),
the Authorized Agency or Authorized Requestor shall: (a) return the Confidential
Information and all copies thereof to SPP or the Market Monitor, or (b) certify to
SPP or the Market Monitor that all paper copies have been destroyed and all
electronic copies of the Confidential Information have been deleted, or identify
the time by which it will comply with either (a) or (b) above consistent with state
document retention laws. SPP or the Market Monitor shall waive this condition in
writing if such Confidential Information has become publicly available or nonconfidential in the course of business or pursuant to the Attachment A to the
Tariff or applicable rule or order of the FERC. Upon the request of the affected
Market Participant, but in any event no later than one year from the date of
disclosure, SPP shall inquire of the Authorized Requestor as to when the need for
the information as originally specified in the Information Request will be
concluded. The Authorized Requestor shall respond to SPP within 30 days.

2.4

Ownership and Privilege. Nothing in this Agreement, or incident to the

provision of Confidential Information to the Authorized Requestor pursuant to
any Information Request, is intended, nor shall it be deemed, to be a waiver or
abandonment of any legal privilege that may be asserted against subsequent

disclosure or discovery in any formal proceeding or investigation. Moreover, no
transfer or creation of ownership rights in any intellectual property comprising
Confidential Information is intended or shall be inferred by the disclosure of
Confidential Information by SPP or by the Market Monitor, and any and all
intellectual property comprising Confidential Information disclosed and any
derivations thereof shall continue to be the exclusive intellectual property of SPP,
Market Monitor, the affected Market Participant, and/or other owner(s) thereof.

3.

Unauthorized Disclosure, and Remedies for Breach of Agreement.
3.1

Notification of Unauthorized Disclosure to Third Parties. As provided in the
Tariff, the Authorized Requestors and/or their respective Authorized Agency shall
promptly notify SPP or the Market Monitor, who shall, in turn, promptly notify
any affected Market Participant of any unauthorized release of Confidential
Information provided pursuant to any Non-Disclosure Agreement. The
Authorized Requestor shall take steps to minimize any further release of
Confidential Information, and shall take reasonable steps to attempt to retrieve
any Confidential Information that may have been released.

3.2

Breach. The Authorized Requestor agrees that its release of Confidential
Information to persons not authorized under this Agreement to receive it
constitutes a breach of this Agreement, unless the Authorized Requestor is
required under state or federal law to release such information. If SPP or the
Market Monitor determines on its own, or agrees with an Authorized Agency, or
receives from an Authorized Requestor or Authorized Agency a written notice,
that a breach has occurred, or FERC has made a ruling that a breach has occurred,
SPP and/or the Market Monitor shall terminate the Non-Disclosure Agreement
and require either the immediate return of all Confidential Information obtained
by the Authorized Requestor pursuant to the Non-Disclosure Agreement or a
certification of its destruction. SPP shall verify the breach in consultation with the
Authorized Agency. If it is subsequently determined that there was no breach,
SPP shall restore the status of the Authorized Requestor, and may also restore

such status if otherwise justified by circumstances described in subsection (b)
above.

3.3

Post Employment or Post Retention Duties. If an Authorized Requestor who
has received Confidential Information pursuant to this Agreement terminates his
or her employment with the sponsoring Authorized Agency or is otherwise no
longer employed by the Authorized Agency, he or she shall:
(a)

Notify the Authorized Agency, SPP and the Market Monitor of the change
in status; and

(b)

Certify to SPP that he or she has transferred control of the Confidential
Information to another Authorized Requestor at the same Agency, has
retained no personal copies of the Confidential Information and that any
Confidential Information not transferred has been destroyed.

If these steps have been taken, then the limitations as to liability in this Section
3.3 shall apply to the former employee.

4. Notices.

All notices required pursuant to the terms of this Agreement shall be in writing,
and served upon the following individuals in person, or at the following addresses
or email addresses:

If to the Authorized Requestor:
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
(email address)
with a copy to
_____________________
_____________________

_____________________
_____________________
(email address)

If to SPP:
_____________________
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223-4936
(email address)
with a copy to
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
(email address)

If to the Market Monitor:
_____________________
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223-4936
(email address)
with a copy to
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
(email address)

5.

Severability and Survival. In the event any provision of this Agreement is determined to
be unenforceable as a matter of law (including state Freedom of Information Act
statutes), the Parties intend that all other provisions of this Agreement remain in full force
and effect in accordance with their terms. In the event of conflicts between the terms of
this Agreement and the Tariff, the terms of the Tariff shall in all events be controlling.
The Authorized Requestor acknowledges that any and all obligations of the Authorized
Requestor hereunder shall survive the severance or termination of any employment or
retention relationship between the Authorized Requestor and its respective Authorized
Agency.

6.

Representations. The undersigned is able to perform all of the obligations and duties
contained herein.

7.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and all such
counterparts together shall be deemed to constitute a single executed original.

8.

Amendment. This Agreement may not be amended except by written agreement
executed by authorized representatives of the Parties.

9.

Assignment. This Agreement is not assignable without the written agreement of both
Parties.

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

AUTHORIZED REQUESTOR

By: _______________________________

By: ______________________________

Printed Name: ______________________

Printed Name: ______________________

Title: ______________________________

Title: _____________________________

Date: ______________________________

Date: _____________________________

ATTACHMENT G

METER AGENT SERVICES AGREEMENT

FOR

WEIS MARKET

BETWEEN

MARKET PARTICIPANT

AND

METER AGENT

(DATE)

This Agreement made and entered this __ day of ________, ______, is between
__________ (“Market Participant”) and __________ (“Meter Agent”). Market Participant and
Meter Agent are each sometimes referred to in the Agreement as a “Party” and collectively as the
“Parties.”
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Market Participant and Meter Agent are registered entities of the Western
Energy Imbalance Service Market (“WEIS Market”).
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual covenants and
agreements hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto mutually agree as follows:

ARTICLE I
Responsibilities of the Parties
1.1

Market Participant Responsibilities:
1. Governing Documents: In addition to this Agreement, Market Participant agrees
that it will comply with the provisions of the Tariff and WEIS Market Protocols as
they may be amended from time to time which relate to implementation of this
Agreement. In the event there is a conflict between this agreement and the Tariff, the
Tariff shall govern.
2. Data Communications:
Market Participant shall provide or arrange for
communication of meter data in a mutually acceptable format to the Meter Agent.
3. Meter Data Submittal Location: Market Participant shall provide in Exhibit A the
meter(s) and calculations used to calculate the Meter Data Submittal Location value.
4. Notice of Meter Changes: Market Participant shall inform the Meter Agent of any
additions, deletions, and modifications of metering that will impact the market data.
The Market Participant may designate, by contract or agreement, a co-owner,
metering parties or Meter Agent (“Designated Party”) to inform the Market
Participant of any additions, deletions, and modifications of metering that will impact
the market data.
a. Market Participant or Designated Party shall provide full details of the meter
information to the Meter Agent and/or Market Participant a minimum of sixty
(60) days prior to the implementation of the change, except when the meter
equipment is changed or replaced due to equipment failure in which case
notice of change will be provided as soon as possible. This information to be
provided shall include the following:
1. Information relating to retrieval of the meter data from the data
source. This includes the method of doing so, communications, and
full description of the meter.
2. Information relating to the data and the processing of such data
that will be applied for the new or modified Meter Data Submittal
Location and the impact to other existing Meter Data Submittal
Location or tie-line flow between Settlement Areas.
3. Completing the WEIS Market registration required, which includes
real-time data exchange and modeling coordination with SPP.
4. Updating of Exhibit A.
b. In addition, Market Participant shall be responsible for developing and testing
a complete system for submission of data under this Agreement.

c. Market Participant shall notify Meter Agent of any significant metering issues
related to the data provided to the Meter Agent within twenty four (24) hours
after the issue is identified. This includes change out of a meter, meter
failures, real-time data failures, etc.
1.
The Designated Party will notify the Market Participant of any
significant metering issues related to the data provided to the Market
Participant within twenty-four (24) hours after the issue is identified. This
includes change out of a meter, meter failures, real-time data failures, etc.
5. Meter Data Submittal Location Notification: Market Participant shall notify any
other Market Participant affected by the change in the Meter Data Submittal Location
at least seven (7) days prior to the change.
6. Data Exchange and Data Quality: Market Participant shall provide meter data for
each Meter identified in Exhibit A to the Meter Agent in a timely manner.
a.

Data shall be provided to the Meter Agent at least one (1) full Business Day
prior to SPP’s deadline for submission of meter data, as specified in
Appendix B of the WEIS Market Protocols.

b.

Upon notification to or upon discovery by the Market Participant that the
data exchange has failed or data quality is questionable, the Market
Participant will resolve the issue at its source.

c.

In the absence of actual values for data required for settlement, it is the
Market Participant’s responsibility to provide estimated values for such data
to the Meter Agent; however, if the Market Participant fails to provide the
actual or estimated meter data in a timely manner, the Meter Agent will
estimate the data for submission to SPP by the appropriate deadline. The
Meter Agent will be held harmless as set forth in Section 3.2 of this
Attachment.

7. Submission Failures: If the Meter Agent fails to submit the meter data, including
Settlement Area tie-line meter data by S120 Scheduled Settlement Statement data
cutoff, the Market Participant is responsible for initiating and pursuing the Tariff
dispute process. The Meter Agent must provide to SPP any data it has available to
help resolve the dispute.
1.2

Meter Agent Responsibilities:
1. Governing Documents: In addition to complying with this Agreement, Meter Agent
shall provide services on behalf of the Market Participant in accordance with the
Tariff and WEIS Market Protocols as they may be amended from time to time related
to implementation of this Agreement. In the event there is a conflict between this
agreement and the Tariff, the Tariff shall govern.

2. Meter Agent Registration: Meter Agent shall be a registered Meter Agent with the
WEIS Market.
3. Meter Data Submittal Location Development: Meter Agent shall provide all
settlement data required for the Meter Data Submittal Locations designated by the
Market Participant in Exhibit A.
4. Data Communications: Meter Agent and the Market Participant shall mutually
agree upon a format and method of exchange of settlement data required to be
provided by the Market Participant.
5.

Meter Data Submittal Location Values
Meter Agent shall determine the meter value for each of the Meter Data Submittal
Location identified in Exhibit A by applying all parameters as identified therein.

6. Data Issue Notifications:
a. Meter Agent will notify the Market Participant, as soon as practicable, of any
data exchange issues with the meter data source.
b. Upon failure to receive meter data from the Market Participant by the data
submission deadline, the Meter Agent will notify the Market Participant as
soon as practicable and, if necessary, the Meter Agent will estimate the data
pursuant to Section 1.1 6. c. of this Agreement.
7. Data Submission: Meter Agent shall submit Meter Data Submittal Location meter
values to SPP by the deadlines outlined in the WEIS Market Protocols.

ARTICLE II
Term and Termination
2.1

Initial Term: This Agreement shall become effective on _______________, _____ and
shall continue until ___________, _____.

2.2

Extended Term: This Agreement shall continue on a year to year basis at the
conclusion of its Initial Term, unless terminated as specified in the Agreement.

2.3

Termination: This Agreement may be terminated at any time by mutual agreement of
the Market Participant and Meter Agent. Either the Market Participant or the Meter
Agent may terminate the Agreement after the Initial Term, upon giving sixty (60)
Calendar Days written notice to the other Party.

ARTICLE III
Miscellaneous
3.1

Force Majeure: An event of Force Majeure means any act of God, labor disturbance,
act of the public enemy, war, insurrection, riot, terrorism, fire, storm or flood, explosion,
breakage or accident to machinery or equipment, any Curtailment, order, regulation or
restriction imposed by governmental military or lawfully established civilian authorities,
or any other cause beyond a Party's control. A Party will not be considered in default as
to any obligation under this Agreement to the extent such Party is prevented or delayed
from fulfilling such obligation due to the effect of Force Majeure. A Party whose
performance under this Agreement is prevented or delayed by Force Majeure shall make
all reasonable efforts to perform its obligations under this Agreement, and shall take all
reasonable steps to eliminate the cause; however, neither Party shall be required to settle
or resolve labor disturbances or strikes, or to accept or agree to governmental or
regulatory orders or conditions without objection or contest except on any basis agreeable
to such Party in its sole discretion. The affected Party, as soon as reasonably possible,
shall give notice of Force Majeure.

3.2

Indemnification: Each Party hereto shall indemnify and hold harmless the other Party
(in such case, the “Indemnified Party”), its officers, directors, agents and employees from
and against any and all claims for death or injury to persons or destruction of or damage
to property, demands, suits, recoveries, costs and expenses, court costs, attorneys fees,
and all other obligations by or to third parties (collectively “liabilities”), arising out of or
resulting directly or indirectly from the Indemnified Party’s performance of its
obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the Indemnifying Party, except to the
extent any such liability arises, directly or indirectly, from the Indemnified Party’s gross
negligence or intentional wrongdoing. For example, the provisions of this Section 3.2
could apply in circumstances where equipment malfunction (or other inadvertent error
not involving gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing) causes imbalance information
to be inaccurately reported, resulting in billing errors.

3.3

Successors and Assignment: This Agreement shall be binding upon the Parties and
their respective successors and assigns. This Agreement shall not be assignable by either
Party except with the prior written consent of the other Party which shall not be
unreasonably withheld.

3.4

Good Utility Practices: The Parties shall conduct their affairs under this Agreement in
accordance with Good Utility Practices. Good Utility Practices shall mean any of the
practices, methods, and acts engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the
electric utility industry during the relevant time period, or any of the practices, methods
and acts which, in exercise of reasonable judgment in light of the facts known at the time
the decision was made, could have been expected to accomplish the desired result at a
reasonable cost consistent with good business practices, safety, and expedition. Good
Utility Practices is not intended to be limited to the optimum practice, method or act to

the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods or acts,
generally accepted by the region.
3.5

No third party beneficiaries.
Agreement.

There shall be no third party beneficiaries to this

3.6

Participation by Western Area Power Administration Subject to Federal Laws and
Regulations. To the extent Western Area Power Administration is a party to a Meter
Agent Services Agreement, the Sections 8.3(a) through 8.3(o) of the Tariff are
incorporated by reference into the Meter Agent Agreement.

3.7

Amendment: The Parties may by mutual agreement amend this Agreement by a written
instrument duly executed by each of the Parties. Such amendment shall become effective
and a part of this Agreement upon satisfaction of all Applicable Laws and Regulations.

3.8

Modification by the Parties: The Parties may by mutual agreement amend Exhibit A of
this Agreement by a written instrument duly executed by the Parties. Such amendment
shall become effective and a part of this Agreement upon satisfaction of all Applicable
Laws and Regulations.

3.9

Notification to SPP: The initial Agreement and any amendments thereto shall be
provided to SPP upon execution.

ARTICLE IV
Notices
4.1

Agreement Notices: Any notice, demand or request required or authorized by this
Agreement shall be deemed properly made, given to, or served on the party to whom it is
directed when sent by written notification addressed as follows:

Market Participant:
Title
Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Email

Meter Agent:
Title
Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Email

Notice of change in the above addresses shall be given in the manner specified above.

ARTICLE V
Complete Agreement
5.1

Complete Agreement: This Agreement represents the Parties’ final and mutual
understanding concerning its subject matter. It replaces and supersedes any prior
agreements or understandings, whether written or oral. No representations, inducements,
promises, or agreements, oral or otherwise, have been relied upon or made by either
Party, or anyone on behalf of a Party, that are not fully expressed in this Agreement. IN
WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed
and attested by their duly authorized officers as of the day and year first above stated.

Market Participant:

Meter Agent:

Company

Company

By:

By:

___________________________

___________________________

Printed Name: _____________________

Printed Name:______________________

Title: ___________________________

Title: ___________________________

Date: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________

Exhibit A
Market Participant Meter Data Submittal Location Definitions
Resource Meter Locations:
#
Meter
Data Meter
Submittal
Location Name

Physical
Location

Voltage
Level

Losses

Operand

Gross Generation output is negative, auxiliary use is positive. MWh received by the transmission system
is negative.
Load Meter Data Submittal Locations: (Name of Location)
#
Meter
Data Meter
Physical
Voltage
Submittal Location
Location Level
Name

Distrib.
Losses

*

Operand

* Engineered Adjustment with Assumption – reference WEIS Market Protocols Appendices A and B
Residual Load Meter Data Submittal Locations:
#
Meter Data Submittal Meter
Location Name

Operand

Assumes sign of other Meter Data Submittal Location data used is in polarity required for submission to
WEIS Market.
Tie-Line Meter data between Settlement Areas:
#
Tie-Line Meter Name Meter

Operand

ATTACHMENT H
CREDIT POLICY

ARTICLE ONE
General Provisions
1.1

Policy Statement. In furtherance of competition and the orderly administration of the
Tariff, Southwest Power Pool (“SPP”) shall administer, implement and enforce this
Credit Policy. This Credit Policy is intended to encourage the maximum participation of
large and small participants in all market sectors while minimizing the likelihood of
losses due to default and to establish eligibility requirements for market participation.

1.2

Applicability of Credit Policy and Overview.
1.2.1

This Credit Policy is applicable to each Credit Customer. It applies to each Credit
Customer regardless of whether SPP previously extended credit to, or established
a Total Credit Limit for, the Credit Customer.

1.2.2

As a condition to taking any service subject to this Credit Policy, SPP must
determine that the Credit Customer satisfies SPP’s credit requirements and
minimum criteria for market participation under this Credit Policy and the terms
and conditions for an extension of credit. SPP’s determination is a Credit
Assessment. The Credit Assessment is based upon quantitative and qualitative
credit scoring under the formulae and procedures set forth in this Credit Policy.
This Credit Policy provides for initial and ongoing Credit Assessments. In order
to facilitate continuous evaluation of credit, it requires the submission of Credit
Information to SPP periodically and, additionally, upon the occurrence of certain
events. Based upon the ongoing Credit Assessment, SPP is authorized, at any
time, to revise a Credit Customer’s Total Credit Limit and the terms and
conditions for the extension of credit.

1.2.3

SPP shall conduct initial and ongoing Credit Assessments for each Credit
Customer, based, as applicable, upon the Credit Application, Credit Information,
and Credit Ratings. Credit Information includes: (a) the information contained in
and submitted with the Credit Customer’s duly executed Credit Application; and
(b) updated and additional information the Credit Customer is required to submit
from time to time under this Credit Policy. Credit Information and Credit
Ratings, if any, shall be sufficient to enable SPP to determine under this Credit
Policy whether to approve an extension of credit, and the amount, terms, and
conditions thereof, including the extent and nature of any Guaranty or Financial
Security.

1.2.4

Based upon its Credit Assessment, SPP will: (a) determine the Credit Customer’s
Total Potential Exposure; (b) determine the amount of credit the Credit Customer
requires; (c) determine whether to grant, and the amount of, any Unsecured Credit
Allowance; (d) evaluate any Guaranty the Credit Customer offers to provide,
including a Credit Assessment for the proposed Guarantor; (e) determine the
amount of any required Financial Security; and (f) determine if the Credit
Customer meets the minimum criteria for market participation under Sections
3.1.1.8 and 3.1.1.9. Based on these determinations, which shall include

consideration of the Credit Customer’s ability to fulfill SPP’s requirements to
obtain credit, SPP will set the Total Credit Limit for the Credit Customer.
1.2.5

1.3

1.4

To facilitate the Credit Assessment, each Credit Customer shall submit a duly
executed Credit Application in the form attached as Appendix “A,” and the Credit
Information required under this Credit Policy. If SPP determines that an
extension of credit to a Credit Customer must be supported by Financial Security,
the Credit Customer shall, upon SPP’s request, duly execute the Credit and
Security Agreement in the form attached as Appendix “B,” without variation.
Any Letter of Credit shall be substantially in the form attached as Appendix “C,”
and any Guaranty shall be substantially in the form attached as Appendix “D.”
Any variations in the forms of Letter of Credit and Guaranty must be reasonably
acceptable to SPP.

Components of Credit Policy. This Credit Policy includes the following elements:
1.3.1

Requirements for the establishment and maintenance of credit applicable to Credit
Customers.

1.3.2

The basis for establishing a Total Credit Limit for a Credit Customer in order to
extend credit, but diminish the possibility of failure of payment under the Tariff
and Agreements.

1.3.3

Forms of Guaranty and Financial Security acceptable to SPP, to be provided if
SPP does not approve an Unsecured Credit Allowance sufficient to cover the
Credit Customer’s Total Potential Exposure.

1.3.4

Requirements to facilitate ongoing Credit Assessments.

1.3.5

Specification of Defaults under this Credit Policy and remedies.

1.3.6

Minimum criteria for market participation.

Fairness, Objectivity, and Non-Discrimination. SPP will seek and receive information
and explanation from a Credit Customer as appropriate to help ensure that the Credit
Assessment is fair and thorough. SPP will base each Credit Assessment upon SPP’s
evaluation of the Credit Information, Credit Ratings, and other pertinent indicators of
financial strength identified under this Credit Policy. SPP shall make each Credit
Assessment objectively and without undue discrimination in favor of or against any
market sector. Whenever this Credit Policy permits SPP to exercise discretion in the
implementation of the provisions of this Credit Policy, SPP shall exercise that discretion
in a fair and impartial manner that treats all Credit Customers in a non-discriminatory
manner.

1.5

1.6

Construction and Interpretation.
1.5.1

The word “including” shall be understood to mean “including without limitation.”
The singular form of a word shall be understood to include the plural form, and
vice versa, as appropriate to implement the applicable term or condition.

1.5.2

Except as otherwise stated, the words “Section” and “Article” refer to sections
and articles of this Credit Policy. A Section reference includes all subsections and
subparts of the Section.

1.5.3

All references to amounts of cash, cash deposits, and to monies paid, provided,
due or otherwise, shall be construed to refer to United States dollars.

Disputes. Any disputes arising under this Credit Policy will be subject to the dispute
resolution procedures set forth in Section 7 of the Tariff.

ARTICLE TWO
Definitions
2.1
Definitions. The following definitions apply in this Credit Policy. Capitalized terms
used herein and not defined herein shall be given the meaning assigned to them under the Tariff.
Affiliate
A business concern, organization, or individual is an affiliate of another business concern,
organization, or individual, including a Credit Customer, that directly or indirectly: (a) has the
power to control or is controlled by it; or (b) is under common control of a third party. Elements
of control include interlocking management or ownership, shared facilities and equipment, and
common use of employees.
Affiliated Credit Customers
Credit Customers that are Affiliates.
Agreements
The Tariff, including this Credit Policy, any and all agreements entered into by the Credit
Customer under, pursuant to or in connection with the Tariff and/or this Credit Policy, and any
and all other Agreements to which SPP and the Credit Customer are parties.
Business Day
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.
Cash Deposit
Cash collateral provided to SPP to secure a Credit Customer’s performance under the Tariff, this
Credit Policy, and/or any other Agreements, and any other cash to which the Credit Customer
has title or rights in the possession of SPP (cash SPP has applied to payment of an obligation
under the Tariff or Agreements is not cash to which a Credit Customer has title or rights).
Central Prevailing Time
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.
Composite Credit Score or Credit Score
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.
Credit and Security Agreement
A legal document, outlining certain terms pursuant to which a security interest in certain
collateral is granted to SPP, in the form incorporated herein as Appendix “B”.
Credit Application
The completed, executed, and submitted Credit Application in the form attached as Appendix
“A” hereto, together with the Credit Information required under this Credit Policy.
Credit Assessment

This term shall have the meaning given in Article Three.
Credit Contact
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 9.1.
Credit Customer
Any person that takes or seeks to take service under the Tariff.
Credit Information
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 1.2.3.
Credit Ratings
Rating assigned by a Rating Agency based on an obligor’s creditworthiness to pay financial
obligations.
Default or Event of Default
Any default under Article Eight or otherwise under this Credit Policy.
FERC
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Financial Security
A Cash Deposit, Irrevocable Letter of Credit, or Federal Power Marketing Agency Letter in
amount and in forms as described in Article Seven of this Credit Policy, provided by a Credit
Customer to SPP as security.
Financial Statements
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 3.1.1.1.
Guarantor
An entity that guarantees the obligation of another entity under a Guaranty.
Guaranty
A legal document used by an Affiliate of a Credit Customer pursuant to Article Six to guarantee
the obligations of such Credit Customer for the benefit of SPP.
Irrevocable Letter of Credit
An irrevocable standby letter of credit, with SPP as beneficiary, substantially in the form
attached as Appendix “C” to this Credit Policy and reasonably acceptable to SPP.
Large Company Credit Customers or Large Company
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.1.
Locational Marginal Price
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.

Market Exposure
This term has the meaning given in Section 5.2.1.
Material
The lesser of (i) the materiality standard established by the certified public accounting firm
performing the Credit Customer’s annual audit, (ii) an amount that equals or exceeds five percent
(5%) of the Credit Customer’s Tangible Net Worth using the last audited financial statements,
calculated in accordance with generally acceptable accounting principles; and (iii) a change,
event, proceeding, or other occurrence, that results (or if adversely determined could result) in a
change of five percent (5%) or more in the Credit Customer’s Tangible Net Worth compared to
the Tangible Net Worth of the Credit Customer using the last audited financial statements,
calculated in accordance with generally acceptable accounting principles.
Material Adverse Change
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 3.2.7.
Not-For Profit Credit Customers or Not-For-Profit
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.3.
Operating Day
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.
Operating Hour
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.
Peak Market Activity Day
The day in which a Credit Customer’s calculated charges owed to SPP are the greatest, over a
specified period.
Potential Exposure Window
The number of days of credit exposure for a Credit Customer equal to the sum of days of service
that have been invoiced but not paid, days of service that have been calculated but not invoiced,
days of service in the cure period, and days before service can be terminated.
Qualitative Score
This term has the meanings applicable under Article Four.
Quantitative Score
This term has the meanings applicable under Article Four.
Rating Agency(ies)
Any Rating Agency that is a “Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations” as defined
by the US Securities Exchange Commission. Currently there are four — Dominion Bond Rating
Service Ltd., Fitch, Inc., Moody's Investors Service, and the Standard & Poor's Division of the
McGraw Hill Companies Inc.

SEC
The Securities and Exchange Commission.
Settlement Statement
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.
Small Company Credit Customers or Small Company
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.2.2.
Tangible Net Worth
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.3.
Total Credit Limit
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5.
Total Potential Exposure or TPE
SPP’s estimate of the Credit Customer’s current or anticipated transaction activity and resulting
obligations for all services under the Tariff.
Total Potential Exposure Violation
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 5.3.
Unsecured Credit Allowance
This term shall have the meaning given in Section 4.3.
Western Real-Time Balancing Market
As defined in Section 1 of this Tariff.

ARTICLE THREE
Credit Assessment
3.1

Minimum Criteria for Market Participation and Initial Credit Assessment.
3.1.1

Credit Application and Credit Information. A Credit Customer must submit a
completed and duly executed Credit Application.
A completed Credit
Application includes submission of the Credit Application form (Appendix “A”),
all information required under Section 3.1.1, and additional information that SPP
may request. The Credit Customer must submit the following information with
its Credit Application.
3.1.1.1

Audited Financial Statements and Related Information. All
annual Financial Statements submitted must be audited. Financial
Statements are the following.
a.

b.

If the Credit Customer is subject to SEC reporting
requirements, Financial Statements are:
i.

Annual Reports on Form 10-K for the three fiscal
years most recently ended, together with any
amendments thereto;

ii.

Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for each
completed fiscal quarter of the then current fiscal
year, together with any amendments thereto; and

iii.

Form 8-K reports, if any, filed after the most recent
Form 10-K.

If the Credit Customer is not subject to SEC reporting
requirements, Financial Statements are:
i.

For each of the three fiscal years most recently
ended, the Report of Independent Accountants (for
each of the three fiscal years most recently ended);
and audited financial statements, including balance
sheet, income statement, statement of cash flow,
and statement of stockholder’s equity;

ii.

For each completed fiscal quarter of the then current
fiscal year; financial statements as described in (i)
above. Unaudited quarterly financial statements are
acceptable.

iii.

Notes to financial statements; and

iv.

Management’s discussion and analysis, if any.

c.

The Credit Customer may submit Financial Statements by
informing SPP, in writing, where the Financial Statements
can be retrieved through the internet. Successful retrieval
by SPP will satisfy the Financial Statements submission
requirements of this Section. If SPP is not satisfied with
the retrieval through the internet, it may require the Credit
Customer to submit Financial Statements in hard copy
form.

d.

In the event any parts of the Financial Statements required
under this Section are inapplicable to the Credit Customer,
SPP may specify alternate requirements. SPP may request
additional Financial Statements and related information at
its sole discretion.

e.

For Not-For-Profit Credit Customers, some of the above
financial submittals may not be applicable, and alternate
requirements may be specified by SPP.

f.

In the credit evaluation of Not-For-Profit Credit Customers,
SPP may request additional information as part of the
overall financial review process and will consider other
relevant factors in determining financial strength and
creditworthiness.

3.1.1.2

References. The Credit Customer must provide at least one bank
reference and at least three references from entities that have
significant commercial relationships with the Credit Customer.

3.1.1.3

Loss Contingencies. The Credit Customer must fully and
accurately identify and describe each of the following, or state that
there are no such matters applicable to the Credit Customer:
a.

known pending or, to the Credit Customer’s knowledge,
threatened, court actions, arbitration proceeding,
investigations, commitments, claims, contingencies, or
existing or potential liabilities that are or would be Material
if determined adversely to the Credit Customer;

b.

ongoing investigations by the SEC, the FERC, or of any
other governing, regulatory, or standards body that is
Material or would be Material if determined adversely to
the Credit Customer;

c.

prior bankruptcy declarations or petitions, voluntary or
involuntary, by or against the Credit Customer, its
predecessors, subsidiaries or Affiliates; and

d.

Material defalcations or fraud by or involving the Credit
Customer, its predecessors, subsidiaries or Affiliates, or
any of their respective assets.

3.1.1.4

Affiliates. The Credit Customer must identify all Affiliates that
are Credit Customers.

3.1.1.5

Total Potential Exposure Information. The Credit Customer
shall provide an estimate of its current or anticipated transaction
activity for all services under the Tariff or otherwise over the
succeeding twelve months sufficient to permit SPP to determine
the Credit Customer’s Total Potential Exposure.

3.1.1.6

Attestation Minimum Criteria for Market Participation and of
Risk Management Capabilities.
Each applying Market
Participant shall submit to SPP a notarized statement signed by an
authorized officer in the form attached as “Appendix E” to this
Attachment H, attesting that:
a.
The officer has signature authority to make the statement;
b.
Employees or agents transacting in markets and services
provided pursuant to the Tariff on behalf of the applying
Market Participant have received, or will receive,
applicable training with regard to their participation under
this Tariff as a condition of being authorized to transact on
behalf of the Market Participant;
c.
The applying Market Participant will maintain current
written risk management policies and procedures that
address those risks that could materially affect the applying
Market Participant’s ability to pay its SPP invoices when
due;
d.
The applying Market Participant has available appropriate
personnel resources, operating procedures, and technical
abilities to promptly and effectively respond to SPP
communications and directions related to, but not limited
to, settlements, billing, credit requirements and other
financial matters;
e.
The applying Market Participant will maintain the
minimum capitalization or alternate capitalization
requirements set forth in Section 3.1.1.8 of this Attachment
H; and
f.
Certifying that the Market Participant meets the minimum
criteria for market participation set forth in Section 3.1.1.8
of this Attachment H.
Such attestation shall be renewed and updated for each successive
year of market participation, and shall be submitted to SPP no later
than April 30 of each year.

The applying Market Participant shall be declined participation in
all SPP markets if: (i) the risk management capabilities of the
applying Market Participant are deemed insufficient by SPP for the
type of service that will be undertaken, (ii) SPP determines that the
applying Market Participant does not meet the minimum criteria
for market participation, (iii) the attestation is deemed insufficient
by SPP to determine the risk management capabilities of the
applying Market Participant, or (iv) the attestation is deemed
insufficient by SPP to determine whether the applying Market
Participant meets the minimum criteria for market participation.
An applying Market Participant will have two (2) Business Days
from receipt of notice from SPP that its attestation was deemed
insufficient to cure any deficiency identified by SPP prior to being
declined participation in SPP markets.
3.1.1.7

Additional Information. At any time and from time to time, SPP
may request such additional information as SPP determines is
necessary and appropriate for the Credit Assessment and the Credit
Customer shall timely provide such additional information. At any
time, the Credit Customer may provide SPP with additional
information that the Credit Customer considers relevant to the
Credit Assessment.

3.1.1.8

Minimum Criteria for Market Participation.
3.1.1.8.1

Minimum Eligibility Requirements
In order to be eligible to transact in the Western Energy
Imbalance Service Market, each Market Participant must
demonstrate to SPP that it qualifies as one of the following:


An “appropriate person,” as defined under Section
4(c)(3)(A) through (J) of the Commodity Exchange
Act (7 U.S.C. § 6(c)(3)(A) through (J)). A Market
Participant may qualify as an “appropriate person”
by providing: (i) an unlimited Corporate Guaranty
in a form acceptable to SPP as described in Article 6
of this Attachment H and Appendix D of this
Attachment H from an entity that demonstrates to
SPP that it has in excess of $1 million of total net
worth or in excess of $5 million of total assets per
Market Participant for which that guarantor has
issued an unlimited Corporate Guaranty, or (ii) a
letter of credit in excess of $5 million in a form
acceptable to SPP that the Market Participant
acknowledges is separate from, and cannot be

applied to meet, its credit requirements under this
Attachment H.
b.

An “eligible contract participant,” as defined in
Section 1a(18) of the Commodity Exchange Act (7
U.S.C. § 1a(18)) and in the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission’s regulation 1.3(m) (17 C.F.R.
§ 1.3(m))

c.

A person or entity that is in the business of: (1)
generating, transmitting or distributing electric
energy or (2) providing electric services that are
necessary to support the reliable operation of the
transmission system (78 Fed. Reg. 19880, page
19914).

For purposes of meeting the minimum criteria for market
participation under this Credit Policy, SPP shall accept
annual audited Financial Statements prepared according to
either United States Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (US GAAP) or International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS).
If a Market Participant is unable to meet the minimum
eligibility requirements for market participation set forth in
this Section 3.1.1.8.1, the Market Participant shall
immediately notify SPP and immediately cease conducting
transactions in the Western Energy Imbalance Service
Market. When SPP receives such notification from a
Market Participant or determines that a Market Participant
does not meet the minimum eligibility requirements set
forth in this Section 3.1.1.8.1, SPP shall immediately
terminate that Market Participant’s transaction rights in the
Western Energy Imbalance Service Market.
In the event that a Market Participant is no longer able to
demonstrate that it meets the minimum eligibility
requirements set forth in this Section 3.1.1.8.1, and
possesses, obtains, or has rights to possess or obtain any
open or forward position in the Western Energy Imbalance
Service Market, SPP may take any action it deems
necessary with respect to such open or forward positions.
Such action may include but is not limited to, liquidation,
transfer, assignment, or sale. The Market Participant will be
entitled to any positive market value of such positions, net

of any obligations due to SPP, notwithstanding its
ineligibility to participate in the Western Energy Imbalance
Service Market. Nothing in this paragraph shall restrict
SPP's ability to enforce SPP's rights to pursue and collect
any amounts Market Participants may owe to SPP.
3.1.1.8.2

Minimum Capitalization Requirements
Each Market Participant that meets the minimum eligibility
requirements in Section 3.1.1.8.1 shall also, at a minimum,
possess:
a.

A Tangible Net Worth of One Million Dollars
($1,000,000) as shown in the most recent fiscal year
end audited financial statements as described in
Section 3.1.1.1; or

b.

Ten Million Dollars ($10,000,000) in assets as
shown in the most recent fiscal year end audited
financial statement as described in Section 3.1.1.1;
or
A Credit Rating of, or equivalent to, BBB-; or

c.
d.

A Guaranty as described in Article Six of this
Attachment H, and approved by SPP, through
which the audited financials or Credit Rating of the
Guarantor is used to meet at least one of the
alternatives specified in (a) through (c) above; or

e.

In the event a Market Participant cannot meet at
least one of the alternatives specified in (a) through
(d) above, the Market Participant shall, at a
minimum, deposit with SPP Two Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($200,000) in Financial Security
to be segregated and unavailable to secure any
market activity. Pursuant to election of this
alternative, if the anticipated activity at time of
application or actual market activity as determined
in Article Five, of the Market Participant exceeds
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) in
Market Exposure, the Market Participant shall
provide SPP twice the amount of Financial Security
that would otherwise be required of the Market
Participant pursuant to Section 4.4.

If the applying Market Participant is unable to meet the
minimum capitalization requirements in this Section
3.1.1.8.2, the applying Market Participant shall be declined
participation in all SPP markets.
Failure at any time of a Market Participant to continue to
satisfy these minimum capitalization requirements in this
Section 3.1.1.8.2 shall be deemed a Material Adverse
Change pursuant to Section 3.2.7.
3.1.1.9

Minimum Criteria and Risk Management Verification Process
Through a periodic compliance verification process, SPP shall
review and verify Market Participants’ eligibility for market
participation based upon SPP’s minimum criteria for market
participation, risk management policies, practices, and procedures
pertaining to the Market Participants’ activities in the Western
Energy Imbalance Service Market. Such review shall include
verification that:
1.

The risk management framework is documented in a risk
policy addressing market, credit, and liquidity risks;

2.

The Market Participant maintains an organizational
structure with clearly defined roles and responsibilities that
clearly segregates trading and risk management functions;

3.

There is clarity of authority specifying the types of
transactions into which traders are allowed to enter;

4.

The Market Participant has requirements that traders have
adequate training or expertise relative to their authority in
the systems and Western Energy Imbalance Service Market
in which they transact;

5.

As appropriate, risk limits are in place to control risk
exposures;

6.

Reporting is in place to ensure that risks and exceptions are
adequately communicated throughout the organization;

7.

Processes are in place for qualified independent review of
trading activities;

8.

As appropriate, there is periodic valuation or mark-tomarket of risk positions; and

9.

The Market Participant meets the minimum participation
criteria, including capitalization requirements, set forth in
Section 3.1.1.8.

SPP may select Market Participants for review on a random basis
and/or based on identified risk factors such as, but not limited to,
the SPP markets in which the Market Participant is transacting, the
magnitude of the Market Participant’s transactions, or the volume
of the Market Participant’s open positions. Those Market
Participants notified by SPP that they have been selected for
review shall, upon fourteen (14) calendar days notice, provide a
copy of their current governing risk control policies, procedures,
and controls applicable to their SPP market activities and shall also
provide such further information or documentation pertaining to
the Market Participants’ activities in the SPP markets as SPP may
reasonably request.
Market Participants selected for risk
management verification through a random process and
satisfactorily verified by SPP shall be excluded from such
verification process based on a random selection for the
subsequent two years. SPP shall annually randomly select for
review no more than twenty percent (20%) of the Market
Participants.
Each selected Market Participant’s continued eligibility to
participate in the SPP markets is conditioned upon SPP notifying
the Market Participant of successful completion of SPP’s
verification, provided, however, that if SPP notifies the Market
Participant in writing that it could not successfully complete the
verification process, SPP shall allow such Market Participant
fourteen (14) calendar days to provide sufficient evidence for
verification prior to declaring the Market Participant as ineligible
to continue to participate in SPP’s markets, which declaration shall
be in writing with an explanation of why SPP could not complete
the verification. If, prior to the expiration of such fourteen (14)
calendar days, the Market Participant demonstrates to SPP that it
has filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission an
appeal of SPP’s risk management verification determination, then
the Market Participant shall retain its transaction rights, pending
the Commission’s determination on the Market Participant’s
appeal. SPP may retain outside expertise to perform the review
and verification function described in this section. SPP and any
third party it may retain will treat as confidential the
documentation provided by a Market Participant under this section,
consistent with the applicable provisions of the Tariff.

3.1.2

Rating Agency Information. In the initial Credit Assessment and in subsequent
and ongoing assessments, SPP will consider Rating Agency reports applicable to
the Credit Customer. This review will be focused on the Credit Customer’s
unsecured, senior long-term debt ratings. If these ratings are not available, SPP
will consider issuer ratings.

3.1.3

Power Supply Agent Disclosure Requirements. A Not-For-Profit Credit
Customer may request that its suggested Unsecured Credit Allowance calculation
reflect as equity the outstanding balance of revenue bonds issued by the Not-ForProfit Credit Customer when such revenue bonds are issued solely in support of
the Not-For-Profit Credit Customer’s role as power supply agent for not-for-profit
electric distribution utilities. In support of such request, the Not-For-Profit Credit
Customer must provide SPP with the following information:
(a)

(b)

Management representation letter stating:
(i)

Principal amount, in dollars, of revenue bonds outstanding;

(ii)

Prior to default and after default, debt service on the revenue bonds
is payable only after operating expenses are paid;

(iii)

Amounts payable to SPP under this Tariff are operating expenses
for purposes of the revenue bonds; and

(iv)

The trustee for the revenue bonds has a valid and binding security
interest in the revenues or net revenues from the power supply
contracts to secure payment of the revenue bonds and the Not-ForProfit Customer has not granted any lien thereon prior to the lien of
the bond resolution.

Opinion of counsel stating:
(i)

The power supply contracts are binding obligations of the Not-ForProfit Credit Customer enforceable in accordance with their terms;

(ii)

The trustee of the revenue bonds has a valid and binding security
interest in, or assignment and pledge of, the revenues or net
revenues from the power supply contracts to secure payment of the
revenue bonds;

(iii)

The resolution or other document creating the security interest or
pledge and providing for the priority of payment is enforceable in
accordance with its terms;

(iv)

Prior to default and after default, debt service on the revenue bonds
is payable only after operating expenses are paid; and

(v)
(c)

All amounts payable to SPP arising from transactions under this
Tariff are operating expenses for purposes of the revenue bonds.

All Rating Agency ratings on revenue bond(s).

The opinion of counsel referenced above shall be provided to SPP together with
copies of the most recent written opinions of counsel, if any, for each member of
the Not-For-Profit Credit Customer that relate to the enforceability of the power
supply contract(s).
3.1.4

3.2.

Guaranties. If the Credit Customer proposes a Guaranty to establish, contribute
to, or maintain an Unsecured Credit Allowance, Credit Information required
under Section 3.1.1 must be submitted with respect to both the Credit Customer
and the proposed Guarantor.

Annual and Other Ongoing Credit Assessments.
3.2.1

Purpose of Annual and Other Ongoing Credit Assessments. At least once
annually, SPP will review and update its Credit Assessment for each Credit
Customer. This will include a review of the Credit Customer’s creditworthiness
and consideration of revisions of the Credit Customer’s (a) Unsecured Credit
Allowance; (b) Financial Security requirements; and (c) Total Credit Limit. In its
sole discretion, SPP may conduct additional reviews and updates, including
reviews in response to new facts or occurrences that may bear upon the Credit
Customer’s creditworthiness. Unless otherwise stated, all annual information
required under Section 3.2 shall be provided to SPP no later than 120 days after
the end of the Credit Customer’s fiscal year.

3.2.2

Procedures for Posting Additional Financial Security or Taking Other
Corrective Measures. In the event a Credit Customer experiences a Material
Adverse Change, SPP may invoke its right to require the Credit Customer to post
additional Financial Security, cease one or more transactions, or take other
measures to restore confidence in the Credit Customer’s ability to transact safely.
In addition, based upon the annual or other Credit Assessment, SPP may, at any
time, revise any (a) Unsecured Credit Allowance; (b) Financial Security
requirements; and (c) Total Credit Limit, applicable to the Credit Customer. If
SPP has upwardly revised the required amount of Financial Security, the Credit
Customer will have two (2) Business Days from receipt of the notice from SPP to
provide the required Financial Security, in an amount and form acceptable to SPP.
Failure to provide additional required Financial Security shall be a Default under
this Credit Policy and a default under the Tariff.

3.2.3

Rating Agency Information. The Credit Customer will give notice to SPP of
any changes to its Credit Ratings within five (5) Business Days of the
announcement of the change.

3.2.4

Financial Statements. On an annual basis, and except as otherwise stated with
respect to quarterly reports, each Credit Customer must provide SPP with updated
Financial Statements within ten (10) days after they become available, and in no
event later than 120 days after the end of the Credit Customer’s fiscal year.
Quarterly reports must be provided quarterly, within ten (10) days after they
become available. Financial Statements may be submitted in the manner provided
under Section 3.1.1.1.

3.2.5

Power Supply Agent Disclosure Requirements. A Not-For-Profit Credit
Customer that initially qualified to have its suggested Unsecured Credit
Allowance calculation reflect as equity the outstanding balance of revenue bonds
issued by the Not-For-Profit Credit Customer, and is requesting to continue to
have its suggested Unsecured Credit Allowance calculation reflect as equity the
outstanding balance of revenue bonds issued by the Not-For-Profit Credit
Customer when such revenue bonds are issued solely in support of the Not-ForProfit Credit Customer’s role as power supply agent for not-for-profit electric
distribution utilities, must at all times comply with the following information
reporting requirements:
(a)

The Not-For-Profit Credit Customer must advise SPP of the principal
amount of revenue bonds outstanding on an annual basis;

(b)

The Not-For-Profit Credit Customer must advise SPP within ten (10) days
if the principal amount of the revenue bonds outstanding is reduced by
more than twenty percent (20%) from the amount last certified by the NotFor-Profit Credit Customer;

(c)

The Not-For-Profit Credit Customer must advise SPP immediately if the
security interest of the trustee is released or the Not-For-Profit Credit
Customer grants any lien prior to the lien of the bond resolution; and

(d)

The Not-For-Profit Credit Customer must advise SPP within ten (10) days
of any downgrade of any of the Not-For-Profit Credit Customer’s revenue
bond ratings issued by a Rating Agency.

3.2.6

Other Credit Information. On an annual basis, each Credit Customer must
provide SPP with the information specified in Section 3.1.1.3 (Loss
Contingencies), 3.1.1.4 (Affiliates), and 3.1.1.7 (Additional Information).

3.2.7

Material Adverse Changes. Each Credit Customer must give SPP notice of any
Material Adverse Change in its financial condition (and, as applicable, the
financial condition of its Guarantor) within two (2) Business Days of the
occurrence of the Material Adverse Change. If a Credit Customer or Guarantor
files a Form 10-K, Form 10-Q, or Form 8-K with the SEC, notice of such filing,
timely delivered to SPP in accordance herewith, will suffice on the condition that
such notice states that the filing addresses a Material Adverse Change.

A Material Adverse Change in financial condition includes any Material change
in operations or financial condition that a reasonable examiner of creditworthiness
would deem material to decisions concerning the extension of credit, including
but not limited to, any of the following (“Material Adverse Change”):
a.

A downgrade of any debt rating or issuer rating, or change in the outlook
of any Credit Rating, including debt rating or issuer rating;

b.

Any placement on a credit watch with negative implication by a Rating
Agency;

c.

The filing of a lawsuit or initiation of an arbitration, investigation or other
proceeding (including regulatory proceeding) which if decided adversely
could have a Material effect on any current or future financial results or
financial condition;

d.

The merger, acquisition or any other form of business combination
involving the credit customer.

e.

Any adverse changes in financial condition which, individually, or in the
aggregate, are Material;

f.

Any adverse changes, events or occurrences which, individually or in the
aggregate, could affect the ability of the Credit Customer to pay its debts
as they become due or could have a Material adverse effect on any current
or future financial results or financial condition;

g.

Discovery or disclosure of conflict of interest issues;

h.

Resignation or removal of a key officer or director;

i.

Any action requiring the filing of a Form 8-K;

j.

Any report of a quarterly or annual loss or a decline in earnings of ten (10)
percent or greater compared to the prior period;

k.

Any restatement of prior financial statements; and

l.

Failure of a Market Participant to continue to satisfy the minimum
capitalization criteria for market participation specified in 3.1.1.8.2.

3.2.7.1

Notification of a Material Adverse Change by SPP to a Credit
Customer. Upon the occurrence of a Material Adverse Change
and prior to SPP compelling a Credit Customer to post additional
Financial Security, cease one or more transactions, or take other
measures to restore confidence in the Credit Customer’s ability to

transact business safely as a result of any Material Adverse
Change, SPP shall provide, when feasible, reasonable advance
notice in writing, by fax, electronic mail, hand delivery, reputable
overnight courier, or first-class mail, to the Credit Contact
designated by the Credit Customer pursuant to Section 9.1 of this
Credit Policy. If delivery to the Credit Contact fails, then SPP may
effect delivery to any officer, executive, or manager of the Credit
Customer. Such notice shall identify the reasoning behind the
invocation of the Material Adverse Change clause and be signed
by an authorized representative of SPP.
3.2.8

Affiliates. Each Credit Customer must identify all Affiliates that are Credit
Customers.

3.2.9

Additional Information. At any time and from time to time, SPP may request
such additional information as SPP determines is necessary and appropriate for
the Credit Assessment and the Credit Customer shall timely provide such
additional information. At any time, the Credit Customer may provide SPP with
additional information that the Credit Customer considers relevant to the Credit
Assessment.

3.2.10 Guaranties. If the Credit Customer relies upon a Guaranty to maintain an
Unsecured Credit Allowance, Credit Information required under Section 3.2 must
be submitted with respect to both the Credit Customer and the Guarantor.
3.2.11 Alternate Requirements. For Not-For-Profit Credit Customers, some of the
above financial submittals may not be applicable, and alternate requirements may
be specified by SPP.
3.2.12 In the credit evaluation of Not-For-Profit Credit Customers, SPP may request
additional information as part of the overall financial review process and will
consider other relevant factors in determining financial strength and
creditworthiness.
3.3

SPP Rights to Use Other Information. Notwithstanding any provision of this Credit
Policy, SPP shall have the right to utilize, in a Credit Assessment, any information of
which it is aware concerning the Credit Customer.

3.4

Positive Material Change in Financial Condition of the Credit Customer. If there is
a positive Material change in the financial condition of the Credit Customer, a significant
reduction in the Total Potential Exposure of the Credit Customer, or any other change
that the Credit Customer believes may warrant an increase in the Credit Customer’s
Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or a reduction in the Financial Security required of the
Credit Customer, the Credit Customer may make a written request to SPP to update the
Credit Assessment and include or refer to any supporting information. SPP may request
any Credit Information described in Section 3.2 to evaluate the merit of the Credit
Customer’s request. SPP anticipates that it will respond to the Credit Customer’s request

within a reasonable period of time, generally within ten (10) Business Days after
receiving all information that is required for an ongoing review as required in this Article.

ARTICLE FOUR
Creditworthiness and Total Credit Limit
4.1

Creditworthiness Overview. SPP will establish a Total Potential Exposure for each
Credit Customer based on the Credit Customer’s estimated cumulative financial
obligation arising under the Tariff or otherwise to SPP as provided in Article 5. The
Total Potential Exposure is the amount that the Credit Customer must support with credit.
The credit will consist of a combination of the Unsecured Credit Allowance and
Financial Security, or either of them. SPP will determine the Credit Customer’s
Unsecured Credit Allowance based upon the Composite Credit Score. The Composite
Credit Score, as defined herein, is a determination of financial strength and
creditworthiness, based upon the Credit Assessment. Where Credit Customers are
Affiliates of each other, an aggregate Unsecured Credit Allowance will be established for
the Affiliates, as provided below. Financial Security is an Irrevocable Letter of Credit or
other collateral in accordance with this Credit Policy. If the Credit Customer’s
Unsecured Credit Allowance is less than its Total Potential Exposure, the Credit
Customer will be required either to establish additional credit in the amount of the
difference by posting Financial Security or to decrease its Total Potential Exposure. A
Credit Customer’s total credit with SPP, consisting of the Unsecured Credit Allowance
and any Financial Security, is the Credit Customer’s Total Credit Limit. A Credit
Customer may provide additional Financial Security at any time to increase or maintain
its Total Credit Limit, for example, in order to increase its Total Potential Exposure or to
compensate for a reduction in its Unsecured Credit Allowance.

4.2

Composite Credit Score. The “Composite Credit Score” is the numerical result of
SPP’s scoring process based upon various quantitative and qualitative predictors of
creditworthiness as set forth in this Section. The results are scaled from one (1) to six (6)
with one (1) being the strongest score and six (6) being the weakest. Key factors in the
scoring process include financial ratios, years in business, and Credit Ratings. SPP will
apply all measures used to determine Composite Credit Scores in a consistent manner.
The respective models SPP will use to determine the Composite Credit Score for Large
Company Credit Customers, Small Company Credit Customers, and Not-For-Profit
Credit Customers are set forth in this Section.
4.2.1

Large Company Credit Scoring. The Large Company Credit Customer model
will be utilized for Credit Customers with net fixed assets equal to or in excess of
$250 million (“Large Company Credit Customers” or “Large Company”). The
Large Company Credit Score will be comprised of a Quantitative Score and a
Qualitative Score. Each score is then weighted as shown below to build a
Composite Credit Score.
Large Company Analysis
Quantitative Score
Qualitative Score

Weight
70%
30%

4.2.1.1

Quantitative Score. The Quantitative Score is based on the
financial ratios below. These measures will be calculated for each
Large-Company Credit Customer and compared with benchmarks
to assign a score of one (1) to six (6) for each measure. A score of
one (1) indicates that the Credit Customer has a strong financial
health with regard to the measure, while a score of six (6) indicates
poor financial health with regard to the measure. The following
measures are used:
a.

Current Ratio—Current Assets/Current Liabilities

b.

EBIT Interest Coverage—(Interest Expense + Income
Taxes + Net Income) / Interest Expense

c.

Total Debt to Total Capitalization (“TD/TC”)—(Long
Term Debt + Current Portion + Other Short Term
Borrowings) / (Total Debt + Preferred Equity + Common
Equity)

d.

Funds from Operations (“FFO”) to Total Debt—(Cash
from Operating Activities - Changes in Operating Assets
and Liabilities) / (Long Term Debt + Current Portion +
Other Short Term Borrowings)

The measures are then assessed as follows to calculate the total
Quantitative Score:
Scale
Current
EBIT Interest TD/TC
FFO to Total Debt
1 >1.34
>4.99
<.30
>.350
2 1.15 – 1.34
3.50 – 4.99
.30 - .39
.271 - .350
3 1.00 – 1.14
2.50 – 3.49
.40 - .49
.181 - .270
4 0.85 – 0.99
2.00 – 2.49
.50 - .59
.120 - .180
5 0.70 – 0.84
1.25 – 1.99
.60 - .69
.070 - .119
6 <0.70
<1.25
>.69
<.070

The measures are weighted as follows:
Large Company Financial Ratios
Current Ratio
EBIT Interest Coverage
Total Debt to Total Capitalization
FFO to Total Debt

Weight
10%
25%
25%
40%
100%

If one or more ratios cannot be calculated due to insufficient data
to calculate the ratio, the weight that would have been assigned to

that ratio or ratios will be allocated equally among the remaining
ratios.
4.2.1.2

Qualitative Score. The Qualitative Score, also on a scale of one
(1) to six (6), will assess non-financial measure information about
a Credit Customer’s creditworthiness. A score of one (1) indicates
that the Credit Customer has strong qualitative measures, while a
score of six (6) indicates poor qualitative measures. The
qualitative analysis will take into account a variety of information,
but at a minimum will include the assessment of the following
characteristics:
-Management
-Regional / Commodity Diversity
-Physical Liquidity
-Financial Liquidity
-Quality of Equity
-Volatility of Earnings
-Regulation/Rates
-Senior Unsecured Debt Rating
-SPP Payment Record
-Risk Procedures

4.2.1.3

Composite Credit Score. The Composite Credit Score is the
weighted average of the Quantitative Score and the Qualitative
Score. To illustrate, assume the following:
Large Company Qualitative Score = 4.0
Large Company Financial Measures:

Current Ratio
EBIT Interest Coverage
Total Debt to Total Capitalization
FFO to Total Debt

Value
.82
2.08
.63
.17

Score
5
4
5
4

Weight
10%
25%
25%
40%

Large Company Quantitative Score =
(5 x 10%) + (4 x 25%) + (5 x 25%) + (4 x 40%) = 4.35
Large Company Credit Score = (4.35 x 70%) + (4 x 30%) = 4.25
4.2.2

Small Company Credit Scoring. The Small Company model will be utilized for
Credit Customers with net fixed assets less than $250 million (“Small Company
Credit Customers” or “Small Company”). The Small Company Composite Credit

Score will be comprised of a Quantitative Score and a Qualitative Score. Each
score is then weighted as shown below to build a Composite Credit Score.
Small Company Analysis
Quantitative Score
Qualitative Score
4.2.2.1

Weight
70%
30%

Quantitative Score. The Quantitative Score is based on the
financial ratios below. These measures will be calculated for each
Small Company Credit Customer and compared with benchmarks
to assign a score of one (1) to six (6) for each measure. A score of
one (1) indicates that the Credit Customer has a strong financial
health with regard to the measure, while a score of six (6) indicates
poor financial health with regard to the measure. The following
measures are used:
a.

Current Ratio—Current Assets/Current Liabilities

b.

EBIT Interest Coverage—(Interest Expense + Income
Taxes + Net Income) / Interest Expense

c.

Total Liabilities to Total Net Worth (“TL/TNW”)—(Total
Liabilities) / (Total Equity-Intangibles-Treasury Stock)

d.

Funds from Operations (“FFO”) to Total Debt—(Cash
from Operating Activities - Changes in Operating Assets
and Liabilities) / (Long Term Debt + Current Portion +
Other Short Term Borrowings)

e.

Return on Assets (“ROA”)—Net Income / Total Assets

The values are then assessed as follows to calculate the total
Quantitative Score:
Scale
1
2
3
4
5
6

Current

EBIT Interest TL/TNW

>2.50
1.75 – 2.50
1.40 – 1.74
1.15 – 1.39
1.00 – 1.14
<1.00

>4.99
3.50 – 4.99
2.50 – 3.49
2.00 – 2.49
1.25 – 1.99
<1.25

FFO to Total Debt

<0.40
0.40 - 0.70
0.71 – 1.49
1.50 – 2.25
2.26 – 4.00
>4.00

>.350
.271-.350
.181 - .270
.120 - .18
.070 - .119
<.070

ROA
>.120
.100 - .120
.075 - .099
.045 - .074
.015 - .044
<.015

The measures are weighted as follows:
Small Company Financial Ratios
Current Ratio
EBIT Interest Coverage
Total Liabilities / Total Net Worth

Weight
25%
10%
25%

FFO to Total Debt
ROA

15%
25%
100%

If one or more ratios cannot be calculated due to insufficient data
to calculate the ratio, the weight that would have been assigned to
that ratio or ratios will be allocated equally among the remaining
ratios.
4.2.2.2

Qualitative Score. The Qualitative Score, also on a scale of one
(1) to six (6), will assess non-financial measure information about
a Credit Customer’s creditworthiness. A score of one (1) indicates
that the Credit Customer has strong qualitative measures, while a
score of six (6) indicates poor qualitative measures. The
qualitative analysis will take into account a variety of information,
but at a minimum will include the assessment of the following
characteristics:
-Management
-Regional / Commodity Diversity
-Physical Liquidity
-Financial Liquidity
-Quality of Equity
-Volatility of Earnings
-Regulation/Rates
-Peer Comparison using SIC codes
-Senior Unsecured Debt Rating
-SPP Payment Record

4.2.2.3

Composite Credit Score. The Composite Credit Score is the
weighted average of the Quantitative Score and the Qualitative
Score. To illustrate, assume the following:
Small Company Qualitative Score = 4
Small Company Financial Measures:

Current Ratio
EBIT Interest Coverage
Total Liabilities / Total Net Worth
FFO to Total Debt
ROA

Value
1.10
1855.00
2.47
0.03
0.02

Score
5
1
5
6
5

Weight
25%
10%
25%
15%
25%

Small Company Quantitative Score =
(5 x 25%) + (1 x 10%) + (5 x 25%) + (6 x 15%) + (5 x 25%) = 4.75

Small Company Credit Score =
(4.75 x 70%) + (4 x 30%) = 4.53
4.2.3

Not-For-Profit Credit Scoring. The Not-For-Profit model will be utilized for
Credit Customers who are not structured to generate profits for investors (“NotFor-Profit Credit Customers” or “Not-For-Profit”), including electric
cooperatives, municipalities, and government agencies. The Not-For-Profit
Composite Credit Score will be comprised of a Quantitative Score and a
Qualitative Score. The lower of the Composite Credit Score calculated using two
alternative weights for the Quantitative Score and the Qualitative Score as shown
below shall be used in determining the allocation of the Not-For-Profit Credit
Customer’s Unsecured Credit Allowance.

Not For Profit Credit Customer Analysis
Alternative 1
40%
60%

Quantitative Score
Qualitative Score

4.2.3.1

Weight
Alternative 2
50%
50%

Quantitative Score. The Quantitative Score is based on the
financial ratios below. These measures will be calculated for each
Not-For-Profit Credit Customer and compared with benchmarks to
assign a score of one (1) to six (6) for each measure. A score of
one (1) indicates that the Credit Customer has a strong financial
health with regard to the measure, while a score of six (6) indicates
poor financial health with regard to the measure. The following
measures, or their substantive equivalents for not-for-profit
entities, are used:
a.

Current Ratio (“CR”)—Current Assets / Current Liabilities

b.

Debt Service Coverage (“DSC”)—(Operating Income +
Interest Expense + Depreciation + Interest Income + Cash
Portion of Capital Credits - Onetime Charges)/(Interest
Expense + Debt Amortization)

c.

Times Interest Earned Ratio (“TIER”)—(Interest Expense
+ Patronage Capital or Margins or Changes in Net Assets) /
(Interest Expense)

d.

Total Debt to Total Capitalization (“TD/TC”)—(Long
Term Debt + Current Portion + Other Short Term
Borrowings) / (Total Debt + Preferred Equity + Common
Equity). Members’ Equity could also be called Net Assets
or Patronage Capital.

The values are then assessed as follows to calculate the total
Quantitative Score:
Not-For-Profit Credit Customer Model Ratio Scales
Scale
1
2
3
4
5
6

CR
>1.34
1.15 – 1.34
1.00 – 1.14
0.85 – 0.99
0.70 – 0.84
<0.70

DSC
>1.99
1.50 – 1.99
1.00 – 1.49
0.80 – 0.99
0.60 – 0.79
<0.60

TIER
>2.00
1.50 – 2.00
1.00 – 1.49
0.80 – 0.99
0.50 – 0.79
<0.50

TD/TC
<.50
.51 - .74
.75 - .85
.86 - .93
.94 - .99
>.99

The measures are weighted as follows:
Not-For-Profit Credit Customer Financial RatiosWeight
Current Ratio
15%
Debt Service Coverage
35%
Times Interest Earned Ratio
20%
Total Debt / Total Capitalization
30%
100%
If one or more ratios cannot be calculated due to insufficient data to
calculate the ratio, the weight that would have been assigned to that ratio
or ratios will be allocated equally among the remaining ratios.
4.2.3.2

Qualitative Score. The Qualitative Score, also on a scale of one
(1) to six (6), will assess non-financial measure information about
a Credit Customer’s creditworthiness. A score of one (1) indicates
that the Credit Customer has strong qualitative measures, while a
score of six (6) indicates poor qualitative measures. The
qualitative analysis will take into account a variety of information,
but at a minimum will include the assessment of the following
characteristics:
-Regulation/Rates
-Terms of wholesale power contracts
-Customer count served
-Power supply portfolio (e.g., contracts, assets, etc)
-Management
-Ability to access short-term capital
-Senior Unsecured Debt Rating
-SPP Payment Record

4.2.3.3

Composite Credit Score. The Composite Credit Score is the
weighted average of the Quantitative Score and the Qualitative
Score. To illustrate, assume the following:
Not-For-Profit Qualitative Score = 2
Not-For-Profit Financial Measures:

Current Ratio
Debt Service Coverage
Times Interest Earned Ratio
Total Debt / Total Capitalization

Value
1.42
1.17
0.73
1.50

Score
1
3
5
6

Weight
15%
35%
20%
30%

Not-For-Profit Quantitative Score =
(1 x 15%) + (3 x 35%) + (5 x 20%) + (6 x 30%) = 4.00
Not-For-Profit Credit Score =
(4.00 x 40%) + (2.0 x 60%) = 2.80 using Alternative 1, or;
(4.00 x 50%) + (2.0 x 50%) = 3.00 using Alternative 2.
The lower Composite Credit Score resulting from utilizing the two alternatives is
2.80, so it will be the Composite Credit Score used in allocating this Not-For-Profit
Credit Customer’s Unsecured Credit Allowance as described in Section 4.3 below.
4.3

Unsecured Credit Allowance.
The Composite Credit Score is converted into an “Unsecured Credit Allowance,” which
is a percentage of Tangible Net Worth. (Tangible Net Worth = Total Equity – Intangibles
– Treasury Stock). The Composite Credit Score is a numeric value on a scale of one (1)
to six (6) with one (1) indicating stronger creditworthiness and six (6) indicating weaker
creditworthiness. The conversion into an Unsecured Credit Allowance is based on the
percentage values stated in Table 1.
Table 1

Composite Credit
Score
1.00 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.99
3.00 - 3.59
3.60 - 4.39
4.40 - 4.99
5.00 - 6.00

% Tangible Net
Worth Small
Company Model
5.00%
3.00%
2.00%
0.75%
0.25%
0%

% Tangible Net
Worth Large
Company Model

5.00%
3.00%
2.00%
0.75%
0.25%
0%

% Tangible Net
Worth Not For Profit
Model
7.500%
4.500%
3.000%
1.125%
0.375%
0.000%

To illustrate, a Large Company Credit Customer with a Composite Credit Score of 4.36
and Tangible Net Worth of $501,468,000 would have a suggested Unsecured Credit
Allowance calculated as follows:
Unsecured Credit Allowance = Table 1 Percentage x Tangible Net Worth
= 0.75% x $501,468,000
= $3,761,010
4.3.1

Revenue Bond Adjustment to Tangible Net Worth Value for Power Supply
Agents. For Not-For-Profit Credit Customers that issue revenue bonds solely in
support of their role as power supply agent for not-for-profit electric distribution
utilities and meet: (a) the disclosure requirements in: (i) Section 3.1.3 of this
Credit Policy and (ii) Section 3.2.5 of this Credit Policy; and (b) have a revenue
bond rating or revenue bond ratings equal to or better than Baa1 issued by
Moody’s Investor Services or BBB+ issued by Standard & Poor’s, the calculation
of the suggested Unsecured Credit Allowance shall be based on an adjusted value
for Tangible Net Worth. The adjusted value for Tangible Net Worth shall include
the outstanding balance of revenue bonds as of the date of the calculation.
To illustrate, if the Not-For-Profit Credit Customer met all of the disclosure
requirements for power supply agents, had a Tangible Net Worth of $2,000,000,
and had $8,000,000 principal amount of revenue bonds outstanding, the adjusted
Tangible Net Worth to be used in computing the suggested Unsecured Credit
Allowance would be $10,000,000 (the sum of the adjusted Tangible Net Worth
and the principal amount of revenue bonds outstanding as of the date of the
calculation).

4.3.2

Maximum and Minimum Unsecured Credit Allowances. Notwithstanding the
calculation under Section 4.3:
4.3.2.1

No Credit Customer shall have an Unsecured Credit Allowance in
excess of $50 million; and

4.3.2.2

On the condition that a Not-For-Profit provides all required Credit
Information and executes all documents required under this Credit
Policy, and subject to the Default provisions of this Credit Policy,
a Not-For-Profit Credit Customer shall have a minimum
Unsecured Credit Allowance in the amount of $250 thousand.

4.3.3

Guaranty. In the event that the Credit Customer has a Guaranty, the Unsecured
Credit Allowance will be based on the Credit Assessments of the Credit Customer
and the Guarantor.

4.3.4

Unsecured Credit Allowance for Affiliates.

4.3.4.1

Determination of Creditworthiness of Combined Affiliates. If
two or more Credit Customers are Affiliates, and each is granted
an Unsecured Credit Allowance and a corresponding Total Credit
Limit, SPP will consider the overall creditworthiness of the
Affiliated Credit Customers when determining the Unsecured
Credit Allowances in order not to grant more unsecured credit than
the overall group of affiliated entities could support. SPP will
work with Affiliated Credit Customers to allocate the total
Unsecured Credit Allowance among the Affiliates while assuring
that no individual Credit Customer, nor common guarantor,
exceeds the Unsecured Credit Allowance appropriate for its credit
strength. A $50 million maximum Unsecured Credit Allowance
shall apply to all Affiliates as though the Affiliates are a single
Credit Customer.
Example: Credit Customers A and B each have a $10.0 million
Guaranty from their common parent, a holding company with an
Unsecured Credit Allowance calculation of $12.0 million. SPP
may limit the Unsecured Credit Allowance for each Credit
Customer to $6.0 million, so the total Unsecured Credit Allowance
does not exceed the corporate total of $12.0 million.

4.3.4.2

4.3.5

4.4

Guaranty. If the Guaranty is applicable to Affiliates (i.e., more
than one Credit Customer), then the Unsecured Credit Allowance
of the Guarantor shall be allocated among such Affiliates and the
applicable allocation shall be utilized in determining each
Affiliated Credit Customer’s Unsecured Credit Allowance.

Continuous Right to Modify. SPP has the right at any time to modify any
Unsecured Credit Allowance and/or require additional Financial Security as may
be reasonably necessary to support the Credit Customer’s ability to pay for any
market services SPP may provide. If the modification results in a reduction or
revocation of Unsecured Credit Allowance and the reduction or revocation results
in the need to provide Financial Security, then the rights and duties of SPP and the
Credit Customer shall be as set forth in Section 3.2.2.

Financial Security Requirement. If a Credit Customer (i) is denied an Unsecured
Credit Allowance, or (ii) is granted an Unsecured Credit Allowance that is below its
Total Potential Exposure calculated pursuant to Article 5, then the Credit Customer may
submit Financial Security to cover or exceed the difference in the amount of the
Unsecured Credit Allowance granted to the Credit Customer and the amount of its Total
Potential Exposure. A Credit Customer electing to satisfy the alternative criteria for
market participation specified in Section 3.1.1.8.2(e) and whose anticipated or actual
market activity exceeds One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) in Market Exposure
shall provide Financial Security that is twice the amount calculated to satisfy its Financial
Security Requirement pursuant to this Section 4.4. Any Credit Customer may provide

Financial Security in lieu of or in addition to the Unsecured Credit Allowance it was
granted. Upon the Credit Customer’s request, SPP shall provide a written explanation of
how it determined the amount of required Financial Security for that Credit Customer.
4.5

Total Credit Limit. The “Total Credit Limit” is the amount of any Unsecured Credit
Allowance approved by SPP for the Credit Customer, plus the amount of any Financial
Security the Credit Customer has provided to SPP. SPP shall determine the Total Credit
Limit for each Credit Customer. Upon the Credit Customer’s request, SPP shall provide a
written explanation of how it determined the Unsecured Credit Allowance and the
amount of required Financial Security for that Credit Customer. SPP will respond to the
Credit Customer’s request within five (5) Business Days.

ARTICLE FIVE
Calculation of Total Potential Exposure
5.1

Overview. The Total Potential Exposure is a calculated value applied to assure that the
Credit Customer engages in activities within its Total Credit Limit. The Total Potential
Exposure is based on the Credit Customer’s estimated cumulative financial obligation
under the Tariff or otherwise to SPP. Potential Exposure to non-payment is calculated
separately for each applicable category of service and then summed together to obtain the
amount of Total Potential Exposure. This Article addresses the calculation and use of the
value for Total Potential Exposure.

5.2

Calculation of Total Potential Exposure for a Credit Customer. A Credit Customer’s
Total Potential Exposure shall be the sum of the potential exposure to non-payment for
market transactions billed pursuant to the Tariff.
5.2.1

Market Exposure (“ME”). Potential exposure to non-payment associated with
market transactions in the Western Energy Imbalance Service Market is
calculated under the following formula:
ME = IMSC + CMSC + MEMERT
IMSC =
Invoiced Market Settlement Charges (all Western Real-Time
Balancing Market, charges or credits that have been invoiced but not yet
paid).
CMSC =
Calculated Market Settlement Charges (all Western Real-Time
Balancing Market, daily settlement activity, including charges or credits,
that has been calculated but not yet invoiced).
MEMERT = Maximum Estimated Market Exposure for Western Real-Time
Balancing Market activity shall be the greater of:
(a)
The average of the last three hundred sixty five (365) days of daily
Western Real Time Balancing Market settlement activity (or if settlement activity
occurred for a lesser period, the average settlement activity during such lesser
period), or
(b)
The average of the last seven (7) days of daily Western Real-Time
Balancing Market settlement activity (or if settlement activity occurred for a
lesser period, the average settlement activity during such lesser period).
Once the greater value is determined that value is multiplied by the number of
days remaining in the Potential Exposure Window. Inasmuch as the Potential
Exposure Window refers to “days before service can be terminated,” the time

period for purposes of calculating the MEMERT does not include additional time
for service termination.
5.2.2

Total Potential Exposure Calculation. A Credit Customer’s Total Potential
Exposure (“TPE”) shall be the sum of the potential exposure to non-payment for
market transactions.
TPE = ME

5.3

5.4.

Total Potential Exposure Violations.
5.3.1

Transaction Limits. At all times, the Credit Customer shall maintain its Total
Potential Exposure to a value equal to or less than its Total Credit Limit. A
“Total Potential Exposure Violation” occurs when a Credit Customer’s Total
Potential Exposure equals or exceeds its Total Credit Limit SPP will regularly
monitor each Credit Customer’s use of services and associated financial
obligations. If a Credit Customer’s Total Potential Exposure equals or exceeds
ninety percent (90%) of its Total Credit Limit, SPP shall promptly give notice to
the Credit Customer. Failure by SPP to give this notice shall not relieve the
Credit Customer of its duties under this Section.

5.3.2

Cure of Total Potential Exposure Violation. A Credit Customer shall cure a
Total Potential Exposure Violation by: (i) payment to SPP of invoiced amounts to
reduce the Credit Customer’s Total Potential Exposure, and/or (ii) provision of
Financial Security in an amount sufficient to increase the Credit Customer’s Total
Credit Limit, such that after making such payments of invoiced amounts and/or
providing such Financial Security, the Credit Customer’s Total Potential
Exposure will not exceed its Total Credit Limit. The Credit Customer shall have
two (2) Business Days from receipt of notice from SPP to cure the violation.
SPP, in its sole discretion, may determine to treat any amount tendered under (i)
as an increase of Financial Security under (ii) and not as a payment to SPP.

5.3.3

Failure to Cure Total Potential Exposure Violation. A failure to cure a Total
Potential Exposure Violation as required under Section 5.3.2 is a Default. In the
event of such a Default, SPP has all rights under Section 7.5 of Attachment A to
this Tariff and under Attachment I to this Tariff and all other rights and remedies
in accordance with applicable law. Without prejudice to other remedies, a Credit
Customer that fails timely to cure a Total Potential Exposure Violation shall be
suspended from requesting any future services, including all market services SPP
may provide, unless and until the Credit Customer’s Total Potential Exposure
Violation is cured.

Excess Financial Security. In the event a Credit Customer has provided additional
Financial Security under Section 5.3.2 to address a Total Potential Exposure Violation,
and the Credit Customer’s outstanding invoiced amounts subsequently return to levels
preceding that violation such that the total amount of Financial Security exceeds the

amount required under this Credit Policy, the Credit Customer may request return of the
excess Financial Security and SPP shall comply with the request within two (2) Business
Days; provided, that if SPP determines to review the Credit Assessment for the Credit
Customer due to the violation, it shall not be required to respond to the request, including
return of any excess Financial Security, until two (2) Business Days after completing the
new Credit Assessment.

ARTICLE SIX
Guarantees
6.1

Guaranty. A Guaranty approved by SPP transfers to the Credit Customer a portion of
the Guarantor’s creditworthiness and thereby increases the Credit Customer’s Total
Credit Limit. Unlike a bank guaranty or Irrevocable Letter of Credit, a Guaranty is not
Financial Security. A Guaranty that is backed by Financial Security will have the same
impact upon the Total Credit Limit as Financial Security. A Guaranty that is not backed
by Financial Security is unsecured and will be considered unsecured credit in the
determination of the Unsecured Credit Allowance.

6.2

Approval Process. SPP will determine whether to approve a Guaranty based upon the
creditworthiness of the proposed Guarantor as though it were a Credit Customer under
this Credit Policy. All Credit Information required under this Credit Policy with respect
to a Credit Customer must be submitted initially for the proposed Guarantor and regularly
thereafter. SPP will evaluate the Credit Information and determine any Unsecured Credit
Allowance and the Total Credit Limit for the Credit Customer beneficiary of the
proposed Guaranty. SPP shall have the right to revise the Unsecured Credit Allowance
and Total Credit Limit from time to time based upon continued assessment of the Credit
Information of the Guarantor.

6.3

Requirements for Guaranty. A Credit Customer can utilize a Guaranty if all of the
following conditions are satisfied:
6.3.1

Guarantor’s Satisfaction of Financial Standards under this Credit Policy. A
Guarantor is subject to the same financial review procedures as a Credit
Customer. A Guarantor will be eligible to provide a Guaranty to the extent, if
any, of the Guarantor’s creditworthiness under this Credit Policy.

6.3.2

The Form and Substance of the Guaranty Acceptable to SPP. Appendix “D”
of this Credit Policy is a form of Guaranty. The Guaranty must:
6.3.2.1

Be duly authorized by the Guarantor and signed by an officer of
the Guarantor

6.3.2.2

State an effective period, or provide for automatic renewal or other
basis for periodicity subject to cancellation on no less than sixty
(60) days notice and provided that in all events the Guaranty is
effective for all obligations of the Credit Customer undertaken
prior to cancellation.

6.3.2.3

Include certification of the corporate secretary that the execution,
delivery, and performance of the Guaranty have been duly
authorized;

6.4

6.3.2.4

Certify that the Corporate Guaranty is not in violation of other
undertakings or requirements applicable to the Guarantor, and
enforceable against the Guarantor in accordance with its terms;

6.3.2.5

Obligate the Guarantor to submit Credit Information on an ongoing
basis as required under this Credit Policy;

6.3.2.6

Incorporate default provisions, including default provisions
referred to in Section 6.3.4;

6.3.2.7

Secure, in combination with other forms of financial security, all
obligations of the Credit Customer under or in connection with this
Tariff and/or other Agreements;

6.3.2.8

Be supported by adequate consideration and be otherwise binding
as a matter of law; and

6.3.2.9

Include as an attachment thereto the resolution(s) of the board of
directors or other governing body of the Guarantor authorizing the
Corporate Guaranty.

6.3.3

Reserved for Future Use

6.3.4

Default. Any breach of the Guaranty by the Guarantor or the requirements of the
Guarantor under this Credit Policy shall be deemed a Default of this Credit Policy
and a default under the Tariff by the Guarantor and the Affiliates whose
obligations are supported by the Guaranty. The following also shall be a Default
of this Credit Policy and a default under the Tariff: (i) the Guaranty expires or
terminates (other than in accordance with its terms or upon the written consent of
SPP); (ii) the Guarantor disaffirms, disclaims, repudiates, rejects or challenges the
validity of all or any part of the Guaranty; or (iii) the Guaranty or any material
provision of the Guaranty ceases to be in full force and effect (other than in
accordance with its terms or upon the written consent of SPP).

Guaranty for Affiliates. A single Guaranty may support the Total Credit Limits of
Affiliates. With respect to such a Guaranty, the sum value of the Unsecured Credit
Allowance of all such Affiliates and the Guarantor shall not exceed the lesser of:
(i) the approved Unsecured Credit Allowance for the Guarantor based on
SPP’s financial review of Guarantor; or
(ii) $50 million.
If a Guaranty is utilized to establish an Unsecured Credit Allowance for a Credit
Customer, the value of the Guaranty shall be no greater than the lesser of:
(i) The credit limit imposed in the Guaranty; or

(ii) The portion of the Unsecured Credit Allowance calculated for the
Guarantor that is allocated to such Credit Customer in SPP’s sole
discretion; provided that the Unsecured Credit Allowance calculated for
the Guarantor may not exceed $50 million; or
(iii) $50 million.
6.5

Guarantees for Not for Profit Credit Customers. SPP shall allow other guarantees for
Not for Profit Credit Customers so long as any guarantees for such customer satisfy the
requirements of Section 6.3. The form in Attachment D shall be used (subject to
modifications to reflect the not for profit nature of the customer and the structure of the
guarantee). An example of a permissible guarantee would be individual cities
guaranteeing the payments by a municipal energy entity.

6.6

Costs. The Credit Customer shall bear all costs of obtaining and maintaining the
Guaranty.

6.7

Withdrawal. A Credit Customer or the Guarantor may request the withdrawal of the
Guaranty by written request to SPP. A Guaranty may be withdrawn and/or terminated
only upon SPP’s written approval. SPP will not approve withdrawal or termination of a
Guaranty unless and until:
(i) alternate Financial Security acceptable to SPP has been provided; or
(ii) all financial obligations of a Credit Customer under the Agreements have been
irrevocably satisfied in full, all Service Agreements have been terminated, and
the Credit Customer is no longer a Credit Customer.

ARTICLE SEVEN
Financial Security
7.1

Acceptable Forms of Financial Security. Financial Security may be a Cash Deposit or
Irrevocable Letter of Credit or, for a Credit Customer that is a Federal Power Marketing
Agency, a letter as specified in Section 7.1.4 of this Article. These forms of Financial
Security may be submitted separately or in combination to equal the full amount of any
required or provided Financial Security. In addition, SPP requires the execution of a
Credit and Security Agreement (with respect to Cash Deposit and/or Irrevocable Letter of
Credit).
7.1.2

Cash Deposits. A Cash Deposit will be Financial Security in accordance with
this Section.
7.1.2.1

Deposit and Related Agreements. The initial Cash Deposit must
be accompanied by execution and delivery of a Credit and Security
Agreement in the form attached to this Credit Policy as Appendix
“B.” Under the Credit and Security Agreement, the Credit
Customer shall grant to SPP a first priority security interest in and
to any and all Cash Deposits, cash collateral, and deposit accounts
held or controlled by SPP then existing or thereafter opened, and
any and all proceeds of such collateral, including, without
limitation, the cash and interest deposited therein. This security
interest secures the prompt payment when due of any and all
obligations of the Credit Customer under or in connection with the
Tariff, and/or any and all other Agreements. SPP may amend the
Credit and Security Agreement from time to time, either for
general applicability or on an individual basis. The Credit
Customer will accept such amendment and, upon request, execute
an amendatory document.

7.1.2.2

Segregated Account. The Cash Deposit will be placed in a
segregated, interest bearing account in SPP’s name and held within
the sole control of SPP solely to secure the payment of the Credit
Customer’s obligations to SPP and subject to the terms and
conditions of the Credit and Security Agreement. All interest
earned will accrue to the benefit of the Credit Customer, will be
added to the segregated account, and will be deemed additional
Cash Deposit; provided, that all such accrued and unpaid interest
that has not been applied to satisfy the Credit Customer’s
obligations will be released and paid to the Credit Customer
quarterly, and further provided, that SPP shall not be obligated to
pay any interest to the Credit Customer or release any amount from
the segregated account during any uncured Default. Interest will
be calculated from the date of the receipt of deposit until the date

that the deposit is returned or converted into another form of
Financial Security.

7.1.3

7.1.2.3

Use of Cash Deposit. In the event a Credit Customer fails to make
a payment timely to SPP, SPP may apply the Cash Deposit as
necessary to satisfy the deficit. In such event, within three (3)
Business Days, the Credit Customer must replenish the Cash
Deposit in an amount equal to SPP’s draw or in such other amount
as SPP may require under this Credit Policy and failure to
replenish shall be a Default under this Credit Policy. SPP’s
application of the Cash Deposit hereunder shall not cure the
Default due to the Credit Customer’s failure to make timely
payment until and unless the Cash Deposit is timely replenished or
other Financial Security is provided under Section 7.1.2.4.

7.1.2.4

Replacement of Cash Deposit. A Credit Customer may replace
any part of a Cash Deposit with other Financial Security acceptable
to SPP under this Credit Policy.

Irrevocable Letter of Credit. An Irrevocable Letter of Credit will be Financial
Security in accordance with this Section.
7.1.3.1

Form, Requirements, and Related Agreement. Appendix “C”
of this Credit Policy is an acceptable form of an Irrevocable Letter
of Credit. SPP may amend the form of Irrevocable Letter of Credit
from time to time, either for general applicability or on a case-bycase basis, and the Credit Customer will accept such amendment
and, upon request, execute an amendatory document. SPP may
accept an Irrevocable Letter of Credit, in its sole discretion, in
revised form. Upon the Credit Customer’s request, SPP shall
provide a written explanation of why SPP did not accept that
Credit Customer’s proposed variation to the form of Irrevocable
Letter of Credit set forth in Appendix “C” of this Credit Policy.
The Credit Customer must execute the Credit and Security
Agreement with respect to the Irrevocable Letter of Credit. Under
the Credit and Security Agreement, the Credit Customer grants
SPP a first priority security interest in and to any and all proceeds
of any and all Irrevocable Letters of Credit then existing or
thereafter issued with SPP as Beneficiary and the Credit Customer
as Account Party under the Irrevocable Letter of Credit, including,
without limitation, the cash issued upon a draw thereon. This
security interest secures the prompt payment when due of any and
all obligations of the Credit Customer to SPP, provided that the
grant of a security interest shall not diminish SPP’s rights to apply
draws on the Irrevocable Letter of Credit to pay any and all
amounts due. SPP may amend the Credit and Security Agreement

from time to time, either for general applicability or on an
individual basis.
The Credit Customer will accept such
amendment and, upon request, execute an amendatory document.
7.1.3.2

Ratings of Issuing Financial Institution. At the time of issuance
and at all times the Irrevocable Letter of Credit is outstanding, the
issuer must be a financial institution organized under the laws of
the United States or any state of the United States or the District of
Columbia or a branch or agency of a foreign commercial bank
located in the United States, with a minimum corporate debt rating
of an “A-” by S&P, “A3” by Moody’s, “A-” by Fitch or an
equivalent short-term debt rating by any of these agencies. SPP
may accept an Irrevocable Letter of Credit from a financial
institution that does not meet the debt rating requirements,
provided that the Irrevocable Letter of Credit has a confirmation of
third-party support (as governed by the Uniform Customs and
Practice for Documentary Credits – International Chamber of
Commerce Publication No. 500, Effective January 1, 1994
“UCP500” as stated in Article 9 Section B), in a form acceptable to
SPP, from a financial institution that does meet or exceed the debt
rating requirements stated in this Section. If after the Irrevocable
Letter of Credit has been issued, the rating for the corporate debt of
the financial institution is less than “A-” by S&P, “A3” by
Moody’s or “A-” by Fitch, SPP may give the Credit Customer
notice to submit substitute Financial Security no later than three (3)
Business Days after the notice.

7.1.3.3

Costs. The applicable Credit Customer shall bear all costs of
providing and maintaining the Irrevocable Letter of Credit.

7.1.3.4

Substitution of Irrevocable Letter of Credit. The Credit
Customer may replace an Irrevocable Letter of Credit with a
substitute Irrevocable Letter of Credit in form and amount
acceptable to SPP. SPP will return the initial Irrevocable Letter of
Credit upon receipt of an effective and acceptable substitute.

7.1.3.5

Term and Renewal. The Irrevocable Letter of Credit must
automatically renew unless the issuing financial institution
provides a notice to SPP at least ninety (90) days prior to its
expiration date stating its decision not to renew the Irrevocable
Letter of Credit. If the Irrevocable Letter of Credit is not renewed,
at least ninety (90) days prior to its stated expiration date (a “NonRenewal Event”), the Credit Customer must submit substitute
Financial Security acceptable to SPP, in SPP’s sole discretion, no
later than eighty-seven (87) days prior to the stated expiration date.

7.1.3.6

7.1.4

Use of Irrevocable Letter of Credit. In the event a Credit
Customer fails to make any timely payment to SPP, SPP may draw
upon the Irrevocable Letter of Credit as necessary to satisfy any
and all amounts due from the Credit Customer pursuant to the
Agreements. In such event, within three (3) Business Days, the
Credit Customer must replenish the Irrevocable Letter of Credit or
provide SPP with other Financial Security in an amount equal to
the draw or in such other amount as SPP may require under this
Credit Policy, and failure to satisfy this requirement shall be a
Default under this Credit Policy. In the event of such failure to
make timely payment, and in addition to any other remedies
available to SPP, SPP may draw down the entire Irrevocable Letter
of Credit and hold the proceeds in an unsegregated account and
apply such proceeds to amounts owed by the Credit Customer to
SPP pursuant to the Agreements. The foregoing sentence
notwithstanding, upon the Credit Customer’s written notice of
request, SPP will treat as a Cash Deposit the proceeds of a draw
over and above amounts currently due and unpaid and transfer
same to a segregated account in accordance with such treatment,
provided that the Credit Customer has executed a Credit and
Security Agreement.

Federal Power Marketing Agency Letter. A form of letter as described in this
Section will be Financial Security for a Federal Power Marketing Agency as that
type of entity is defined in Article Two of this Attachment H.
Credit Customers that are Federal Power Marketing Agencies may
provide Financial Security in the form of a letter, executed by an officer of
the Federal Power Marketing Agency, that: (1) attests that the Federal
Power Marketing Agency is lawfully authorized to participate in the WEIS
Market and that any debt the Federal Power Marketing Agency incurs due
to its participation in the WEIS Market is a debt of the United States; (2)
identifies the current year’s appropriations for the Federal Power
Marketing Agency from the United States Congress; and (3) verifies that
the amount of the current year’s appropriations for the Federal Power
Marketing Agency from the United States Congress meets or exceeds the
amount required to satisfy the credit requirements set forth in this Credit
Policy.

7.2

Financial Security Defaults. In addition to the breaches with respect to Financial
Security identified in Section 7.1.2.3 (failure to replenish Cash Deposit) and 7.1.3.6
(failure to replenish Irrevocable Letter of Credit), any failure by an issuer of an
Irrevocable Letter of Credit, or any breach of a Credit and Security Agreement shall be a
Default under this Credit Policy and a default under the Tariff. A Default under this
Credit Policy and a default under the Tariff shall also occur if: (i) the Financial Security

expires or terminates (other than in accordance with its terms or upon the written consent
of SPP); (ii) the person issuing the Financial Security disaffirms, disclaims, repudiates or
rejects or challenges the validity of all or any part of the Financial Security; or (iii) the
Financial Security or any material provision of the Financial Security ceases to be in full
force and effect (other than in accordance with its terms or upon the written consent of
SPP).

ARTICLE EIGHT
Default and Remedies
8.1

Default. Any of the following shall constitute an “Event of Default” under this Credit
Policy by a Credit Customer:
8.1.1

Failure to post any required Financial Security required under this Credit Policy in
the time period specified;

8.1.2

Reserved for Future Use;

8.1.3

Failure to pay in full any amount payable under the Tariff, unless cured in
accordance with Section 8.3 of this Credit Policy;

8.1.4

A Credit Customer’s involvement in financial difficulties as evidenced by: (i) its
commencement of a voluntary case under Title 11 of the United States Code as
from time to time in effect, or by its authorizing, by appropriate proceedings of its
board of directors, general partners or other governing body, the commencement
of such a voluntary case; (ii) its filing an answer or other pleading admitting or
failing to deny the material allegations of a petition filed against it commencing
an involuntary case under said Title 11, or seeking, consenting to or acquiescing
in the relief therein provided, or by its failing to controvert timely the material
allegations of any such petition; (iii) the entry of an order for relief in any
involuntary case commenced under said Title 11; (iv) its seeking relief as a debtor
under any applicable law, other than said Title 11, of any jurisdiction relating to
the liquidation or reorganization of debtors or to modification or alteration of the
rights of creditors, or by its consenting to or acquiescing in such relief; (v) the
entry of an order by a court of competent jurisdiction (a) finding it to be bankrupt
or insolvent, (b) ordering or approving its liquidation, reorganization or any
modification or alteration of the rights of its creditors, or (c) assuming custody of,
or appointing a receiver or other custodian for all or a substantial part of its
property, and such entry or order shall not be vacated or stayed within ninety (90)
days; (vi) the filing of a petition under Title 11 which shall not be vacated within
ninety (90) days; or (vii) its making an assignment for the benefit of, or entering
into a composition with, its creditors, or appointing or consenting to the
appointment of a receiver or other custodian for all or a substantial part of its
property.

8.1.5

Commission of any other Default specified under this Credit Policy, including
Defaults specified in Sections 3.2.2, 5.3.3, 6.3.4, 7.1.2.3., 7.1.3.6, and 7.2.

8.1.6

Except with respect to an event described in Sections 8.1.1 through 8.1.5, the
failure to provide any of the Credit Information required under this Credit Policy
in the time periods specified, and the failure to observe or perform any of the
material terms or conditions or provisions set forth in this Agreement, and such

failure is not cured within two (2) Business Days after notice thereof from SPP. If
such failure is a failure to provide any of the Credit Information required under
this Credit Policy in the time periods specified, and the failure cannot reasonably
be cured within such period, and if the Credit Customer has commenced and is
diligently pursuing such cure and provides SPP with adequate assurance of due
performance to protect SPP against loss arising from the failure to perform, the
Credit Customer may request in writing stating the reasons for the delay and
obtain an additional five (5) Business Days if the Credit Customer is a Large
Company or a Small Company and ten (10) Business Days if the Credit Customer
is a Not-For-Profit after the written notice of Default, as shall be necessary for the
Credit Customer to cure the failure with all due diligence.
8.2

Notice of Financial Difficulties. Immediately upon the occurrence of an Event of
Default as set forth in Section 8.1.4, the Credit Customer shall provide notice to SPP and
a copy of any pleadings, orders, petitions, agreements or other document initiating or
filed in connection with such Event of Default.

8.3

Remedies for Default. Upon the first occurrence of a customer default as described in
Section 7.4 of the Tariff or an Event of Default (except as defined in Section 8.1.4 of this
Credit Policy) within a twelve month period, SPP will take no action to suspend any
Unsecured Credit Allowance as long as the default is remedied within the specified cure
period. Should the first occurrence not be remedied within the specified cure period SPP
will suspend any Unsecured Credit Allowance for ninety (90) calendar days. Upon the
second customer default or Event of Default within a twelve (12) month period, SPP will
suspend any Unsecured Credit Allowance for ninety (90) calendar days. The suspension
will occur even if one or both occurrences were remedied within the specified cure
period. SPP may, except to the extent such remedy is limited in this Credit Policy,
exercise any rights or remedies it may have at law or in equity, including but not limited
to bringing suit or otherwise initiating proceedings for monetary damages, injunctive
relief, specific performance, and relief available under the Federal Power Act. If the
Event of Default has not been cured by the Credit Customer within two (2) Business
Days or as otherwise outlined under Section 8.1.6 after the Credit Customer’s receipt of
notice thereof, or, in the case of failure to pay in full amounts payable under Section 7 of
the Tariff, within two (2) Business Days after the Credit Customer’s receipt of notice
thereof, except as may be precluded under applicable law, SPP may terminate all of the
Credit Customer’s rights under this Credit Policy. Such termination shall not affect any
liability of the Credit Customer incurred before and existing as of such termination. In
addition, and without prejudice to any other remedies, SPP reserves all rights to terminate
service in accordance with the Tariff and applicable law.
Upon the first occurrence of an Event of Default as defined in Section 8.1.4 of this Credit
Policy, SPP will immediately suspend the Credit Customer’s Unsecured Credit
Allowance and may, at SPP’s sole discretion, terminate all of the Credit Customer’s
rights under this Credit Policy and/or terminate service in accordance with the Tariff and
applicable law. Any such termination shall not affect any liability that the Credit
Customer incurred prior to and as of such termination. Upon the first occurrence of an
Event of Default as defined in Section 8.1.4 of this Credit Policy, SPP also may order the
Credit Customer to post additional collateral, cease one or more market transactions, or

take other measures to protect SPP and other Market Participants from the Credit
Customer’s Default.

ARTICLE NINE
Notice
9.1

Designation of Credit Contact. Each Credit Customer shall in writing designate a
management level official as the person responsible for the Credit Customer’s creditrelated matters under this Credit Policy (“Credit Contact”), which designation may be
changed from time to time in writing, together with contact information including fax, email, and courier delivery address. SPP will seek to effect delivery of notices under the
Credit Policy to the Credit Contact in the first instance; however, if delivery to the Credit
Contact fails, then SPP may effect delivery to any officer, executive, or manager of the
Credit Customer.

9.2

Notices to SPP. Any notice or request made by SPP shall be given in writing, by fax,
email, hand delivery, reputable overnight courier, or first-class mail, to the Credit
Customer’s Credit Contact. Notice to SPP shall be addressed to:
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Credit and Risk Management Department
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223-4936

Appendix “A”
Credit Application Form
CREDIT APPLICATION
GENERAL CREDIT INFORMATION FORM
Customer Information
Customer Name: _____________________________________________________________
Street Address: _______________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________________________ State: ____________ Zip Code: ___________
Contact Person: __________________________ Phone: _____________ E-mail: ____________________
NERC Acronym:________________ SIC Code:

Dun & Bradstreet no.:______________

Attach Financial Statements as described in Section 3.1.1.1 of the WEIS Credit Policy or give web
address where they may be obtained:

Credit Customers anticipated peak monthly transmission activity:

Credit Customers anticipated peak weekly market activity:

$

$

Bank Reference
Bank Name: ______________________________________ Account No(s): _________________________
Street Address: __________________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________________________ State: ____________

Zip Code: __________

Contact Person: ____________________________ Phone: _____________ E-mail: __________________
SIGNIFICANT COMMERCIAL REFERENCES

1. Company Name: _____________________________________________________________________

Contact: ____________________________ Phone: _____________
Contract Date: __________________________

E-mail: ______________________

Contract Amount: ______________________________

2. Company Name:
________________________________________________________________________
Contact: ____________________________ Phone: _____________
Contract Date: __________________________

E-mail: _______________________

Contract Amount: ____________________________

3. Company Name:
________________________________________________________________________
Contact: ____________________________ Phone: _____________
Contract Date: __________________________

E-mail: _______________________

Contract Amount: ____________________________

Identify or describe any loss contingencies that require disclosure under Section 3.1.1.3 of the SPP
Credit Policy. Attach documents as necessary:

Identify all Affiliates that are Credit Customers. Give NERC Acronym, SIC Code, and Dun and
Bradstreet number for each:

Credit Support
Intended form(s) of credit support if known at this time:
a)

Cash (See Section 7.1.2 and Appendix B)

b)

Irrevocable Letter of Credit (See Section 7.1.3 and Appendices B and C)

c)

Guaranty (See Section 3.1.3, Article Six, and Appendix D)

Not-For-Profit Companies, as defined in Section 4.2.3, should also answer the Additional Not-ForProfit Questions to help SPP have a better understanding of your organization. If your organization
will not be considered a Not-For-Profit company, it is not necessary that you answer the additional
questions.

Authorized Signature: ____________________________________________
________________
Print Name: _____________________________________________

Title: _____________________________________________

Date:

Additional Not-For-Profit Questions
Additional sheets may be added to fully answer the following questions.
1. Does your company have the ability to set it’s own rates? If yes, please attach any
documentation that will show that ability.

2. What are the terms and expiration dates of your company’s wholesale power contracts?

3. How many customers do you serve directly? When considering your five largest
customers that you directly serve, what percentage of your load do they represent?

4. Please describe your power supply portfolio and how it is used to meet your load. What
percent of your load is secured by asset ownership or purchase power contracts? Are
these assets or contracts long-term in nature? What are the expiration dates of your
contracts? What is the fuel mix of your power supply portfolio? Do you engage in risk
management activities? If so, please provide a brief summary of such activities.

5. How long has the present management team been in place?
experience with the present firm and any previous experience.

Please discuss their

6. Discuss your ability to access lines of credit from financial institutions.

7. Please discuss any other factors you want to have considered by SPP when assessing
creditworthiness. If there are items concerning your financials that need explanation,
please provide the explanation here. If your company receives capital credits, please provide
the associated cash portion of such capital credits, as well as the information needed to compute
such an amount from your most recent audited financials.

Appendix “B” Credit and Security Agreement
This Credit and Security Agreement is effective as of the _____ day of ________________,
20__, by and between _______________________ (“Company”) and Southwest Power Pool,
Inc. (“SPP”).
Recitals
WHEREAS, SPP offers certain services, including certain transmission services, market services
and other services as set out in the _________________ Tariff of SPP, as may be amended and
supplemented from time to time and together with all replacements and substitutes thereto
(collectively, the “Tariff”);
WHEREAS, SPP maintains a Credit Policy (which is Attachment H to the Tariff, as the same
may be amended from time to time) in order to determine, on a case by case basis, the level of
unsecured credit available to each customer who takes services under the Tariff and the form and
amount of financial assurance to be required by each customer, if any;
WHEREAS, in the event Company provides financial assurance to SPP in the form of cash
collateral or a letter of credit, or, for a Credit Customer that is a Federal Power Marketing
Agency, a letter as specified in Section 7.1.4 of Attachment H, SPP requires Company, in
accordance with the terms of its Credit Policy as filed and accepted by FERC, to execute this
Credit and Security Agreement in order to assure the strength of SPP’s security interest in such
cash collateral or letter of credit;
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which
is hereby acknowledged by each of the parties hereto, Company and SPP hereby agree as
follows:
(1)
The “Liabilities” as used in this Credit and Security Agreement means all of the financial
obligations of the Company under the Tariff and/or any and all agreements entered into, under,
pursuant to, or in connection with the Tariff (including, without limitation, the SPP Credit
Policy) and any and all other agreements to which SPP and the Company are parties
(collectively, the “Agreements”).

(2)
As security for the payment and performance of the Liabilities, SPP shall have, and the
Company hereby grants to SPP, a continuing security interest in the following collateral (as
indicated below) (the “Collateral”): all of the Company’s right, title, and interest in any and all
cash, cash collateral, cash deposits and deposit accounts of the Company held or controlled by
SPP, including accounts designated “for the benefit of” Company, that either (i) are or contain
proceeds from any draw upon any Letters of Credit naming SPP as beneficiary to the extent that
SPP determines in its sole discretion to treat such payments as cash collateral, and without
prejudice to SPP’s right to treat draws as payments to SPP of any and all amounts due to SPP
from the Company, or (ii) are or contain cash submitted by the Company as collateral or security,
however created or evidenced, whether now existing or hereafter owned, acquired, created, used
or arising, including all products and proceeds of the foregoing, any and all renewals, extensions,
replacements, modifications, additions, and substitutions of the foregoing and all rights,
remedies, claims and demands under or in connection with each of the foregoing.
(3)
All Collateral held or controlled by SPP after the date of this Credit and Security
Agreement shall be free of any lien, security interest or encumbrance, except for liens, security
interests or encumbrances in favor of SPP, and the Company agrees not to grant any security
interest or permit any lien or encumbrance to arise in any of the Collateral except for security
interests, liens and encumbrances in favor of SPP without the prior written consent of SPP.
(4)
The Company agrees to do such reasonable acts and things and deliver or cause to be
delivered such other documents as SPP may reasonably deem necessary to establish and
maintain a valid perfected security interest in the Collateral (free of all other liens and claims
except those of SPP) to secure the payment and performance of the Liabilities and to defend title
to the Collateral against any person claiming any interest therein adverse to SPP. The Company
authorizes SPP to file a financing statement or statements on its behalf in those public offices
deemed advisable or necessary by SPP to protect the security interest of the Company herein
granted. If permitted by law, the Company agrees that a carbon, photographic or other
reproduction of this Credit and Security Agreement or of a financing statement may be filed as a
financing statement.

(5)
Subject to the Tariff, upon the occurrence of any Default and at any time thereafter, SPP
shall have all rights and remedies available at law or in equity including, without limitation, the
rights and remedies of a secured party under the Arkansas Uniform Commercial Code, as in
effect from time to time, including, without limitation, the right to retain and/or take possession
of the Collateral. SPP may in its discretion transfer any property constituting Collateral into its
own name or that of its nominee and receive the income thereon and hold the same as security
for the Liabilities or apply it on amounts due on Liabilities.
(6)
Until such time as SPP exercises its remedies upon a Default, all income, earnings and
profits with respect to the Collateral shall be reported for state and federal income tax purposes
as attributable to the Company and not SPP. Company hereby instructs SPP (and any other
person authorized to report taxable income distributions) to issue, or cause to be issued, IRS
Form 1099 indicating the Company as the recipient of such income, earnings and profits.
(7)
Whenever possible each provision of this Credit and Security Agreement shall be
interpreted in such a manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any
provision of this Credit and Security Agreement shall be prohibited by or invalid under
applicable law, such provision shall be ineffective only to the extent of such prohibition without
invalidating the remainder of such provision or the remaining provisions of this Credit and
Security Agreement. The Company recognizes that SPP has relied on this Credit and Security
Agreement in extending credit to the Company and agrees that such reliance by SPP shall be
sufficient consideration for this Credit and Security Agreement.

(8)
The Company maintains any and all rights under Section 206 of the Federal Power Act it
may have with regard to this Credit and Security Agreement or its implementation.
This Credit and Security Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with, and
governed by, the laws of the State of Arkansas (without giving effect to the principles of
conflicts of laws thereof).
_____________________________________
Company Name
_____________________________________
Authorized Signature
_____________________________________
Print Name
_____________________________________
Title
_____________________________________
Date
SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC.
By:
_____________________________________
Authorized Signature
_____________________________________
Print Name
_____________________________________
Title
_____________________________________
Date

Appendix “C” Form of Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit
Irrevocable Standby Letter of Credit No. ________
Issued: [Date]
Expires at our counter (unless evergreen): [Date]
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We do hereby issue this Irrevocable Non-Transferable Standby Letter of Credit No. __________
by order of, for the account of and on behalf of _____________________
(“Account Party”) and in favor of Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“Beneficiary” or “SPP”) (“Letter
of Credit”).
This Letter of Credit is irrevocable and is issued, presentable and payable and we guaranty to the
Beneficiary of this Letter of Credit that drafts drawn under and in compliance with the terms of
this Letter of Credit will be honored on presentation and surrender of certain documents pursuant
to the terms of this Letter of Credit.
This Letter of Credit is available in one or more drafts and may be drawn hereunder for the
account of Account Party up to an aggregate amount not exceeding $ _______________ .00
(United States Dollars __________ and 00/100).
This Letter of Credit is drawn against by presentation to us at our office located at the following
address:
_____________________________
_____________________________
of a drawing certificate: (i) Signed by an officer or authorized agent of the Beneficiary; (ii) dated
the date of presentation; and (iii) containing one (1) of the following statements:
1. “The undersigned hereby certifies to _________________________ (“Issuer”), with
reference to its Irrevocable Non-Transferable Standby Letter of Credit No.
__________________, dated _______________, issued on behalf of
______________________ (“Account Party”) and in favor of Southwest Power Pool,
Inc. (“Beneficiary”) that said Account Party has failed to make a payment in
accordance with the terms and provisions of one or more of the following, as
applicable: Tariff, as may be amended and supplemented from time to time, together
with all replacements and substitutes (the “Tariff”), any and all agreements

entered into by Account Party under, pursuant to, or in connection with the Tariff and
any and all agreements to which Account Party and SPP are parties, as such
agreements may be amended and supplemented from time to time, whether now or
hereafter executed, and any replacements or substitutions thereof, (collectively, the
“Agreements”). The Beneficiary hereby draws upon the Letter of Credit in an amount
equal to $ _______________ (United States Dollars ______________ and 00/100)”;
or
2. “As of the close of business on _________________, 20__ (fill in date which is less
than eighty-seven (87) days before the expiration date of the Letter of Credit),
Account Party has failed to renew, replace or amend the Letter of Credit in a manner
acceptable to Beneficiary.” The Beneficiary hereby draws upon the Letter of Credit in
an amount equal to $______________ (United States Dollars _______________ and
00/100)”; or
3. “As of the close of business on _________________, 20__ (fill in date which is more
than three (3) Business Days after the Beneficiary has requested that Account Party
replace the Letter of Credit because the Issuer’s corporate debt is rated less than “A-”
by S&P, “A3” by Moody’s, “A-” by Duff & Phelps, or “A-” by Fitch), Account Party
has failed to replace the Letter of Credit in a manner acceptable to Beneficiary.” The
Beneficiary hereby draws upon the Letter of Credit in an amount equal to
$______________ (United States Dollars _______________ and 00/100)”.
Beneficiary shall have the right, in the event of a draw pursuant to subparagraph (2) or (3) of the
immediately preceding paragraph, to draw down the entire face value of the Letter of Credit.
If presentation of any drawing certificate is made on a business day and such presentations made
on or before 10:00 a.m.________ Time, (“Issuer”) shall satisfy such drawing request on the same
business day. If the drawing certificate is received after 10:00 a.m.________ Time, (“Issuer”)
will satisfy such drawing request on the next business day.
It is a condition of this Letter of Credit that it will be automatically extended without amendment
for one year from the expiration date hereof, or any future expiration date, unless at least 90 days
prior to any expiration date we notify you by registered mail or overnight courier that we elect
not to consider this Letter of Credit extended for any such period.
This Letter of Credit may be terminated upon Beneficiary’s receipt of full payment from the
Account Party and Issuer’s receipt of a written release from the Beneficiary releasing the Issuer
from its obligations under this Letter of Credit.

Disbursements under the Letter of Credit shall be in accordance with the following terms and
conditions:
1. The amount, which may be drawn by the Beneficiary under this Letter of Credit, shall be
automatically reduced by the amount of any drawings hereunder.
2. All commissions and charges will be borne by the Account Party.
3. This Letter of Credit may not be transferred or assigned by the Issuer.
4. This Letter of Credit is irrevocable.
5. Except when the amount of this Letter of Credit is increased this Letter of Credit may not be
amended, changed or modified without the express written consent of the Beneficiary and the
Issuer. Such consent may be delivered by electronic means including electronic mail to ___________________.
6. This Letter of Credit shall be governed by the International Standby Practices Publication No.
590 of the International Chamber of Commerce, including any amendments, modifications or
revisions thereof (the “ISP”), except to the extent that terms hereof are inconsistent with the
provisions of the ISP, in which case the terms of the Letter of Credit shall govern. This Letter of
Credit shall be governed by the internal laws of the state of Arkansas to the extent that the terms
of the ISP are not applicable; provided that, in the event of any conflict between the ISP and such
Arkansas laws, the ISP shall control.

_________________________________
[Authorized Signature]
Name: _____________________________

Title:_____________________________

___________________
[Date]

Appendix “D” Guaranty Form
GUARANTY AGREEMENT
This Guaranty Agreement (the “Guaranty”) is made by ____________________ (“Guarantor”),
a _____________ corporation, in favor of Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“Creditor”), an Arkansas
nonprofit corporation.
WHEREAS, one or more direct or indirect subsidiaries of the Guarantor (each referred to
individually as “Debtor” and collectively as “Debtors”) and the Creditor are parties to certain
agreements pursuant to, or in connection with, the Creditor’s Western Energy Imbalance Service
Tariff, whether now existing or hereafter arising in accordance with their respective terms (each
referred to individually as “Agreement” and collectively as “Agreements”);
WHEREAS, Guarantor is the direct or indirect parent of the Debtor, will receive
substantial and direct benefits from the extensions of credit contemplated by the Agreements and
has agreed to enter into this Guaranty to provide assurance for the performance of Debtor’s
obligations in connection with the Agreements and to induce the Creditor to enter into the
Agreements; and
WHEREAS, the execution and delivery of this Guaranty is a condition to Creditor’s
further performance of its obligations under the terms of the Agreements;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and other good and valuable
consideration, the adequacy, receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
Guarantor hereby agrees as follows:
1.

Guaranty. Guarantor hereby unconditionally and absolutely guarantees the punctual
payment as and when due of Debtor’s payment obligations arising under any Agreement,
as such Agreement may be amended or modified from time to time, together with any
interest thereon (collectively, the “Guaranteed Obligations”). Guarantor’s obligations and
liability under this Guaranty shall be limited to payment obligations only and Guarantor
shall have no obligation otherwise to perform under any Agreement, including, without
limitation, to sell, deliver, purchase, receive, or transmit any electrical energy product or
service.

2.

Guaranty Absolute. The liability of Guarantor under this Guaranty shall be absolute
and unconditional irrespective of:
(a)

any lack of validity or enforceability of or defect or deficiency in any Agreement
or any other documents executed in connection with any Agreement;

(b)

any modification, extension or waiver of any of the terms of any Agreement;

(c)

any change in the time, manner, terms or place of payment of or in any other term
of, all or any of the Guaranteed Obligations, or any other amendment or waiver of

or any consent to departure from any Agreement or any other agreement or
instrument executed in connection therewith;
(d)

any sale, exchange, release or non-perfection of any property standing as security
for the liabilities hereby guaranteed, or any liabilities incurred directly or
indirectly hereunder or any setoff against any of said liabilities, or any release or
amendment or waiver of or consent to departure from this Guaranty or any other
guaranty, for all or any of the Guaranteed Obligations;

(e)

except as to applicable statutes of limitation, failure, omission, delay, waiver or
refusal by Creditor to exercise, in whole or in part, any right or remedy held by
Creditor with respect to any Agreement or any transaction under any Agreement;

(f)

any change in the existence, structure or ownership of Guarantor or any Debtor,
or any insolvency, bankruptcy, reorganization or other similar proceeding
affecting any Debtor or its assets; or

(g)

any other circumstance that might otherwise constitute a defense available to, or a
discharge of, any Debtor or any other individual, partnership, joint venture,
corporation, association, trust or other enterprise that is a party to any Agreement,
or any other agreement or instrument (including any guarantor) in respect of the
Guaranteed Obligations, other than payment in full of the Guaranteed Obligations.
The obligations of the Guarantor hereunder are several from any Debtor or any
other person, and are primary obligations concerning which the Guarantor is the
principal obligor. There are no conditions precedent to the enforcement of this
Guaranty, except as expressly contained herein. It shall not be necessary for
Creditor, in order to enforce payment by Guarantor under this Guaranty, to show
any proof of any Debtor's default, to exhaust its remedies against any Debtor, any
other guarantor, or any other person liable for the payment or performance of the
Guaranteed Obligations. Creditor shall not be required to mitigate damages or
take any other action to reduce, collect, or enforce the Guaranteed Obligations.
This Guaranty shall continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the case may be,
if at any time any payment of any of the Guaranteed Obligations are annulled, set
aside, invalidated, declared to be fraudulent or preferential, rescinded or must
otherwise be returned, refunded or repaid by Creditor upon the insolvency,
bankruptcy, dissolution, liquidation or reorganization of Debtor or any other
guarantor, or upon or as a result of the appointment of a receiver, intervenor or
conservator of, or trustee or similar officer for, Debtor or any other guarantor or
any substantial part of its property or otherwise, all as though such payment or
payments had not been made.

3.

Waiver. This is a guaranty of payment and not of collection. Guarantor hereby waives:

(a)

notice of acceptance of this Guaranty, of the creation or existence of any of the
Guaranteed Obligations and of any action by Creditor in reliance hereon or in
connection herewith;

(b)

notice of the entry into any Agreement between any Debtor and the Creditor and
of any amendments, supplements or modifications thereto; or any waiver of
consent under any Agreement, including waivers of the payment and performance
of the obligations thereunder;

(c)

notice of any increase, reduction or rearrangement of any Debtor’s obligations
under any Agreement or any extension of time for the payment of any sums due
and payable to the Creditor under any Agreement;

(d)

except as expressly set forth herein, presentment, demand for payment, notice of
dishonor or nonpayment, protest and notice of protest or any other notice of any
other kind with respect to the Guaranteed Obligations; and

(e)

any requirement that suit be brought against, or any other action by Creditor be
taken against, or any notice of default or other notice be given to, or any demand
be made on, Debtor or any other person, or that any other action be taken or not
taken as a condition to Guarantor’s liability for the Guaranteed Obligations under
this Guaranty or as a condition to the enforcement of this Guaranty against
Guarantor.

4.

Expenses. Notwithstanding and in addition to the limit on Guarantor’s liability
hereunder set forth in Section 1, Guarantor agrees to pay on demand any and all costs,
including reasonable legal fees and expenses, and other expenses incurred by Creditor in
enforcing Guarantor’s payment obligations under this Guaranty; provided that the
Guarantor shall not be liable for any expenses of Creditor if no payment under this
Guaranty is due.

5.

Subrogation. Guarantor shall be subrogated to all rights of Creditor against the Debtors
in respect of any amounts paid by Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty, provided that
Guarantor waives any rights it may acquire by way of subrogation under this Guaranty,
by any payment made hereunder or otherwise (including, without limitation, any
statutory rights of subrogation under Section 509 of the Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §
509, or otherwise), reimbursement, exoneration, contribution, indemnification, or any
right to participate in any claim or remedy of the Creditor against any Debtor or any
collateral which the Creditor now has or acquires, until all of the Guaranteed Obligations
shall have been irrevocably paid to Creditor in full. If any amount shall be paid to the
Guarantor on account of such subrogation rights at any time when all the Guaranteed
Obligations shall not have been paid in full, such amount shall be held in trust for the
benefit of Creditor and shall forthwith be paid to Creditor to be applied to the Guaranteed
Obligations. If (a) the Guarantor shall perform and shall make payment to Creditor of all
or any part of the Guaranteed Obligations and (b) all the Guaranteed Obligations shall
have been paid in full, Creditor shall, at the Guarantor’s request, execute and deliver to

the Guarantor appropriate documents necessary to evidence the transfer by subrogation to
the Guarantor of any interest in the Guaranteed Obligations resulting from such payment
by Guarantor.
6.

Setoff. The Creditor is hereby authorized at any time, to the fullest extent permitted by
law, to set off and apply any deposits (general or special, time or demand, provisional or
final) and other indebtedness owing by the Creditor to or for the account of Guarantor
against any and all of the obligations of Guarantor under this Guaranty, irrespective of
whether or not the Creditor shall have made any demand under this Guaranty or such
Agreement and although such obligations may be contingent and unmatured. The
Creditor agrees promptly to notify Guarantor after any such set-off and application made
by the Creditor provided that the failure to give such notice shall not affect the validity of
such set-off and application.

7.

Notices. All demands, notices and other communications provided for hereunder shall,
unless otherwise specifically provided herein, (a) be in writing addressed to the party
receiving the notice at the address set forth below or at such other address as may be
designated by written notice, from time to time, to the other party, and (b) be effective
upon delivery, when mailed by U.S. mail, registered or certified, return receipt requested,
postage prepaid, by express courier with traceable receipt, by facsimile, or personally
delivered. Notices shall be sent to the following addresses:
If to Creditor:
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
201 Worthen Drive
Little Rock, AR 72223-4936
Attention: Credit and Risk Management Department
If to Guarantor:
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

8.

Demand and Payment. Any demand by Creditor for payment hereunder shall be in
writing, signed by a duly authorized officer of Creditor and delivered to the Guarantor
pursuant to Section 7 hereof, and shall (a) reference this Guaranty, (b) specifically
identify the Debtor, the Guaranteed Obligations to be paid and the amount of such
Guaranteed Obligations, and (c) set forth payment instructions. There are no other
requirements of notice, presentment or demand. Guarantor shall pay, or cause to be paid,
such Guaranteed Obligations within two (2) business days of receipt of such demand.

9.

No Waiver; Remedies. Except as to applicable statutes of limitation, no failure on the
part of Creditor to exercise, and no delay in exercising, any right hereunder shall operate
as a waiver thereof, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any right hereunder
preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right. The

remedies herein provided are cumulative and not exclusive of any remedies provided by
law.
10.

Term; Termination. This Guaranty shall continue in full force and effect for the term of
the Agreements. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Guaranty may be terminated at any
time by the Guarantor by providing at least sixty (60) days’ prior written notice to
Creditor; provided, however, upon termination hereof, Guarantor agrees that the
obligations and liabilities hereunder shall continue in full force and effect with respect to
any obligations incurred prior to the termination date, and any fees and costs of
enforcement in connection herewith.

11.

Assignment; Successors and Assigns. Creditor may, upon notice to Guarantor, assign
its rights hereunder without the consent of Guarantor. Guarantor may assign its rights
hereunder with the prior written consent of Creditor, which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Subject to the foregoing, this Guaranty shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors, permitted
assigns, and legal representatives.

12.

Amendments, Etc. A written amendment executed by the Guarantor only may (a)
increase the guaranty limit specified in Section 1 and/or (b) extend the termination date of
this Guaranty. No other amendment of this Guaranty shall be effective unless in writing
and signed by Guarantor and Creditor. No waiver of any provision of this Guaranty nor
consent to any departure by Guarantor therefrom shall in any event be effective unless
such waiver shall be in writing and signed by Creditor. Any such waiver shall be
effective only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose for which it was given.

13.

Captions. The captions in this Guaranty have been inserted for convenience only and
shall be given no substantive meaning or significance whatsoever in construing the terms
and provisions of this Guaranty.

14.

Representation and Warranties.
The Guarantor represents and warrants as follows:
(a)

the Guarantor is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the
laws of the jurisdiction of its incorporation and has full corporate power to
execute, deliver and perform this Guaranty. This representation is evidenced by a
copy of the resolution(s) of the board of directors or other governing body of the
Guarantor authorizing this Guaranty, which is attached to and made a part of this
Guaranty;

(b)

the execution, delivery and performance of this Guaranty have been and remain
duly authorized by all necessary corporate action and do not contravene the
Guarantor’s constitutional documents or any contractual restriction binding on the
Guarantor or its assets;

(c)

this Guaranty is not in violation of other undertakings or requirements applicable
to Guarantor, and is enforceable against the Guarantor in accordance with these
terms;

(d)

this Guaranty constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Guarantor
enforceable against Guarantor in accordance with its terms, subject, as to
enforcement, to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization and other laws of general
applicability relating to or affecting Creditor’s rights and to general equity
principles; and

(e)

the audited financial statements of Guarantor for the most recent fiscal year and
the unaudited financial statements of Guarantor for the most recent quarter (the
“Financial Statements”), heretofore delivered to Creditor or filed with the United
States Securities Exchange Commission by Guarantor present fairly the financial
condition and results of operations of Guarantor and its consolidated subsidiaries
as of the dates and for the period specified therein in conformity with United
States generally accepted accounting principles, and, except as otherwise
expressly stated therein, consistently applied. Except as expressly stated to
Creditor in writing, there has been no Material Adverse Change in the financial
condition of Guarantor and its consolidated subsidiaries since the dates of the
Financial Statements.

15.

Limitation by Law. All rights, remedies and powers provided in this Guaranty may be
exercised only to the extent that the exercise thereof does not violate any applicable
provision of law, and all the provisions of this Guaranty are intended to be subject to all
applicable mandatory provisions of law that may be controlling and to be limited to the
extent necessary so that they will not render this Guaranty invalid, unenforceable, in
whole or in part, or not entitled to be recorded, registered or filed under the provisions of
any applicable law.

16.

GOVERNING LAW; SUBMISSION TO EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION. THIS
GUARANTY SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND CONSTRUED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH, THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ARKANSAS AND ANY
APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW.
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, THE PARTIES HERETO HEREBY SUBMIT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION OF ANY ARKANSAS STATE COURT SITTING
IN PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS, OR THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS, FOR THE
PURPOSES OF ALL LEGAL PROCEEDINGS ARISING OUT OF OR
RELATING
TO
THIS
GUARANTY
OR
THE
TRANSACTIONS
CONTEMPLATED HEREBY.
THE PARTIES HEREBY WAIVE ANY
OBJECTION TO VENUE IN PULASKI COUNTY, ARKANSAS, AND ANY
OBJECTION TO ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING ON THE BASIS OF FORUM
NON CONVENIENS.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Guarantor has caused this Guaranty to be duly executed and
delivered by its duly authorized officer effective as of this ___ day of _________, ______
(“Effective Date”).
[GUARANTOR]

By:
Name:
Title:

Appendix “E” Annual Minimum Market Participation Criteria and Risk Management
Certification Form
SPP ANNUAL MINIMUM MARKET PARTICIPATION CRITERIA – RISK
MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATION FORM
I,
_____________________________,
a
duly
authorized
officer
of
______________________________________ (“Market Participant”), understanding that
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) is relying on this certification as evidence supporting SPP’s
determination that Market Participant meets the risk management and minimum market
participation requirements as set forth in Attachment H to the Western Energy Imbalance Service
Market Tariff (“Tariff”), hereby certify that I have full authority to certify and represent on
behalf of Market Participant and further certify and represent as follows:
a. Training. Employees or agents transacting in markets or services provided pursuant to
the Tariff on behalf of the Market Participant have received, or will receive, applicable
training with regard to their participation under the Tariff as a condition of being
authorized to transact on behalf of Market Participant. As used in this representation,
training is deemed ‘applicable’ where it is commensurate and proportional in
sophistication, scope and frequency to the volume of transactions and the nature and
extent of the risk taken by the Market Participant.
b. Risk Management. Market Participant maintains current written risk management
policies and procedures that address those risks that could materially affect Market
Participant’s ability to pay its SPP invoices when due, including, but not limited to, credit
risks, liquidity risks and market risks.
c. Operational Capabilities. Market Participant has available appropriate personnel
resources, operating procedures, and technical abilities to promptly and effectively
respond to SPP communications and directions related to, but not limited to, settlements,
billing, credit requirements and other financial matters.
d. Minimum Participation Criteria. Market Participant meets or exceeds the minimum
market participation criteria, including capitalization requirements, as specified in
Section 3.1.1.8 of Attachment H of the Tariff. The Market Participant shall submit
audited financial statements for the most recent fiscal year to demonstrate minimum
Tangible Net Worth or minimum total assets, or provide a report produced by a Rating
Agency to establish its Credit Rating as specified in Section 3.1.1.8.2. In the event the
Market Participant is unable to meet at least one of these minimum financial
requirements, the Market Participant shall maintain with SPP the amount of Financial
Security required by Section 3.1.1.8.2(e) of Attachment H to the Tariff.

Date:

(Signature)
Print Name:
Title:

Subscribed and sworn before me
in and for the County of

, a notary public of the State of
, this __ day of

, 20

_______________________________

(Notary Public Signature)
My commission expires:

/

/

.

,

ATTACHMENT I
DISTRIBUTION OF OTHER REVENUES

I.

Adjustments To Revenue Allocations in the Event of Market Participant NonPayments
If the amounts collected by SPP for Market Services are insufficient to fully pay the
providers of Market Services, then the following procedures apply:
A.

Definitions
The following definitions apply in this Section I of Attachment I. Capitalized

terms used in this Attachment I and not defined herein shall be given the meaning
assigned to them under the Tariff.
1.

Credit Support Documents:

Any agreement or instrument in any way

guaranteeing or securing any or all of a Market Participant’s obligations under the Tariff
(including, without limitation, the Credit Policy in Attachment H to this Tariff), any
agreement entered into under, pursuant to, or in connection with the Tariff or any
agreement entered into under, pursuant to, or in connection with the Tariff or the Credit
Policy, and/or any other agreement to which SPP and Market Participant are parties,
including, without limitation, any Guaranty, Letter of Credit, Credit and Security
Agreement (Attachment B to the Credit Policy in Attachment H to this Tariff) or
agreement granting a security interest.
2.

Default: Any default under Article 8 or otherwise under the Credit Policy.

3.

Defaulting Market Participant:

A Market Participant that defaults under

Section 8 of the Credit Policy.
4.

FERC: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

5.

Market Services: Services taken and/or provided pursuant to the Tariff.

6.

Non-Defaulting Market Participants:

Market Participants, other than the

Defaulting Market Participant, who conducted business in the market during the time
covered by the invoice(s) containing the Unpaid Obligation.
7.

Unpaid Obligation:

An unpaid past due amount of an invoice for Market

Services for which SPP does not reasonably expect payment in full and which SPP has
declared to be an Unpaid Obligation.
8.

Uncollectible Obligation: An Unpaid Obligation that has not been paid within

ninety (90) days after SPP declared an invoice an Unpaid Obligation, or sooner, should
by any means the Market Participant’s Service Agreement be terminated.

B.

General
SPP shall only be required to remit to providers of Market Services the revenues

that it has collected, without dispute, under the Tariff for Market Services, as applicable.
C.

Procedures for Non-Payment of Amounts Invoiced for Market Services

1.

The following procedures apply to defaults in payment of amounts invoiced for

Market Services. At such time as SPP concludes that SPP does not reasonably expect
payment in full of an unpaid past due amount, which SPP may conclude as early as
within 1 day after the due date, then SPP shall declare such unpaid past due amount to be
an Unpaid Obligation. SPP will notify Market Participants of the declaration of an
Unpaid Obligation by posting a notice to the OASIS. Such notification will identify the
Defaulting Market Participant, the amount of the Unpaid Obligation, the applicable
week(s) of service for which the Defaulting Market Participant was initially invoiced the
Unpaid Obligation, and the future billing week(s) in which SPP will, because of the
Unpaid Obligation, reduce the revenues to be paid to all Non-Defaulting Market
Participants who conducted business in the market during the time covered by the invoice
applicable to the Unpaid Obligation.
SPP will then make reduced payments on the corresponding payout date to the NonDefaulting Market Participants receiving revenues for Market Services associated with
the Unpaid Obligation. A payment to a Non-Defaulting Market Participant will be
reduced in amount equal to such Non-Defaulting Market Participant’s pro rata share of
the Unpaid Obligation.
Upon the earliest feasible date after declaring an Unpaid Obligation, SPP will take the
following additional steps: (i) identify and segregate all funds held by SPP with respect
to the Defaulting Market Participant; (ii) recover the Unpaid Obligation by drawing upon
the entire amount of collateral provided by the Defaulting Market Participant, provided
that any amount of the Unpaid Obligation not paid by such draw shall continue to be an
Unpaid Obligation; (iii) seek to recover the Unpaid Obligation from any guarantor of the
Defaulting Market Participant’s obligations; (iv) seek to exercise other remedies under
the Credit Support Documents provided by the Defaulting Market Participant; and (v)
pursue other available remedies for Defaults, including, without limitation, initiating a
filing with FERC to terminate the Service Agreement of the Defaulting Market

Participant. SPP may deviate from steps (i) through (v), including omission of steps and
use of other measures as SPP may determine, in its discretion, are appropriate to
maximize collection, minimize collection costs, and produce cost effective collection
efforts relative to, for example, the likelihood of collection of the Unpaid Obligation.
Any amounts received by SPP pursuant to this Section I.C.1. of this Attachment I shall be
applied to reduce the amount of the Unpaid Obligation if those amounts are received
prior to the issuance of a notice to cure the Default. After the notice to cure is issued,
Section I.C.2. of this Attachment I will apply.
2.

Payments by Defaulting Market Participants of Unpaid Obligations. This

Section I.C.2 applies to amounts invoiced to Market Participants for Market Services
only.
After SPP has declared an Unpaid Obligation, SPP will send the Defaulting Market
Participant a notice to cure the Default as specified in Section 8 of the SPP Credit Policy.
The Defaulting Market Participant must take the following steps to cure its Default: (i)
pay all unpaid obligations to SPP, including, without limitation, the amount of the Unpaid
Obligation, interest, and enforcement and collection costs; and (ii) meet the
creditworthiness requirements of SPP, including, without limitation, any additional
financial assurances that may be required by SPP given the Defaulting Market
Participant’s prior Default.
In the event the Defaulting Market Participant attempts to cure its Default by making
partial payment of the Unpaid Obligation, the partial payment shall not be applied to
reduce the Unpaid Obligation but shall instead be segregated from other SPP funds. Such
segregated partial payments shall accumulate until the full amount of the Unpaid
Obligation is cured by a series of two or more partial payments. In the event SPP
determines that the Unpaid Obligation is uncollectible pursuant to Section I.C.2. of this
Attachment I and is an Uncollectible Obligation, the segregated partial payments along
with any interest shall be applied using the formula set forth in Section I.C.3.b. of this
Attachment I, and the funds will be distributed as described in Section I.C.3.c. of this
Attachment I.
In the event the full amount of the Unpaid Obligation is paid by the Defaulting Market
Participant prior to SPP declaring the Uncollectible Obligation, those revenues will be

distributed to Market Participants in the same percentages as the previous reduction of
revenues associated with the Unpaid Obligation.
3.

Uplift. This Section I.C.3 of this Attachment I applies to amounts invoiced to

Market Participants for Market Services only. Ninety (90) days after declaring an invoice
an Unpaid Obligation or sooner, should by any means the Market Participant’s Service
Agreement be terminated, SPP will declare that Unpaid Obligation an Uncollectible
Obligation. SPP shall proceed to recover the Uncollectible Obligation from all Market
Participants who conducted business in the market during the period covered by the
invoice(s) associated with the Uncollectible Obligation(s) on a pro rata basis, with the
amount of the Uncollectible Obligation adjusted by the amount of the Unpaid Obligation
recovered pursuant to Section I.C.1. of this Attachment I and partial payments pursuant to
Sections I.C.2. of this Attachment I.
a.

Eligibility for Share of Uncollectible Obligation.

The Uncollectible Obligation shall be allocated by SPP to all Non-Defaulting Market
Participants that had been invoiced by SPP during the same period of time as the unpaid
invoice(s) of the Market Participant whose Unpaid Obligation has been declared an
Uncollectible Obligation.
b.

Uncollectible Obligation Allocation Methodology.

The formula below is the basis for allocating the Uncollectible Obligation to all NonDefaulting Market Participants who conducted business in the market during the time
covered by the invoice(s) containing the Uncollectible Obligation(s).
% Loss for MP =
A

MP Market Charges +
A

Market Credits in weekly invoicing cycle/
MP (Market Charges + Market Credits) in weekly invoicing cycle.
ALL

Loss Obligation of MP = ((% Loss for MP ) x $ Amt of Uncollectible
A

A

Obligation) minus (-) (Reduction of Payments + Pro rata share of partial
payment(s))
Where:
MP = Market Participant

Market Charges = The absolute value of all charge amounts associated
with invoices for Market Services.
Market Credits = The absolute value of all credit amounts associated
with invoices for Market Services.
MP

ALL

= All Market Participants other than Market Participants with

Uncollectible Obligations.
Reduction of Payment = The amount of the Unpaid Obligation
originally assessed to Market Participant as described in Section I.C.1.
above.
Pro rata share of partial payment(s) = Any partial payments received
during cure period as described in Section I.C.2.
All individual charge amounts and all individual credit amounts invoiced for Market
Services shall be included in the calculation of Market Charges and Market Credits. The
Market Charges and Market Credits of Market Participants with Uncollectible
Obligations will not be included in the calculation of the percentage of the loss to be
allocated to all Non-Defaulting Market Participants that had been invoiced by SPP during
the same period of time as the unpaid invoice(s) of the Defaulting Market Participant
whose Unpaid Obligation has been declared an Uncollectible Obligation.
c.

Application of Recovered Uncollectible Obligation.

Any funds that are attributable to an Uncollectible Obligation that are recovered by SPP
(other than amounts recovered by the uplift of the Uncollectible Obligations) after the
Uncollectible Obligation has been uplifted pursuant to Section I.C.3.b. of this Attachment
I, shall first be applied to satisfy outstanding costs of enforcement and collection of the
Unpaid Obligation or Uncollectible Obligation, and any other amount due to SPP under
the Tariff or any other agreements. Any remaining funds attributable to an uplifted
Uncollectible Obligation, together with any remaining interest and late charges collected
with respect to the uplifted Uncollectible Obligation, shall be distributed pro rata to the
Non-Defaulting Market Participants, using the same formula specified under Section
I.C.3.b. of this Attachment I to whom the Uncollectible Obligation was uplifted and who
satisfied their obligation to pay the uplifted Uncollectible Obligation.

